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April 8, 2019
TO:

Planning Commissioners and City Council

FROM: Russ Cunningham A.I.C.P., Principal Planner
RE:

Summary of Changes to the Project since Public Review and Adequacy of the Draft Program
Environmental Impact Report to Address these Changes

In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the Draft Program Environmental
Impact Report (Draft PEIR) for the Economic Development Element (EDE), Energy and Climate Action
Element (ECAE), and Climate Action Plan (CAP) was posted for 45-day public review period from
January 30, 2019 to March 18, 2019. Interested parties and organizations had the opportunity to submit
their written comments on the DEIR during this time. A majority of public comments pertained to content
within the EDE, ECAE, and/or CAP. Various changes were made to these plans as a result of public
comment. The following summarizes the changes that have been incorporated since public review:
•

EDE – The EDE has been updated to incorporate a map exhibit illustrating existing and planned
land use throughout the City, an acknowledgements page, and the acronym change from ECAP to
ECAE.

•

ECAE – The ECAE has been updated to include an acknowledgements page and the following
additional policy language:
o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o

Policy ECAE 1b-4: Assist lower-income households in accessing financial incentives for
energy efficiency and renewable power upgrades.
Policy ECAE-2a-5: Explore opportunities to implement “mobility hub” features within
Smart Growth Opportunity Areas and other areas amenable to active transportation and
shared mobility options.
Policy ECAE-2a-6: Work with the development community to identify new sources of
financing for mixed-use and other forms of urbanized development, including the
implementation of the El Corazon Specific Plan.
Policy ECAE 2e-3: Encourage the electrification of the Sprinter line.
Policy ECAE 2e-4: Through TDM programs and other means, encourage employers to
participate in regional rideshare programs, including SANDAG’s iCommute.
Policy ECAE-2f-2: Explore incentives for electric vehicle charging facilities in multi-family
developments.
Policy ECAE-2f-3: Assist lower-income households in accessing financial incentives for the
purchase of low and zero-emission vehicles.
Policy ECAE-2f-4: In partnership with the local business community, San Diego Gas and
Electric, and other stakeholders, explore ways to reduce the cost of electric and other
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o
o

o
o
o

zero emission vehicles to Oceanside residents, specifically low-income households in
proximity to air quality hotspots near I-5 and state highways.
Policy ECAE-2f-9: Consider ways to reduce vehicle idling, particularly in proximity to
schools and other sensitive receptors.
Policy ECAE-5a-2: Update the City’s Street Tree Ordinance to require one-to-one
replacement of trees removed from the public right-of-way, parkways, and other public
spaces.
Policy ECAE-5a-6: Prioritize street tree planting in lower-income neighborhoods.
Policy ECAE-6a-5: Explore ways to reduce the cost of water for agricultural use.
Policy ECAE-6b-3: Prioritize community gardens and urban agriculture operations in areas
with limited access to fresh food.

Additional policy direction has been inserted into the narrative sections of the ECAE.
•

CAP – The following edits were made to the CAP.
o The Credits and Acknowledgements page was updated.
o Additional description was added to Chapter 3 to provide a brief summary of how the
City’s reduction targets align with state goals.
o Table 19, Project Review Checklist was revised to remove the question, “Does the
project propose to purchase carbon offset credits that would result in lesser net GHG
emissions than the existing General Plan Land Use Designation?”. Additionally, the note
pertaining to carbon offsets in the same table was removed.
o Clarifications and updates were made to the Solid Waste Section of Chapter 3 to clarify
the City’s existing zero waste goals and efforts related to the Organics Waste to
Energy/Biosolids Master Plan.
o Chapter 4, Implementation was updated to identify that the City will prepare an update
to the Climate Action Plan every five years, following each comprehensive GHG
inventory update.
o Appendix C, Oceanside Climate Action Plan Technical Methods was updated to respond
to questions and clarification requested by commenters regarding various assumptions
used in developing CAP projections.

•

Draft PEIR – No changes were made to the Draft PEIR as a result of comments from the public or
changes to the above-referenced documents. It should be noted that the Draft OEIR refers to the
Energy and Climate Action Element with the acronym ECAP. Since the Draft PEIR was released for
public review, the acronym was updated to ECAE. Thus, where the PEIR refers to the ECAP, it is
equivalent to the now updated ECAE.

Adequacy of the Draft PEIR to Address Project Revisions
The Draft PEIR was reviewed to determine if edits to the document were required in order to address
policy changes described above. It was determined that the changes to the ECAE and CAP either provided
further clarification and detail to the existing documents or provided additional policy support that would
further the goals of the plans. None of the changes to the documents were found to result in any new
potential impacts that were not evaluated in the Draft PEIR, nor would they increase the severity of
impacts that were identified in the Draft PEIR. The changes to the ECAE and CAP did not warrant revisions
to the Draft PEIR and the Draft PEIR analysis is adequate to address adoption of the project, including the
EDE, ECAE, and CAP revisions plans described in this memo.
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Letters of Comment and Responses
The following letters of comment were received from agencies, organizations, and
individuals during the public review period (January 30, 2019 to March 18, 2019) of the
Draft Program EIR. A copy of each comment letter along with corresponding staff responses
is included here. Some of the comments did not address the adequacy of the environmental
document; however, staff has attempted to provide appropriate responses to all comments
as a courtesy to the commenter.
Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Author
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
San Diego Association of Governments
City of Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee
Climate Action Campaign
Sierra Club
Ellen Bartlett
Mark Bartlett
John Bottoroff
Mike Bullock
Kevin T. Byrne
Roger Davenport
Cindy Rocco
CleanEarth4Kids.org
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LETTER

RESPONSE
Letter A

A-1

A-1

RTC-2

Comment noted.

LETTER

RESPONSE
Letter B

B-1

B-1

As addressed in Draft PEIR Section 4.3 Transportation and
Circulation, the Oceanside Transit Center (OTC) is a major
transportation hub. In addition, the Energy and Climate Action
Element (ECAE), Section 8.4, Funding Opportunities, specifies that
projects that implement affordable housing and mobility hub
features, such as the redevelopment of the OTC, would be eligible
for cap and trade funding. The City supports SANDAG’s Regional
Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy and has added a policy to
the ECAE which encourages implementation of “mobility hub
features within the Smart Growth Areas and other areas amenable
to active transportation and shared mobility options.

B-2

In support of SANDAG’s regional Transportation Demand Program,
the City has added a policy to the ECAE which encourages
participation in regional rideshare programs including SANDAG’s
iCommute.

B-2

RTC-3

LETTER

RESPONSE
Letter C

C-1

C-1

Introductory information regarding the overall role of the City of
Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee, its involvement in the
Climate Action Plan (CAP), and position in support of the CAP is
provided in this comment. The Committee recommends additional
objectives to be added to the CAP itself or subsequent implementing
ordinances or support documents. The comments raised in this
letter focus primarily on the content of the plans and do not raise
issues related to the adequacy or accuracy of the Draft PEIR;
however, responses are provided to each specific recommendation
below.

C-2

As specified in Draft PEIR Section 3.4.2 ECAE and Climate Action
Plan, the purpose of the ECAE is to “provide a policy framework for
reducing energy use within the City, promoting sustainable
practices and implementing greenhouse gas reduction and climate
action strategies.” Furthermore, the CAP “identifies City-specific
measures for achieving the statewide GHG emissions.” As such, the
ECAE and CAP represent the initial phase of actions to promote
environmentally sustainable economic growth within the City.
Policies in both the Economic Development Element (EDE) and
ECAE are intended to provide a framework for subsequent updates
to other General Plan Elements. In addition, future actions are
required by the City to implement the measures in the ECAE and
CAP and consist of adoption of new ordinances and updates to
Municipal Code regulations. The Smart Growth Policies in CAP
Measure TL1 would be implemented through updates to the
Circulation Element of the General Plan. As these future plans and
ordinances are developed, the Coast Highway Corridor Project may
be considered as an example for encouraging and supporting
alternative transportation modes. In addition, traffic calming
improvements will be considered to slow down traffic and make
biking and walking safer and more viable. Furthermore, the CAP
promulgates an emissions reduction measure (TL4) that calls for a
variety of actions that result in a network of complete street with
bicycle lanes and sidewalks, as well as connections to multi-use
pathways.

C-2

RTC-4

LETTER

RESPONSE
C-3

The City recognizes that the Coast Rail Trail and Inland Rail Trail
are the top two priorities of the Bicycle Master Plan. Accordingly,
the City has included a policy to facilitate the completion of these
two trails in coordination with SANDAG and other responsible
parties. Refer to ECAE Policy 2c-3. The City looks forward to
working with the responsible parties to ensure that the Inland Rail
Trail is effectively integrated into the Smart Growth Opportunities
Areas (SGOAs) that extend along its route. As these SGOAs develop
with new residential and employment uses, there will be increasing
demand for a dedicated pedestrian/bicycle pathway that connects
these SGOAs and other destinations within the Oceanside
Boulevard Corridor.

C-4

As addressed in response to comment C-2, future actions needed to
implement the CAP Transportation and Land Use measures include
updates to the Transportation and Circulation Element of the
General Plan, as well as new ordinances and updates to the
Municipal Code regulations. As these future actions are undertaken,
additional consideration and policy support will be given to cycling
safety on existing major thoroughfares to encourage growth in
cycling mode share and to reduce GHG emissions. These actions
could include striped buffers, curbs, and other physical features that
help to delineate bicycle routes from automobile traffic lanes.

C-5

The ECAE and CAP identify the need for staffing and funding
beginning with the Commencement Phase concurrent with CAP
adoption and continuing through Phase 3 beyond five years of CAP
adoption (2023-2030). A Climate Action Coordinator will be
appointed in the Commencement Phase, along with the
identification of Climate Action Planning Team members. The City
is aware that ongoing funding in the Annual Operating and Capital
Budget is required. Other funding sources are identified in Table 14
of the CAP. Staff will discuss the prospect of establishing a
minimum percentage of annual funding for active transportation
improvements.

C-6

As addressed in response to comment C-2, future actions needed to
implement the CAP Transportation and Land Use measures include
updates to the Circulation Element of the General Plan, as well as
new ordinances and updates to the Municipal Code regulations.

C-3

C-4

C-5
C-6

RTC-5

LETTER

RESPONSE
C-6 (cont.)
The Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Ordinance,
associated enforcement program, and specific TDM measures will be
adopted approximately a year after CAP adoption. As these future
actions are undertaken, consideration will be given to active
participation in the regional bikeshare program being developed by
the other north county coastal cities to provide a viable additional
first mile/last mile connection between transit and jobs.

RTC-6

LETTER

C-7

C-8

RESPONSE

C-7

As addressed in response to comment C-2, future actions needed to
implement the CAP Transportation and Land Use measures include
updates to the Circulation Element of the General Plan, as well as
new ordinances and updates to the Municipal Code regulations. As
these future actions are undertaken, consideration will be given to
encouraging mode shift and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) reduction
among City employees through alternatives to free parking and
commuting options.

C-8

The City has added a policy in the ECAE which encourages
participation in regional rideshare programs including SANDAG’s
iCommute. Refer to ECAE Policy 2e-4. As addressed in response to
comment C-2, future actions needed to implement the CAP
Transportation and Land Use measures include updates to the
Transportation and Circulation Element of the General Plan, as
well as new ordinances and updates to the Municipal Code
regulations. Specifically, CAP Measure TL5 would include adoption
of a TDM Ordinance that would require new or renovated
commercial and industrial development projects that would
generate more than 100 vehicle trips per day to prepare a TDM
program. Additionally, future development would be subject to
completion of the CAP Project Review Checklist as detailed in Table
19 of the CAP. This checklist would require that all commercial and
industrial projects that generate more than 100 vehicle commute
trips per day include transportation demand management strategies
including but not limited to employee rideshare programs.

RTC-7

LETTER

RESPONSE
Letter D

D-1

Introductory comment noted.

D-2

The CAP targets are only based in part on the California Air
Resources Board 2017 Scoping Plan recommendations for local
governments. The CAP applies the 2050 target from the Scoping
Plan, but sets a more rigorous 2030 target for the City (4 metric tons
(MT)/service population). As for the applicability of the 2017 Scoping
Plan targets to the CAP, the Scoping Plan specifically states in
Footnote 241, “These goals (i.e., 6 MT CO2E in 2030 and 2 MT
CO2E in 2050) are appropriate for the plan level (city, county,
subregional, or regional level, as appropriate), but not for specific
individual projects because they include all emissions sectors in the
State.” This footnote follows the first sentence recommending that
local governments use the 2030 and 2050 per capita targets. The
2017 Scoping Plan further states “[t]he statewide per capita goals
were developed by applying the percent reductions necessary to
reach the 2030 and 2050 climate goals (i.e., 40 percent and 80
percent, respectively) to the State’s 1990 emissions limit established
under AB 32.” Thus, the “[t]he statewide per capita targets are also
consistent with Executive Order S-3-05, B-30-15…”

D-1

D-2

The Oceanside CAP is a plan-level document covering the entire
city. Therefore, these are applicable and appropriate targets for the
CAP. As the CAP is a long-range document, the City has set its longrange target for 2050 at 2.0 MT CO2e per capita per the
recommendation of the 2017 Scoping Plan and international
agreements, such as the “Under 2 MOU,” which requires that all
“signatories agree to reduce their GHG emissions to two metric tons
CO2E per capita by 2050.” This is the most commonly agreed upon
2050 target and directly relates to the long term target of EO-S-05.
Thus, the City has developed its CAP with this ultimate goal while
focusing on feasible reductions based on community input and the
best available information and methods.
In recognition of the additional recommendations that the 2017
Scoping Plan provides (consistent with the Office of Planning and
Research’s [OPR’s] General Plan Guidelines Chapter 8, “Climate
Change”) that “local governments adopt robust and quantitative
locally-appropriate goals,” the City adopted a more aggressive 2030
target, based on the City’s “fair share” of the GHG emission
RTC-8

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-2 (cont.)
reductions to achieve the 2050 target, the 2030 population
projections from SANDAG, and the City’s GHG emissions inventory
as recommended in the OPR’s General Plan Guidelines. This
method is discussed on Page 2-10 of the CAP under Accelerated
Local Per Capita Targets.
As stated, the 2030 per capita GHG emission target was developed
using the 2.0 MT CO2e per service population in 2050, local
population projections from SANDAG for 2050, and the City’s
current GHG emissions inventory. While CAP target development
did not use the suggested methodology in the comment, the 2030
target is supported by using the per capita (population) and service
population (employment plus population) methodologies suggested
by the OPR General Plan Guidelines as well as other agencies with
expert knowledge in this subject area, including but not limited to
the California Air Resources Board (CARB), South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD), and Bay Area Air Quality
Management District (BAAQMD). Using the recommended
methodology results in a 2030 per capita target of 4.0 MT CO2e per
service population.
The Scoping Plan does not specify guidance for 2035. There is
mention of the Senate Bill (SB) 375 targets and the need to align the
Sustainable Communities Strategies requirements with the
statewide 2030 targets. However, the CAP does include some
information regarding the 2035 target as well, which was developed
using the same methodology as the 2030 target.

RTC-9

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-3

Determining the fair share of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
reductions needed in a specific jurisdiction is not a uniform amount
of reduction across the state or a county. For example, the majority
of emissions in the state are from transportation. As the state moves
to clean and renewable energy, transportation will be an even
greater driver of GHG emissions (as a percentage of total emissions).
Thus, as time passes, for rural areas to achieve the necessary GHG
emissions reductions, rural areas would need to achieve greater
reductions in VMT than urban areas, which are by their more
compact nature more efficient than more distant and dispersed
development. Many of the identified jurisdictions also are not
comparable to the City relative to emission sectors nor in land area.
Thus, it would not be necessarily appropriate to align the City’s
reduction targets with other jurisdictions in the region.
Furthermore, the City cannot independently verify the reductions
identified in those CAPs are achievable and feasible within the City,
where all measures in the City CAP have been vetted by City staff
and are considered feasible for implementation. Therefore, the City
has adopted locally-appropriate and achievable targets for the CAP.

D-4

The CAP extends emission estimates to 2050. While the CAP does
not demonstrate the City’s ability to make the 2050 target at this
point, it provides the current status and information on future
emissions to allow the City to focus its effort where the greatest
reductions would be required. As stated in the 2017 Scoping Plan,
“[w]hile…modeling results provide estimates of the GHG reductions
that could be achieved by…measures, the results also provide other
insights and highlight the need to ensure successful implementation
of each measure.” Therefore, acknowledging that the City will not
achieve the 2050 target through current policies and measures
signals that the CAP will need to evolve to include additional and/or
augmented measures. Staff anticipates CAP updates at least every
five years, at which time new feasible programs and technologies
can be acknowledged and incorporated.

D-5

The 2045 carbon neutrality requirements (EO B-55-18) were issued
after the completion of the CAP. Based on the current CAP and
associated emissions calculations, the inclusion of the 2045 carbon
neutrality goal would result in the City achieving greater reductions
in the future. However, based on the current emissions forecasts,

D-3

D-4
D-5

D-6

RTC-10

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-5 (cont.)
the City would still not achieve the 2050 emission target. Thus, the
City will update the CAP with the 2045 carbon neutrality in the
next update with additional measures intended to achieve the 2050
target. It should be noted that the 2017 Scoping Plan similarly
demonstrated that additional state-level measures would be
required to achieve the 2050 target. It should be further noted that
local jurisdictions have no authority over fuel content, vehicle fuel
efficiency, congestion pricing, and other factors that significantly
influence emissions levels in the transportation sector, which
contributes to the challenges cities face in speculating on the extent
to which future emissions reduction will occur through federal and
state actions and to what degree local measures will be needed to
achieve state-aligned targets.
D-6

The City has added additional policy support in the ECAE to
prioritize actions supportive of lower income households.
Specifically, the following policies were added to the ECAE:
• Policy ECAE 1b-4: Assist lower-income households in accessing
financial incentives for energy efficiency and renewable power
upgrades.
• Policy ECAE-2f-3: Assist lower-income households in accessing
financial incentives for the purchase of low and zero-emission
vehicles.
• Policy ECAE-5a-6: Prioritize street tree planting in lower-income
neighborhoods.
• Policy ECAE-6b-3: Prioritize community gardens and urban
agriculture operations in areas with limited access to fresh food.

RTC-11

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-7

D-7

The commenter states that the CAP target of 75 percent clean
energy by 2030 is out of step with the region and insufficient to meet
the more aggressive targets the City will need to adopt to comply
with the guidance of the Scoping Plan and be consistent with the
rest of the region. The CAP reduction measure of 75 percent clean
energy by 2030 was modeled and analysis shows that, along with
the other measures in the CAP, the City would reach the state’s
2030 target. The CAP contains an implementation chapter which
identifies reporting, monitoring, and adaptive management
requirements. Thus, if it is determined during future reviews that
the City needs more aggressive measures to meet the reduction
target, there is an opportunity to update the CAP to incorporate
such measures. Raising the renewable energy target is one option
that can be considered for further reducing GHG emissions.
It should also be noted that the City continues to explore CCA. The
City, in coordination with the cities of Carlsbad, Encinitas, and Del
Mar, Oceanside participated in the preparation of a CCA feasibility
study (authored by EES Consultants). The study indicates that
CCA is a feasible option for Oceanside. Recently released for public
review, the study will be the subject of a City Council public
workshop on May 1, 2019. Through the North County Energy Action
Committee, the Climate Collaborative, and other forums focused on
sustainable practices, City staff continues to engage with staff in the
other three North County coastal cities on the subject of CCA. City
staff has also established a dialogue on CCA with staff in the cities
of Vista, San Marcos, and Escondido. The status of CCA in the San
Diego region is currently very fluid, as groups of cities (e.g., La
Mesa, Santee, and Chula Vista) pursue feasibility studies and
individual cities consider the range of options available to them –
e.g., forming a Joint Powers Authority with other local jurisdictions,
joining an existing CCA, or establishing their own independent
CCAs. While the ECAE and CAP do not currently identify 100
percent renewable through a CCA as part of the project, the City
will continue to monitor the status of CCA in the San Diego region
and consider options that provide for more renewable power while
ensuring stable and competitive rates for Oceanside residents and
businesses.

D-8

D-9

RTC-12

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-7 (cont.)
The Draft PEIR Section 7.3 addresses adoption of a 100%
Renewable Energy Procurement Alternative. CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6 requires an EIR to include a range of reasonable
alternatives to the project. The consideration of alternatives allows
the decision making body to evaluate the merits of the project
compared to the alternatives and while an alternative may avoid or
substantially lessen any potentially significant effects of the project,
ultimately, it is the decision making body that decides to approve
the proposed project, or one of the alternatives. Additionally, while
the Renewable Energy Procurement Alternative would result in
additional GHG reductions, impacts of the project-related GHG
emissions were found to be less than significant; thus, this
alternative would not avoid a significant impact of the project. As
this alternative would be feasible to adopt, decision makers will
have to determine whether the proposed project or the 100%
Renewable Energy Procurement Alternative would best achieve the
objectives of the project.
D-8

SDG&E currently offers the EcoChoice Program, which allows a
customer to sign up to have from 50 percent to 100 percent of their
electricity
come
from
renewable
sources.
Please
see:
https://www.sdge.com/residential/savings-center/solar-powerrenewable-energy/ecochoice. SDG&E also offers EcoShare in which
SDG&E facilitates customers connecting with a local renewable
energy provider to purchase a portion of the energy generated from
a
new
renewable
energy
facility.
Please
see:
https://www.sdge.com/residential/savings-center/solar-powerrenewable-energy/ecoshare. The City envisions residents using the
EcoChoice program due to the flexibility of the program. It is
unclear what effect the “glide-path” mentioned in the comment
would do to this arrangement as it is not relevant to SDG&E
acquiring renewables under the State Renewable Portfolio
Strategies requirements.
As discussed in the ECAE, renewable energy procurement would be
achieved either in partnership with SDG&E or through a CCA (see
ECAE, Chapter 7). Specifically, Policy ECAE-1a-4 provides for the
continued exploration of CCA as a means of sourcing utility-scale
renewable energy and meeting renewable energy procurement goals.

RTC-13

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-8 (cont.)
This policy would be implemented through CAP Measure E1, which
requires the City to adopt a Renewable Energy Procurement Policy.
A direct strategy for the achievement of the City’s renewable energy
goals is through the promotion of CCA participation.
D-9

See response to comment D-7 regarding the clean energy target. To
provide for the opportunity to participate in Community Choice
Energy (CCE), CAP Measure E1: Renewable Energy Procurement
includes the following strategy:
• Conduct a CCE Program Feasibility Study and collaborate with
neighboring jurisdictions to explore opportunities to establish a
regional Joint Powers Authority CCE Program.

RTC-14

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-10

As specified in the Draft PEIR Section 3.4.2 ECAE and Climate
Action Plan, the purpose of the ECAE is to “provide a policy
framework for reducing energy use within the City, promoting
sustainable practices and implementing greenhouse gas reduction
and climate action strategies.” Furthermore, the CAP “identifies
City-specific measures for achieving the statewide GHG emissions.”
As such, the ECAE and CAP represent the initial phase of actions to
promote environmentally sustainable economic growth within the
City. Policies in the ECAE are intended to provide a framework for
subsequent updates to other General Plan Elements. In addition,
future actions are required by the City to implement the measures
in the ECAE and CAP and consist of adoption of new ordinances and
updates to Municipal Code regulations. As these future actions are
undertaken, consideration will be given to linking the offset of
energy demand to metrics other than off-street parking spaces.

D-11

The CAP has been updated to properly reflect the City’s waste
reduction policy. The City has a plan to achieve a diversion rate of
75-90 percent by 2020. The modeling notes identified in the
comment are due to the limitations of the model. The model requires
specific inputs with the time and duration of implementation to
calculate the emission reductions. Due to the range included in the
City policy the model was conservatively set such the initial point of
the goal would be achieved not later than the stated date while the
higher range was projected to be met five years in the future.
Additionally, the City is on-track to achieve the higher goal earlier
than indicated in the CAP.

D-12

The solid waste strategies combined are calculated to meet the 2035
solid waste reduction goal. Refer to response to comment D-11 for
further detail on the City’s anticipated solid waste diversion rates.

D-13

As stated in response to comment D-10, the ECAE and CAP
represent the initial phase of actions to promote environmentally
sustainable economic growth within the city. Future implementing
actions required by the City will consist of updates to other elements
of the General Plan, adoption of new ordinances, and updates to
Municipal Code regulations. As these future actions are undertaken,
consideration will be given to setting specific mode share targets for
walking, biking and transit use.

D-10

D-11

D-12

D-13

RTC-15

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-14

The ECAE contains urban greening goal ECAE 5a which states, “By
2035, the City will expand its tree canopy to at least 25 percent
coverage citywide.” ECAE-5a-1 through ECAE-5a-6 also address
urban greening.
Policies ECAE-5a-2 and ECAE-5a-4 address
replacement of trees in public and private properties. As stated in
response to comment D-10, the ECAE and CAP represent the initial
phase of actions to promote environmentally sustainable economic
growth within the City. Future implementing actions required by
the City will consist of updates to other elements of the General
Plan, adoption of new ordinances, and updates to Municipal Code
regulations. As these future actions are undertaken, consideration
will be given to details for new tree planting and tree replacement
requirements to achieve the urban green goal.

D-15

See response to comment D-14. As future actions are undertaken,
consideration will be given to clarifying the circumstances under
which the City will allow streamlined review for new development
projects that surpass the requirement for tree planting. In keeping
with the form-based development standards proposed as part of the
Coast Highway Incentive District, the City may choose to adopt
form-based development standards for other areas of the City, as a
means of streamlining review of CAP-consistent projects meeting
certain locational and design criteria. Tree canopy could be one of
the form-based criteria.

D-16

The ECAE and CAP identify the need for staffing and funding
beginning with the Commencement Phase concurrent with CAP
adoption and continuing through Phase 3 beyond five years of CAP
adoption (2023-2030). As specified, a Climate Action Coordinator
will be appointed in the Commencement Phase, along with the
identification of Climate Action Planning Team members.

D-17

See response to comment D-16.
The implementation
commencement phase includes the identification of Climate Action
Planning Team members. As described in Chapter 4,
Implementation, of the CAP, this would be an interdisciplinary team
to collaborate with and guide the City’s efforts. The Climate Action
Planning Team would be composed of members of the City’s Green
Oceanside Campaign.

D-14

D-15

D-16

D-17

D-18

RTC-16

LETTER

RESPONSE
D-18

RTC-17

The ECAE implementation chapter identifies Policy ECAE-1a-4:
Continue to explore Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) as a
means of sourcing utility scale renewable energy.
The
implementation table shows that this policy can be accomplished
with current staffing commitment. Moving forward, the City will
take into consideration this comment regarding the potential for a
community choice program to generate revenue for the City.

LETTER

D-19

RESPONSE

D-19

A CCA is not included in the current version of the CAP, which is
why it is identified as a Phase III action. The City continues to
explore CCA and it is possible that it may be implemented ahead of
2024-2030. The recently released CCA Feasibility Study will be the
subject of a City Council public workshop on May 1, 2019. As the
City is still in the process of exploring and determining options for
CCA, it is not appropriate to identify it as an earlier phase action
until such time a clear path forward has been determined.

D-20

All references to carbon offsets in the CAP have been removed. In
accordance, with CEQA, any project that is not consistent with the
General Plan would be required to undergo a project-specific
analysis of GHG emissions.

D-21

This comment is noted. The City notes that while the CAP
inventories will be updated every five years, there is a current
inventory update underway. Given that the City intends to initiate
a second phase of its General Plan Update immediately following
the adoption of the EDE, ECAE, and CAP, it is likely the CAP will
be updated within the next three years to address new policies in
the Land Use Element, Circulation Element, and other existing
General Plan elements.

D-22

The City is committed to regular updates to the CAP and plans to
complete updates every five years. Additional language has been
added to the CAP to reflect this commitment.

D-20

D-21

D-22

RTC-18
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D-23

D-24

RESPONSE

D-23

Appendix C of the CAP was updated to provide additional detail
explaining how emission reduction projections were developed.

D-24

Concluding comment noted.

RTC-19

LETTER

RESPONSE
Letter E

E-1

The City acknowledges the Sierra Club’s mission and efforts in
climate action planning as well as the list of its highest priority
climate action concerns. Responses to each of these eight concerns
are provided below.

E-2

This comment advocates 100 percent renewable, clean energy by
2035. The CAP reduction measure of 75 percent clean energy by
2030 was modeled and analysis shows that, along with the other
measures in the CAP, the City would reach the state’s 2030 target.
The implementation chapter outlines reporting, monitoring, and
adaptive management requirements the City must undertake.
Thus, if it is determined during future reviews that the City is not
on track to meet the reduction target, there is an opportunity to
update the CAP. Raising the renewable energy target is one option
that can be considered for further reducing GHG emissions.

E-1

The Draft PEIR Section 7.3 addresses the 100% Renewable Energy
Procurement Alternative. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6
requires an EIR to include a range of reasonable alternatives to the
project. The consideration of alternatives allows the decision making
body to evaluate the merits of the project compared to the
alternatives and while an alternative may avoid or substantially
lessen any potentially significant effects of the project, ultimately, it
is the decision making body that decides to approve the proposed
project, or one of the alternatives.

E-2

E-3

E-3

E-4

This comment advocates CCE Implementation.
The City is
currently evaluating various options for renewable energy sources,
including CCE and SDG&E programs such as EcoChoice, which
would allow Oceanside residences and businesses to obtain up to
100 percent renewable energy. To provide for the opportunity to
participate in CCE, CAP Measure E1: Renewable Energy
Procurement includes the following strategy.
•

E-5
E-6

RTC-20

Conduct a CCE Program Feasibility Study and collaborate with
neighboring jurisdictions to explore opportunities to establish a
regional Joint Powers Authority CCE Program. In collaboration
with the cities of Carlsbad, Encinitas, and Del Mar, Oceanside
has commissioned a CCE Feasibility Study and is in the process
of introducing the results of this study to decision-makers and
stakeholders. The Oceanside City Council will conduct a public
workshop on the CCE Feasibility Study on May 1, 2019.

LETTER

RESPONSE
E-4

This comment advocates building electrification. As specified in the
Draft PEIR, Section 3.4.2, the purpose of the ECAE is to “provide a
policy framework for reducing energy use within the City, promoting
sustainable practices and implementing greenhouse gas reduction
and climate action strategies”. Furthermore, the CAP “identifies
City-specific measures for achieving the statewide GHG emissions”.
As such, the EDE, ECAE and CAP represent the initial phase of
actions to promote environmentally sustainable economic growth
within the City. Policies in the EDE/ECAE/CAP are intended to
provide a framework for subsequent updates to other General Plan
Elements. In addition, future actions are required by the City to
implement the measures in the EDE, ECAE and CAP, including
new ordinances and updates to Municipal Code regulations. ECAE
Policy 1c-7 states, “As an alternative to natural gas, encourage
building electrification, including electric heat pump appliances,
space heaters, and water heaters.” As these future actions are
undertaken, consideration will be given to 100 percent building
electrification as referenced in the comment.

E-5

The comment is correct that carbon offsets do not reduce GHG
emissions within the City; however, climate change is not a localized
issue and GHG emissions within the City are not confined to the
City. Climate change and the effects of GHG emissions are global by
nature. Limiting the emission reduction actions to the City could
hamper greater efforts to reduce GHG emissions globally. Thus,
from the standpoint of global GHG emissions, carbon offsets may be
an effective option in certain circumstances. Nevertheless, the City
has removed reference to the use of offsets in the CAP Project
Review Checklist. While the City currently has no established
policy regarding carbon offsets, offsets can be considered on a caseby-case basis as part of the environmental review process.

E-6

The CAP extends emission estimates to 2050. While the CAP does
not demonstrate the City’s ability to make the 2050 target at this
point, it provides the current status and information on future
emissions to allow the City to focus its effort where the greatest
reductions would be required. As stated in the 2017 Scoping Plan,
“[w]hile…modeling results provide estimates of the GHG reductions
that could be achieved by…measures, the results also provide other
insights and highlight the need to ensure successful implementation

RTC-21

LETTER

RESPONSE
E-6 (cont.)
of each measure.” Therefore, acknowledging that the City will not
achieve the 2050 target through current policies and measures
signals that the CAP will need to evolve to include additional and/or
augmented measures. It should be noted that CARB has not
provided any policy guidance or measures on how it will achieve the
2050 statewide goal in the 2017 Scoping Plan. Thus, there is limited
information available to determine what reduction measures are
necessary to meet the City’s fair share of GHG emission reductions
post 2030. Similar to the Scoping Plan requirements, staff
anticipates CAP updates at least every five years, at which time new
feasible programs and technologies can be acknowledged and
incorporated.

RTC-22

LETTER

RESPONSE
E-7

E-7
E-8

E-9

This comment advocates public transit use. The City recognizes the
value of encouraging public transit in its efforts to reduce GHG
emissions. In support of public transit, the ECAE contains a goal
(ECAE-2e) which states that by 2035, 10 percent of Oceanside
residents will commute to work by public transit. Four policies are
identified to achieve this goal. As stated in response to comment E4, future actions are required by the City to implement the
measures in the ECAE and CAP and consist of updates to other
elements of the General Plan, adoption of new ordinances and
updates to Municipal Code regulations. As these future actions are
undertaken, consideration will be given to additional means of
encouraging use of public transit, including education on available
programs as referenced in the comment. In addition, the City has
added two policies that provide additional support for public
transportation:
•

•

Policy ECAE-2a-5: Explore opportunities to implement “mobility
hub” features within Smart Growth Opportunity Areas and
other areas amenable to active transportation and shared
mobility options.
Policy ECAE 2e-4: Through TDM programs and other means,
encourage employers to participate in regional rideshare
programs, including SANDAG’s iCommute.

Existing land use patterns in much of the City are not conducive to
transit use. However, EDE and ECAE policies, along with CAP
measures, call for future population, housing, and employment
growth to be channeled into the City’s urbanized corridors, where
existing transit service can be better leveraged and new service can
be implemented as ridership increases.
E-8
E-10

RTC-23

This comment advocates a citizen stakeholder group. Chapter 4
(Implementation) of the CAP addresses administration staffing. As
specified, a Climate Action Coordinator will be appointed in the
Commencement Phase, along with the identification of Climate
Action Planning Team members. This would be an interdisciplinary
staff team that would collaborate with and guide the City’s efforts.
The Climate Action Planning Team would be composed of members
of the Development Services Department, Water Utilities
Department, Public Works Department, and other City disciplines.

LETTER
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E-8 (cont.)
Through the City’s Green Oceanside Campaign, stakeholders would
be apprised of progress on CAP implementation and afforded the
opportunity to provide input. Moreover, the implementation of
many CAP action items will involve public outreach (e.g., the
preparation of solar PV and TDM ordinances, the development of
Smart Growth policies for the Land Use Element).
E-9

The CAP targets are only based in part on the California Air
Resources Board 2017 Scoping Plan recommendations for local
governments. The City’s CAP applies the 2050 target from the
scoping plan, but sets a more rigorous 2030 target for the City
(4 MT/service population). As for the applicability of the 2017
Scoping Plan targets to the CAP, the Scoping Plan specifically states
in Footnote 241, “These goals (i.e., 6 MT CO2E in 2030 and 2 MT
CO2E in 2050) are appropriate for the plan level (city, county,
subregional, or regional level, as appropriate), but not for specific
individual projects because they include all emissions sectors in the
State.” This footnote follows the first sentence recommending that
local governments use the 2030 and 2050 per capita targets. The
2017 Scoping Plan further states “[t]he statewide per capita goals
were developed by applying the percent reductions necessary to
reach the 2030 and 2050 climate goals (i.e., 40 percent and 80
percent, respectively) to the State’s 1990 emissions limit established
under AB 32.” Thus, the “[t]he statewide per capita targets are also
consistent with Executive Order S-3-05, B-30-15…”
The Oceanside CAP is a plan-level document covering the entire
city. Therefore, these are applicable and appropriate targets for the
CAP. As the CAP is a long-range document, the City has set its long
range target for 2050 at 2.0 MT CO2e per capita per the
recommendation of the 2017 Scoping Plan and international
agreements, such as the “Under 2 MOU,” which requires that all
“signatories agree to reduce their GHG emissions to two metric tons
CO2E per capita by 2050.” This is the most commonly agreed upon
2050 target and directly relates to the long term target of EO-S-05.
Thus, the City has developed its CAP with this ultimate goal while
focusing on feasible reductions based on community input and the
best available information and methods.

RTC-24
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E-9 (cont.)
In recognition of the additional recommendations that the 2017
Scoping Plan provides (consistent with OPR’s General Plan
Guidelines Chapter 8, “Climate Change”) that “local governments
adopt robust and quantitative locally-appropriate goals,” the City
adopted a more aggressive 2030 target, based on the City’s “fair
share” of the GHG emission reductions to achieve the 2050 target,
the 2030 population projections from SANDAG, and the City’s GHG
emissions inventory as recommended in the OPR’s General Plan
Guidelines. This method is discussed on Page 2-10 of the CAP under
Accelerated Local Per Capita Targets.
As stated, the 2030 per capita GHG emission target was developed
using the 2 MT CO2e per service population in 2050, local
population projections from SANDAG for 2050, and the City’s
current GHG emissions inventory. While CAP Target development
did not use the comment’s suggested methodology, the 2030 target is
supported by using the per capita (population) and service
population (employment plus population) methodologies suggested
by the OPR General Plan Guidelines as well as other agencies with
expert knowledge in this subject area, including but not limited to
the CARB, SCAQMD, and BAAQMD, the City’s threshold would be
the same. Using the recommended methodology, the City has
arrived at a 2030 per capita target of 4.0.
Additionally, based on a review of the CAPs for several local
jurisdictions they seem to be less efficient when viewed through the
methodology employed by the City’s CAP. Based on a review of the
City of San Diego CAP, the City of San Diego would achieve an
emission rate of 4.78 per capita in 2030, Encinitas would achieve a
4.19 per capita in 2030, Del Mar would achieve a 5.4 per capita in
2035, Solana Beach would achieve a 6.82 per capita in 2035, and
under their current CAP Vista would achieve a 6.8 per capita in
2035. As detailed in Table 13 of the CAP, the City is on target to
achieve 4.6 MT CO2e/capita emissions in 2030.

RTC-25
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E-10

The CAP emissions forecast was developed based on the assumption
that future growth occurring within the City would be consistent
with current land use designations. With regard to cumulative
impacts from GHG emissions, Draft PEIR Section 6.5 identifies two
known future projects that were not included in the CAP analysis
and projections for growth and associated GHG emissions evaluated
as part of the project. These two projects require further GHG
analysis and may require reduction measures beyond those outlined
in the CAP. There are no other known projects that would exceed
development intensity of the General Plan to be included in the
cumulative analysis.
As discussed in the CAP, the Project Review Checklist was designed
to assess consistency with GHG reduction measures identified in
Chapter 3 of the CAP. Use of this checklist would streamline the
process by which future development projects can demonstrate
consistency with the City’s GHG emissions reduction targets. In
most cases, the consistency checklist will eliminate the need to
conduct project-specific GHG emissions impact analysis as part of
the CEQA process, thereby saving project applicants time and
money. Any proposed development projects that are not consistent
with the checklist or are not consistent with the current land use
designations would be subject to additional GHG analysis and may
require mitigation measures beyond the reduction measures
identified in the CAP.

RTC-26
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E-11

See response to comment E-10. The ECAE and CAP represent the
initial phase of actions to promote environmentally sustainable
economic growth within the city. Future implementing actions
required by the City will consist of updates to other elements of the
General Plan, adoption of new ordinances and updates to Municipal
Code regulations. As these future actions are undertaken,
consideration will be given to creating a list of local carbon reduction
projects that could be implemented for projects that need additional
GHG reduction as referenced in the comment.

E-12

Section 8.4.2b of the Draft PEIR contains an analysis of energy
demand on a cumulative basis and concludes that “overall,
implementation of ECAP and EDE policies would support reduced
energy demand and a shift in energy demand from non-renewable to
renewable sources.” With respect to eliminating the use of natural
gas, CAP policy ECAE-1c-7 states, “As an alternative to natural gas,
encourage building electrification, including electric heat pump
appliances, space heaters, and water heaters.” When undertaking
future implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the
City will consider the possibility of adopting specific codes for new
construction and a program for existing building electrification as
referenced in the comment.

E-13

Section 4.5 of the Draft PEIR, GHG, concludes that impacts from
GHG emissions would be less than significant under both
thresholds, as well as in the cumulative analysis (Section 6.5).
Thus, no mitigation measures are required. However, in a proactive
manner, the ECAE and CAP provide a framework for reducing
energy use within the City, promoting sustainable practices, and
implementing GHG reduction and climate action strategies. Thus,
the goals, policies, and strategies within these documents are
independent of any mitigation measures required under CEQA as
analyzed in the Draft PEIR.

E-11

E-12

E-13
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E-14

The projections for the City are not a straight line. The comment
confuses the emissions reduction goal of the City, which is depicted
as a straight line until 2050, with forecasted emissions. The
reductions the City has identified and the strategies actually show
the City will need to develop additional measures in the future to
maintain a trajectory consistent with the reduction identified to
meet the CAP’s goals. All reductions are based on historical trends
and projections using documented studies on the effects of
implementing various incentive programs. Please see revised CAP
Appendix C for a discussion of methodologies and explanations for
all reduction measures and the quantified reductions.

E-15

E-15 The ECAE contains urban greening goal ECAE 5a which
states, “By 2035, the City will expand its tree canopy to at least 25
percent coverage citywide.”
Included are policies ECAE-5a-1
through ECAE-5a-6. Policies ECAE-5a-2 and ECAE-5a-4 address
replacement of trees in public and private properties. As stated in
response to comment E-4, the ECAE and CAP represent the initial
phase of actions to promote environmentally sustainable economic
growth within the City. Future implementing actions required by
the City will consist of updates to other elements of the General
Plan, adoption of new ordinances and updates to Municipal Code
regulations. As these future actions are undertaken, consideration
will be given to details for new tree planting and tree replacement
requirements to achieve the urban green goal. The GHG emission
reduction are based on well documented studies that have provided
the annual CO2 emissions sequestered by type of tree as well as
general categorizations of trees. Please also see revised CAP
Appendix C for a discussion of methodologies and explanations for
all reduction measures and the quantified reductions.

E-16

See response to comment E-2.

E-17

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider adopting specific codes that include limitations on gas
infrastructure in new buildings as referenced in the comment.

E-14

E-15

E-16

E-17

RTC-28
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RESPONSE

E-18

RTC-29

See response to comment E-4. When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider adopting specific codes that include limitations on gas
infrastructure as part of major renovations as referenced in the
comment.

LETTER

E-19

RESPONSE

E-19

See response to comment E-4. When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider a plan to electrify municipal buildings as referenced in
the comment.

E-20

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider working with the school district to finance
electrification at school facilities as referenced in the comment.

E-21

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider streamlining permitting to make existing residential
and commercial buildings easier for building owners as referenced
in the comment.

E-22

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider developing incentives to lower costs of electric
appliances as referenced in the comment.

E-23

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider developing a GHG mitigation fee program as a source
of funding projects that are unable to fully mitigate their GHG
emissions from all feasible on-site measures alone as referenced in
the comment.

E-24

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will continue to prioritize public education, marketing and outreach
programs that include promotion of electric appliances as referenced
in the comment.

E-20

E-21

E-22

E-23

E-24

RTC-30
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E-25

E-25

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider providing electrification resources and incentives on its
website as referenced in the comment.

E-26

E-26

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider holding community workshops and educational forums
to provide information as referenced in the comment.

E-27

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider ways to support workforce education and training in
electric technologies as referenced in the comment.

E-28

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP, the City
will consider means of pairing electrification with new EV charging,
rooftop solar installs and/or energy efficiency upgrades as referenced
in the comment.

E-27

E-28

RTC-31
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E-29

All of the goals and policies, including ECAC 1a-2, apply to all
development, whether consistent with the land use designations in
the General Plan or not. Projects that are consistent with the land
use designation may use the Project Review Checklist to show
consistency with the CAP and reduce the need for additional GHG
analysis if they are consistent. Any development proposals that are
not consistent with the land use designation would be required to
conduct a complete GHG analysis, as well as the Checklist, and may
require additional measures to mitigate for excess GHG emissions.
Under this later circumstance, it is the intent of the City to require
that mitigation be first through on-site modifications and then
through offsets within the city of Oceanside.

E-30

Comment noted. The City will consider the suggestions of this
comment.

E-31

Comment noted. The City will consider the suggestions of this
comment.

E-32

See response to comment E-4. The overall intent of Policy 1c-7 is to
reduce GHG emissions, both through reducing dependence on fossil
fuels and efficiency.

E-33

Consistent with this comment, the City has included the following
policy ECAE-2a-5: “Explore opportunities to implement “mobility
hub” features within Smart Growth Opportunity Areas and other
areas amenable to active transportation and shared mobility
options.”

E-34

Policy 2b-1 refers to the broader North County Multiple Habitat
Conservation Program (MHCP) of which the Draft Oceanside
Subarea Plan is a part.

E-35

Comment noted.

E-36

In relation to policy 2b-3, as the future phases of the General Plan
Update proceed, namely the land use element, the City will consider
evaluating neighborhood access to green space and developed parks,
trail and other green infrastructure plans to ensure equitable
access.

E-29

E-30
E-31
E-32
E-33

E-34
E-35
E-36
E-37
E-38

RTC-32
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E-37

The City has revised Policy ECAE-2a-6 as follows: Work with the
development community to identify new sources of financing for
mixed-use and other forms of urbanized development, including the
implementation of the El Corazon Specific Plan.

E-38

The commenters suggestions will be considered as CAP
implementation actions proceed. Additionally, the City has
added/revised the following policies in the ECAE:
•

•
•

RTC-33

Policy ECAE-2a-5: Explore opportunities to implement “mobility
hub” features within Smart Growth Opportunity Areas and
other areas amenable to active transportation and shared
mobility options.
Policy ECAE-2f-3: Assist lower-income households in accessing
financial incentives for the purchase of low and zero-emission
vehicles.
Policy ECAE-2f-4: In partnership with the local business
community, San Diego Gas and Electric, and other stakeholders,
explore ways to reduce the cost of electric and other zero
emission vehicles to Oceanside residents, specifically low-income
households in proximity to air quality hotspots near I-5 and
state highways.

LETTER
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E-39

E-39

E-40
E-41

E-40 through E-44
The City acknowledges that there will be a number of actions
needed to achieve increased public transit ridership. It is the intent
that the City, will support the provision of transit services needed to
achieve the guidelines for SGOAs when undertaking future
implementing actions and in future updates to the CAP. As the
CAP implementing actions proceed, the City will consider all of the
suggestions provided. Additionally, the City has added/revised the
following policies in the ECAE:
•

E-42

•

E-43
E-44
E-45

See response to comments E-4 and E-38.
Consideration of
partnerships with bicycle/trike/pedicab rental services will be
considered as an implementing action of the CAP.

Policy ECAE 2e-3: Encourage the electrification of the Sprinter
line.
Policy ECAE 2e-4: Through TDM programs and other means,
encourage employers to participate in regional rideshare
programs, including SANDAG’s iCommute.

E-45

Table 11 in the ECAE (Development of Project Review Checklist)
provides the justification for project-level implementation of CAP.
Measure TL5 - Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plans
is included the checklist as item 7 as a means of implementing
ECAE goal 2e. This item includes a footnote that TDM strategies
will be expanded in a TDM ordinance.

E-48

E-46

The City acknowledges that California passed legislation that bans
plastic straws in restaurants without request effective January 1,
2019.

E-49

E-47

When undertaking future implementing actions, and in future
updates to the CAP, the City will consider evaluating water supply
and pricing that supports the viability of local agriculture as
referenced in the comment. Additionally, the City has added Policy
ECAE-6b-3 which states: Prioritize community gardens and urban
agriculture operations in areas with limited access to fresh food.

E-46
E-47

E-50

RTC-34
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E-48

Comment noted. The City will consider life-cycle energy costs with
preference given to those that reduce fossil fuels while being costeffective and low impact as referenced in the comment.

E-49

When undertaking future implementing actions and in future
updates to the CAP, the City will consider encouraging large home
cistern systems to collect and use rainwater from downspouts to
provide the primary source for residential landscape irrigation and
penalizing landscape design that allow for any rainwater runoff
from residential properties as referenced in the comment.

E-50

Reference to executive housing is just one part of many policies that
address the need for housing in the City, including low income
housing. Policy EDE-1a-4 is aimed at providing a diverse supply of
quality housing including low and very low-income housing, as well
as middle income and executive housing.
All of these would
contribute to making Oceanside among the most livable
communities in the San Diego region.

RTC-35
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E-51

The City supports accessory dwelling units on suitable properties
and will consider support for all-electric units as implementing
actions of the CAP are undertaken.

E-52

When undertaking future implementing actions, the City will take
into consideration means of reducing sprawl development consistent
with ECAE goal 2a (future population, employment and housing
growth within already urbanized areas).

E-53

When undertaking future implementing actions, the City will
consider short-term vacation rentals where appropriate as
referenced in the comment.

E-54

The City supports emerging businesses and green businesses.
When undertaking future implementing actions, the City will take
into consideration means of supporting emerging businesses,
especially green business and sustainable energy consistent with
ECAE 1e (welcoming and supporting green businesses).

E-55

The referenced policy speaks to the need to identify and address the
long-term physical impacts of any proposed redesignation of
property. EDE Policy 3a-2 does not refer to multi-family housing nor
does it indicate that multi-family housing would have a negative
fiscal impact. The purpose of this policy is to address fiscal impacts
broadly as future land use changes are proposed such as the
pending Land Use Element update and/or proposed general plan
amendments.

E-56

The City acknowledges that one of the objectives is to improve the
City’s jobs/housing balance. The referenced objective provides
additional direction as to issues to be considered when land use
changes are proposed.

E-57

As stated in Appendix C of the CAP, “[f]orecasted population growth
was based on the San Diego Association of Governments’ (SANDAG)
Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast for the City of Oceanside…” The
CAP’s emissions forecast for residential energy use are based on
population growth not on housing. Housing was not used in the
development of any projections. The GHG emission calculations are
detailed in Appendix C of the CAP.

E-52
E-53
E-54
E-55

E-56

E-57
E-58

E-59
E-60
E-61
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E-58

As stated in Appendix C of the CAP, “[f]orecasted employment was
based on projections developed by Keyser Marston Associates…”
These were developed using industry standard methodologies and
SANDAG employment projections for the region. The GHG emission
calculations are detailed in Appendix C of the CAP.

E-59

As stated in Appendix C of the CAP, “[m]unicipal jobs were assumed
to include all employment from the institutional public
administration subsector.” Thus, City staffing growth includes more
areas as the City services grow the accommodate future population,
which does not imply a linear growth with population.

E-60

The City recognizes the need to update the CAP at a minimum
every five years. The Executive Summary of the CAP provides the
basis for CAP updates.
As climate action planning continues to evolve, through
advancements in climate science, technology, and public policy, the
City’s CAP will need to be periodically updated. These updates will
be informed by new GHG emissions inventories, which will show
how the City’s emissions are trending and reveal which emissions
reduction measures are most effective. In light of new information,
and as new constraints and opportunities arise, the City will adjust
its emissions reduction strategy to achieve state-aligned targets.
While the City is on track to meet its state-aligned emissions
reduction targets for 2020 and 2030 without additional emissions
reduction measures, it is understood that meeting long-term
reduction targets requires aggressive action and that taking action
now will better position the City to reach long-term reduction
targets. Thus, the City intends to begin implementing the CAP
measures outlined herein as soon as possible following the CAP’s
adoption.

E-61

RTC-37

See response to comment E-60. The City acknowledges that policies
to achieve compliance with the state 2050 goals will need to be
identified and added and will consider 100 percent renewable energy
and near 100 percent de-carbonization of buildings and
transportation systems as means of achieving the 2050 goals.
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E-62

The measures that are not quantified are measures where there is
not a clear method of implementation or verification, or there is too
little data or relevant studies to support the calculation of GHG
emission reductions. These measures were not critical for the City to
meet the state’s 2030 target as demonstrated in the CAP. However,
the City recognizes it will not meet the 2050 target with the current
measures; thus, the City is adopting the plan to meet the 2030
target and begin developing additional methods to reach the
ultimate 2050 GHG reduction goal. Therefore, the non-quantified
measures were included in the CAP as they may be needed to meet
the long-term emission reduction goals. The City will be monitoring
the CAP’s progress and will evaluate potential quantification of all
measures in future updates to the CAP.

E-63

Reductions referenced in this comment are based on the state
achieving 50 percent renewables under RPS by 2030. The effect of
the grid electricity becoming more renewable diminished the GHG
reduction effect of roof-top solar at a local level. Thus, the
calculation uses a sliding scale for emission reductions associated
with electricity. On a related note, currently the state’s goal is 100
percent renewables by 2045, a law passed after the CAP was
drafted. This state goal was not included in the CAP. However, due
to the effect of RPS on grid electricity, no emission reductions would
be shown for solar PV or CCE in future CAP updates. This is
another reason why simply achieving a percentage reduction in local
emissions was not chosen as the primary goal of the City’s CAP.

E-64

As stated in response to comment E-60, the City is on track to meet
its state-aligned emissions reduction targets for 2020 and 2030
without additional emissions reduction measures. However, it is
understood that meeting long-term (2050) reduction targets requires
aggressive action and that taking action now will better position the
City to reach long-term reduction targets. Some interim goals are
set through California Renewable Portfolio Strategies, which
requires that electricity supply companies (i.e., investor-owned
utilities, electric service providers, and community choice
aggregators) source a share of electricity from renewable sources –
33 percent of electricity must be procured from renewable energy
sources by 2020 and 50 percent of electricity must be procured from
renewable energy sources by 2030.

E-62

E-63
E-64
E-65

E-66
E-67

E-68

E-69
E-70

E-71

RTC-38
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E-65

Measure E1 was quantified as shown in Appendix C, Attachment 2,
to the CAP. Additional language has also been added to the CAP
explaining the methods for calculating GHG emissions reductions
associated with the CAP GHG reduction measures. The CAP
measures are what the City plans to do, and what it will do to
encourage its citizens to reduce GHG emissions. The City cannot
mandate that citizens install solar or purchase power from a specific
provider. However, the City can provide the information and the
access to the entities that can provide the services as well as
encourage its citizens to uses these alternative sources of electricity.
In that vein, the City has laid out a reasonable and an achievable
goal without over promising on commitments it cannot make. The
identified goals are based on similar achievements similar agencies
around the state have had and it is reasonable that the City would
be able to achieve the same levels of participation. The City is
currently exploring different CCE options as it has learned SDG&E
may not be a viable provider of these services in the future. Due to
the evolving nature of CCEs in the state and region, final details
will be developed through future workshops. The potential delays in
implementing this measure are why it was set in Phase 3 of the
CAP. By doing so, the CAP establishes a conservative and feasible
timeline for implementation and does not over promise on its ability
to meet its goals.

E-66 and E-67
As stated in response to comment 63, the CAP included the state
achieving 50 percent renewables under RPS by 2030 as an effect
beyond the City’s control. The effect of the grid electricity becoming
more renewable diminished the GHG reduction effect of roof-top
solar at a local level. Thus, the calculation uses a sliding scale for
emission reductions associated with electricity. The comment
overestimates the GHG emission reduction from solar when the grid
will be providing more renewable sources of energy.
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E-68

The calculation of conserved water is taken from the City’s Water
Conservation Master Plan. The GHG emission reduction are
primarily from the reduction in annual energy consumption for
transport of water. The detailed assumptions for the amount of
water that is reduced through conservation are provided in
Appendix C, Attachment 2 of the CAP. Please also see response to
comment E 65.

E-69

The calculation of recycled water is taken from the North San Diego
County Water Reuse Coalition plans. The GHG emission reductions
are primarily from the reduction in annual energy consumption for
transport of water. The detailed assumptions for the amount of
water that is recycled are provided in Appendix C, Attachment 2 of
the CAP.

E-70

The calculation of solid waste generation is taken from the City’s
2012 Zero Waste Strategic Resource Management Plan. The details
of the water reduction measures are included in the 2012 Zero
Waste Strategic Resource Management Plan, which include
achieving a 67 percent reduction by 2013. The GHG emission
reductions are primarily from the reduction in annual energy
consumption for transport of waste and the reduction in
decomposing waste. The detailed assumptions for the amount of
solid waste diverted are provided in Appendix C, Attachment 2 of
the CAP.

E-71

The identified language represents a set of possible strategies the
City may employ to begin the measure, such as increasing the
diversion rate or setting interim goals to ensure the City is on track
to meets its goals. These as well as many other specific details will
be defined through future workshops and updates to the CAP.
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E-72

Smart growth is a major focus for future development in the City
and will be carried through in an update to the Land Use and
Transportation and Circulation elements of the General Plan. The
strategies identified in TL1 provide a framework for implementing
smart growth in the City. As indicated in response to comment E-4,
future implementing actions will be required and additional detail
and policies to achieve this goal will be considered. As future
General Plan Amendments are proposed, the City will evaluate
proposals based on the current policy framework, which includes
support for transit-oriented development and smart growth land
uses.

E-73

The City has added Policy ECAE-2f-3 that states: Assist lowerincome households in accessing financial incentives for the purchase
of low and zero-emission vehicles. Under this policy, the City will
look for opportunities to leverage state programs like the Enhanced
Fleet Modernization Program (EFMP) and EFMP Plus-up Pilot
Program.

E-74

When undertaking future implementing actions, the City will
consider requiring the City’s fleet to be 100 percent electric by 2050
as referenced in the comment.

E-75

When undertaking future implementing actions, the City will
consider incentives to provide more charging stations within
dedicated parking spaces for EVs. To some degree, the expansion of
the EV charging network in the City and the San Diego region will
be driven by the private market, which is expected to continue to
respond to increasing demand for charging facilities as more EVs
enter the vehicle fleet.

E-76

When undertaking future implementing actions, the City will
consider designated free parking for EVs at all City pay parking lots
and spaces. In addition, consideration will be given to placing
charging stations in proximity to City facilities as referenced in the
comment. As part of SDG&E’s Power Your Drive program, several
EV charging stations were recently installed in staff-designated
parking spaces at City Hall.

E-72

E-73
E-74

E-75

E-76

E-77
E-78
E-79
E-80

RTC-41
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E-77

Chapter 4 of the CAP, Implementation, calls for regular monitoring
to ensure programs are functioning as they were intended. EV
parking will be included in this monitoring.

E-78 and E-79
As the City proceeds with updates to other General Plan elements,
future updates to the Bicycle and Pedestrian master plans will be
considered as warranted and any funded improvements would be
identified in the City’s Capital Improvement Program. That said, at
this time, the City is focused on implementation of the Bicycle and
Pedestrian master plans, which identify a wide range of projects
that, if implemented, would significantly improve the connectivity
and functionality of the City’s active transportation network.
E-80

RTC-42

TDM plans work by requiring employers to provide physical
improvements, such as preferential carpool parking, bicycle
facilities, transit subsidies, etc., and other methods, such as
alternative work schedules, telecommuting, and priced parking, that
encourage employees to use alternative forms of transportation to
get to and from work. These are well documented methods that
reduce vehicle miles traveled locally and regionally. The City will
also work with SANDAG in the use of readily available TDM
measures provided by SANDAG and its associates. The achievement
of a 10 percent reduction in VMT through these measures is
considered a reasonable and conservative assumption of the effects
these plans can have. The emission reductions are based on
reduction in vehicle mile traveled as compared the condition without
the measure and applied to the mobiles source emission in
EMFAC2014. Please see Appendix C, Attachment 2, of the CAP for
details on the calculations.

LETTER
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E-81

The City will consider developing a specific target for VMT
reduction in future CAP updates or as part of CAP implementation.

E-82

The ECAE contains urban greening goal ECAE 5a which states, “By
2035, the City will expand its tree canopy to at least 25 percent
coverage citywide.”
Included are policies ECAE-5a-1 through
ECAE-5a-6.
Policies ECAE-5a-2 and ECAE-5a-4 address
replacement of trees on public and private properties. As stated in
response to comment E-4, the ECAE and CAP represent the initial
phase of actions to promote environmentally sustainable economic
growth within the city. Future implementing actions required by
the City will consist of updates to other elements of the General
Plan, adoption of new ordinances and updates to Municipal Code
regulations. As these future actions are undertaken, additional
consideration will be given to new tree planting and tree
replacement requirements.

E-83

The goal of 200 new trees is the number that was used in
quantifying the GHG emission reduction. Increasing the number of
new trees would serve to further reduce GHG emissions and would
be accounted for in future CAP updates.

E-84

See response to comment E-4.
When undertaking future
implementing actions, specifically a tree replacement ordinance, the
City will consider allowing off-site tree planting which includes
maintenance and monitoring costs to assure compliance over the
long-term as referenced in the comment.

E-85

The measure is intended to protect land within South Morro Hills
that is not currently planned for development. The City is proposing
to protect the portion currently used for agriculture. The purchase
price of the land is not a primary concern of the measure as the City
would facilitate the property owners entering into the easement
agreement. As stated in the CAP, the City would “[c]ollaborate with
landowners to prepare agricultural easement grant applications to
the SALC Program.” The City would not be acquiring private
property as part of this measure. The location of future residential
development is not tied to this measure in a direct fashion and it
would not focus growth in specific areas nor prevent it.

E-81

E-82
E-83
E-84

E-85

E-86

E-87

E-88
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E-86

The assumption that solar panels would be replaced every 20 years
is based on the industry standard warranty and practices. This is a
conservative assumption and does not directly affect the calculation
of GHG reductions post 2030 as the CAP assumes the City has
achieved the 75 percent renewables goal, the state has achieved its
50 percent renewables goal and, thus, the City would be only need to
achieve another 12.5 percent, which would be met by the remaining
solar and new solar installed as required under the building code.
Thus, the degradation of a solar panel is only used to determine the
duration of the electricity produced by the panel.

E-87

The ECAE and CAP identify the need for staffing and funding
beginning with the Commencement Phase concurrent with CAP
adoption and continuing through Phase 3 beyond five years of CAP
adoption (2023-2030). As specified, a Climate Action Coordinator
will be appointed in the Commencement Phase, along with the
identification of Climate Action Planning Team members. As
described in Chapter 4, Implementation, of the CAP, this would be
an interdisciplinary team assembled to guide the City’s efforts. The
Climate Action Planning Team would be composed of members of
the Development Services Department, Water Utilities Department,
Public Works Department, and other City disciplines.

E-88

The CAP has a planned update schedule. However, the final details
of inventory updates and monitoring reports for each measure will
be defined in later workshops as part of the development of the CAP
implementation plan. Given that the City intends to initiate an
update of existing General Plan elements following adoption of the
EDE, ECAE, and CAP, it is likely that the CAP will be updated
within the next two to three years, in conjunction with the updating
of the Land Use Element, Circulation Element, and other existing
General Plan Elements.
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E-89

RTC-45

The Development Project Review Checklist included in the CAP was
revised to remove reference to carbon offsets. It was the City’s
intention that carbon offset credits would be required to represent
voluntary local reduction measures that achieve long-lived
reductions. While the City has no established policy regarding
carbon offsets, offsets could be considered on a case-by-case basis as
part of the environmental review process.
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Letter F
F-1

F-1

F-2

The proposed ECAE as an addition to the City’s General Plan
demonstrates the City’s commitment to sustainable growth,
including the reduction of GHG emissions as mandated by state
efforts. Specifically, the ECAE provides a policy framework for
reducing energy use within the City, promoting sustainable
practices, and implementing GHG reduction and climate action
strategies (Draft PEIR Section 3.4.2). In order to achieve GHG
emissions reduction targets, the ECAE would be implemented
through the proposed CAP, which outlines specific measures the
City would be required to implement to achieve measurable GHG
reductions that align with state targets. The CAP includes Measure
E1, renewable Energy Procurement, which requires the City to
adopt a Renewable Energy Procurement Policy that mandates that
the City will procure 75 percent of local energy from renewable
sources.
The commenter suggests that the CAP should include a Renewable
Energy Procurement (REP) Policy that mandates the City to procure
100% Renewable Energy. This alternative is discussed in Draft
PEIR Section 7.3 100% Renewable Energy Procurement Alternative.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 requires an EIR to include a
range of reasonable alternatives to the project. The consideration of
alternatives allows the decision making body to evaluate the merits
of the project compared to the alternatives and while an alternative
may avoid or substantially lessen any potentially significant effects
of the project, ultimately, it is the decision making body that decides
to approve the proposed project, or one of the alternatives.

F-2

RTC-51

The comment does not raise an issue related to the adequacy or
accuracy of the Draft PEIR. However, the adoption of the ECAP as
an addition to the City’s General Plan represents the City’s efforts
to incorporate the concept of sustainability into the City’s decisionmaking process. A sustainable approach to growth allows the City to
do its part in reducing waste and GHG emissions as a means to
promote a safer, cleaner, and more attractive environment for all
residents of the City, current and future.
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Letter G

G-1

G-1
G-2

G-3

The ECAE would be an addition to the City’s General Plan and
demonstrates the City’s commitment to sustainable growth,
including the reduction of GHG emissions as mandated by state
efforts. Specifically, the ECAE provides a policy framework for
reducing energy use within the City, promoting sustainable
practices, and implementing GHG reduction and climate action
strategies (Draft PEIR Section 3.4.2). In order to achieve GHG
emissions reduction targets, the ECAE would be implemented
through the proposed CAP, which outlines specific measures the
City would be required to implement to achieve measurable GHG
reductions that align with state targets. The CAP includes Measure
E1, Renewable Energy Procurement, which requires the City to
adopt a Renewable Energy Procurement Policy that mandates that
the City will procure 75 percent of local energy from renewable
sources.
The commenter suggests that the CAP should include a REP Policy
that mandates the City to procure 100% Renewable Energy. This
alternative is discussed in Draft PEIR Section 7.3: 100% Renewable
Energy Procurement Alternative. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6
requires an EIR to include a range of reasonable alternatives to the
project. The consideration of alternatives allows the decision making
body to evaluate the merits of the project compared to the
alternatives and while an alternative may avoid or substantially
lessen any potentially significant effects of the project, ultimately, it
is the decision making body that decides to approve the proposed
project, or one of the alternatives.

G-2

RTC-52

The comment does not raise an issue related to the adequacy or
accuracy of the Draft PEIR. However, the comment encourages
implementation of CCE as a means to renewable energy goals, also
known as CCA. In coordination with the cities of Carlsbad,
Encinitas, and Del Mar, Oceanside has participated in the
preparation of a CCA feasibility study (authored by EES
Consultants). The study indicates that CCA is a feasible option for
Oceanside. Recently released for public review, the study will be the
subject of a City Council public workshop on May 1, 2019.

LETTER
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G-2 (cont.)
Through the North County Energy Action Committee, the Climate
Collaborative, and other forums focused on sustainable practices,
City staff continues to engage with staff in the other three North
County coastal cities on the subject of CCA. City staff has also
established a dialogue on CCA with staff in the cities of Vista, San
Marcos, and Escondido.
The status of CCA in the San Diego region is currently very fluid, as
groups of cities (e.g., La Mesa, Santee, and Chula Vista) pursue
feasibility studies and individual cities consider the range of options
available to them – e.g., forming a Joint Powers Authority with
other local jurisdictions, joining an existing CCA, or establishing
their own independent CCAs. Meanwhile, there are indications that
SDG&E may phase out its energy generation and procurement
operations and focus solely on energy distribution. The City will
continue to monitor the status of CCA in the San Diego region and
consider options that provide for more renewable power while
ensuring stable and competitive rates for Oceanside residents and
businesses.
As discussed in the ECAE, renewable energy procurement would be
achieved either in partnership with SDG&E or through a CCA (see
ECAE, Chapter 7). Specifically Policy ECAE-1a-4 provides for the
continued exploration of CCA as a means of sourcing utility-scale
renewable energy and meeting renewable energy procurement goals.
This policy would be implemented through CAP Measure E1 which
requires the City to adopt a Renewable Energy Procurement Policy.
A direct strategy for the achievement of the City’s renewable energy
goals is through the promotion of CCA participation.
G-3

RTC-53

The comment does not raise an issue related to the adequacy or
accuracy of the Draft PEIR. However, the comment encourages the
opportunities for public transportation throughout the City. As
discussed in the Draft PEIR Section 4.3, the City General Plan
Circulation Element contains Policy 4.1 which encourages the
development and implementation of Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) strategies including the provision for park-andride facilities adjacent to the regional transportation system, and
provision for transit subsidies (Draft PEIR Section 4.3.1.2). The
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G-3 (cont.)
ECAE and CAP provide policy support for future implementation of
mobility improvements that would support the City’s existing policy
framework. Specifically, CAP Measure TL5 would include adoption
of a TDM Ordinance. The ordinance would require new or renovated
commercial and industrial development projects that would
generate more than 100 vehicle trips per day to prepare a TDM Plan
that would manage and reduce congestion during peak traffic hours
by encouraging the use of transportation alternatives. Additionally,
a Project Review Checklist has been developed and is provided in
Table 19 of the CAP. This checklist will apply to all new
development upon CAP adoption, and requires that a TDM plan be
developed for all commercial or industrial projects that would
generate more than 100 vehicle commute trips per day. Unbundled
Parking Pricing/Employee Parking Cash-Out Programs is included
as one of the TDM options in the Project Review Checklist. It is
important to note that the expansion of transit service depends
greatly on land use patterns (i.e., sufficient intensity/density) that
contribute to the efficiency of the transit system. The ECAE and
CAP promote such land use patterns through smart growth policies,
revised zoning standards, and investment in areas conducive to
transit service.
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Letter H

H-1

H-1

RTC-55

The comment does not raise an issue related to the adequacy or
accuracy of the Draft PEIR. The commenter suggests that the CAP
should include recommendations for idling reduction programs to be
included in the CAP. As a result of comments received, the City has
included additional policy language in the ECAE as a means to
reduce emissions from vehicle idling, particularly in proximity to
schools and other sensitive receptors. Refer to Policy ECAE-2f-8.
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Letter I

I-1

I-1

RTC-56

Chapter 2 of the ECAE presents the science and consequences of
climate change. In addition, Chapter 12 of the CAP discusses the
local impacts associated with climate change. Climate change
resulting from GHG emissions is by nature a global concern
resulting in cumulative impacts. The ECAE and CAP identify
various international, national, state and local efforts to address the
issue. In particular, legislation and executive orders in California
have been established in an effort to reduce GHG emissions within
the state. In addition, the California Environmental Quality Act is
a means of informing the decision-makers and public of the impacts
and mitigation measures needed to address GHG emissions. Section
6.5 of the Draft PEIR (Cumulative Impacts – Greenhouse Gas
Emissions) acknowledges that “while there is an existing cumulative
impact related to GHG emissions and cumulative planning projects
could contribute to that impact, the project (ECAE/CAP) would not
make a cumulatively considerable contribution to the cumulative
impact, as an overall goal of the ECAE/CAP is to identify and
provide a policy framework to achieve GHG reduction targets.” As
concluded in Section 4.5, CAP reduction measures are estimated to
reduce GHG emissions consistent with state goals, thereby reducing
the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts.
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I-2

This comment refers to Reference 2, which is a copy of a court ruling
between Sierra Club and County of San Diego. In contrast to
Oceanside’s CAP, development of the County’s CAP was a
mitigation measure identified in the Draft PEIR for significant
greenhouse gas emissions impacts associated with adoption of the
County of San Diego General Plan. In accordance with CEQA,
mitigation measures are required to be enforceable.
The City of Oceanside has chosen to take the proactive step to
develop the ECAE and CAP as a means of providing a framework for
implementing GHG emissions reduction measures. Thus, the ECAE
and CAP represent the initial phase of actions to promote
environmentally sustainable economic growth within the City.
Policies in the ECAE and CAP are intended to provide a basis for
subsequent updates to other General Plan Elements. In addition,
future actions are required by the City to implement the measures
in the ECAE and CAP and consist of adoption of new ordinances and
updates to Municipal Code regulations. Based on the analysis in the
Draft PEIR, the ECAE/CAP measures are calculated to reduce GHG
emissions consistent with state goals. Therefore, GHG emissions
impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation is required.

I-2

I-3

See response to comment I-1.
As analyzed in Draft PEIR
Section 4.5.2.1, the ECAE/CAP would meet the state reduction goals
identified in Assembly Bill (AB) 32 and Senate Bill (SB) 32. Further,
the Draft PEIR states that “the forecasted GHG emissions levels
would remain on a trajectory needed to help stabilize the climate
consistent with state 2050 reduction goals.” Consistency with S-3-05
is not considered an appropriate CEQA significance threshold for
the purposes of the Draft PEIR, as the project horizon does not
extend to 2050 and the CAP would be updated prior to 2050. The
Draft PEIR concludes that “the CAP includes more aggressive nearterm GHG emissions targets that require the additional effort to
ensure the City remains in a better position to reach the 2050 GHG
emissions targets set forth by EO S-3-05.”

I-4

Relative to GHG emissions reductions from light duty vehicles
(LDVs), the ECAE contains goals and policies related to Smart
Growth and Multimodal Transportation (ECAP goals 2a-f). In
addition, the CAP identifies reduction measures related to

I-3

I-4
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I-4 (cont.)
Transportation and Land Use (measures TL1-5). The ECAE and
CAP represent the initial phase of actions to promote
environmentally sustainable economic growth within the City.
Policies and measures in the ECAE/CAP are intended to provide a
framework for subsequent updates to other General Plan Elements.
In particular, the Smart Growth and Multimodal Transportation
policies and Transportation and Land Use measure would be
implemented through updates to the Circulation and Land Use
Elements of the General Plan. The City intends to initiate these
updates immediately following adoption of the EDE/ECAE, and
CAP. The City is pursuing grant funding under the Caltrans
Sustainable Communities program to support the preparation of a
Smart and Sustainable Corridors Plan (SSCP) that would outline
key principles for the redevelopment of the City’s major commercial
corridors with transit, pedestrian, and bicycle-oriented mixed-use
projects and associated street improvements. The SSCP would
constitute the initial phase of the Land Use Element, providing a
broad strategy for accommodating new population, housing, and
employment growth in the City’s already urbanized areas. Future
implementing actions are also required by the City and will consist
of adoption of new ordinances and updates to Municipal Code
regulations. Table 18 of the CAP provides a detailed list of
implementation actions what would be taken including lead
responsibility and timeline for implementation.

RTC-58
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I-5

As stated in response to comment I-4, the ECAE and CAP represent
the initial phase of actions to promote environmentally sustainable
economic growth within the City and future implementing actions
are required by the City. These actions will consist of updates to
other elements of the General Plan, adoption of new ordinances and
updates to Municipal Code regulations as detailed in Table 18 of the
CAP. These future actions would support reductions in per-capita
driving. The comment makes specific reference to Dividend Account
parking, or “DA” parking, which would be addressed with adoption
of a TDM ordinance that would apply to commercial and industrial
developments that generate 100 or more vehicle commute trips per
day. Additionally, a Project Review Checklist has been developed
and is provided in Table 19 of the CAP. This checklist will apply to
all new development upon CAP adoption, and requires that a TDM
plan be developed for all commercial or industrial projects that
would generate more than 100 vehicle commute trips per day.
Unbundled Parking Pricing/Employee Parking Cash-Out Programs
(similar to DA parking referenced in this comment) is included as
one of the TDM options in the Project Review Checklist.

I-6

The City acknowledges the commenter’s support for strong
alternatives for downtown Oceanside and for the Coast Highway
Corridor Project. With respect to use of the term “smart growth”
versus “VMT-reducing growth, the Draft PEIR, as well as ECAE
and CAP, use the term “smart growth” as defined by SANDAG in
the San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. In that Plan, the term
“smart growth” refers to a compact, efficient, and environmentally
sensitive urban development pattern. Smart growth focuses on
future growth and infill development close to employment, services,
and public facilities to maximize the use of existing infrastructure
and preserve open space and natural resources. Smart growth is
characterized by more compact, higher density development in
urbanized areas throughout the region. These areas are walkable,
bike-friendly, near public transit, and promote good community
design, resulting in housing and transportation choices for those
who live and work in these areas. In that context “smart growth”
encompasses but is not limited to “VMT-reducing growth.” The City
acknowledges that “dividend-account car parking” is a potential

I-5

I-6
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I-6 (cont.)
method of reducing driving and this will be taken into consideration
when developing future implementing actions (update to the
Circulation Element, new ordinances, update to Municipal Code
regulations). In developing these implementing actions, the City will
solicit public input through a variety of means. Refer also to
response I-5.
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I-7

The City supports the complete streets concept to make streets
conducive and safe for active modes of transportation. To this end,
the ECAE contains goals and policies (ECAE-2c, 2d, 2e) to expand
and fund the City’s active transportation network and the CAP
includes Measure TL4 which establishes strategies to expand upon
and incorporate complete streets within the current circulation
system.

I-8

As stated in this comment, the CAP contains a strategy within
Measure TL5 to “adopt a TDM Ordinance that requires new
commercial and industrial developments, or commercial and
industrial developments that undergo a permitted renovation
affecting more than 10,000 square feet, that would generate more
than 100 vehicle commute trips per day to prepare a TDM Plan.” It
is the City’s intent that the TDM ordinance require new commercial
and industrial development to implement a TDM Plan and this shall
be specified in the ordinance language. Additionally, staff will
explore opportunities to incentivize TDM in existing commercial and
industrial development.

I-9

The strategy within Measure TL5 also species that “the City shall
prepare and maintain a checklist of common TDM measures to
streamline preparation of TDM plans.”
The commenter has
suggested two items for consideration in this checklist: dividendaccount parking and City-required notification to all employers of
bicycle safety classes to be held by the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Committee. Unbundled Parking Pricing/Employee Parking CashOut Programs (similar to DA parking referenced in this comment) is
included as one of the TDM options in Table 19 of the CAP (Project
Review Checklist). The City will take the suggestion regarding
bicycle safety classes into consideration when developing the TDM
ordinance. Again, the process of developing the TDM program will
involve public outreach, so there will be future opportunities to
advocate for DA parking and other approaches. Refer also to
response I-5.

I-7

I-8

I-9

I-10
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RTC-62

The comment states that a stricter target for GHG emissions
reduction (80 percent below 1990 levels by 2030) is necessary to
avoid climate destabilization. The state of California has legislation
which addresses a less stringent target (40 percent below 1990
levels by 2030). The CAP was developed accordingly and complies
with state regulations. If new targets are set by the state in the
future, the CAP will need to be updated to reflect these new targets.
The City intends to update the CAP at least every five years, in
response to new information provided by future GHG inventories
and the emergence of new programs and technologies that enable
more aggressive emissions reduction.
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I-11

RTC-63

Refer to response to comments I-5 and I-9. The references cited in
this comment largely related to specific details of a Sierra Club vs.
County of San Diego court case that is not wholly relevant to the
City of Oceanside’s CAP. The City has not claimed that Unbundled
Parking Pricing/Employee Parking Cash-Out Programs (DA
parking) are in feasible and the City of Oceanside’s CAP has
included these programs as a potential TDM measure that would be
implemented at the project level.
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I-12

RTC-64

This comment is acknowledged as it provides technical
recommendations for implementing DA parking and does not
conflict with information provided in the Draft PEIR.
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I-13

I-13

As stated in response to comment I-5, future implementing actions
are required by the City and will consist of updates to other
elements of the General Plan, adoption of new ordinances and
updates to Municipal Code regulations. As these future actions are
undertaken, consideration will be given to retaining the services of a
qualified vendor to develop and implement a TDM plan which may
include “dividend account parking” in the Oceanside City parking
garage.

I-14

I-14

See responses to comments I-11 and I-12.
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I-15

I-15

See response to comment I-7 regarding goals, policies, and measures
in the ECAE/CAP concerning active transportation and complete
streets to enhance bicycle access and safety.

I-16

I-16

As stated in response to comment I-5, future implementing actions
are required by the City and will consist of updates to other
elements of the General Plan, adoption of new ordinances and
updates to Municipal Code regulations. As these future actions are
undertaken, consideration will be given to promoting bicycle skill
classes.
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I-17

I-17

The ECAE and CAP include goals, policies, and strategies aimed at
encouraging transit-oriented development which would include
compact, increased density near transit. Land use changes would be
presented in a future phase of the City’s General Plan update. Refer
also to response to comment I-5 addressing TDM.

I-18

I-18

The City acknowledges climate change science its consequences and
the relation to GHG emissions. Background information with
figures and charts is provided in Chapter 2 of the ECAE and
Chapter 12 of the CAP discusses the local impacts associated with
climate change. This information is incorporated by reference in the
Draft PEIR.
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Attachments included in this letter are available for viewing at the
City of Oceanside Development Services Department
Attn: Russ Cunningham
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Letter J

J-1

The comment does not raise an issue related to the adequacy or
accuracy of the Draft PEIR. However, the comment encourages the
addition of emission reducing measures to be added to the strategies
currently outlined in the Draft CAP. Specifically, CAP Measure TL5
would include adoption of a TDM Ordinance, as stated in the
comment. The ECAE and CAP represent the initial phase of actions
to promote environmentally sustainable economic growth within the
City. Policies in both the EDE and ECAE are intended to provide a
framework for subsequent updates to other General Plan elements.
In addition, future actions are required by the City to implement the
measures in the ECAE and CAP and consist of adoption of new
ordinances and updates to Municipal Code regulations. Additional
TDM measures will be adopted approximately a year after CAP
adoption. As these future actions are undertaken, consideration will
be given to including the suggestions of the commenter into the
TDM ordinance. The development of the TDM ordinance and
related materials will involve public outreach. The commenter is
encouraged to participate in this public outreach process.

J-2

The comment does not raise an issue related to the adequacy or
accuracy of the Draft PEIR. The comment requests additional
parking measures to be added to the proposed CAP as a means to
discourage reliance on private automobile usage. The proposed
ECAP includes some measures intended to promote electric vehicle
use (CAP Measure TL3), and provide preferential treatment for
rideshare and cash out programs (CAP Measure TL5). Additionally,
the City is committed to updating the CAP every five years to
continually improve measures. As alternatives to private vehicle
transportation continue to evolve, new transportation and parking
demand management strategies will likely emerge. Also, a Project
Review Checklist has been developed and is provided in Table 19 of
the CAP. This checklist will apply to all new development upon CAP
adoption, and requires that a TDM plan be developed for all
commercial or industrial projects that would generate more than
100 vehicle commute trips per day. Unbundled Parking
Pricing/Employee Parking Cash-Out Programs is included as one of
the TDM options in the Project Review Checklist.

J-3

Conclusion to comment letter is noted.

J-1

J-2
J-3
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Letter K

K-1

K-1

Introductory comment noted. While the comments in this letter do
not raise an issue related to the adequacy or accuracy of the Draft
PEIR, the following responses are provided to respond to comments
on the ECAE and CAP.

K-2

The comment is focused on encouraging the City to make policy
goals to replace the natural gas run appliances with electrical
equivalents. This issue is discussed throughout the Draft ECAE and
inherent in the City’s proposed reduction measures. Specifically
Policy ECAE-1c-7 provides that “[A]s an alternative to natural gas,
encourage building electrification, including electric heat pump
appliances, space heaters, and water heaters.” Likewise, draft CAP
Measure E-1 requires the adoption of a Renewable Energy
Procurement Policy that mandates that the City will procure
75 percent of local energy from renewable sources. Therefore,
measures are already in place to assist in the City’s transfer away
from natural gas.

K-2
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K-3

The comment is focused on encouraging the use of electric vehicles.
This issue is discussed in the Draft ECAE in terms of measureable
increases in residents use of Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEV).
Specifically, Goal ECAE -2f provides, “[B]y 2035, zero emission
vehicles (zevs) will comprise at least 20 percent of automobiles
owned and operated by Oceanside residents.” Policies ECAE-2f-1
through 2f-6 further supports this goal. To implement these policies,
the Draft CAP Measures TL2 and TL3 requires the implementation
strategies as a means to meet the ECAE goals. The CAP requires a
number of specific development standards to promote ZEV
operation. Therefore, measures are already in place to assist in the
City’s residents to transition to ZEV ownership and use.

K-4

See response to comment K-2.

K-5

The comment is focused on continuing the development of CCE [also
referred to as CCA] as a means to increase the availability and use
of alternative fuel choices. This issue is discussed in the Draft ECAE
and included under Goal ECAE-1a, “[T]he Oceanside community
will significantly reduce its dependence on fossil fuels.” Policy
ECAE-1a-4 encourages the ongoing pursuit of CCA to meet
renewable energy goals. To meet this goal/policy, the Draft CAP
includes CAP Measure E-1 (see also response to comment K-2)
which identifies CCA as a mechanism for meeting the City’s
Renewable Energy Procurement Policy. To further this strategy, the
CAP requires the City to conduct a CCA Program feasibility Study
during Phase 3 of CAP implementation. It is noted, however, that
the City intends to update the CAP every five years to continue to
monitor and improve implementation measures and action items.
Therefore, measures are already in place to assist the City in the
development of CCA as potential mechanism to reduce reliance on
non-renewable energy sources.

K-6

The comment suggests that the City purchase only ZEV vehicles for
City business use. Policy ECAE 7d-3 supports the City Goal of
exemplifying sustainable purchasing (see Goal ECAE 7d). Policy
ECAE 7d-3 states the continued observance of Administrative
Directive AD-36, which calls for a 100 percent clean-and-green
vehicle fleet.

K-3
K-4

K-5

K-6
K-7
K-8
K-9

K-10
K-11
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K-7

See response to comment K-2.

K-8

See response to comment K-3.

K-9

The comment suggests the City commitment of Smart Growth
policies. The ECAE discusses the City’s efforts to implement Smart
Growth strategies to create efficient land uses. These efforts are
highlights in ECAE Section 6.3.1. The proposed ECAE further
encapsulates the City’s focus on Smart Growth and development of
multi-modal transportation as a means to accommodate anticipate
population growth and needs for employment opportunities in close
proximity to that growth. For example, Policy ECAE-2a-4 states the
City’s intention to “[S]treamline the review and approval process for
transit-oriented development within the City’s designated Smart
Growth Opportunity Areas.” Smart Growth policies will be
implemented through CAP Measure TL1, which requires the City to
establish a smart growth development goal of locating the majority
of new housing units and employment generating land uses
developed between 2017 and 2030 within existing and potential
Smart Growth Opportunity Areas. A future phase of the City’s
General Plan update will include a Land Use Element update which
will further address implementation of Smart Growth strategies.
Additionally, the City will assess land use development patterns
annually and make results available to the public.

K-10

The comment references the calculation of housing needs based on
anticipated growth. The Draft PEIR relies on SANDAG Series 13
(most current) Growth Forecasts, which is detailed in Draft PEIR
Section 2.3.2. The comment does not raise an issue related to the
adequacy or accuracy of the Draft PEIR. Therefore, no further
response is required.

K-11

The commenter compares the contents of the CAP Table 4 and
Table 13, finding the tables inconsistent. However these tables are
not comparable. Draft CAP Table 4 shows City growth indicators
through the year 2050, finding that projected growth within the
commercial energy sector would increase by 156 percent by the year
2050. Table 13 (found in Chapter 3) applies this growth projection to
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K-11 (cont.)
GHG emission forecasts. Specifically, Table 13 summarizes
emissions, both before and after implementation of the state and
local reduction measures. However, Table 12, summarizes emission
reductions by sector, where emission reductions in the commercial
energy sector, anticipated in Table 4 for high growth, would be
reduced by 34 percent by the year 2050.
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K-12

The commenter questions why the CAP states that municipal
employment would increase by 103 percent in the year 2050. As
stated in Appendix C, Attachment 2, of the CAP, “[f]orecasted
population growth was based on SANDAG’s Series 13 Regional
Growth Forecast for the City of Oceanside . . .” The CAP’s emissions
forecast for residential energy use are based on population growth
not on housing. Housing was not used in the development of any
projections. The GHG emission calculations are detailed in
Appendix C, Attachment 2, of the CAP.

K-13

The commenter questions the CAP calculation of a 73,678 MT
reduction by the year 2030. Measure E1 was quantified as shown in
Appendix C, Attachment 2, to the CAP. Additional language has
also been added to the CAP explaining the methods for calculating
GHG emissions reductions associated with the CAP GHG reduction
measures. The CAP measures are what the City plans to do, and
what it will do to encourage its citizens to reduce GHG emissions.
The City cannot mandate its citizens retroactively install solar or
purchase power from a specific provider. However, the City can
provide the information and the access to the entities that can
provide the services as well as encourage its citizens to use these
alternative sources of electricity. In that vein, the City has laid out a
reasonable and an achievable goal without over promising
commitments it cannot make. The identified goals are based on
similar achievements similar agencies around the state have had
and it is reasonable that the City would be able to achieve the same
levels of participation. The City is currently exploring different CCE
options as it has learned SDG&E will not be a viable provider of
these services in the future. Due to the evolving nature of CCEs in
the state and regionally the final details will be developed through
future workshops. The potential delays in implementing this
measure are why it was set in phase 3 of the CAP. By doing so the
CAP does not take credit too soon on emission reductions and does
not overpromise on its ability to meet its goals.

K-12
K-13
K-14
K-15
K-16
K-17
K-18

K-19

K-20
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K-14

The commenter suggests that the CAP should include a Renewable
Energy Procurement (REP) Policy that mandates the City to procure
100% Renewable Energy. This alternative is discussed in Draft
PEIR subsection 7.3: 100% Renewable Energy Procurement
Alternative. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 requires an EIR to
include a range of reasonable alternatives to the project. The
consideration of alternatives allows the decision making body to
evaluate the merits of the project compared to the alternatives and
while an alternative may avoid or substantially lessen any
potentially significant effects of the project, ultimately, it is the
decision making body that decides to approve the proposed project,
or one of the alternatives.

K-15

The commenter questions the calculation of a 19,448 MT reduction
by the year 2030. As stated in response to comment K-13, the CAP
included the state achieving 50 percent renewables under RPS by
2030 as an effect beyond the City’s control. The effect of the grid
electricity becoming more renewable diminished the GHG reduction
effect of roof-top solar at a local level. Thus, the calculation uses a
sliding scale for emission reductions associated with electricity. The
comment overestimates the GHG emission reduction from solar
when the grid will be providing more renewable sources of energy.

K-16

The commenter requests additional incentives to be added to
encourage electricity run homes and solar power. Draft CAP
Measure E3 includes strategies to promote residential energy
efficiency upgrades. The comment requests additional measures to
be added to the proposed CAP as a means to further encourage
energy efficient homes. The City is committed to updating the CAP
every five years to continually improve measures, and additional
strategies may be added as warranted.

K-17

The commenter requests additional measures to be added to
promote low income home programs to assist in the replacement of
inefficient appliances and encourage updates to existing systems.
Draft CAP Measure E4 includes strategies to promote financing
options for energy efficient upgrades. The comment requests
additional measures to be added to the proposed CAP as a means to
further encourage energy efficient homes. The City is committed to
updating the CAP every five years to continually improve measures,
and additional strategies may be added as warranted.
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K-18

The commenter requests additional measures be added to increase
rainfall runoff capture. Draft CAP Measure W3 includes strategies
to increase recycled water use. The comment requests additional
measures to be added to the proposed CAP as a means to further
efficient reuse rainwater. The City is committed to updating the
CAP every five years to continually improve measures, and
additional strategies may be added as warranted.

K-19

The commenter requests additional measures be added to Draft Cap
Measure TL2 relating to the promotion of electric vehicle use. The
comment specifically identifies that the City should plan for 100
percent electric fleet by the year 2050. It is noted that Policy ECAE
7d-3 calls for the observance of Administrative Directive AD-36,
which calls for a 100 percent clean-and-green vehicle fleet. See also
response to comment K-3. The City is committed to updating the
CAP every five years to continually improve measures, and
additional strategies may be added as warranted.

K-20

The commenter does not agree that preferential parking treatment
is adequate to support electric vehicle use (Draft CAP Measure
TL3). See response to comment K-3.
The comment includes a number of additional incentive plans and
measures to promote electronic vehicle use. The City is committed to
updating the CAP every five years to continually improve measures,
and additional strategies may be added as warranted.
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K-21

With respect to emissions related to idling, the City has added
Policy ECAE-2f-9, which states: Consider ways to reduce vehicle
idling, particularly in proximity to schools and other sensitive
receptors.

K-21

K-22

The commenter requests additional measures to be added to Draft
Cap Measure TL4 relating to the expansion of neighborhood electric
vehicle (NEV) plans. The City is committed to updating the CAP
every five years to continually improve measures, and additional
strategies may be added as warranted.

K-22

The commenter requests additional measures to be added to Draft
CAP Measure AF1 relating to increasing required tree plantings as
a means to further sequester carbon and reduce emissions. While
the CAP goals are to plant 200 trees annually, it is further
anticipated that development projects would plant an additional
200 trees. Therefore, total annual tree plantings would reach 400.

K-23

The Development Project Review Checklist included in the CAP was
revised to remove reference to offsets. It was the City’s intention
that carbon offset credits would be required to represent voluntary
local reduction measures that achieve long-lived reductions. The
specific requirements for off-site mitigation would be developed
along with the individual development project implementing such
mitigation and the long term maintenance and monitoring of
mitigations would depend on the specific action taken.

K-24

The commenter is concerned with the types of trees that would be
used to meet green street criteria. Draft CAP Measure AF1 includes
the adoption of a Green Streets Ordinance that requires all new
development projects to incorporate shade trees and establish
specific criteria. It is inherent that shade trees would be those
breeds of trees that provide shade and would support the purpose of
the ordinance.

K-23
K-24
K-25

K-26
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K-25

The commenter is concerned that Draft CAP Measure AF3 does not
provide adequate protection to ensure the preservation of
agricultural lands in the Morro Hills area of the city.
Implementation of an agricultural lands conservation program is
intended to preserve agricultural land, particularly within the South
Morro Hills agricultural area; and prevent non-agricultural land
uses from being developed. Due to the increasing real estate prices
and challenges to maintaining financial viability of agricultural
operations, there is existing pressure to open South Morro Hills to
development. Implementation of an agricultural easement program
would support preservation of agricultural land in perpetuity (see
Draft PEIR Section 4.2.4.1(b)). As stated by the commenter, the
Draft CAP currently strategizes for the preservation of 500 acres of
agricultural land through the year 2050. The City is committed to
updating the CAP every five years to continually improve measures,
and additional strategies may be added as warranted.

K-26

The commenter does not agree that solar panels constructed before
the year 2020 would require replacement by the year 2040. This is
the basis for Table 12, which summarizes citywide emissions
reductions achieved by implementation of all local reduction
measures. The assumption that solar panels would be replaced
every 20 years is based on the industry standard warranty and
practices. This is a conservative assumption and does not directly
affect the calculation of GHG reductions post 2030 as the CAP
assumes the City has achieved the 75 percent renewables goal, the
state has achieved its 50 percent renewables goal and thus, the City
would be only need to achieve another 12.5 percent, which would be
met by the remaining solar and new solar installed as required
under the building code. Thus, the degradation of a solar panel is
only used the determine the duration of the electricity produced by
the panel.
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K-27

The commenter questions the calculation of emission reductions
from the year 2035 to the year 2050, as illustrated in Table 13 of the
Draft CAP. The commenter requests that specific compliance
measures between these dates be identified. However, Draft CAP
Chapter 4 includes an implementation timeline that outlines phases
of implementation, including which measures would be scheduled.
See Draft CAP Tables 16, 17, and 18. With respect to the
implementation of 100 percent renewable energy, see response to
comment K-14.

K-28

The commenter expresses a need for the City to reduce per capita
emissions by a factor of 2½ between the years 2030 and 2050 in
order to meet CAP Goals. The CAP extends emission estimates to
2050. While the CAP does not demonstrate the City’s ability to make
the 2050 target at this point, it provides the current status and
information on future emissions to allow the City to focus its effort
where the greatest reductions would be required. As stated in the
2017 Scoping Plan, “[w]hile … modeling results provide estimates of
the GHG reductions that could be achieved by ... measures, the
results also provide other insights and highlight the need to ensure
successful implementation of each measure.” Therefore,
acknowledging that the City will not achieve the 2050 target
through current policies and measures signals that the CAP will
need to evolve to include additional and/or augmented measures. It
should be noted that CARB has not provided any policy guidance or
measures on how it will achieve the 2050 statewide goal in the 2017
Scoping Plan. Thus, there is limited information available to
determine what reduction measures are necessary to meet the City’s
fair share of GHG emission reductions post 2030. Similar to the
Scoping Plan requirements, staff anticipates CAP updates at least
every five years, at which time new feasible programs and
technologies can be acknowledged and incorporated.

K-29

The comment does not raise an issue related to the adequacy or
accuracy of the Draft PEIR; additionally, the City does not have
control over the Coaster or Sprinter lines.

K-30

The comment does not raise an issue related to the adequacy or
accuracy of the Draft PEIR. The commenter’s suggestions for the
inclusion of community stakeholders on the Climate Action
Planning Team are noted and will be considered as the City moves

K-27

K-28

K-29
K-30

K-31

K-32
K-33
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K-31

The commenter’s suggestions on the funding for local reduction
measures are noted.

K-32

The commenter suggests the addition of a question about rainwater
capture to the CAP Checklist. This suggestion is noted. The City is
committed to updating the CAP every five years to continually
improve the CAP Checklist. Additional questions may be added as
warranted.

K-33

The commenter suggests inclusion of a program to replace Cityowned natural gas water heaters with updated, energy-efficient
appliances and installation of rooftop solar PV arrays. The City is
committed to ongoing efficiency upgrades in municipal buildings
and facilities. The commenter’s suggestion is noted.
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K-35
K-36
K-37
K-38
K-39
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K-34

Comment noted. The purpose of including 2050 GHG emission
projections in the CAP is so that the City can start planning for
updated measures that will put the City on the trajectory for
meeting 2050 targets.

K-35

Comment noted. Both compact florescent and LED lightbulbs would
be supported by the City.

K-36

Refer to response to comment K-18.

K-37

Comment noted. The City will explore the feasibility of electric
kitchen appliances.

K-38

Comment noted. The City acknowledges the benefits of solar and
wind and the ECAE policy only references nuclear as one of many
potential options as alternatives to fossil fuels. Additionally, the
ECAE policy includes advocating for the responsible use,
containment, reprocessing, and disposal of waste material.

K-39

Refer to response to comment K-18.

K-40

Comment noted. The information in Table 5 is based on an analysis
completed by Kaiser Marston and is further described in the EDE.

K-41

Comment no

K-40

K-41
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Letter L

L-1

While the comments in this letter do not raise an issue related to
the adequacy or accuracy of the Draft PEIR, the following responses
are provided. The proposed EDE is intended to promote long-term
sustainability of the City’s economy. Recognizing that sustainability
is not only fiscally based, the proposed ECAE includes local
sustainability efforts relating to “... energy efficiency, efficient land
use patterns and transportation systems, water conservation, solid
waste reduction, low and zero-emission commercial and industrial
operations, local food systems, urban forestry, and other pursuits
that minimize environmental impacts while contributing to
economic development and quality of life.” (see ECAE Section 1.1.1.)
Specific efforts are described in Section 6.1 of the ECAE. Overall,
the City definition of sustainability includes both fiscal and
environmental efforts.

L-2

The comment requests additional parking measures to be added to
the proposed CAP as a means to discourage reliance on private
automobile usage. The proposed ECAE includes measures intended
to promote electric vehicle use, transit, and provide preferential
treatment for rideshare and cash out programs. Additionally, the
City is committed to updating the CAP every five years to
continually improve measures.

L-3

This comment is noted. It is not clear as to what changes are
recommended by the commenter.

L-4

Reduced available/free parking encourages reliance on transit as a
means to support emission reduction measures related to transit
use. Policies throughout the ECAE relate to smart growth and
multimodal transportation including facilitating improvements that
expand viable transportation options.

L-5

As future phases of the City’s General Plan update proceed,
including Land Use Element changes, proposed densities near
transit will be further explored and defined.

L-1
L-2
L-3
L-4
L-5
L-6
L-7
L-8
L-9

L-10
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L-6

The proposed EDE includes goals and policies focused on the
locations of employment centers. Specifically, implementing actions
include updating zoning within certain locations to foster the
expansion of job creation. Likewise, the proposed ECAE includes
discussions of land use policy and zoning regulations as a means to
facilitate efficient land use to accommodate future employment
growth. As future phases of the City’s General Plan update proceed,
including Land Use Element changes, areas for employment will be
further explored and defined.

L-7

This comment raises issues of specific job categories and is outside
the scope of the project. However, with respect to employment
growth and land use accommodation, see response to comment L-6.

L-8

See response to comments L-6 and L-7.

L-9

See response to comments L-6 and L-7.

L-10

See response to comments L-6 and L-7.
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Letter M

M-1
M-2

M-1

The City has included a 100% renewable energy procurement by
2030 as the environmentally superior alternative in the Draft PEIR,
which allows our decision-makers to choose this option without
further CEQA review.

M-2

The City continues to study the feasibility of Community Choice
Energy with neighboring jurisdictions.

M-3

The City will consider developing educational and promotional
material regarding no idling through our Green Oceanside program.
With regard to signage, the school districts may be in a better
position to implement signs, but the City can coordinate with the
school districts to the extent signage is appropriate off of school
district property.

M-4

The CAP is very focused on public education, with our Green
Oceanside program being the primary means of educating and
motivating stakeholders to make sustainable choices.

M-5

The City will establish a staff-level General Plan Implementation
Committee.

M-3

M-4
M-5
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M-6

The City has pedestrian and bicycle master plans and complete
streets policies in the Circulation Element that guide our Capital
Improvements Program.

M-7

Comment noted, the City will discuss with North County Transit
District and Oceanside Police Department.

M-8

The City will consider this suggestion. The City does have a green
fleet policy, but cost has been an impediment to greening the fleet.

M-9

The City is working with SDG&E to increase the number of electric
vehicle (EV) charging stations in City parking lots and parks and is
considering implementation of a staff incentive program for
transit/EV use.

M-10

The City is preparing a Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV)
program for the downtown and coastal areas. Such a program
would seek to allow visitors to park once and travel between
downtown and coastal destinations via shuttle service.

M-11

Comment noted. The City’s Bicycle Master Plan addresses planned
bicycle improvements.

M-12

Comment noted. The City’s Pedestrian Master Plan addresses
planned bicycle improvements.

M-13

Should the EDE/ECAE/CAP be adopted, the City expects to
immediately begin work on an update of the Land Use Element,
with a focus on incorporating smart growth policies.

M-14

Comment noted, the City will consider these suggestions.

M-15

The City Public Works Department has committed to planting at
least 200 trees annually. A challenge that the City faces is ongoing
maintenance of trees located in parkways by property owners. The
City would support a grassroots effort to encourage better
stewardship of trees in public spaces not maintained by the City.

M-6
M-7

M-8
M-9
M-10

M-11
M-12
M-13
M-14

M-15
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M-16

The City is working on an update to its Parks Master Plan that is
focused on enhancing access to our existing parks and recreation
facilities.

M-17

As proposed, the Draft CAP does not provide for emissions impact
mitigation outside of the City. However, there is nothing in state
law or guidance that indicates that mitigation outside of the local
jurisdiction is not permissible, and the presence of state-endorsed
“registries” for emissions offset programs suggests that the purchase
of mitigation “credit” is inherently part of the state’s emissions
reduction strategy.

M-18

These practices are strongly advocated for in both the ECAE and
CAP.

M-19

Oceanside is a regional leader in solid waste diversion and has
adopted zero waste as a goal. Please visit the Solid Waste and
Recycling Services webpage at:
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/gov/water/services_programs/recyclin
g/default.asp.

M-20

While the City Council could adopt resolutions to establish positions
on these issues, none of these issues are within the City’s
jurisdiction.

M-21

Comment noted. City staff will consider this suggestion in
coordination with our Public Works Department.

M-22

The City has prioritized the protection of wetlands, rivers, and
ocean from agricultural runoff (fertilizer, topsoil, pesticides, etc.)
and other toxins. Please visit the Clean Water Program webpage at
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/gov/water/services_programs/clean/de
fault.asp.

M-18
M-19

M-20

M-21
M-22
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S.0 Executive Summary
S.1

Project Synopsis

This summary provides a brief synopsis of the results of the environmental analysis
contained within this Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR), including the
alternatives to the project that were considered, and the major areas of controversy and
issues to be resolved by decision-makers. This summary does not contain the extensive
background and analysis found in the subsequent chapters of this PEIR. Therefore, the
reader should review the entire document to fully understand the project and its
environmental consequences.

S.1.1

Project Location and Setting

The project area consists of the City of Oceanside (City) located in northwestern San Diego
County, California. The City is bounded by the Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton to the
north, unincorporated County of San Diego to the east, the City of Vista to the southeast,
the City of Carlsbad to the south, and the Pacific Ocean to the west. The total city area is
approximately 42 square miles.
The City is situated on the periphery of the San Diego metropolitan area and features a
largely suburban land use pattern. However, the City’s downtown and coastal areas are
becoming increasingly urbanized. As of 2017, Oceanside was home to approximately
175,000 residents, 60,000 households, and 2,900 brick-and-mortar businesses. As these
numbers indicate, the City is predominantly residential, with the vast majority of existing
housing units constructed between 1970 and 2000.
The City boasts one of the most robust transit hubs in southern California, the Oceanside
Transit Center (OTC). The OTC serves three different passenger rail operations (Amtrak,
Metrolink, and the North County Transit District) that provide service to San Diego,
Escondido, Orange County, Los Angeles, and other southern California destinations. The
North County Transit District also operates its Breeze bus service out of the OTC.
While once heavily dependent on Camp Pendleton, the City’s economy has significantly
diversified over the past 25 years. Prominent economic sectors present in the City today
include health care, sports and active lifestyle product manufacturing, biotechnology,
warehousing and distribution, and information/communication technology. Moreover, with
a variety of unique coastal amenities, Mission San Luis Rey, Guajome Regional Park, and
the SoCal Sports Complex, the City has seen significant growth in its hospitality sector. A
number of new lodging uses have been established in recent years, and more hotel
development is anticipated in the near future.
Despite recent employment growth, the City’s jobs-to-housing ratio remains among the
lowest in the San Diego region. Roughly 80 percent of the City’s working population
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commutes to jobs outside of the City, with many of these jobs located on Camp Pendleton,
within the Highway 78 corridor, and in the cities of Carlsbad and San Diego (with a strong
concentration in the Sorrento Valley area). Many residents also commute to work in
Orange County. According to the U.S. Census, the average one-way commute time for
Oceanside residents is over 26 minutes, which is similar to the state average. Nearly
80 percent of Oceanside workers drive to work alone.
The City features roughly 3,200 acres of agricultural land in the South Morro Hills
community. With high demand for housing, this area faces intense development pressure.
Moreover, the long-term viability of farming is threatened by the cost of water, the cost of
labor, and international competition. In an effort to improve the long-term viability of
farming in South Morro Hills, the City is exploring ways to facilitate agritourism uses that
will provide farmers with additional revenue.
As the City has little remaining vacant land available for new development, it is
anticipated that housing and employment growth will occur primarily through infill and
redevelopment of already urbanized areas within the City’s transit-served commercial
corridors: Coast Highway, Mission Avenue, Oceanside Boulevard, and Vista Way.

S.1.2

Project Objectives

The following are the primary objectives for the project:
•

Build a robust and balanced local economy that provides a wide range of
employment options and expands the City’s tax base;

•

Reduce barriers to commercial and industrial development, balance employment,
and housing opportunities, and increase tourism;

•

Reduce the City’s energy consumption and associated greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions;

•

Assist the state in compliance with laws and regulations related to GHG emission
reductions (Executive Order S-3-05, Assembly Bill 32, Executive Order B-30-15, and
Senate Bill 32);

•

Streamline GHG emissions analysis for new developments; and

•

Improve the quality of life in the City by promoting health and wellness, aesthetic
improvements, and public facilities and services.

S.1.3

Project Components

The primary purpose of the project is to update the General Plan in order to promote
environmentally sustainable economic growth within the City by adding two new General
Plan elements: an Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP) and an Economic
Development Element (EDE). Policies provided within these elements are intended to
provide a framework for updates to other General Plan elements that would help to achieve
and implement the sustainability, climate action, and economic goals outlined in the ECAP
City of Oceanside General Plan Update – EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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and EDE. Additionally, the project includes preparation of a Climate Action Plan (CAP)
document that would implement the policies of the ECAP by providing specific GHG
reduction targets aligned with state and regional goals.

S.1.3.1 Economic Development Element
The purpose of the EDE is to provide policies that would support economic growth and
fiscal sustainability; business expansion, attraction, and retention; and community
revitalization within the City. Implementation of EDE policies is intended to promote the
City’s economic health in the form of increased commercial activity and employment
growth. The EDE includes goals, policies, and implementation measures related to the
expansion of business activity and the City’s employment base in order to achieve a balance
between employment and housing opportunities. The EDE seeks to identify and better
leverage the City’s existing assets to bolster key economic sectors and enhance the City’s
appeal as a place to live, work, and visit. EDE policies are presented and organized around
four key themes: Quality of Life, Prosperity, Resilience, and Collaboration.

S.1.3.2 ECAP and CAP
The purpose of the ECAP as a new element to the City’s General Plan is to provide a policy
framework for reducing energy use within the City, promoting sustainable practices, and
implementing GHG reduction and climate action strategies. The ECAP builds on the GHG
emission inventories, emissions targets, reduction measures, and implementation actions
identified in the CAP. The CAP is the technical document that would implement the
policies of the ECAP by providing specific GHG reduction targets aligned with state and
regional goals. The CAP identifies GHG reduction targets to address per capita energy and
water use, transportation, solid waste management, agriculture, and other sources of GHG
emissions. The CAP provides GHG reduction strategies through a series of measures
regarding energy and buildings, water and wastewater, solid waste, transportation and
land use, and agriculture and forestry.

S.1.3.3 Required Approvals
Discretionary actions would be required to implement the project. These include the
following:
•
•
•

A General Plan Amendment to adopt the EDE and ECAP General Plan elements
Adoption of the CAP
Certification of the Program EIR, adoption of the Mitigation and Monitoring
Program and Statement of Overriding Considerations

Future discretionary actions required to implement policy measures identified in the EDE,
ECAP, and CAP consist of:
•
•
•

Adoption of new ordinances
Updates of existing General Plan elements
Updates to Municipal Code regulations
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S.2

Summary of Significant Effects and
Mitigation Measures that Reduce or Avoid
the Significant Effects

Table S-1, located at the end of this section, summarizes the significant effects identified
during the environmental analysis completed for the project. Table S-1 also identifies the
mitigation measures that would reduce or avoid the environmental effects, with a
conclusion as to whether the impact has been mitigated to below a level of significance. The
mitigation measures listed in Table S-1 are also discussed within each applicable section of
this PEIR.
After analysis, potentially significant impacts requiring mitigation were identified for
aesthetics and cultural resources. The environmental analysis concluded that the
significant impacts associated with cultural resources (historical resources) and aesthetics
(scenic historic resources) would remain significant and unavoidable even with
implementation of the recommended mitigation measure.

S.3

Areas of Controversy

The Notice of Preparation (NOP) was distributed from May 31, 2017 to June 30, 2017, for a
30-day public review and comment period. Five comment letters were received during the
NOP comment period. These letters were from the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW), the Climate Action Campaign, the Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC), the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), and the Sierra
Club. Areas of concern associated with the project as identified by the NOP comment letters
include: conflicts with provisions of the draft Oceanside Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan
as well as general biological resource impacts; impacts associated with GHG emissions,
specifically regarding compliance with state GHG reduction legislation and goals; impacts
to cultural resources, tribal cultural resources, and compliance with Senate Bill 18 and
Assembly Bill 52 consultation requirements; land use planning and consistency with
regional planning documents and programs; and traffic impacts specifically related to
addressing vehicle miles traveled. The NOP and comment letters are included in this PEIR
as Appendix A. These issues are analyzed in Chapters 4.0 and 8.0 of the PEIR.

S.4

Issues to be Resolved by the DecisionMaking Body

The City will need to decide in a public hearing whether to accept the significant and
unavoidable impacts associated with the environmental issues of aesthetics and cultural
resources and whether the project benefits would outweigh these potentially significant
impacts. The City will also decide if the project is consistent with regulations and policies,
including the General Plan, Zoning, and the City’s Local Coastal Program. Lastly, the City
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will determine whether any alternative might meet the key objectives of the project while
reducing its environmental impact.

S.5

Project Alternatives

To fully evaluate the environmental effects of projects, the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) mandates that alternatives to the project be analyzed. Section 15126.6
of the CEQA Guidelines requires the discussion of “a range of reasonable alternatives to the
project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic
objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects
of the project” and the evaluation of the comparative merits of the alternatives. The
alternatives discussion is intended to “focus on alternatives to the project or its location
which are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the
project,” even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the
project objectives.
The alternatives were selected based on their potential to reduce or avoid significant
environmental effects of the project, while attaining overall project objectives. The PEIR
addresses Alternatives Considered but Rejected, the No Project Alternative, and the 100%
Renewable Energy Procurement (100% REP) Alternative. Each major issue area included
in the impact analysis of this PEIR (Chapter 4.0) has been given consideration in the
alternatives analysis. Alternatives to the project are evaluated in full in Chapter 7.0 of this
PEIR.

S.5.1

Alternatives Considered but Rejected

Two alternatives to the project were considered but rejected. Among factors used to
eliminate alternatives from detailed consideration in the PEIR is failure to meet most of the
basic project objectives or inability to avoid significant environmental effects.

S.5.1.1 Elimination of Solar Photovoltaic Alternative
An alternative was considered that would completely avoid the potentially significant
impacts (cultural resources and aesthetics) that would result from project implementation.
As detailed in the PEIR analysis, significant impacts would result due to the potential for
the project to increase the number of solar photovoltaic (PV) installations on potentially
historic structures, resulting in potential impacts to historical resources and scenic historic
resources. Consideration was given to providing an alternative that would avoid these
impacts altogether. However, removing the policy framework supporting solar PV
installations from the ECAP and CAP would impede a primary project objective related to
reducing energy consumption and GHG emissions. Furthermore, policies related to other
renewable energy technologies and support for energy-efficiency retrofits would also need to
be removed to avoid these impacts. Thus, this alternative was removed from further
consideration.
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S.5.1.2 Alternative Location Alternative
An Alternative Location Alternative was considered by the City. However, the EDE and the
ECAP are proposed General Plan elements that would apply to the entire city. It is not
feasible to identify an alternative location analysis applicable to the EDE, ECAP and CAP.
Therefore, an alternative location was rejected from further consideration.

S.5.2

Alternatives Considered

S.5.2.1 No Project Alternative
The No Project Alternative would represent the scenario where the City does not adopt a
General Plan Amendment to add an ECAP or EDE Element and does not adopt a CAP. The
existing policy framework relative to GHG emissions and economic development would
continue as currently exists and no updated policy documents would be adopted. The
existing environmental setting would remain the same.
Should the No Project Alternative be implemented, the project’s significant and
unmitigated impacts to cultural resources (historical resources) and aesthetics (scenic
resources) would still have the potential to occur since renewable energy technologies such
as solar PV and energy-efficiency retrofits can occur in the existing condition. The analysis
found that the impacts of the No Project Alternative would be the same as the project in
relation to these issue areas. While adoption of the No Project Alternative would maintain
the existing policy framework which does not provide the same level of support for economic
development and sustainability, the project objectives would be attained to a lesser extent
than the project.

S.5.2.2 100% Renewable Energy Procurement Alternative
In addition to all of the project features including adoption of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP,
the 100% REP Alternative includes adoption of a Renewable Energy Procurement Policy
that mandates the City to procure 100 percent of local energy from renewable sources by
2030. Mechanisms for achieving Renewable Energy Procurement goals could include
partnership with San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) to promote participation in SDG&E’s
EcoChoice or EcoShare Programs, Community Choice Aggregation (CCA), or a similar
program. The Renewable Energy Procurement goals under implementation of this
alternative would be greater than the renewable energy procurement goals established by
CAP Measure E1. This alternative would also meet the project objectives. Impacts
associated with implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would be the same as the
project, except that GHG emissions would be reduced compared to the project.

S.5.3

Environmentally Superior Alternative

The 100% REP Alternative is selected as the Environmentally Superior Alternative due to
its ability to meet the basic project objectives while further reducing the potential for Citygenerated GHG emissions. This alternative would result in the same significant and
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unavoidable impacts to historical resources and scenic (historic) resources due to potential
alterations to historic structures for installation of renewable energy technologies such as
solar panels and energy-efficiency retrofits. All other project impacts associated with this
alternative would be less than significant, as is the case with the project.
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Summary of Environmental Analysis Results
Environmental Issue
Land Use
Would the project physically divide
an established community?

Results of Impact Analysis

Mitigation

Impact Level After
Mitigation

The project provides policy direction to support the economic
and climate action goals of the City and does not authorize new
development or changes to the land use map. The project does
not include any project features that would have the potential
to physically divide an established community. Impacts would
be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project conflict with any
applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project
(including the City’s General Plan
or Zoning Ordinance) adopted for
the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?

As detailed in Table 4.1-4 and 4.1-5 of this PEIR, the project
would not conflict with any environmental policies of the
General Plan or San Diego Forward, and thus, no adverse
environmental impacts would result. Impacts would be less
than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project conflict with
applicable environmental policies of
the City’s Local Coastal Program
that were adopted for the purpose
of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

As detailed in Table 4.1-5 of this PEIR, the project would not
conflict with any environmental policies of the Local Coastal
Program, and thus, no adverse environmental impacts would
result. Impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project conflict with the
provisions City’s Multiple Habitat
Conservation Program/Habitat
Management Plan or other
approved local, regional, or state
habitat conservation plan?

The project does not include land use changes or and specific
project developments and, therefore, would not conflict with
any applicable habitat management plan. Impacts would be
less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Goals and policies included within the EDE, ECAP, and CAP
support protection of important agricultural areas of South
Morro Hills and focusing development into already urbanized
areas, which would be supportive of agricultural land uses and
would not have the potential to convert Prime Farmland,
Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide or Local
Importance to a non-agricultural use. Impacts would be less
than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Agricultural Resources
Would the project convert Prime
Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps
prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program
of the California Resources Agency,
to non-agricultural use?
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Would the project conflict with
existing zoning for agricultural use,
or a Williamson Act contract?

Goals and policies included within the EDE, ECAP, and CAP
are supportive of agricultural land uses and production, and do
not propose agricultural zoning changes. While the project
provides support for agricultural tourism in South Morro Hills,
which could result in future zoning changes that expand the
type of uses that are allowed within agricultural zones, details
of zoning code changes to support agricultural tourism are not
known at this time. Therefore, the project would not have the
potential to conflict with zoning for an agricultural use or a
Williamson Act contract. Impacts would be less than
significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project involve other
changes in the existing
environment which, due to their
location or nature, could result in
conversion of Farmland, to nonagricultural use?

Goals and policies included within the EDE, ECAP, and CAP
would be supportive of agricultural land uses, and no changes
in land use are proposed that would have the potential to
convert farmland. While the project provides support for
agricultural tourism in South Morro Hills which could result in
future zoning changes that expand the type of uses that are
allowed within agricultural zones, details of zoning code
changes to support agricultural tourism are not known at this
time. Therefore, the project would not involve changes in the
existing environment which, due to their location or nature,
could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use.
Impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP are policy documents, and do not
propose any changes in land use or circulation, nor do they
propose any specific land use development or other direct
sources of traffic. While these policy documents could result in
future land use/zoning amendments or revised roadway
designs, these changes are not part of the project and are
speculative at this time. Therefore, the project would not
conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance, or policy
establishing measures of effectiveness for the performance of
the circulation system or conflict with an applicable congestion
management program. Impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Transportation and Circulation
Would the project conflict with an
applicable plan, ordinance, or policy
establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of
the circulation system or conflict
with an applicable congestion
management program, including,
but not limited to level of service
standards and travel demand
measures, or other standards
established by the county
congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?

Mitigation

Impact Level After
Mitigation

Environmental Issue
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Summary of Environmental Analysis Results
Environmental Issue

Results of Impact Analysis

Mitigation

Impact Level After
Mitigation

Would the project result in a change
in air traffic patterns, including
either an increase in traffic levels or
a change in location that results in
substantial safety risks?

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP do not propose any land use or
zoning changes, and would not directly result in development
that might interfere with air traffic patterns. Therefore, the
project would not affect existing operations or air traffic
patterns at Oceanside Municipal Airport. Impacts would be
less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project substantially
increase hazards due to a design
feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or
incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP are policy documents, the
implementation of which would not result in changes to the
existing circulation system. Therefore, the project does not
include any design features or incompatible uses that would
increase hazards. Impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project result in
inadequate emergency access?

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP are policy documents, the
implementation of which would not result in changes to the
existing circulation system. Therefore, the project would not
result in inadequate access for emergency vehicles, or conflict
with existing emergency access routes or points within the
City. Impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project conflict with
adopted policies, plans, or programs
regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise
decrease the performance or safety
of such facilities?

The measures and strategies (identified in Section 4.3.5 of the
PEIR) of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would help to achieve the
goals and policies identified in the Circulation Element of the
General Plan. Therefore, the project would not conflict with
adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities, and would result in a
less than significant impact related to conflicts with transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP include policies that would preserve
open space and sensitive habitat by channeling new
development to the City’s Smart Growth Opportunity Areas,
thereby preserving scenic vistas associated with open space
areas and the San Luis Rey River. In addition, while increased
solar panel installations as a result of implementing the ECAP
and CAP could change the visual appearance of future
development, they would not have the potential to obstruct a
scenic vista as they are typically flush mounted on rooftops.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Aesthetics
Would the project have a
substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?
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Results of Impact Analysis

Mitigation

Impact Level After
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Therefore, the project would not have a substantial adverse
effect on scenic vistas and impacts would be less than
significant.
Would the project substantially
damage scenic resources, including,
but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings
within a state scenic highway?

The EDE includes policies that support concentrating future
development within urbanized areas, near existing
transportation nodes, and preserving open space and sensitive
habitat thereby providing policy support for protection of scenic
resources of the City. Impacts associated with scenic resources
as a result of implementing the EDE would be less than
significant.
The policy framework provided within the ECAP and CAP
would have the potential to result in impacts to historic
resources, which can be scenic resources. CAP Measure E2
would require new development projects of a certain size to
offset a portion of their forecasted energy demand through
onsite renewable energy sources. Implementation of this
measure could result in an increase in the number of projects
that include rooftop solar panels or other renewable energy
technologies to offset energy use, which could adversely impact
potentially historic structures. Similarly, ECAP and CAP
measures support energy efficiency retrofits and upgrades
which could potentially affect designated historic or potentially
historic properties. As historic resources may be scenic
resources, implementation of ECAP and CAP policies could
result in a significant impact to scenic resources due to
potential changes to scenic historic resources associated with
renewable energy installations and energy efficiency retrofits.

MM-CUL-1: Applications for installation of
solar photovoltaic panels, energy efficiency
upgrades such as replacement windows, or
other renewable energy technologies that would
be visible from the exterior of a
building/structure in excess of 50 years of age
shall be required to comply with the following
mitigation framework:
(a) For any building/structures in excess of
50 years of age having its original
structural integrity intact, a City staff level
evaluation of the structure shall be
required to determine whether further
historical analysis is required. If required
based on staff level review, a qualified
professional historian may be required to
determine whether the affected
building/structure is historically
significant. The evaluation of historic
architectural resources shall be based on
criteria such as age, location, context,
association with an important person or
event, uniqueness, or structural integrity,
as indicated in CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5. A historical resource report shall
be submitted by the project applicant to the
City and shall include the methods used to
determine the presence or absence of
historical resources, identify potential
impacts from the proposed project, evaluate
the significance of any historical resources,
and identify mitigation measures.
(b) Where solar photovoltaic panels,
replacement windows, renewable energy
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Mitigation

Impact Level After
Mitigation

technologies, or energy efficiency upgrades
are proposed on an historic structure, the
design and placement of these
improvements shall be in a manner that
minimizes adverse effects to historic
resources to the maximum extent
practicable and shall follow the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for the Treatment
of Historic Properties to the extent feasible.
Considerations include locating solar
panels or other property improvements
within areas of new construction versus
historic portions of a structure or property,
minimizing public visibility of
improvements, and avoiding improvements
where character-defining features of an
historic resource would be lost
permanently. In some cases, installation of
the desired improvement may not be able
to be achieved consistent with the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards due to
technical or other considerations.
Would the project substantially
degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and
its surroundings?

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP include policies that would
encourage enhancement of the visual quality of the City,
particularly at gateway locations and within commercial
corridors, and that are supportive of expanding the City’s tree
canopy, urban agriculture, and community gardens. Therefore,
implementation of the project would be supportive of improved
visual character and quality throughout the City and would
not degrade existing visual character. Impacts would be less
than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project create a new
source of substantial light or glare
which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area?

Although no land use changes are proposed with the project,
future development would be required to demonstrate
consistency with Municipal Code “Chapter 39 – Light Pollution
Regulations” prior to project approval, thereby ensuring future
development would not generate new sources of substantial
light or glare. Impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Would the project generate GHG
emissions, either directly or
indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the
environment?

Would the project conflict with any
applicable plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency adopted for
the purpose of reducing the
emissions of GHG?

Cultural Resources
Would the project cause a
substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource
as defined in Section 15064.5?

Results of Impact Analysis

Mitigation

Impact Level After
Mitigation

An overall goal of the project is to achieve a net reduction in
local GHG emissions. The project provides a policy framework
to achieve GHG emission reductions and does not propose any
land use or transportation changes that could result in new
emissions. In addition, the City is anticipated to achieve per
capita emission levels consistent with State 2020 and 2030
GHG reduction targets and the project would result in a net
reduction in local GHG emissions. Therefore, GHG emission
impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP provide a policy framework
intended to support the goals and policies of the SANDAG
Regional Plan to reduce emissions from the transportation
sector. In addition, the primary purpose of the ECAP and CAP
is to provide a policy framework that includes measures that
reduce emissions from the primary community emissions
sectors, which would be consistent with state plans to achieve
GHG emission reductions. Incorporation of GHG reduction
measures included in the CAP are estimated to result in an
additional 3 percent reduction in 2020 adjusted business-asusual (ABAU) communitywide emissions and an additional 19
percent reduction in 2030 ABAU communitywide emissions.
Therefore, the project would not conflict with the goals and
strategies of local and state plans, policies, and regulations
aimed at reducing GHG emissions from land use and
development. Impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

The EDE provides policy support for future updates to land use
policies, zoning standards, environmental review guidelines,
and permitting processes to encourage quality new
development, to reduce impediments to infill development, and
promote adaptive reuse of existing buildings. Future
development envisioned in this policy could result in impacts to
historical resources due to demolition of historic structures or
modification to historical structures in a manner than
adversely affects their historic significance. However, as the
EDE is a policy document and does not identify specific land

MM-CUL-1: Any proposed installation of solar
photovoltaic panels, energy efficiency upgrades
such as replacement windows, or other
renewable energy technologies on
buildings/structures that are in excess of
50 years of age shall be required to comply with
the following mitigation framework if the
features would be visible from exterior areas:
(a) For any building/structures in excess of
50 years of age having its original

Significant and
Unavoidable
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Summary of Environmental Analysis Results
Environmental Issue

Results of Impact Analysis
use changes or new processes that would encourage such
redevelopment, such impacts would be speculative, and
impacts to historical resources as a result of implement the
EDE would be less than significant. Implementation of some
ECAP and CAP measures could encourage and require
physical changes to existing structures as policies and
ordinances are implemented, such as the installation of rooftop
solar panels to offset energy use, which could adversely impact
potentially historic structures if solar panels are not
appropriately designed and sited with sensitivity to the
historical resource. In addition, other types of renewable
energy installations (e.g., wind or new solar technologies) could
be adopted and energy efficiency retrofits could alter the
historic significance of a structure when installed. ECAP and
CAP policies supporting incentives for energy efficiency
measures could increase the incidence of upgraded window
installations and other energy efficiency retrofits that could
alter the historic significance of the larger structure. Thus,
impacts to historical resources would be significant as the
project would provide policy support for renewable energy
technologies and energy efficiency upgrades that could affect
the integrity of a historic structure. While ECAP Policy 1(b)(vi)
would help to reduce impacts associated with the installation
of energy efficiency upgrades and/or renewable energy systems
for discretionary projects, it would not fully mitigate impacts to
historic resources. Not all projects may be able to conform to
Secretary of the Interior Standards, and otherwise ministerial
projects (e.g., building permits or single-family units), would
not be required to conform to such standards. Therefore,
impacts to historical resources would be significant.

Mitigation
structural integrity intact, a City staff level
evaluation of the structure shall be
required to determine whether further
historical analysis is required. If required
based on staff level review, a qualified
professional historian may be required to
determine whether the affected
building/structure is historically
significant. The evaluation of historic
architectural resources shall be based on
criteria such as age, location, context,
association with an important person or
event, uniqueness, or structural integrity,
as indicated in CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5. A historical resource report shall
be submitted by the project applicant to the
City and shall include the methods used to
determine the presence or absence of
historical resources, identify potential
impacts from the proposed project, evaluate
the significance of any historical resources,
and identify mitigation measures.
(b) Where solar photovoltaic panels,
replacement windows, renewable energy
technologies, or energy efficiency upgrades
are proposed on an historic structure, the
design and placement of these
improvements shall be in a manner that
minimizes adverse effects to historic
resources to the maximum extent
practicable and shall follow the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for the Treatment
of Historic Properties to the extent feasible.
Considerations include locating solar
panels or other property improvements
within areas of new construction versus
historic portions of a structure or property,
minimizing public visibility of
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Mitigation

Impact Level After
Mitigation

improvements, and avoiding improvements
where character-defining features of an
historic resource would be lost
permanently. In some cases, installation of
the desired improvement may not be able
to be achieved consistent with the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards due to
technical or other considerations.
Would the project cause a
substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to
Section 15064.5?

Implementation of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP policy framework
would not result in changes in land use or circulation and
would therefore not result in physical development that would
have the potential to disturb archaeological resources.
Therefore the project would not result in the disturbance or
destruction of surface and subsurface archaeological resources.
Thus, project impacts to archaeological resources would be less
than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project result in the
disturbance of any human remains,
including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries?

The project identifies policy direction and would not result in
ground disturbance that could disturb human remains.
Impacts would be less than significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

Would the project cause a
substantial adverse change in the
significance of a tribal cultural
resource, defined in Public
Resources Code Section 21074 as
either a site, feature, place, cultural
landscape that is geographically
defined in terms of the size and
scope of the landscape, sacred place,
or object with cultural value to a
California Native American tribe,
and that is:

While the project does not propose any changes in land use or
circulation and would not result in ground disturbance or
development that could affect tribal cultural resources, the
tribal consultation process pursuant to Assembly Bill 52 has
been completed. The City met with the San Luis Rey Band of
Mission Indians in the summer of 2017. Formal Assembly
Bill 52 and Senate Bill 18 notices were sent out to all tribes
with potential cultural affiliation in January 2018. The Pala
Band has requested tribal consultation and the City is in the
process of consulting with the Pala Band and any other tribes
that request formal consultation. Impacts would be less than
significant.

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant

a)

Listed or eligible for listing in
the California Register of
Historical Resources, or in a
local register of historical
resources as defined in Public
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Resources Code Section
5020.1(k), or
b)

A resource determined by the
lead agency, in its discretion
and supported by substantial
evidence, to be significant
pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1.
In applying the criteria set
forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resource Code Section 5024.1,
the lead agency shall consider
the significance of the resource
to a California Native
American tribe.

Population and Housing
Would the project induce
substantial population growth in an
area, either directly (for example,
by proposing new homes and
businesses or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads
or other infrastructure)?
Would the project displace
substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing
elsewhere? Would the project
displace substantial numbers of
people, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing
elsewhere?
Utilities and Service Systems
Would the project exceed
wastewater treatment
requirements of the applicable

The project identifies a policy framework and does not
authorize any new development or changes to the land use
map. Thus, the project would not directly or indirectly induce
population growth, and no impact would result.

No impact would occur. No mitigation is
required.

No Impact

The project identifies a policy framework and does not
authorize any new development or changes to the land use
map. Thus, the project would not displace existing housing or
people, and no impacts would occur.

No impact would occur. No mitigation is
required.

No Impact

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP are intended to provide a policy
framework that supports the economic and climate action goals
of the City, and are based on the existing residents and

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.

Less than
Significant
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Regional Water Quality Control
Board; require or result in the
construction of new water,
wastewater treatment, or storm
water drainage facilities or the
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects;
result in a determination by the
wastewater treatment provider
which serves or may serve the
project that it has inadequate
capacity to serve the project’s
projected demand in addition to the
provider’s existing commitments; or
have insufficient water supplies
available to serve the project from
existing entitlements and resources,
or require new or expanded
entitlements?

population growth already forecasted to occur within the City.
The project would not result in any changes to the land use
map. As such, the project would not generate new demand for
wastewater treatment, water supply, or storm water drainage
facilities. Therefore, impacts associated with wastewater,
water, and storm water facilities and water supply would be
less than significant.

Would the project be served by a
landfill with insufficient permitted
capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
Would the project violate federal,
state, or local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste?

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP are intended to provide a policy
framework that supports the economic and climate action goals
of the City. The project would not result in any changes to the
land use map. As such, the project would not result in any
development that would increase solid waste generation and
thus would not require additional capacity to accommodate the
City’s solid waste disposal needs and would not violate federal,
state, or local statutes and regulations related to solid waste,
recycling and organics diversion. Impacts related to solid waste
would be less than significant.

Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.
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Less than
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Would the project be served by a
landfill with insufficient permitted
capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
Would the project violate federal,
state, or local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste?

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP are intended to provide a policy
framework that supports the economic and climate action goals
of the City. The project would not result in any changes to the
land use map. As such, the project would not result in any
development that would increase solid waste generation and
thus would not require additional capacity to accommodate the
City’s solid waste disposal needs and would not violate federal,
state, or local statutes and regulations related to solid waste,
recycling and organics diversion. Impacts related to solid waste
would be less than significant.

Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No
mitigation is required.
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1.0 Introduction

1
Chapter 1
Introduction
This program environmental impact report (PEIR) addresses the potential environmental
effects of the first phase of the City of Oceanside (City) General Plan Update, which
includes adding two new elements to the General Plan: an Economic Development Element
(EDE) and an Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP). The PEIR also addresses
implementation of a Climate Action Plan (CAP), which outlines measures the City will take
to meet the State of California’s greenhouse gas emission (GHG) reduction targets. This
PEIR has been prepared in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and Guidelines (Public Resources Code, Section 21000, et seq. and California Code
of Regulations, Title 14, Section 15000, et seq.).
The project is Phase 1 of the City’s General Plan Update and includes preparation of two
new optional elements; an EDE and an ECAP. The proposed EDE would include objectives,
policies, and implementation measures related to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The expansion of business activity and the City’s employment base;
The reduction of logistical and regulatory barriers to commercial and industrial
development;
Achieving a balance between employment and housing opportunities;
Improving access to employment uses and enhancing the visual character of the
community;
Encouraging entrepreneurialism; and
Promoting employment readiness.

The EDE seeks to identify and better leverage the City’s existing assets to bolster key
economic sectors and enhance the City’s appeal as a place to live, work, and visit.
The ECAP would establish objectives, policies, and implementation measures to reduce
GHG emissions by improving energy efficiency, conserving water, minimizing solid waste,
and expanding renewable energy use. Specific GHG reduction measures and strategies are
presented in the CAP, which address energy and water use, transportation, solid waste
management, agriculture, and other sources of GHG emissions. The simultaneous
development of an ECAP and the EDE would ensure that economic growth occurs in an
environmentally sustainable manner. These two new elements provide key planning
City of Oceanside General Plan Update – EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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principles to guide future updates to other existing General Plan elements, including the
Land Use Element, Environmental Resources Management Element, Community Facilities
Element, and Circulation Element. While future updates to other General Plan elements
are envisioned, they are not included as a part of this project pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15145.
Discretionary actions required to implement the project include:
•
•

General Plan Amendment
Adoption of the CAP (Resolution)

1.1

PEIR Purpose and Intended Uses

The PEIR is informational in nature and is intended for use by City decision makers, other
agencies, and the public in evaluating the potential environmental effects, mitigation
measures, and alternatives of the project.
By recognizing the environmental impacts of the project, decision makers will have a better
understanding of the physical and environmental changes that would accompany approval
of the project. The PEIR includes recommended mitigation measures which, when
implemented, would lessen or avoid significant effects of the project, whenever feasible.
Alternatives to the project are presented that could further reduce or avoid significant
impacts associated with the project.

1.2

PEIR Legal Authority

1.2.1

Lead Agency

The City is the Lead Agency for the project pursuant to Article 4 (Sections 15050 and
15051) of the CEQA Guidelines. The Lead Agency, as defined by CEQA Guidelines
Section 15367, is the public agency that has the principal responsibility and authority for
carrying out or approving the project. As Lead Agency, the City Planning Division
conducted a preliminary review of the project and determined that this PEIR was required.
The analysis and findings in this document reflect the independent, impartial conclusions
of the City.

1.2.2

Responsible and Trustee Agencies

State law requires that all EIRs be reviewed by Responsible and Trustee Agencies. A
Responsible Agency, defined pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15381, includes all
public agencies other than the Lead Agency which have discretionary approval power over
the project. A Trustee Agency is defined in Section 15386 of the CEQA Guidelines as a state
agency having jurisdiction by law over natural resources affected by a project that are held
in trust for the people of the state of California.
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Implementation of the project would require consultation with the following Trustee
Agencies, as described below.
Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC): The NAHC is a state of California
Trustee Agency for the protection and preservation of Native American cultural resources
pursuant to California Public Resources Code Section 21070. Government Code Section
65352.3 requires local governments to consult with California Native American tribes
identified by the NAHC for the purpose of protecting, and/or mitigating impacts to cultural
places when general plans or specific plans are amended.

1.3

PEIR Scope and Content and Format

1.3.1

Scope

The scope of analysis for this PEIR was determined by the City as a result of initial project
review and consideration of comments received in response to a Notice of Preparation
(NOP) circulated for the project from May 31, 2017 to June 30, 2017. The NOP and
associated comments are included in Appendix A of this EIR.
Through these scoping activities, the project was determined to have the potential to result
in potentially significant impacts to the following environmental issues:
•

Land Use

•

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

•

Agricultural Resources

•

Cultural Resources

•

Transportation and Circulation

•

Population and Housing

•

Aesthetics

•

Utilities and Service Systems

1.3.2

Type of EIR

This EIR has been prepared as a Program EIR, as defined in Section 15168 of the CEQA
Guidelines. In accordance with CEQA, this PEIR examines the environmental impacts
associated with a series of actions that are related geographically, as logical parts in a
chain of contemplated actions, or in connection with the issuance of plans that govern the
conduct of a continuing program [per CEQA Guidelines, Section 15168(a)]. The advantages
of a PEIR include the ability to provide a more exhaustive consideration of alternatives and
cumulative effects than might be possible in a single project-specific EIR; to avoid
duplication of basic policy considerations; and to provide the Lead Agency with the ability
to consider broad program wide policies and mitigation measures that would apply to
specific projects within the overall program [CEQA Guidelines, Section 15168 (b)].
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1.3.3

EIR Content

The intent of this EIR is to determine whether implementation of the project would have a
significant effect on the environment through analysis of the issues identified during the
scoping process (see Section 1.3.1 above). Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15126, all
phases of the project are considered in this PEIR when evaluating its potential impacts on
the environment, including the planning and ultimate implementation of specific project
elements. Impacts are identified as direct or indirect and are assessed on a “plan-toground” basis. The “plan-to-ground” analysis addresses the changes or impacts that would
result from implementation of the project compared to existing conditions.

1.3.4

PEIR Format

1.3.4.1 Organization
The format and order of contents of this PEIR follow the organization listed below, with a
brief overview of the purpose of various sections of this PEIR:
Executive Summary. Provides a summary of the PEIR, a brief description of the project,
identification of areas of controversy, and a summary table identifying significant impacts,
proposed mitigation measures, and level of impact after mitigation. A summary of the
analyzed project alternatives and a comparison of the potential impacts of the alternatives
with those of the project are also provided.
Chapter 1.0, Introduction. Contains an overview of the purpose and intended uses of the
PEIR; Lead, Responsible, and Trustee Agencies; a discussion of the scope and format of the
PEIR, and the CEQA environmental review process.
Chapter 2.0, Environmental Setting. Provides a description of the project’s regional
context, location, and existing physical characteristics and land use. Available public
infrastructure and services, as well as relationship to relevant plans, are also provided in
this section.
Chapter 3.0, Project Description. Provides a detailed discussion of the project, including
background, objectives, and key features. The discretionary actions required to implement
the project are also included.
Chapter 4.0, Environmental Analysis. Provides a detailed evaluation of potential
environmental impacts. Each issue area in Section 4.0, Environmental Analysis includes a
description of the existing conditions relevant to each environmental topic; presentation of
threshold(s) of significance for the particular issue area under evaluation; identification of
an issue statement; an assessment of any impacts associated with implementation of the
project; a summary of the significance of any project impacts; recommendations for
mitigation measures and mitigation, monitoring, and reporting for each significant issue
area, and a conclusion regarding the significance of the impact after mitigation, where
applicable.
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Chapter 5.0, Growth Inducement. Evaluates the potential influence the project may
have on economic or population growth within the project area as well as the region, either
directly or indirectly.
Chapter 6.0, Cumulative Impacts. Identifies the impact of the project in combination
with other planned and future development in the region.
Chapter 7.0, Alternatives. Provides a description of alternatives to the project, including
Alternatives Considered but Rejected, a No Project Alternative, and 100% Renewable
Energy Procurement Alternative.
Chapter 8.0, Other CEQA Considerations. Identifies all of the issues determined in the
scoping and preliminary environmental review process to be not significant and briefly
summarizes the basis for these determinations. This section also discusses the significant
unavoidable impacts of the project, including those that can be mitigated but not reduced to
below a level of significance, and describes the potentially significant irreversible changes
that may be expected with approval of the project. This section also addresses the use of
nonrenewable resources.
Chapter 9.0, Certification and Report Preparers. Identifies the individuals
responsible for the preparation of the PEIR.
Chapter 10.0, References Cited and Agencies Contacted. Lists all of the reference
materials cited in the PEIR and identifies all of the individuals and agencies contacted
during preparation of the PEIR.
Chapter 11.0, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP). Documents
all the mitigation measures identified in the PEIR and required as part of the project.

1.3.4.2 Appendices
The framework for the EDE has been included as Appendix B to this PEIR. The framework
for the ECAP has been included as Appendix C to this PEIR, and the CAP has been
included as Appendix D. In addition, the technical appendices, used as a basis for much of
the environmental analysis in the PEIR, have been summarized in the PEIR and are
printed under separate cover as part of the PEIR. The technical appendices are available
for review at the City Planning Division, 300 North Coast Highway, Oceanside, California
92054.

1.3.4.3 Incorporation by Reference
As permitted by CEQA Guidelines Section 15150, this PEIR references several technical
studies and reports, including the City of Oceanside General Plan. Where applicable,
information from these documents is summarized, and their relationship to the PEIR
described. These documents are included in Section 10.0, References Cited and Agencies
Contacted, are hereby incorporated by reference, and are available for review at the City
Planning Division, 300 North Coast Highway, Oceanside, California 92054.
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1.4

PEIR Process

The PEIR review process occurs in two stages. The first stage is the Draft PEIR, which
offers the public the opportunity to comment on the document, while the second stage is the
Final EIR, which provides the basis for making a final decision on the project.

1.4.1

Draft PEIR

In accordance with Sections 15085 and 15087(a)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines, upon
completion of the Draft PEIR a Notice of Completion is filed with the State Office of
Planning and Research, and notice of availability of the Draft PEIR issued in a newspaper
of general circulation in the area.
The Draft PEIR is distributed for review to the public and interested and affected agencies
for the purpose of providing comments “on the sufficiency of the document in identifying
and analyzing the possible impacts on the environment and ways in which the significant
effects of the project might be avoided and mitigated” (Section 15204, CEQA Guidelines).
This Draft PEIR and all related technical studies are available for review during the public
review period at the offices of the City Planning Division, located at 300 North Coast
Highway, Oceanside, California 92054. Copies of the Draft PEIR are also available at the
City of Oceanside Mission Branch Public Library (3861-B Mission Avenue, Oceanside,
California 92058).

1.4.2

Final PEIR

Following public review of the Draft PEIR, the City will provide written responses to
comments per CEQA Guidelines Section 15088 and will consider all comments in making
its decision to certify the Final PEIR. Responses to the comments received during public
review, a MMRP, Findings of Fact, and a Statement of Overriding Considerations for any
impacts identified in the Draft PEIR as significant and unavoidable will be prepared and
compiled as part of the Final PEIR. The culmination of this process is a public hearing
where the City Council will determine whether to certify the Final PEIR as being complete
and in accordance with CEQA.
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2
Chapter 2
Environmental Setting
2.1

Regional Setting

The City of Oceanside (City) is located in northwestern San Diego County, approximately
35 miles north of San Diego and 80 miles south of Los Angeles. Regional access to the
project site is provided by Interstate 5 (I-5), which runs north-south through the City. The
City is bordered by Camp Pendleton to the north, the City of Carlsbad and Buena Vista
Lagoon to the south, unincorporated portions of San Diego County and the City of Vista to
the east, and the Pacific Ocean to the west. Figure 2-1 provides the project regional location
and Figure 2-2 shows the project location on a United States Geographic Survey
topographic map. Figure 2-3 shows the project location on an aerial photograph.

2.2

Project Location

The project site encompasses the entire City, comprising 42 square miles of land within San
Diego County, California. Vehicular access to the City is provided by I-5, as well as State
Route 78 (SR-78) and State Route 76 (SR-76) along the southern boundary of the City.
Other main thoroughfares providing roadway access through the City include Oceanside
Boulevard, El Camino Real, and College Boulevard. Oceanside serves as an important
regional transportation hub, as the Oceanside Transit Center provides the terminus for
both Metrolink and the North County Transit District (NCTD) Coaster and Sprinter rail
lines. The Oceanside Transit Center is also served by the Amtrak Pacific Surfliner route,
which extends from San Luis Obispo to San Diego.
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FIGURE 2-3
Project Location on Aerial Photograph
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2.3

Project Area Characteristics

2.3.1

Land Use Patterns

Land uses vary throughout the City, ranging from agricultural operations north of the San
Luis Rey River in the northeastern portion of the City (Morro Hills), to master planned
residential communities stretching from the eastern city boundary along the SR-76 corridor
to I-5, to beach communities west of I-5. Major commercial centers are located along the
Coast Highway, Mission Avenue, Oceanside Boulevard, College Boulevard, and Vista Way,
accommodating approximately 7.6 million square feet of commercial floor space. There are
several industrial zoning districts within the City, making up approximately 9.8 million
square feet of industrial floor area. Public parks within the City include three and a half
miles of public beach, as well as 30 City parks, two City-owned golf courses, four
community recreation centers, two senior centers, and two municipal swim centers. The
San Luis Rey River and adjacent River Trail run east-west through the City, providing a
significant open space and recreational resource for the City.
The City’s agricultural district (Morro Hills) is home to approximately 3,121 acres of active
agricultural operations. However, this area has been subject to intense development
pressure, as the area remains one of the last undeveloped large-lot areas within the City.
Challenges to the ongoing profitability of agriculture also encourage agricultural
landowners to seek redesignation of land for residential development. Nevertheless, the
area continues to produce ornamentals, avocados and other fruit tree crops, strawberries
and other row crops, and more recently, wine grapes and coffee.
The 2013 Housing Element identifies a number of housing opportunity sites for future
development. These areas are within the downtown, the Coast Highway corridor, the
Oceanside Boulevard corridor, and portions of the SR-76 and SR-78 corridors. Many of the
potential housing sites are underutilized commercial parcels that allow for mixed-use
development. Future development in the City will mostly occur as infill and redevelopment,
due to a growing scarcity of vacant and developable land in peripheral areas of the City.
Future growth is also limited by existing City boundaries, as there is very little land within
the City’s sphere of influence.

2.3.2

Population and Housing

Since 1990, the City’s population has increased from approximately 128,000 people to over
175,000 residents. The City’s population is accommodated by more than 66,000 housing
units (SANDAG 2016a). Since the year 2000, the City’s population growth has slowed in
comparison to the rest of San Diego County, experiencing approximately four percent
growth between 2000 and 2010. The slower growth rate is largely attributable to the
diminishing amount of large greenfield properties and the difficulty of assembling adequate
land for profitable development within the City’s urbanized areas (SANDAG 2000a;
SANDAG 2000b; SANDAG 2010a; SANDAG 2010b). The San Diego of Association of
Governments (SANDAG) Series 13 Growth Forecast projections anticipate that the City’s
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population will increase to approximately 178,000 by the year 2020, and to approximately
190,000 by the year 2050 (SANDAG 2013a).
The majority of the housing stock within the City consists of single-family detached and
attached homes, comprising approximately 65 percent of the entire stock (53 percent
detached; 12 percent attached). Multi-family units make up approximately 31 percent of the
housing stock, while the remaining stock consists of mobile homes, recreational vehicle (RV)
units, and boats. SANDAG Series 13 Growth Forecast projections anticipate that the City’s
housing stock will increase to approximately 68,000 units by 2020 and to approximately
71,250 units by 2050. While the majority of the existing housing in Oceanside consists of
single-family homes, SANDAG projects that about 80 percent of all new residential
development within the County of San Diego will be multi-family units between 2008 and
2050 (SANDAG 2013b).

2.3.3

Traffic/Circulation System

The regional transportation network in the City consists of I-5, SR-76, and SR-78. I-5 is a
north-south freeway that provides regional transportation access to the City of San Diego to
the south and to Orange County and the City of Los Angeles to the north. The major local
roadway network consists of Oceanside Boulevard, Mission Avenue, Mesa Drive, Rancho
Del Oro Drive, College Boulevard, and El Camino Real, which provide access to the various
collector streets serving the residential, commercial, and industrial areas of the City (City
of Oceanside Circulation Element 2012).
The City is home to five railway stations along the NCTD Sprinter rail line, which runs
parallel to Oceanside Boulevard, and one railway station along the NCTD Coaster railway
line (the Oceanside Transit Center). The NCTD also maintains a number of bus routes
throughout the City, which connect riders from the various residential, commercial, and
industrial areas of the City to the railway stations (NCTD 2016). Bicycle facilities within
the City consist of a network of Class I (Bike Path), Class II (Bike Lane) and Class III (Bike
Route) designated bike facilities (City of Oceanside Circulation Element 2012). The San
Luis Rey River Trail and the Coastal Rail Trail are important regional bicycle facilities. A
third regional bicycle facility, the Inland Rail Trail, is being pursued by SANDAG. When
completed, the Inland Rail Trail will connect Oceanside with the cities of Vista, San
Marcos, and Escondido.

2.3.4

Energy Resources

Residents and businesses within the City of Oceanside receive their electricity supply and
natural gas from San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E). SDG&E purchases raw energy
supplies from various suppliers located outside of the City and transports those energy
sources to local plants for distribution. SDG&E has secured power purchase agreements
that achieve a renewable energy portfolio that now exceeds 40 percent of total supply,
thereby meeting the state mandated goal of 33 percent renewable power by year 2020
(California Public Utilities Commission 2018).
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2.3.5

Public Utilities

The following provides a brief description of the existing public water and wastewater
facilities that are available to serve the project. Section 4.8 of this PEIR provides a more
detailed discussion of public utilities and service systems, including evaluation of
infrastructure capacity and project needs.

2.3.5.1 Water Systems
The City of Oceanside Water Utilities Department (Department) is responsible for
providing water service throughout the Oceanside Water District, which is contiguous with
the City’s boundaries. The Department’s water supplies include water purchased from the
San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA), groundwater from the Mission Basin, and
recycled water. The water supply and distribution system include connections to five
SDCWA aqueducts and the City’s Mission Basin Groundwater Purification Facility
(MBGPF). The City’s water distribution system facilities include 12 storage reservoirs, nine
booster pump stations, two water supply stations, 54 pressure regulating stations, and
seven altitude valves. The existing water pipeline network consists of 574 miles of pipe
ranging from 2 to 42 inches in diameter, with the majority of the pipes being sized at 8
inches and made of asbestos cement pipe. The non-potable water system within the City is
the San Luis Rey Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP), which has an overall treatment
capacity of 13.5 million gallons per day (mgd) (Urban Water Management Plan; City of
Oceanside 2015a).

2.3.5.2 Wastewater Systems
The Department is also responsible for the operation and maintenance of the City’s
wastewater collection and treatment facilities. The Department’s wastewater system
contains over 450 miles of pipelines, which collect and transport wastewater to two
wastewater treatment plants, the San Luis Rey Wastewater Treatment Plant and the La
Salina Wastewater Treatment Plant. The system also consists of 34 sewer lift stations, as
well as an industrial waste inspection program (Water Utilities Department Wastewater
Division Overview; City of Oceanside 2017a). The La Salina Wastewater Treatment Plant
is scheduled to be decommissioned within the next five years, with wastewater treatment to
be consolidated at the San Luis Rey facility. The City is in the process of determining how
best to repurpose the La Salina site.

2.3.5.3 Solid Waste
The City of Oceanside provides solid waste collection and disposal services through its
contractor, Waste Management of North County, Inc. The services consist of residential,
commercial, and industrial solid waste and designated recyclables collection service. Solid
waste is hauled to the El Sobrante Landfill in Riverside County. The El Sobrante Landfill
has a permitted weekly disposal capacity of 70,000 tons (16,054 tons per day), with an
estimated remaining site life to 2057 (Waste Management, Inc. 2017). Green waste is
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collected and processed at the El Corazon Compost Facility, which provides compost
material to Oceanside residents and businesses at no cost.

2.4

Planning Context

Development projects in the City are generally guided by the City’s General Plan and
applicable specific plans. In addition, various other City, regional, and state plans,
programs, and ordinances regulate the development of land. A brief description of these
applicable plans is provided below. A detailed evaluation of the project’s consistency with
relevant plans and ordinances is provided in Section 4.1, Land Use, of this PEIR.
City of Oceanside General Plan: The City’s General Plan serves as the comprehensive
long-term planning and policy document that is used to guide development and preserve
quality of life within the City. It is a policy document that sets the goals, strategies, and, in
some areas, regulations regarding the distribution of land and its type and intensity of use,
both public and private. The City’s General Plan contains the following 10 elements:
Circulation (2012); Community Facilities (1990); Environmental Resource Management
(1975); Hazardous Waste Management (1990); Housing (2013); Land Use (1986); Military
Reservation (1981); Noise (1974); Public Safety (1975); and Recreational Trails (1996).
Currently, the City has initiated a General Plan Update that includes the preparation of
two new elements, the Economic Development Element (EDE) and an Energy and Climate
Action Element (ECAP). These new elements will contain policies and strategies to promote
the overarching goals of growing the City’s economy and addressing energy needs while
reducing the City’s carbon footprint.
Rancho Del Oro Specific Plan: The Rancho Del Oro Specific Plan is located in the
center of Oceanside, encompassing 1,950 acres. The Rancho Del Oro Specific Plan contains
three separate master plans: a Planned Residential Development Master Plan; a
Commercial Master Plan; and an Industrial Master Plan. Each master plan provides a set
of development standards for buildings and residences constructed within the project
boundaries.
El Corazon Master Plan: El Corazon is a 465-acre City-owned parcel located in the center
of Oceanside, bounded by Rancho Del Oro Drive on the east, Oceanside Boulevard on the
south, El Camino Real on the west, and Mesa Drive on the north. The planning process for
this parcel began in 2003, which called for the development of the site into a mixture of
land uses. However, due to economic conditions, the plan has never been built out. Instead,
athletic fields have been developed pursuant to subsequent agreements between the City
and private entities. In addition, plans for an aquatic center for the El Corazon parcel were
approved in late 2016.
Oceanside Municipal Code: The City’s Municipal Code contains all the adopted
ordinances for the City and is divided into 40 chapters. The Municipal Code provides
regulations applicable to development, including codes addressing building construction
and regulations, solid waste and recycling, fire protection and police enforcement, historic
preservation, public property and usage regulations, drainage and runoff control, noise
City of Oceanside General Plan Update – EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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control, undergrounding utilities, and development impact fees, among others (Municipal
Code; City of Oceanside 2017b).
Inland Zoning Ordinance (1992 Zoning Ordinance): The purpose of the Inland Zoning
Ordinance is to protect and promote the public health, safety, and general welfare, and to
implement the policies of the City of Oceanside General Plan. The Inland Zoning Ordinance
establishes nine classes of base zoning districts, as well as nine overlay zoning districts,
each of which is subject to regulations and policies that govern the use of land within each
district. In addition, the Inland Zoning Ordinance contains a zoning map that delineates
the boundaries of each zoning district (Inland Zoning Ordinance; City of Oceanside 1992).
Coastal Zoning Ordinance for Coastal Areas (1986 Zoning Ordinance): The Coastal
Zoning Ordinance now serves as a supplementary regulatory document to the Inland
Zoning Ordinance. A majority of the Coastal Zoning Ordinance Articles were repealed and
replaced with the adoption of the Inland Zoning Ordinance in 1992. However, a number of
Articles within the Coastal Zoning Ordinance are still in effect, and are as follows: Article 5,
7-8, 10-12, 14.4, 14.5, 17-18, 32, 34-36, and 36-40 (Coastal Zoning Ordinance; City of
Oceanside 1986).
Downtown Zoning Ordinance: The Downtown Zoning Ordinance contains Article 12 of
the Inland Zoning Ordinance. In addition to the purposes of the Inland Zoning Ordinance,
this Article seeks to promote the long-term viability of and rejuvenation of the Downtown
Oceanside area, while enhancing boating and water-dependent activities. This Article also
works to maintain and enhance an appropriate mix of uses and provides land use controls
and development criteria for the downtown area. This Article establishes an additional
zoning district, the D District (Downtown Zoning Ordinance; City of Oceanside 2007).
The City is in the process of consolidating zoning standards within a single zoning
ordinance. The consolidation effort does not involve substantive changes to zoning
standards; substantive changes to zoning standards are anticipated after the City has
completed its phased general plan update.
North County Multiple Habitat Conservation Program/Oceanside Subarea
Habitat Conservation Plan: The North County Multiple Habitat Conservation Program
(MHCP) is a comprehensive conservation planning process coordinated by SANDAG to
address the needs of multiple plant and animal species in northwestern San Diego County.
The MHCP encompasses the cities of Carlsbad, Encinitas, Escondido, Oceanside, San
Marcos, Solana Beach, and Vista. The goal of the MHCP is to conserve approximately
19,000 acres of habitat, while contributing toward the protection and preservation of
habitat for more than 80 rare, threatened, or endangered species. The MHCP serves as the
framework document for the MHCP cities identified above (North County Final MHCP
Plan; SANDAG 2003).
The Oceanside Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) provides for the conservation and
management of natural biotic communities and sensitive plant and wildlife species
pursuant to the California Natural Community Conservation Planning Act and the U.S.
Endangered Species Act. The HCP provides for the issuance of citywide permits for the
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incidental take of sensitive species in conjunction with private development projects, public
projects, and other activities, which are consistent with the HCP. In addition, the HCP
serves to preserve wildlife habitat within the City’s open space system, and constitutes
Oceanside’s contribution to the MHCP (Oceanside Subarea HCP; City of Oceanside 2010).
While the City’s HCP remains in draft form, it serves as a guide for habitat conservation in
conjunction with both private development and capital improvement projects.
Local Coastal Program: The purpose of the Local Coastal Program (LCP) is to guide
future development in the City’s coastal zone in a manner that protects and enhances
coastal resources. Under the LCP, any project within the coastal zone is classified into five
categories, three of which require certain types of coastal permits from various government
agencies (Local Coastal Program; City of Oceanside 1985). The City is currently in the
processing of updating its LCP, in part to ensure consistency with the EDE and ECAP.
McClellan–Palomar Airport and Oceanside Municipal Airport Land Use
Compatibility Plans: The purpose of an airport land use compatibility plan (ALUCP) is to
provide for the orderly growth of airports and the areas surrounding the airports, and to
safeguard the general welfare of inhabitants within an airport’s vicinity. The McClellanPalomar Airport and Oceanside Municipal Airport ALUCPs work to promote compatibility
between these airports and the land uses that surround them.
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3
Chapter 3
Project Description
3.1

Project Purpose

The primary purpose of the project is to update the General Plan in order to promote
environmentally sustainable economic growth within the City of Oceanside (City). To this
end, the City proposes to add two new General Plan elements: an Energy-Climate Action
Plan Element (ECAP) and an Economic Development Element (EDE). Policies in these two
elements are intended to provide a framework for subsequent updates to the City’s existing
General Plan elements. Following adoption of the ECAP and EDE, the City is expected to
update these existing elements to acknowledge, reinforce, and implement the
sustainability, climate action, and economic goals outlined in these two elements.
The addition of the ECAP to the General Plan would demonstrate the City’s commitment to
supporting state efforts to achieve 2020 and 2030 greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction goals
established by State Assembly Bill 32 (2006) and Senate Bill 32 (2016), as well as 2050
GHG reduction goals identified in Governor’s Executive Order (EO) S-3-05 (2005). These
GHG reduction goals include reducing statewide emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, to
40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030, and to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. In order
to achieve these emissions reduction targets, the ECAP would be implemented through a
Climate Action Plan (CAP), which outlines specific measures the City would take to achieve
measurable GHG reductions that align with state targets. The state Scoping Plan describes
local jurisdictions as “essential partners” in achieving these GHG reduction goals. As stated
in the most recent Draft Scoping Plan, local governments should aim to achieve emissions
of no more than six metric tons carbon dioxide equivalent (MT CO2e) per capita by 2030 and
no more than two MT CO2e per capita by 2050.
The City has identified a need for continued economic growth within the City. The City
maintains a jobs-to-housing imbalance and seeks to improve employment opportunities in
the City by recruiting businesses in emerging high-wage economic sectors, promoting
tourism, supporting a vibrant Downtown and visual quality throughout the City, and
providing commercial and industrial business incentives. The City intends to support
economic growth in a manner that is sustainable – preserving natural resources, protecting
and enhancing fiscal resources, and promoting the health and welfare of residents. The
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EDE is intended to provide the policy framework to guide future economic growth in
concert with the City’s goals for sustainability and climate action.
The simultaneous development of the ECAP and EDE is intended to ensure economic
growth occurs in an environmentally sustainable manner. In addition, these two new
elements are intended to provide key planning principles and policies that would guide
future updates to other existing General Plan elements, such as the Land Use Element,
Environmental Resources Management Element, Community Facilities Element, and
Circulation Element.
To ensure that Oceanside remains on track to achieve the long-term GHG emissions
reduction goals of the state, the City would implement reduction measures proactively, and
would implement the specific GHG reduction measures outlined in the CAP in order to
achieve the goals of the ECAP. The CAP integrates the City’s past and current GHG
reduction efforts and adds additional measures that seek to balance GHG reduction with
other priorities, including quality of life, economic development, and fiscal responsibility.
By using energy more efficiently, harnessing renewable energy, recycling waste, conserving
water, and enhancing access to sustainable modes of transportation, the City intends to
become more cost efficient, increase business activity, generate new green jobs, and
improve the lives of Oceanside residents in sustainable ways.

3.2

Background and Relationship to the
General Plan

Per the State of California Government Code Section 65300, each city or county must adopt
a long-term General Plan “for the physical development of the county or city, and of any
land outside its boundaries.” The General Plan reflects the development goals of the
community and represents public policy relative to the distribution of both public and
private land uses. A city’s General Plan is required to include the following elements: land
use, circulation, housing, conservation, open space, noise, safety, and air quality. Other
optional elements that can be added to General Plans include: health, equity, water,
resiliency, and economic development.
The City’s General Plan includes the following elements: land use, circulation, housing,
environmental resource management, community facilities, public safety, noise, hazardous
waste management, and military reservation.
The General Plan also includes a
Redevelopment Plan that covers the Downtown Redevelopment Area and a Local Coastal
Program 1 as appendices.

1The City is in the process of updating its Local Coastal Program Implementation Plan. Currently, lands within

the coastal zone utilize a different zoning ordinance than the lands outside of the coastal zone. The City is
updating and merging zoning ordinances through a phased approach so that one zoning document would apply
citywide.
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A comprehensive update to the General Plan has not been completed since the plan was
originally prepared in the 1970s. The City prepared updates to the General Plan
Circulation Element in 2012 and the Housing Element in 2013. The Land Use Element was
last updated in 1986. A Military Reservation Element was approved in 1981 and a
Community Facilities Element and Hazardous Waste Management Element were approved
in 1990. The Environmental Resources and Management, Noise, and Public Safety
elements were first prepared in the 1970s and have never been updated.
The EDE and ECAP would be new elements added to the City’s General Plan that would
provide a policy framework focused on economic development and sustainability. Although
the EDE and ECAP do not propose any land use or circulation network changes, they would
provide direction for future land use and circulation changes. In accordance with CEQA
Guidelines Sections 15144 to 15146, this PEIR would evaluate anticipated environmental
impacts associated with implementation of the Elements and recommend a mitigation
framework to address potential impacts. This PEIR would primarily evaluate the potential
impacts associated with implementation of proposed EDE and ECAP policies. Future
updates to General Plan elements may rely in part on this PEIR and the mitigation
framework presented. However, supplemental environmental analysis would be necessary
to address potential impacts of future updates to General Plan elements.

3.3

Project Objectives

In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15124, the following primary objectives
support the purpose of the project, assist the lead agency in developing a reasonable range
of alternatives to be evaluated in this EIR, and ultimately aid decision-makers in preparing
findings and overriding considerations, if necessary.
•

Build a robust and balanced local economy that provides a wide range of
employment options and expands the City’s tax base;

•

Reduce barriers to commercial and industrial development, balance employment
and housing opportunities, and increase tourism;

•

Reduce the City’s energy consumption and associated GHG emissions;

•

Assist the state in compliance with laws and regulations related to GHG emission
reductions (Executive Order S-3-05, Assembly Bill 32, Executive Order B-30-15,
and Senate Bill 32);

•

Streamline GHG emissions analysis for new developments; and

•

Improve the quality of life in the City by promoting health and wellness, aesthetic
improvements, and public facilities and services.
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3.4

Project Components

3.4.1

Economic Development Element

The purpose of the EDE is to provide policies that would support economic growth and
fiscal sustainability; business expansion, attraction, and retention; and community
revitalization within the City. Implementation of EDE policies is intended to promote the
City’s economic health in the form of increased commercial activity and employment
growth. The EDE includes goals, policies, and implementation measures related to the
expansion of business activity and City’s employment base in order to achieve a balance
between employment and housing opportunities. Key approaches to economic growth
include:
•

Reducing logistical and regulatory barriers to commercial and industrial
development;

•

Improving access and connectivity to employment uses;

•

Enhancing the visual character of the community;

•

Encouraging entrepreneurialism; and

•

Promoting employment readiness.

The EDE seeks to identify and better leverage the City’s existing assets to bolster key
economic sectors and enhance the City’s appeal as a place to live, work, and visit. EDE
policies are presented and organized around four key themes: quality of life, prosperity,
resilience, and collaboration.

3.4.1.1 Quality of Life
Quality of life goals in the EDE focus on the following key elements:
•
•

Livable communities
Smart growth

Quality of life policies support livable communities and smart growth. Policies promoting
livability of the community address reductions in crime rates, homelessness, and improving
public health. Policies are proposed that support opportunities for alternative
transportation, enhanced walkability, providing diverse and quality housing and public
spaces that provide opportunities for social interaction and cultural enrichment, and
increasing the range and availability of commercial goods and services. Quality of life
policies also support enhanced community gateways and commercial corridors, preserving
open space and habitat, and expanding the City’s tree canopy.
Other quality of life policies support expansion of employment, housing, and public
amenities through smart growth. Policies include implementing updates to City land use
policies, zoning standards, environmental review guidelines, and permitting processes to
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reduce impediments development and facilitate infill development, adaptive reuse, and low
impact manufacturing within commercial districts. Policies support transit-oriented
development within smart growth opportunity areas (SGOA), development that reduces
vehicle miles traveled, implementation of pedestrian and bicycle amenities, and incentives
for transit use.

3.4.1.2 Prosperity
Prosperity goals in the EDE focus on the following key elements:
•

Maintain a pro-business environment

•

Promote economic development

•

Support innovation and entrepreneurialism

•

Repurpose underutilized employment land

•

Provide infrastructure, public services and civic programs to promote business
activity and support property values

•

Support local investment

EDE policies to support prosperity include monitoring of economic trends, engagement with
local and regional business advocacy groups, updates to City zoning regulations to allow for
a broader range of low-impact home based businesses, providing support for community
events that attract residents and visitors, and supporting a “Shop Local” campaign.
Policies also address ways the City can leverage community assets to promote economic
development such as promoting and protecting public access to beaches, small craft harbor,
and other coastal amenities to grow the hospitality sector. Policies would encourage visitor
serving and high tax revenue generating uses on commercial property in proximity to
Interstate 5 and State Route 78 and identify ways to capture transient occupancy tax from
short-term rentals.
EDE policies would support innovation and entrepreneurialism by pursuing opportunities
to assist with local business expansion, facilitate entrepreneurialism, and showcase
innovative business practices. Policies would support partnerships with local educational
institutions to expand workforce training and expose youth to business and entrepreneurial
concepts. Policies would support efficient use and repurposing of underutilized land by
evaluating land use and zoning standards to remove development impediments, investing
in streetscape enhancements and public infrastructure, and engaging with property owners
to identify and address factors that impede more efficient and profitable use. Policies would
support engagement with civic events and community beautification, supporting public art
and cultural programs to create a sense of community, and encouraging businesses to
support the local economy by purchasing good and services from local businesses.
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3.4.1.3 Resilience
Resilience goals in the EDE focus on the following key elements:
•

Address fiscal impacts of land use changes

•

Maintain broad-based local economy

•

Increase regional business activity and employment

•

Encourage businesses to pursue energy efficiency, renewable power, recycling, and
the use of sustainable materials

•

Maintain viability of agriculture in South Morro Hills

•

Encourage financial literacy among residents

EDE policies include identifying revenue sources to defray the long-term costs of
development, seeking public benefits from projects that would have a long-term negative
fiscal impact on the City, and conducting facilities and services master planning. Policies
supporting a broad-based local economy support local economy diversity and support for
businesses that serve the local community and whose goods and services are undersupplied
within the community. Policies support increasing regional business activity and
employment by promoting expansion of key industries within industrial areas including
precision manufacturing, clean technology, life science and biotechnology, and
information/communication technology.
EDE policies also support expansion of sports and active lifestyle products and services, the
hospitality sector, and health care services. Policies are provided to support energy
efficiency, renewable energy, electricity storage, recycling and use of sustainable materials;
providing incentives to deploy technologies that reduce GHG emissions, assisting
businesses in implementing transportation and parking demand management strategies;
providing promotion assistance to green businesses, and exploring options to pursuing cost
effective renewable power to Oceanside residences and businesses. Policies are provided
that would support agricultural operations and business including supporting efforts to
brand South Morro Hills as a unique area for agricultural production and tourism and
providing cost-effective recycled water for agricultural use. Policies are included to support
financial literacy of residents including partnering with educational institutions to provide
literacy training.

3.4.1.4 Collaboration
Collaboration goals in the EDE focus on the following key elements:
•
•
•

Partner with educational institutions to promote workforce readiness
Collaborate with business advocacy groups
Partner with neighboring cities to promote economic development
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EDE policies addressing collaboration focus in building partnerships with local agencies
and organizations such as the Oceanside Unified School District and Vista Unified School
District to promote workforce readiness; promotion of vocational training programs; and
collaborations with Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton to support service members
transition to employment. Collaborations with the Oceanside Chamber of Commerce, and
other local business advocacy groups would focus on branding the City as a good place to do
business and visit and supporting information sharing and collaboration among business
advocacy groups to raise the City’s profile as an attractive place to live and work.
Collaboration policies would also support collaboration with neighboring cities including
participation in Innovate 78 and other regional forums, collaborating with the North
County Transit District to optimize transit, and pursuing regional solutions to
homelessness.

3.4.2

ECAP and Climate Action Plan

The purpose of the ECAP as a new element to the City’s General Plan is to provide a policy
framework for reducing energy use within the City, promoting sustainable practices, and
implementing GHG reduction and climate action strategies. The ECAP builds on the GHG
emission inventories, emissions targets, reduction measures, and implementation actions
identified in the CAP, which is included as an appendix to the ECAP Element.

3.4.2.1 ECAP Goals and Policies
The ECAP identifies City-specific measures for achieving the statewide GHG emission
reduction targets, provides a framework for the City to effectively implement sustainability
measures, and provides environmental review streamlining for future development. ECAP
policies and implementation measures are intended to reduce GHG emissions by improving
energy efficiency, conserving water, minimizing solid waste, and expanding renewable
energy use.
The ECAP identifies a number of goals and policies focused around several key themes
including renewable energy and energy efficiency, smart growth and multi-modal
transportation, zero waste, water conservation, urban greening, agriculture, and
sustainable consumption.
Goals and policies that support renewable energy and energy efficiency include, but are not
limited to: community outreach and education supporting solar photo-voltaic installations;
energy efficiency and conservation in the residential sector; pursuing expansion of solar
photo-voltaic in municipal facilities; exploring Community Choice Aggregation (also known
as Community Choice Energy), renewable energy storage, tidal and wave energy harvesting
and alternative fuels; exploring permit streamlining and fee reductions or waivers for
LEED-certified and zero net energy development; exploring “reach” codes that promote
energy efficiency beyond requirements of the California Green Building Standards Code
(CALGreen); supporting and recruiting businesses in “cleantech” and other green sectors;
and encourage domestic production of consumer good and construction materials.
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Goals and policies that support smart growth and multi-modal transportation include:
focusing growth in SGOAs and other urbanized areas served by transit; promoting and
streamlining approval process for mixed-use developments and communities; integrating
open space into urbanized corridors; expanding the bicycle and pedestrian networks;
pursuing funding opportunities for active transportation infrastructure; collaborating with
North County Transit District to improve access to and increase the frequency of public
transit; promoting the use of zero emission vehicles through installation of charging
stations; and transitioning the municipal fleet to electric/zero emission vehicles.
Goals and policies that support zero waste include, but are not limited to: enhancing
organics waste recycling opportunities; supporting and expanding community composting
programs; developing the City’s Organics Waste-to-Energy Biosolids Master Plan;
expanding and supporting the Green Oceanside campaign; improving monitoring and
enforcement of the City’s construction waste diversion requirements; implementing food
recovery programs; educating residents and business owners about strategies to reduce food
waste and how to properly sort and separate commingled recyclables from organics
recyclables; implementing the District-wide Zero Waste Schools Initiative; prohibiting the
use of polystyrene and other single-use plastics in local restaurant food packaging; and
continue to support and expand reuse collaboratives and partnerships through the City’s
CurbUp program.
Goals and policies that support water conservation include, but are not limited to: enforcing
mandatory water use efficiency measures and prohibitions on wasteful water use practices;
supporting programs that assist residents and business owners in conserving water;
encouraging a watershed approach to low water use and sustainable landscaping practices;
maintaining a water rate structure that promotes water use efficiency; promoting the
expansion of the City’s tree canopy; promoting sanitary graywater reuse systems;
expanding local groundwater harvesting; and exploring opportunities for harvesting
saltwater for potable use.
Goals and policies that support urban greening include, but are not limited to: preparing an
urban forestry plan; requiring replacement of trees removed from parkways and other
public spaces; increasing the tree canopy on City-owned properties; integrating green
infrastructure into capital improvement projects; replacing concrete and asphalt surfaces in
the public right-of-way with permeable paving; and recognizing landscape as an integral
component of site design.
Goals and policies that support agriculture include, but are not limited to: preparing
agricultural easement grant applications; supporting agritourism; directing future housing
development to already urbanized areas; supporting expeditious review and approval
processes for farming operations; encouraging carbon farming practices; and encouraging
farming as an interim use on vacant residential and commercial properties.
Goals and policies that support sustainable consumption include, but are not limited to:
raising awareness of sustainable goods and services; encouraging residents, business
owners, workers, and visitors to purchase locally-produced food and to utilize reusable,
recyclable, and/or compostable packaging; developing marketing programs and materials
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that highlight the health benefits of plant-based, minimally-processed food; encouraging
local businesses to provide healthy food and other sustainable goods and services;
promoting relationships between the local agricultural community, local food processing
operations, and local retailers; and pursuing grant funding for energy efficiency and
renewable energy retrofitting of municipal facilities.

3.4.2.2 Climate Action Plan
The CAP is the technical document that would implement the policies of the ECAP. The
CAP provides an inventory of local GHG emission sources, forecasts growth and associated
GHG emissions, and establishes specific GHG reduction targets aligned with state and
regional goals. The CAP identifies per capita GHG reduction targets to address energy and
water use, transportation, solid waste management, agriculture, and other sources of GHG
emissions. The CAP quantifies GHG emissions for the baseline year (2013) and forecasts
emissions under three conditions including: (1) the “Business-as-Usual” (BAU) condition,
which represents emissions under existing conditions; (2) the “Adjusted Business-as-Usual”
(ABAU) condition which accounts for emissions that would result when considering the
effects of adopted federal, state, or local GHG reduction measures (also known as “no action
taken” scenario); and (3) the “Reduced Forecast,” which accounts for GHG emissions
considering existing local regulations and reduction measures proposed within the CAP.

a. GHG Inventory and Reduction Targets
In order to quantify and measure GHG reduction targets, the CAP establishes baseline
GHG conditions using a citywide 2013 GHG emissions inventory, as detailed in Section 4.5
in Table 4.5-2. The City 2013 baseline GHG emissions total 984,012 MT CO2e and the
major source of City emissions are related to transportation (48.5 percent), electricity
(25.6 percent), and natural gas use (16.5 percent).
State-aligned emission reduction targets equate to approximately 10 MT CO2e per capita in
2020, 6 MT CO2e per capita in 2030, and 2 MT CO2e per capita in 2050 (CARB 2017). The
City is on track to meet its state-aligned emissions reduction targets for 2020 and 2030
without additional emissions reduction measures. However, meeting longer-term reduction
targets requires aggressive action. The sooner the City takes action, the better positioned it
will be to reach long-term reduction targets. Delaying action now will likely result in the
City having to take more draconian action in the future. Therefore, the City has developed
near-term local GHG emissions targets that are more aggressive than state targets and
require continuous effort to achieve. These targets would ensure that local emissions
remain on a trajectory consistent with the reductions needed to help stabilize the climate
(Table 3-1).
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Metric
Population Forecast
Employment Forecast
Total Service Population
Per Capita Adjusted
BAU Emissions
Per Service Population
Adjusted BAU Emissions
Adjusted BAU Emissions
Oceanside Per Capita
Emissions Goals
Oceanside Per Service
Population Emissions
Goals
Oceanside Mass
Emissions Goals

2013
170,361
37,721
208,083

Table 3-1
Local GHG Emissions Targets
Emissions (MT CO2e)
2020
2025
2030
2035
177,840
181,356
184,941
188,597
44,068
50,466
57,793
66,184
221,908
231,822
242,734
254,781

2040
188,857
75,793
264,650

2045
189,117
86,797
275,914

2050
189,377
99,399
288,776

5.8

5.1

4.7

4.4

4.4

4.6

4.9

5.1

4.7

4.1

3.6

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.4

984,012

904,088

845,114

810,293

837,064

869,434

921,234

967,458

-

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

-

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.6

2.1

1.7

1.3

-

889,200

816,101

739,764

660,090

566,570

472,792

378,754

Oceanside Target
94,812
167,911
244,248
323,922
417,442
511,220
605,258
Reductions From
(10%)
(17%)
(25%)
(33%)
(42%)
(52%)
(62%)
Baseline*
Oceanside Target
14,888
29,013
70,529
176,974
302,864
448,442
588,704
Reductions From ABAU*
(2%)
(3%)
(9%)
(21%)
(35%)
(49%)
(61%)
*Oceanside Target Reductions are defined as the difference between the baseline (2013) emissions or the adjusted
BAU emissions and the Oceanside Reduction Goals.
MT CO2e = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent

b. GHG Reduction Strategies and Actions
To ensure the City remains on track to achieve the long-term emission reduction goals of
the state, the City has chosen to implement GHG emission reduction measures proactively.
As the City is already projected to meet state-aligned per capita near-term emissions
targets (2020 and 2030), reduction measures were primarily selected based on their ability
to achieve substantial, longterm GHG emission reductions in a cost-effective manner.
Reduction measures addressed in the CAP are summarized below, with specific
implementation actions identified in Section 3.2.3. Refer to the CAP for detailed measures
and implementation strategies.

Energy and Buildings
•
•
•
•
•

E1—Renewable Energy Procurement
E2—Solar Photovoltaic Promotion Program
E3—Residential Energy Conservation and Disclosure
E4—Promotion of Low-Income Financing Programs
E5—Non-Residential Building Energy Benchmarking and Disclosure
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Water and Wastewater
•
•
•

W1—Implementation of the Water Conservation Master Plan
W2—Non-Residential Water Use Benchmarking and Disclosure
W3—Local Water Supply Development

Solid Waste
•
•

SW1—Implementation of Zero Waste Strategic Resource Plan
SW2—Beyond 2020 – Enhanced Waste Diversion and Cogeneration

Transportation and Land Use
•
•
•
•
•

TL1— Smart Growth Policies
TL2—Electric Vehicle Promotion
TL3—Preferential Parking Spaces for Clean Air Vehicles
TL4—Expand Complete Streets
TL5—Transportation Demand Management Plans

Agriculture and Forestry
•
•
•
•

AF1—Urban Forestry Program
AF2—Urban Agriculture and Community Gardens
AF3—South Morro Hills Agricultural Lands Conservation Program
AF4—Carbon Farming Program

Table 3-2 summarizes the anticipated emissions reductions to be achieved by
implementation of existing local regulation and all local reduction measures (also known as
the Reduced Forecast). As shown, the identified measures would reduce emissions by
approximately 3 percent compared to projected 2020 emissions and by 19 percent compared
to projected 2030 emissions. The Reduced Forecast trajectories are shown in Figure 3-1
along with BAU and ABAU emission trajectories and the state target emission levels.
Table 3-2
Summary of Emissions Reductions by Sector
Emissions Reductions (MT CO2e)
Sectors
2020
Residential Energy
0 (10%)
Commercial Energy
5,089 (3%)
Industrial Energy
2,286 (5%)
Transportation
4,633 (1%)
Solid Waste
10,331 (24%)
Water & Wastewater
268 (1%)
Total Emissions Reduction
22,607 (3%)
CO2 Sequestration
50
Total Net Emissions Reduction
22,657
MT CO2e = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent

2030
31,503 (17%)
53,666 (30%)
21,021 (42%)
22,621 (7%)
21,346 (48%)
2,816 (11%)
152,973 (19%)
302
153,276

2040
31,719 (17%)
77,147 (33%)
32,397 (48%)
23,227 (7%)
26,854 (61%)
5,586 (22%)
196,930 (23%)
554
197,485

2050
31,750 (17%)
99,899 (34%)
44,356 (50%)
24,682 (8%)
26,854 (60%)
7,227 (28%)
234,768 (24%)
806
235,574
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Source: Draft Oceanside Climate Action Plan, August 2018

FIGURE 3-1
Reduced Community Emissions Forecast
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The City is already well positioned to achieve emission levels consistent with state-aligned
targets through 2030. However, growth in population, employment, and vehicle use would
result in increased emissions beyond 2030, and without additional reduction measures local
emissions would exceed state-aligned targets beyond 2037. As the planning horizon of the
City’s General Plan and other City conservation plans generally do not extend beyond 2030,
additional reduction measures to fully address emission levels in 2040 and 2050 may be
speculative. The City would consider and establish additional reduction measures in the
next CAP update in order to achieve longer term targets.

3.4.3

EDE and ECAP/CAP Implementation

3.4.3.1 EDE Implementation
Implementation of the EDE would involve a number of actions to achieve the overall
economic vision for the City. Land use policies, zoning standards, permitting, and
environmental review processes would be evaluated to identify opportunities to incentivize,
streamline, and remove impediments to economic growth as envisioned in the EDE. For
example, amendments to the City’s zoning regulations for home occupations would be
required to allow a broader range of home-based businesses.
Future General Plan elements would also need to be updated to fully implement the EDE.
To implement smart growth concepts and promote development within SGOAs, the City
would need to update its General Plan Land Use Element and Land Use map and rezone
land to facilitate transit oriented development and higher density development within these
areas. Similarly, allowing certain low impact industrial land uses within commercial areas
would require changes to existing land use regulations.

3.4.3.2 ECAP and CAP Implementation
a. ECAP Implementation
The ECAP identifies a number of policies and recommendations that would require further
action by the City to fully implement. Implementation of the ECAP would involve a number
of actions to achieve the overall sustainability goals for the City. The ECAP identifies
specific future actions that require ordinance amendments and adoption of new standards
or other policy amendments in order to fully implement the ECAP:
•

Amend land use policies and zoning standards to allow for small-scale, low-intensity
manufacturing in commercial zoning districts.

•

Develop parking standards and programs that ensure the efficient use of both public
and private parking facilities.

•

Streamline the review and approval process for mixed-use development within the
City’s designated SGOAs.
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•

Update the Environmental Resources Management Element to incorporate
economically feasible habitat conservation policies and actions consistent with the
goals and objectives of the North County Multiple Habitat Conservation Program.

•

Implement the right-of-way improvements recommended in the Coast Highway
Vision and Strategic Plan.

•

Reaffirm the City’s commitment to its 2010 Zero Waste Resolution by reintroducing
the resolution to the City Council and identifying new opportunities for, as well as
new constraints upon, the City’s waste reduction and diversion efforts since the
resolution’s adoption.

•

Adopt an Extended Producer Responsibility resolution to guide product stewardship
and Extended Producer Responsibility policies and programs for difficult to recycle
materials.

•

Develop a Pure Water Oceanside advanced water treatment system to create a new,
local source of high-quality, drought-proof, and environmentally sound. Pure Water
Oceanside would increase local, sustainable water supplies, improve groundwater
quality, and enhance resiliency through drought and climate change, producing
enough water to serve one fourth of Oceanside’s residential customers each day.

•

Prepare an urban forestry plan that includes a complete inventory of the City’s
street trees.

•

Update the City’s Street Tree Ordinance to require replacement of trees removed
from parkways and other public spaces.

•

Develop a policy and/or zoning standards that clarify the review and approval
process for modifications to approved landscape plans.

•

Adopt an Urban Agriculture Incentive Zone that would encourage farming as an
interim use on vacant residential and commercial properties.

•

Amend home occupation standards to allow for non-resident workers in support of
horticultural operations in residential zoning districts.

Additionally, many ECAP policy recommendations and implementation actions are
mirrored in the CAP, with additional implementation actions identified in the CAP, and
discussed below.

b. CAP Implementation
Implementation steps as identified in the CAP are summarized below:
•

Commencement Phase – Concurrent with CAP adoption (2018): Appoint a Climate
Action Coordinator and identify Climate Action Planning Team members.

•

Phase 1 – Within two years of CAP adoption (2018–2019): Develop key ordinances;
implement the measures that the City has independent control over; establish
outreach programs, and prepare supporting research for Phase 2 measures.
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•

Phase 2 – Within five years of CAP adoption (2018–2022): Implement remaining
measures that were contingent on outreach efforts, supporting research, or other
planning efforts.

•

Phase 3 – Beyond five years of CAP adoption (2023–2030): Continue to implement
Phase 1 and Phase 2 measures; implement long-term measures.

Refer to Table 18 of the CAP for a prioritized list of CAP actions with responsible
department identified, and timing/phase of implementation.
A number of GHG reduction strategies identified in the CAP would involve ongoing
implementation of existing plans and actions, such as maintaining expedited permitting for
solar PV systems and implementation of the Water Conservation Master Plan and Zero
Waste Strategic Resource Management Plan. Support and administration of existing City
efforts are anticipated to continue the existing trajectory of GHG emissions reductions. In
addition to continuing existing efforts, the City has identified a number of strategies that
require adoption of ordinances and implementation of new actions or projects. Some of
these proposed actions include the following:
•

Adopt a Renewable Energy Procurement Policy that mandates that the City will
procure 75 percent of local energy from renewable sources. Mechanisms for
achieving Renewable Energy Procurement goals could include partnership with
SDG&E, Community Choice Aggregation, or similar program.

•

Adopt an ordinance that requires all new development projects that include 50 or
more off-street parking spaces to offset at least 50 percent of forecasted energy
demand through onsite renewable energy sources.

•

Identify and implement capital improvements to the San Luis Rey Wastewater
Treatment Plant that increase the supply capacity of recycled water that meets
Title 22 requirements for unrestricted use to at least 3.0 million gallons per day by
2025; 5.5 million gallons per day by 2035, and 7.5 gallons by 2045.

•

Adopt Smart Growth Policies to incentivize new development in SGOAs.

•

Adopt an ordinance addressing required prewiring for electric vehicle charging
stations within single-family, multi-family, commercial, and industrial
developments as specified in the ECAP and provide incentives for installation of
direct current fast charging stations at gas stations and other retail.

•

Adopt a TDM ordinance that requires TDM plans for certain new developments and
renovations and require designated parking for clean air vehicles for commercial and
industrial developments.

•

Adopt a Green Streets Ordinance that addresses requirements for shade trees for
new development and Capital Improvement Projects.

•

Adopt an Urban Agriculture Incentive Zone (UAIZ) Ordinance consistent with
Assembly Bill 551. The UAIZ Ordinance will establish an administrative process
that allows local landowners to apply for reduced property taxes in exchange for
converting unimproved or blighted property to agricultural uses.
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•

Create and implement a Community Garden Program that includes identifying
locations for urban agriculture and community gardens, amending zoning
regulations to allow for these uses in appropriate zones, and supporting
implementation and operation of community gardens.

•

Provide incentives and collaborate with agricultural land owners to support
establishment of up to 50 acres of demonstration carbon farms by 2025.

In addition to the above measures, the CAP includes a Development Review Project
Checklist that would be applied to proposed land development projects. The checklist would
be completed to assess consistency with City-adopted GHG reduction measures and to
ensure future development is consistent with CAP goals and policies.

3.4.4

EDE and ECAP/CAP and Monitoring and
Reporting

3.2.4.1 EDE Monitoring and Reporting
Implementation of the EDE would involve ongoing monitoring to track economic and
industry trends and to evaluate the effects of implementation of EDE strategies. Certain
EDE policies call for monitoring economic trends and reporting information to stakeholders
and local businesses. Additionally, as part of the City’s overall General Plan Update
implementation process, the City would report regularly to City Council regarding
implementation progress for each General Plan element.

3.2.4.2 ECAP/CAP Monitoring and Reporting
In order to ensure that the City is achieving the greenhouse reduction goals identified in
the CAP, the project includes monitoring, reporting, and adaptive management. This
process would include the tracking of reduction measures, activity indicators (e.g.,
electricity, natural gas, and water use), and statewide greenhouse gas reduction progress.
The results of this tracking would be provided in an annual progress report and an updated
GHG inventory would be provided every five years.

3.5

Required Approvals

Discretionary actions are those actions taken by an agency that call for the exercise of
judgment in deciding whether to approve or how to carry out a project. The current
discretionary actions for this project consist of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Adopt a General Plan Amendment to add the EDE and ECAP General Plan
elements
Certify the Program EIR
Adopt the CAP
Adopt the MMRP
Adopt the Statement of Overriding Considerations
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Future discretionary actions required to implement policy measures identified in the CAP,
ECAP, and EDE consist of:
•
•
•

Adoption of new ordinances
Updates of future General Plan elements
Updates to Municipal Code regulations
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4
Chapter 4
Environmental Analysis
The following sections analyze the potential environmental impacts that may occur as a
result of project implementation. The environmental issues subject to detailed analysis in
the following sections include those that were identified by the City of Oceanside (City)
through preliminary project review and in response to comments received on the Notice of
Preparation.
The environmental issues addressed in the following sections include:
•

Land Use

•

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

•

Agricultural Resources

•

Cultural Resources

•

Transportation and Circulation

•

Population and Housing

•

Aesthetics

•

Utilities and Service Systems

Each issue analysis section is formatted to include a description of existing conditions, the
criteria for the determination of impact significance, evaluation of potential project impacts,
mitigation measures if applicable, and conclusion of significance after mitigation for
impacts identified as requiring mitigation. All potential direct and indirect impacts in
Chapter 4.0 are evaluated in relation to applicable City, state, and federal standards.
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4.1

4.1 Land Use

Land Use

This section addresses the potential for the implementation of the Economic Development
Element (EDE), Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP), and Climate Action Plan
(CAP) to result in visual impacts to the existing landform, views, and scenic
resources/vistas within the City of Oceanside (City). This section also discusses the project’s
potential conflicts with applicable land use plans, including but not limited to the City
General Plan, Municipal Code, Oceanside Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan/Natural
Community Conservation Plan (HCP/NCCP), Local Coastal Program (LCP), and any effects
that may arise from inconsistencies with these adopted land use plans and regulations. An
assessment of community character impacts is presented in Section 4.4, Aesthetics.

4.1.1

Existing Conditions

4.1.1.1 Regional Setting
The City of Oceanside (City) is composed of 42 square miles of land within northwestern
San Diego County, comprising approximately 26,996 acres. The City is bordered by Marine
Corps Air Station (MCAS) Camp Pendleton to the north, the City of Carlsbad to the south,
the City of Vista and unincorporated community of Bonsall to the east, and the Pacific
Ocean to the west. State Route 76 traverses the City from west to east and Interstate 5
crosses through the coastal portion of the City providing connections north to MCAS Camp
Pendleton and Orange County and south to other coastal cities within San Diego County.

4.1.1.2 Existing Land Uses
Throughout the City, land uses vary, ranging from agricultural operations in the eastern
portion of the City, to high-density residential and commercial development along the
coastline, with varying degrees of residential, commercial, and industrial development
spread throughout. The City can generally be classified as a suburban, residential
community, with approximately 37 percent of land within the City containing residential
development. Residential development is the dominant land use, with many residents
commuting to nearby cities for employment opportunities.
The Morro Hills community, located along the eastern edge of the City, contains over
3,000 acres of active agricultural operations and interspersed rural residential
development. This area is one of the few remaining areas in the City with significant
development potential, which puts the existing agricultural lands in this area at risk of
conversion. Along the coastal portion of the City, specifically along Coast Highway, land
uses include older commercial and higher density development. The existing land uses
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within the City are depicted in Figure 4.1-1. Approximately 37 percent of the existing land
uses consist of residential development, while agriculture, open space, and transportation
uses comprise approximately 42 percent of the existing land uses. Open space in the City is
focused along the San Luis Rey River and other coastal watersheds, around Guajome Lake,
within the El Corazon Specific Plan Area, and in blocks of land adjacent to MCAS Camp
Pendleton. A summary of all existing land uses within the City is provided in Table 4.1-1
and represented on Figure 4.1-1.
Table 4.1-1
Existing Land Use
Land Use
Existing Acreages
Agricultural
3,121
Commercial
857
Education Institution
674
Industrial
821
No Data
16
Open Space
3,911
Open Water
133
Other Land Uses
1,722
Public Facilities and Utilities
273
Recreation and Tourist Attractions
1,059
Residential
10,003
Transportation
4,406
TOTAL
26,996
SOURCE: County of San Diego, SANGIS 2015a.

4.1.1.3 Regulatory Setting
a. State
Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008
Senate Bill (SB) 375, the 2008 Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act, was
signed into law in September 2008 and requires the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
to set regional targets for reducing passenger vehicle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in
accordance with the Scoping Plan. The purpose of SB 375 is to align regional transportation
planning efforts, regional GHG reduction targets, and fair-share housing allocations under
state housing law. SB 375 requires Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) to adopt a
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) or Alternative Planning Strategy to address GHG
reduction targets from cars and light-duty trucks in the context of that MPO’s Regional
Transportation Plan. San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) is the San Diego
region’s MPO. The CARB targets for the SANDAG region require a seven percent reduction
in GHG emissions per capita from automobiles and light-duty trucks compared to 2005
levels by 2020 and a 13 percent reduction by 2035.
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California Coastal Act
The California Coastal Commission was established by voter initiative in 1972 later made
permanent by the Legislature through adoption of the California Coastal Act of 1976. The
Coastal Commission, in partnership with coastal cities and counties, plans and regulates
the use of land and water in the coastal zone. Development activities, which are broadly
defined by the Coastal Act to include (among others) construction of buildings, divisions of
land, and activities that change the intensity of use of land or public access to coastal
waters, generally require a coastal permit from either the Coastal Commission or the local
government.
The Coastal Act includes specific policies (see Division 20 of the Public Resources Code)
that address issues such as shoreline public access and recreation, visitor accommodations,
terrestrial and marine habitat protection, visual resources, landform alteration,
agricultural lands, commercial fisheries, industrial uses, water quality, offshore oil and gas
development, transportation, development design, power plants, ports, and public works.
The policies of the Coastal Act constitute the statutory standards applied to planning and
regulatory decisions made by the Coastal Commission and by local governments, pursuant
to the Coastal Act.

b. Regional
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
SANDAG is the region’s MPO and serves as a forum for public decision making on regional
issues such as growth, transportation, and land use in the San Diego region and is
comprised of representatives from each of San Diego County’s local jurisdictions, including
the City of Oceanside. SANDAG does not have land use authority. San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan combines the Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP), the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP), and SCS. The RCP, adopted in 2004, laid out key principles for
managing the region’s growth while preserving natural resources and limiting urban
sprawl. The RCP covered eight policy areas, including urban form, transportation, housing,
healthy environment, economic prosperity, public facilities, our borders, and social equity.
These policy areas were addressed in the 2050 RTP/SCS and are now fully integrated into
the Regional Plan.
The RTP/SCS lays out a strategy for the San Diego region to implement in order to meet
the state’s GHG reduction targets, as mandated by SB 375. The state’s targets for the San
Diego region are a seven percent reduction, per capita, in greenhouse gas emissions from
automobiles and light trucks by 2020 (compared with a 2005 baseline); and a 13 percent
reduction by 2035. It is anticipated that the RTP for the San Diego region would result in
greenhouse gas emission reductions that exceed the state’s targets for 2020 and meet them
for 2035. It would result in a 14 percent reduction in emissions by 2020, and a 13 percent
reduction by 2035.
In addition to the RTP/SCS, the Regional Plan also incorporates Smart Growth Concept
Maps that identify the location of existing, planned, and potential Smart Growth
City of Oceanside General Plan Update - EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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Opportunity Areas (SGOAs). The term “smart growth” refers to a compact, efficient, and
environmentally sensitive urban development pattern. Smart growth focuses on future
growth and infill development close to employment, services, and public facilities to
maximize the use of existing infrastructure and preserve open space and natural resources.
Smart growth is characterized by more compact, higher density development in urbanized
areas throughout the region. These areas are walkable, bike-friendly, near public transit,
and promote good community design, resulting in housing and transportation choices for
those who live and work in these areas.
SANDAG identifies eight existing and planned SGOAs within the City, identified in
Table 4.1-2 and shown on Figure 4.1-2. Existing SGOAs have existing transit and land use
designations to support the minimum density for smart growth. Planned SGOAs in the City
have existing transit infrastructure but would require land use changes in order to achieve
transit supportive densities.
Table 4.1-2
SANDAG Smart Growth Opportunity Areas within the City
Name and
Smart Growth
Status
Location
Place Type
Transit Service Description
Existing: Coaster; Sprinter; High-Frequency Local
Bus (Route 303)
OC-1
Downtown Oceanside
Planned: High-Frequency Local Bus (Routes 101
Existing/
at Mission Avenue and
Town Center
and 302 to be phased in by 2020); Rapid Service
Planned
North Coast Highway
(Routes 473 and 474 to be phased in by 2040);
Sprinter Express (to be phased in by 2040)
Existing: Coaster; Sprinter
OC-2
South Coast Highway
Mixed-Use
Planned: Rapid Service (Route 473 to be phased in
Existing/
from Mission Avenue
Transit Corridor by 2050); High-Frequency Local Bus (Routes 101
Planned
to Vista Way
and 302 to be phased in by 2020)
OC-3
Oceanside Boulevard
Mixed-Use
Existing/
from I-5 to Industry
Existing: Sprinter, Local Bus (Route 318)
Transit Corridor
Planned
Street
El Camino Real
OC-4
Sprinter Station at El
Community
Existing: Sprinter
Potential
Camino Real and
Center
Oceanside Boulevard
Rancho Del Oro
OC-5
Sprinter Station at
Community
Existing: Sprinter, Local Bus (Route 311, Local Bus
Potential
Rancho Del Oro and
Center
(Route 318)
Oceanside Boulevard
College Boulevard
Existing: Sprinter
OC-6
Sprinter Station at
Community
Planned: Sprinter Express (to be phased in by
Potential
College Boulevard and
Center
2040); Rapid Service (Route 477 to be phased in by
Oceanside Boulevard
2050)
Melrose Sprinter
OC-7
Station at Melrose
Community
Existing: Sprinter, Local Bus (Route 318)
Potential
Drive and Oceanside
Center
Boulevard
Existing: High-Frequency Local Bus (Route 303)
OC-8
San Luis Rey Transit
Community
Planned: Rapid Service (Routes 474 and 477 to be
Potential
Center
Center
phased in by 2050)
SOURCE: Smart Growth Concept Map Site Descriptions (SANDAG 2016b).
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Multiple Habitat Conservation Plan Subregional Plan
The Multiple Habitat Conservation Plan (MHCP) is a comprehensive conservation planning
process coordinated by SANDAG to address the needs of multiple plant and animal species
in northwestern San Diego County. The goal of the MHCP is to conserve approximately
19,000 acres of habitat, of which roughly 8,800 acres (46 percent) are already in public
ownership and contribute toward a habitat preserve system for the protection of more than
80 rare, threatened, or endangered species.
The MHCP Subregional Plan was adopted and certified by the SANDAG Board of Directors
on March 28, 2003, with seven participating jurisdictions including the City. Each city is
required to implement their respective portion of the MHCP via citywide subarea plans.
The Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan was circulated for public review in 2004 and revised in
2009, but has not been approved. Nevertheless, the City utilizes the Subarea Plan as a
guide for habitat preservation and restoration in conjunction with new private development
and capital improvement projects. Each of the seven participating jurisdictions is allowed a
loss of up to 5 percent of its coastal sage scrub habitat if it is actively developing a NCCP.
However, the City has reached the 5 percent limit of allowable take of coastal sage scrub.

c. Local
City of Oceanside General Plan
State law requires each city to adopt a General Plan to guide its future development, and
mandates that the plan be periodically updated to ensure its continuing relevance and
value (State Planning and Zoning Law, California Government Code, Section 65300). State
law also requires the inclusion of seven mandatory elements into the General Plan (land
use, circulation, housing, conservation, open space, noise, and safety). As of January 2,
2018, an environmental justice element or policies incorporated into other elements is
mandatory for disadvantaged communities; however, the City is not defined as a
disadvantaged community. State Planning and Zoning Law permits flexibility and the
inclusion of optional elements to best meet the needs of a particular city (State Planning
and Zoning Law, California Government Code, Section 65302).
The City’s General Plan contains the seven mandatory elements, in addition to a
Community Facilities Element, a Military Element, a Hazardous Waste Element, and a
Recreational Trials Element (sub-element to the Circulation Element). These elements
contain maps and figures, policy statements, overarching goals, specific objectives,
implementing programs, and, in some instances, development standards as described
below.
The Land Use Element (1986) and Land Use Map (Figure 4.1-3) sets forth the policies
that guide land use development within the City. The Land Use Element and Map identify
the types and locations of future land uses within the City and describe the present and
planned land use activities intended to achieve the community’s long-range objectives.
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The Land Use Element identifies six land use categories: Residential, Commercial,
Industrial, Institutional, Agricultural, and Open Space (Table 4.1-3). Each land use
category contains a subset of designations and is subject to a number of development
objectives and policies. The objectives serve as overall statements of the community’s
desires in regards to future development, while the policies serve as guidelines for
development review and capital improvement to ensure the objectives are being met.

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Agricultural
Open Space
Other Land1

Table 4.1-3
Existing Land Use Designations
General Plan Land Use

Specific Plan
Del Oro Hills Specific Plan
El Corazon Specific Plan
Morro Hills Master Plan
Oceanside Small Craft Harbor Precise Plan
Rancho Del Oro Specific Plan
Sterling Specific Plan
Redevelopment Project Area

Acreage
13,389
1,639
1,325
976
3,588
2,609
103
Acreage
299
555
549
112
1,396
58
397

SOURCE: City of Oceanside 2015b.
Notes: Approximately 103 acres of road right-of-way and Caltrans-owned land is not
included in the above acreages.
1Other land includes 31 acres of Caltrans right-of-way and 72 acres with no land use data.

The Residential land use category contains eight designations: Estate A Residential (EA-R);
Estate B Residential (EA-B); Single-Family Detached Residential (SFD-R); Medium
Density – A Residential (MDA-R); Medium Density –B Residential (MDB-R); Medium
Density – C Residential (MDC-R); High Density Residential (HD-R); Urban High Density
Residential (UHD-R). This land use category accounts for approximately 13,389 acres of
land within the City.
The Commercial land use category contains five designations: Community Commercial
(CC); Neighborhood Commercial (NC); General Commercial (GC); Special Commercial (SC);
and Professional Commercial (PC). This land use category accounts for approximately
1,639 acres of land within the City.
The Industrial land use category contains three designations: General Industrial (GI); Light
Industrial (LI); and Research Park Industrial (RP-I). This land use category accounts for
approximately 1,325 acres of land within the City.
The Institutional land use category contains two designations: Civic Institutional (CU); and
Private Institutional (PI). This land use category accounts for approximately 976 acres of
land within the City.
City of Oceanside General Plan Update - EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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The Open Space land use category contains one designation: Open Space (OS). This land
use category accounts for approximately 2,609 acres of land within the City.
There are a number of specific and precise plans that have been adopted by the City. As
detailed in Table 4.1-2, these specific and precise plans include: Del Oro Hills Specific Plan;
El Corazon Specific Plan; Morro Hills Specific Plan; Oceanside Small Craft Harbor Precise
Plan; Rancho Del Oro Specific Plan; and the Sterling Specific Plan, which account for
approximately 2,969 acres of land within the City. Additionally, a Downtown
Redevelopment Area is intended to promote the long-term viability and rejuvenation of
Downtown. The location of these specific and precise plans and Downtown Redevelopment
Area are outlined on Figure 4.1-3.
The Circulation Element (2012) is a comprehensive plan for the circulation of people,
goods, energy, water, sewage, storm water, communications, and services. The primary
focus of the document is to maintain and improve the City’s roadway system and expand
transit and active transportation options for the current and future residents, as well as
visitor and workers. The Circulation Element contains objectives, policies, principles, plan
proposals, and standards for planning the infrastructure necessary for efficient and safe
movement of people and goods within the City. It also identifies how transportation
systems will link with surrounding jurisdictions and be coordinated with regional
transportation plans. The City’s Bicycle Master Plan (2008) and Pedestrian Master Plan
(2009) are included as appendices to the Circulation Element. The Bicycle Master Plan
identifies existing bikeway conditions, analyzes the needs and future growth of the City’s
bikeway facility system, and includes recommendations to create a safe, effective, and
cohesive bikeway system throughout the City. The Pedestrian Master Plan promotes a
pedestrian-friendly environment through the enhancement of circulation, connectivity, and
mobility for pedestrians in the City. The plan calls for the improvements in pedestrian
access to the beaches, pedestrian facilities, and the installation of crosswalks and
sidewalks, among others.
The Housing Element (2013) facilitates the development of housing within the City for all
income levels, so that the housing stock will meet existing and future needs. It also
identifies governmental constraints towards maintaining, improving and developing
housing within the City, while providing objective and policies to encourage new housing
growth that conforms to the requirements of local, regional, and state policies for
sustainable development.
The Noise Element (1974) identifies and defines existing and future environmental noise
levels from sources of noise within or adjacent to the City by means of noise contour maps.
It establishes goals, objectives, and policies to mitigate these noise impacts, and provides
policies and action programs to implement goals and objectives. The policies within the
Noise Element are designed to protect existing and planned land uses from excessive noise.
The Environmental Resource Management Element (1975) serves as the City’s “Open
Space Element,” as it is a program designed to implement policies that conserve and
maintain natural resources and open space. The element provides an inventory of existing
open space and natural habitats within the City, including agricultural areas. Over the
City of Oceanside General Plan Update - EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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intervening 43 years, a significant portion of the acreage shown as being available for
agriculture use has been developed. The Environmental Resources Management Element
is intended to preserve open space resources and to conserve and/or improve environmental
resources, while allowing for continued growth consistent with long-range planning goals
and objectives.
The Public Safety Element (1975) identifies the hazards to human life that are present
within the City, and includes mitigation measures to ensure that the risk of loss of life,
injuries, and property damaged caused as a result of being exposed to these hazards is
minimized. The element contains the City’s goals and objectives aimed at reducing the
risks associated with identified hazards. It provides information and implementing policies
and programs to improve land use planning and introduce mitigating measures into the
City's development process.
The Community Facilities Element (1990) provides direction for the provision of
adequate public facilities to serve the needs of the current and future citizens of the City. It
contains an analysis of the conditions, capacities, and status of all public facilities within
the City, in in order to provide a coordination tool that will help guide the development of
public facilities in the future to ensure the City’s needs are met. The City’s Parks and
Recreation Master Plan, which is currently being updated, is an appendix to the
Community Facilities Element.
The Hazardous Waste Management Element (1990) establishes programs designed to
ensure that hazardous waste is effectively and safely managed. The purpose of this element
is to provide protective measures during the siting of hazardous waste facilities, ensuring
that the health and safety of the City’s citizens are adequately protected.
The Military Element (1981) was drafted to recognize the importance that MCAS Camp
Pendleton and the Marines stationed there have on the City. It acknowledges the direct
physical, social, and economic ties between the City and Camp Pendleton. Since Camp
Pendleton is a federal military installation, it is constitutionally exempted from all local
land use controls. As such, the City does not have any land use authority over Camp
Pendleton. The element provides goals and policies designed to encourage the continued
cooperation between the federal government and the City so that these entities can
continue to exist in a compatible manner.

Inland Zoning Ordinance
The Inland Zoning Ordinance establishes zoning designations or classifications, each with a
list of permitted uses and standards for building setbacks, densities, heights, and other
design considerations. The zoning ordinance establishes nine base districts, as well as nine
overlay zoning districts, each of which include land use and development standards. These
districts are set forth on a zoning map, which depicts the location and boundary of all
zoning districts outside of the coastal zone and the downtown district.
The nine Base Districts are as follows: Residential District; Commercial District; Industrial
District; Agricultural District; Open Space District; Public/Semi-Public District; Planned
City of Oceanside General Plan Update - EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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Development District; Military Reservation and Public District; and the Mobile Home Park
District. The purpose of Agricultural Districts are to provide a suitable classification for
large-scale agricultural and mining operations and related open space uses, limit nonagricultural uses to those incidental to agricultural operations, and permit only very lowdensity residential development, compatible with low-intensity agriculture and keeping of
livestock.
The nine overlay zoning districts are as follows: Historic Overlay District; Park Overlay
District; Conservation Overlay District; Planned Block Development; Interim Study
Overlay District; Master Plan Overlay District; Nonconforming Use Amortization Overlay
District; Equestrian Overlay District; and Senior Mobile Home Park Overlay District.
Generally speaking, these overlay zoning districts establish additional regulations beyond
those applicable to the base zoning district, though in some instances they provide for
flexibility in how land use and development is regulated.

Downtown Zoning Ordinance
The Downtown Zoning Ordinance defines use classifications applicable within the
Redevelopment Project area otherwise known as the Downtown District. The purpose of
these regulations is to promote the long-term viability of the Redevelopment Project Area,
to protect and enhance boating and water-dependent activities, ensure an appropriate mix
of uses, and provide land use controls and development criteria consistent with the General
Plan and the Local Coastal Program (LCP). Since the dissolution of redevelopment agencies
in 2012, the City Council appointed itself as successor agency including a seven-member
oversight board.

Local Coastal Program and Coastal Zoning Ordinance
The Coastal Act requires that individual jurisdictions adopt a LCP to implement the
Coastal Act. The City’s 1986 LCP consists of a land use plan document (separate from the
General Plan) containing land use policies and an implementing ordinance. Generally, the
City’s Coastal Zoning Ordinance (1986) is the LCP implementing ordinance. The City is in
the process of updating and merging its coastal and inland zoning ordinance into one
consolidated document which requires approval by the Coastal Commission. This effort is
proceeding in a phased process, with initial phases already approved and ongoing phases in
process.
The purpose of the LCP is to guide future development in the City’s coastal zone in a
manner that protects and enhances coastal resources. Under the LCP, any project within
the coastal zone is classified into five categories, three of which require certain types of
coastal permits from various government agencies. The two categories that do not require
permits are Exempt Coastal Permit Projects and Categorically Excluded Projects. The three
categories that do require permits are projects requiring an Administrative Coastal Permit
from the City, projects requiring a Regular Coastal Permit from the City, and projects
requiring a Coastal Permit from the California Coastal Commission.
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The City is undertaking an update of its LCP to address the considerable change that has
occurred within the coastal zone over the past 30 years. The LCP update is incorporating
coastal hazard vulnerability assessment and adaptation planning to address potential
impacts of sea level rise and associated coastal hazards among other key issues such as
public access, recreation and visitor-serving facilities, scenic resources, planning and
locating new development, and water quality protection. The LCP update is to be completed
in phases and is anticipated to extend into early 2020.

City of Oceanside Municipal Code
The Oceanside Municipal Code contains all City-adopted ordinances and regulations that
work to implement the goals and policies of the City’s General Plan. The Municipal Code
provides regulations applicable to development, including codes addressing building
construction and regulations, solid waste and recycling, fire protection and police
enforcement, historic preservation, public property and usage regulations, drainage and
runoff control, noise control, undergrounding utilities, and development impact fees, among
others.

Draft Oceanside Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan
A Draft Oceanside Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan (Draft Subarea Plan) was originally
circulated for public review in 2004 and revised in 2009, but has not been adopted to date.
The Draft Subarea Plan addresses the City’s plans for conservation of natural biotic
communities and sensitive plant and wildlife species, and represents the City’s contribution
to the MHCP and to regional NCCP conservation goals. Without approval of a Subarea
Plan, Section 7 Consultations are required from the USFWS for impacts to federal listed
species, Habitat Loss Permit concurrence is required from California Department of Fish
and Wildlife for impacts to state listed species, and any impacts to Diegan coastal sage
scrub would require allocation of a portion of the County’s five percent take allowance, if
available. Figure 4.1-4 represents the Draft 2010 Subarea Plan Preserve Planning Map and
Habitat Conservation Overlay Zones. Although not formally adopted, discretionary projects
in the City typically include some evaluation of a project’s consistency with the Draft
Subarea Plan for informational purposes only.

Airport Land Use Consistency Plan
The purpose of an Airport Land Use Consistency Plan (ALUCP) is to provide for the orderly
growth of airports and the areas surrounding airports, and to safeguard the general welfare
of inhabitants within an airport’s vicinity. An ALUCP addresses compatibility between
airport operations and future land uses that surround them by providing policies and
criteria for aircraft overflight, noise, safety, and airspace protection, to both minimize the
public’s exposure to excessive noise and safety hazards within the Airport Influence Area
(AIA) and to preserve the viability of airport operations. Any proposed land use plan
amendments or rezones within an AIA are required by state law to be submitted to the
Airport Land Use Commission for a consistency determination with the ALUCP. The
project falls within the AIA of three airports, described below.
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4.0 Environmental Analysis

4.1 Land Use

Oceanside Municipal Airport
The Oceanside Municipal Airport falls within City boundaries and Review Areas 1 and 2
are located within portions of the City. General Plans are required to be consistent with the
ALUCP and amendments to General Plans generally require review by the Airport Land
Use Commission (ALUC).
Marine Corps Air Station Camp Pendleton
The City is outside of any noise or hazard compatibility overlay associated with the MCAS
Camp Pendleton ALUCP. However, portions of the northern areas of the City are located
within Review Area 2 of the MCAS Camp Pendleton AIA and within overflight related real
estate disclosure areas.
McClellan-Palomar
The City is outside of any noise or hazard compatibility overlay associated with the
McClellan-Palomar ALUCP. However, portions of the southern areas of the City are
located within Review Area 2 of the McClellan-Palomar AIA and within overflight related
real estate disclosure areas.

4.1.2

Significance Determination Thresholds

Thresholds used to evaluate impacts related to land use are based on applicable criteria in
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines (California Code of
Regulations Sections 15000-15387). A significant impact related to land use would occur if
the project would:
1) Physically divide an established community;
2) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including the City’s General Plan or Zoning Ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect;
3) Conflict with applicable environmental policies of the City’s LCP that were adopted
for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect; or
4) Conflict with the provisions of the City’s MHCP/Habitat Management Plan (HMP)
or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan.
Project inconsistencies or conflicts with an adopted plan do not in and of themselves
constitute a significant environmental impact. The plan or policy inconsistency must result
in a physical effect on the environment to be considered significant pursuant CEQA.
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4.1.3

4.1 Land Use

Issue 1: Physically Divide an Established
Community

Would the project physically divide an established community?

4.1.3.1 Impact Analysis
Physical division of a community can occur from the placement of major infrastructure (e.g.,
roadways or transmission lines) through an established community. The project does not
propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather it provides policy
direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally, these
elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element updates.

a. EDE
The EDE is a policy document; it does not propose any changes in land use or to the
planned circulation/infrastructure network, nor does it propose any specific development.
The goals and policies included in the EDE will provide a policy framework to inform future
land use and zoning amendments, which could result in future changes to established
communities. However, the location and extent of future land use, circulation and/or zoning
changes are unknown at this time, and potential impacts associated with changes in land
use would be speculative. The goals and policies included in the EDE support transitoriented development within existing communities; using and repurposing underutilized
employment land; and focusing development within existing developed/urbanized areas.
These policies would support development where existing services are available and are not
anticipated to result in division of a community. Additionally, EDE policy supports the
long-term economic viability of agriculture in South Morro Hills, which would maintain the
physical integrity of this community and discourage the juxtaposition of potentially
incompatible land uses. .
Implementation of EDE goals would guide future development within the City towards
established communities, with the focus of bolstering and enhancing the local economy. As
part of this strategy, the EDE includes policies that call for enhancing connectivity in the
City’s roadway and active transportation networks. As such, the EDE would not physically
divide an established community.

b. ECAP and CAP
The ECAP and CAP are policy documents; they do not propose any specific development.
However, the goals, policies, and measures included in the ECAP and CAP would provide
policy guidance and planned circulation changes for future land use and zoning
amendments, which could result in future changes to established communities. These land
use, circulation, and/or zoning changes are unknown at this time, and as such any impacts
related to the division of established communities would be speculative. The ECAP and
CAP policy framework supports strategies to provide new or improved connections between
communities through the expansion of complete streets, through identifying opportunity
City of Oceanside General Plan Update - EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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sites for new off-street multi-use pathways along transportation corridors, and through
requiring new developments to provide connections and/or extensions of the bicycle and
pedestrian networks where applicable. The ECAP and CAP strategies aim to connect,
rather than divide communities. As such, the ECAP and CAP would not physically divide
an established community.

4.1.3.2 Significance of Impacts
The project does not include any project features that would have the potential to physically
divide an established community. Impacts would be less than significant.

4.1.3.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.1.4

Issue 2: Conflicts with Applicable Plans and
Zoning

Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including the City’s General Plan or Zoning
Ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?

4.1.4.1 Impact Analysis
Consistent with the CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(d), an EIR shall discuss any
inconsistencies between a proposed project and applicable land use plans, policies, or
regulations. The following analysis addresses this requirement, as it pertains to land use.
As discussed in Section 4.1.1.3, Regulatory Framework, applicable land use plans, policies,
and regulations include San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, the City’s General Plan,
zoning ordinances, and the Oceanside Municipal Airport ALUCP. The project’s consistency
with each of these land use plans, policies, and regulations is discussed below and in Tables
4.1-4 and 4.1-5. The evaluation of consistency with plans and policies is intended to provide
perspective on whether the proposed project fits into the framework of goals and policies
that the City or other agencies have adopted to guide future growth and development.
Discussion of the Local Coastal Plan and the City’s Draft Subarea Habitat Conservation
Plan addressed under Issues 3 and 4, respectively.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan serves as the blueprint for how the San Diego
region will grow and how SANDAG will invest in transportation infrastructure to provide
more transportation choices, strengthen the economy, promote a healthy environment, and
support thriving communities. A number of goals and policies of this document relate to
goals and policies of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP. Table 4.1-4 identifies applicable goals and
policies from San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan and addresses project consistency with
City of Oceanside General Plan Update - EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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this regional planning document. As detailed in Table 4.1-4, the project would be consistent
with and support implementation of applicable goals and policies of the San Diego Forward:
The Regional Plan.

General Plan
The City’s General Plan provides goals, objectives, and policies that guide development in
the City. General Plan elements that include policies relating specifically to the project
include the Land Use; Housing; Circulation; Environmental Resource Management;
Recreational Trails; and Community Facilities Elements. Environmental goals, objectives,
implementing policies, and action programs were reviewed to identify applicable
environmental policies. The text of each relevant General Plan policy is identified in
Table 4.1-5, including a summary analysis of the project’s consistency with the applicable
policy. As no policy inconsistencies were identified between the General Plan and proposed
EDE, ECAP, and CAP policies, the analysis provided in Table 4.1-5 addresses how the
project is consistent with applicable General Plan policies. The EDE and ECAP would be
new elements added to the City’s General Plan that would provide a policy framework
focused on economic development and sustainability. This policy framework would be used
to guide future updates to other existing General Plan elements. As detailed in Table 4.1-5,
project implementation would be supportive of existing General Plan policies and no
conflicts were identified that could result in a significant environmental impact.

Municipal Code and Zoning Ordinance
The Oceanside Municipal Code contains all City-adopted ordinances and regulations that
work to implement the goals and policies of the City’s General Plan, including the Inland
Zoning Ordinance and the Coastal Zoning Ordinance. The Inland Zoning Ordinance
establishes zoning designations or classifications throughout the City, while the Coastal
Zoning Ordinance (1986) is the LCP implementing ordinance. Updates to the municipal
code and zoning ordinances would be required in order to fully implement the policies
contained within the EDE, ECAP, and CAP, as detailed in the Project Description,
Section 3.0. However, as the municipal code and zoning ordinance are implementing
documents to the guiding document that is the General Plan, future ordinance amendments
to implement the EDE and ECAP would be consistent with the General Plan as further
analyzed in Table 4.1-5.

Applicable ALUCPs
The project falls within the AIA for three airports: the Oceanside Municipal Airport, MCAS
Camp Pendleton, and McClellan-Palomar Airport. Portions of the City are located within
Review Area 2 of the MCAS Camp Pendleton and McClellan-Palomar airports. No land use
noise or hazard restrictions apply to City land for these airports. The only ALUCP
requirement for the portions of the City located within Review Area 2 of these airports is
the requirement for overflight-related real estate disclosure at the time of sale of property
and limits on the heights of structures, particularly in areas of high terrain. As the EDE,
ECAP, and CAP are policy documents that propose no development and no changes to the
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land use map, there would be no conflict with the MCAS Camp Pendleton and McClellanPalomar Airport ALCUPs.
Portions of the City are located within Review Area 1 and Review Area 2 of the Oceanside
Municipal Airport. Review Area 1 consists of locations where noise and safety concerns may
necessitate limitations on the types of land use actions. Specifically, Review Area 1
encompasses locations exposed to aircraft noise levels of 60 dB CNEL or greater together
with the safety zones depicted on ALUCP maps. Review Area 2 consists of locations beyond
Review Area 1 but within the airspace protection and/or notification overflight areas
depicted on ALUCP maps. Limits on the heights of structures, particularly in areas of high
terrain, are the only restrictions on land uses within Review Area 2. The recordation of
overflight notification documents is also required in locations within Review Area 2.
Any proposed land use plan amendments or rezones within an AIA are required by state
law to be submitted to the ALUC for a consistency determination with the ALUCP. The
Oceanside Municipal ALUCP requires that before taking action on a proposed General Plan
Amendment, the local agency shall submit the draft of the General Plan to the ALUC for
review and a consistency determination. The City has submitted the draft General Plan
elements to the ALUC for a consistency determination for review. No consistency conflicts
with the Oceanside Municipal ALUCP are anticipated as the EDE, ECAP, and CAP are
policy documents that do not change the adopted land use map.
The ALUCP for Oceanside Municipal Airport includes a number of policies related to noise,
safety, and airspace protection. Policies primarily relate to evaluating new development to
ensure development is compatible with airport operations. As the project does not include
any new development or changes to the land use map, conflicts with ALUCP policies are
not anticipated.

4.1.4.2 Significance of Impacts
The project would not conflict with any environmental policies of San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan, the City’s General Plan, Municipal Code or Zoning, or applicable ALUCPs
and thus, no adverse environmental impacts would result. Impacts would be less than
significant.

4.1.4.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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4.1 Land Use

Issue 3: Local Coastal Program

Would the project conflict with applicable environmental policies of the City’s LCP that were
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?

4.1.5.1 Impact Analysis
The City’s LCP consists of a land use plan document (separate from the General Plan),
which contains land use policies, and an implementing ordinance—the Coastal Zoning
Ordinance for Coastal Areas. The text of each relevant LCP policy is identified in
Table 4.1-5 and a summary analysis of the project’s consistency with the applicable policy is
provided. As demonstrated in Table 4.1-5, the project would be consistent with applicable
LCP policies.
The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City.
Policy direction provided by the project would be consistent with LCP goals and policies.

4.1.5.2 Significance of Impacts
The project would not conflict with any environmental policies of the LCP. Impacts would
be less than significant.

4.1.5.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.1.6

Issue 4: MHCP/HMP Consistency

Would the project conflict with the provisions City’s MHCP/HMP or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan?

4.1.6.1 Impact Analysis
The City does not have an adopted HCP. The City is a participating agency in the MHCP
Subregional Plan adopted and certified by SANDAG, but has not implemented its portion of
the MHCP through adoption of a subarea plan. A Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan was
developed and circulated for public review in 2004 and revised in 2009, but has not been
approved to date. Although this draft plan is not formally adopted, a consistency evaluation
is provided herein with the assumption that the City will adopt the subarea plan in the
future and any current actions will need to be consistent with that plan.
The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather,
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City.
Additionally, these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan
element updates. Policy direction in these documents supports focusing development within
City of Oceanside General Plan Update - EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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urban areas and along transportation corridors and directing development away from open
space lands which would be supportive of Draft Subarea Plan goals. As such, the project
would be consistent with the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP because it would not result in a
reduction in acreage or viability of biological habitats or sensitive species.

4.1.6.2 Significance of Impacts
The project would not conflict with any provisions of the City’s Draft Subarea HCP as no
land use changes or development is proposed. Impacts would be less than significant.

4.1.6.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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Table 4.1-4
EDE, ECAP, and CAP Consistency Analysis with San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Policy Objective Categories
Consistency Analysis
Habitat and Open Space Preservation
Focus growth in areas that are
The EDE provides policy direction for the City to focus growth and development within
already urbanized, allowing the previously urbanized or disturbed areas, thereby minimizing the intrusion of development
region to set aside and restore
into open space and other natural or undeveloped areas. EDE Policy 1a(4) directs the City
more open space in our less
to “preserve open space and sensitive habitat by channeling new development to already
developed areas.
urbanized areas,” which would be consistent with the Regional Plan policy objective of
focusing growth in areas that are already urbanized. There are no other EDE policies that
have been identified that would direct development to occur within open space or less
developed areas; as such, there are no identified EDE policies that would be inconsistent
with this policy objective.

Consistent?
Yes

The ECAP establishes goals and policies for smart growth. Goal 2(a) of the ECAP provides
direction and a number of policies that serve to accommodate future population,
employment, and housing growth within already urbanized areas. The policies included in
the ECAP that work to implement this goal direct the City to streamline the review and
approval process for mixed-use developments within the City’s Smart Growth Opportunity
Areas (SGOAs), as identified by SANDAG in the Regional Plan Smart Growth Concept
Map, which would be consistent with this policy objective of the Regional Plan.
The CAP includes Measure TL1: Smart Growth Policies, which identifies two strategies
that direct the City to implement smart growth development. The CAP strategies direct
the City to establish a goal of locating the majority of future development (until 2030)
within existing and potential SGOAs, as identified by SANDAG. In addition, it directs the
City to adopt policies that would promote and incentivize development within the SGOAs.
Regional Economic Prosperity
Invest in transportation
The EDE provides policy direction for the City to provide a transit system within the City
projects that provide access for
that would accommodate multi-modal transit opportunities, such as improved bicycle and
all communities to a variety of
pedestrian facilities. Policy 1a(6) directs the City to “expand alternative transportation
jobs with competitive wages.
options and enhance walkability in order to reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and
other adverse impacts of single-occupancy automobile trips.” While this policy does not
state that the City should directly invest in transportation projects, it does encourage the
Build infrastructure that
makes the movement of freight City to explore opportunities to expand upon transportation projects, which in turn could
improve mobility options for communities within the City. No EDE policies would conflict
in our community more
with this strategy, as the EDE does not identify any policies that would reduce the
efficient and environmentally
efficiency of, or otherwise make the movement of goods less environmentally friendly.
friendly.
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EDE, ECAP, and CAP Consistency Analysis with San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Policy Objective Categories
Consistency Analysis
The ECAP establishes goals and policies for the City to implement multimodal
transportation options throughout the City. Goal 2(d) of the ECAP directs the City to
actively seek regional transportation funding for projects that expand mobility options for
the City. The policies included in the ECAP that work to implement this goal direct the
City to participate in the development of the SANDAG Regional Transportation
Improvement Plan, to pursue TransNet funding for active transportation infrastructure,
and to consider partnerships that may enhance eligibility for grant funding, which would
be consistent with this policy objective of the Regional Plan.

Consistent?

The CAP includes Measure TL4: Expand Complete Streets Programs, which identifies
strategies for the City to implement that would improve transportation options for people
to move throughout the City. The CAP strategies under Measure TL4 direct the City to
identify sites that could be utilized for new off-street multi-use pathways along
transportation corridors, to require new developments to provide connectivity of pedestrian
and bicycle networks with existing developments where applicable, to establish a complete
street criteria checklist for capital improvement projects, to periodically update the
Citywide Traffic Signal Priority List to maintain optimized traffic signal timing that
reduced fuel consumption, to collaborate with NCTD and neighboring jurisdictions to
develop a neighborhood electric vehicle (NEV) implementation plan, and to collaborate
with Oceanside Unified School District to promote walking, bicycling, or carpooling to
school. These strategies would further this Regional Plan policy objective, as they direct
the City to implement complete streets that incorporate multiple modes of transportation,
which would provide transit options for the City’s communities and make the
transportation system more environmentally friendly.
Environmental Stewardship
Make transportation
investments that result in
cleaner air, environmental
protection, conservation,
efficiency, and sustainable
living.

The EDE provides policy direction for the City to promote investment in transportation
improvements to specifically benefit transit, pedestrian, and bicycle modes. Policy 1a(6)
directs the City to “expand alternative transportation options and enhance walkability in
order to reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and other adverse impacts of singleoccupancy automobile trips.” This policy would be consistent with Regional Plan policy
objectives, in that expanding alternative transportation options, such as improved bicycle
facilities and pedestrian mobility options, would lessen the need to utilize automobiles,
which are a significant source greenhouse gas emissions. There are no EDE policies that
would conflict with this policy objective.
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Consistency Analysis
The ECAP establishes goals and policies for the City to implement a multimodal
transportation network within the City. Goal 2(c) of the ECAP directs the City to expand
its active transportation network, which would reduce the need for the single occupancy
vehicle trips. The policies included in the ECAP direct the City to ensure that capital
improvements are consistent within the City’s Complete Streets policies, which would be
consistent with this policy objective of the Regional Plan.
The CAP includes Measure TL4: Expand Complete Streets, which identifies strategies for
the City to implement that would improve transportation options for people to move
throughout the City. The CAP strategies under Measure TL4 direct the City to identify
sites that could be utilized for new off-street multi-use pathways along transportation
corridors, to require new developments to provide connectivity of pedestrian and bicycle
networks with existing developments where applicable, to establish a complete street
criteria checklist for capital improvement projects, to periodically update the Citywide
Traffic Signal Priority List to maintain optimized traffic signal timing that reduced fuel
consumption, to collaborate with NCTD and neighboring jurisdictions to develop a NEV
implementation plan, and to collaborate with Oceanside Unified School District to promote
walking, bicycling, or carpooling to school. These strategies would further the Regional
Plan policy objective, as they direct the City to implement complete streets that
incorporate multiple modes of transportation.
In addition, the CAP includes Measure TL2: Electric Vehicle Promotion and Measure TL3:
Preferential Parking Spaces for Clean Air Vehicles. The CAP strategies under these
Measures direct the City to require all new development to incorporate electric vehicle
charging stations and preferential parking for zero emissions vehicles in industrial and
commercial developments. This would promote the use of electric and clean vehicles by
residents and visitors to the City. These strategies would further the goal of this policy
objective of the Regional Plan by implementing transportation investments that result in
fewer GHG emissions.
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Consistency Analysis
Support clean energy
The EDE provides policy direction for the City to support the sustainable growth and
programs that promote
development as well as energy efficiency programs. Policy 3d(1) directs the City to
sustainability
“support and exemplify energy efficiency, renewable energy use, electricity storage,
recycling, water conservation, and the use of sustainable materials.” This policy would be
consistent with the purpose of the Regional Plan policy objective, in that it directs the City
to support the sustainable growth and development as well as energy efficiency programs.
There are no EDE policies that would conflict with this strategy.
The ECAP provides a policy framework that reflects a commitment by the City to reduce
its dependence on fossil fuels and to move towards a carbon-neutral, sustainable future.
The ECAP includes a number of goals and policies that work to increase renewable energy
use and energy efficiency within the City. Goal 1(a) of the ECAP directs the City to
significantly reduce its dependence on fossil fuels. Goal 1(b) and 1(c) of the ECAP directs
the City to encourage efficiency and conservation into new and existing development. The
policies included in the ECAP that work to implement these goals direct the City to
incentivize and require the installation of solar PV panels into new and existing
development. In addition, they direct the city to explore alternative sources of energy, such
as the use of biomass as a fuel source, wind energy, and to consider tidal and wave energy,
while remaining open to sourcing nuclear energy in place of energy produced by fossil fuel
consumption, all of which would be consistent with this policy objective of the Regional
Plan. There are no other strategies within the ECAP that would be inconsistent with this
Regional Plan policy objective.
The CAP includes MeasureTL2: Electric Vehicle Promotion, which identifies strategies for
the City to implement that would increase the installation of electric vehicle charging
stations throughout the City. In addition, the CAP includes Measure TL3: Preferential
Parking Spaces for Clean Air Vehicles, which identifies a strategy that would designate a
certain amount of spaces within commercial and industrial developments for zero emission
vehicles. These measures and their included strategies would further the Regional Plan
policy objective, as they direct the City to support the implementation of clean energy
programs that promote sustainability. There are no other strategies within the CAP that
would be inconsistent with this Regional Plan policy objective.
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Mobility Choices
Provide safe, secure, healthy,
The EDE provides policy direction for the City to provide alternative transportation
affordable, and convenient
options throughout the City. Policy 1a(6) directs the City to “expand alternative
travel choices between the
transportation options and enhance walkability in order to reduce traffic congestion, air
places where people live, work,
pollution, and other adverse impacts of single-occupancy automobile trips.” This policy
and play.
would be consistent with the purpose of this Regional Plan policy objective, in that it
directs the City to implement alternative transportation options, such as bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, which would promote the movement of people through bicycling and
walking/running.
The ECAP establishes goals and policies for the City to implement a multimodal
transportation network. Goal 2(c) of the ECAP directs the City to expand its active
transportation network. The policies included in the ECAP that work to implement this
goal direct the City to promote land use intensities that increase transit ridership and the
frequency of transit service; to promote a mix of land uses that afford residents the ability
to live and work within close proximity; and to ensure that capital improvements are
consistent within the City’s Complete Streets policies, all of which would be consistent
with this policy objective of the Regional Plan. There are no strategies within the ECAP
that would be inconsistent with this Regional Plan policy objective.
The CAP includes Measure TL4: Expand Complete Streets Programs, which identifies
strategies for the City to implement that would improve transportation options for people.
The CAP strategies under Measure TL4 direct the City to identify sites that could be
utilized for new off-street multiuse pathways along transportation corridors, to require
new developments to provide connectivity of pedestrian and bicycle networks with existing
developments where applicable, to establish a complete street criteria checklist for capital
improvement projects, to periodically update the Citywide Traffic Signal Priority List to
maintain optimized traffic signal timing that reduced fuel consumption, to collaborate with
NCTD and neighboring jurisdictions to develop a NEV implementation plan, and to
collaborate with Oceanside Unified School District to promote walking, bicycling, or
carpooling to school. These strategies would further the Regional Plan policy objective, as
they direct the City to implement complete streets that incorporate multiple modes of
transportation. There are no strategies within the CAP that would be inconsistent with
this Regional Plan policy objective.
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Take advantage of new
The EDE does not provide any policy guidance related to new technologies that would
technologies to make the
serve to make the transportation system more efficient and accessible. In addition, there
transportation system more
are no strategies included within the ECAP or CAP that address or otherwise conflict with
efficient and accessible.
this policy objective.
Partnerships/Collaboration
Collaborate with Native
Policy 4c(3) directs the City to coordinate with the North County Transit District (NCTD)
American tribes, Mexico,
and neighboring cities to ensure optimization of transit service. The implementation of this
military bases, neighboring
EDE policy would ensure the City is engaged with appropriate agencies regarding future
counties, infrastructure
transportation infrastructure upgrades.
providers, the private sector,
There are no strategies included within the ECAP or CAP that address or otherwise
and local communities to
design a transportation system conflict with the policy objectives identified within the Regional Plan
Partnerships/Collaboration category.
that connects to the megaregion and national network,
works for everyone, and fosters
a high quality of life for all.
As we plan for our region,
There are no strategies included within the EDE, ECAP or CAP that address or otherwise
recognize the vital economic,
conflict with the policy objectives identified within the Regional Plan
environmental, cultural, and
Partnerships/Collaboration category.
community linkages between
the San Diego region and Baja
California.
Healthy and Complete Communities
Create great places for
The EDE includes numerous policies intended to improve the economic conditions within
everyone to live, work, and
the City, and as such, this discussion focuses on a comprehensive consistency analysis,
play.
rather than a direct policy-to-policy comparison. The overall framework of the EDE,
identified within the themes and goals of the EDE, provides direction for the City to
expand employment opportunities, to maintain a pro-business environment, to leverage
community assets to promote economic development, to support innovation and
entrepreneurialism, to repurpose underutilized land for commercial and industrial
purposes, to maintain a broad based local economy, to increase its share of regional
business activity and associated employment in key economic sectors, to ensure that
agriculture in South Morro Hills would remain economically viable over the long term, to
partner with local and regional educational institutions to promote workforce readiness,
and to foster and strengthen partnerships with neighboring cities to promote mutuallyCity of Oceanside General Plan Update – EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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Policy Objective Categories
Consistency Analysis
beneficial economic development. The implementation of the policies that are included
under these aforementioned goals of the EDE would work to achieve economic growth
within the City, and would therefore be consistent with the policy objective of the Regional
place to create a great place to work.
Policies included within the EDE intended to improve housing opportunities within the
City include Policy 1a(5), which directs the City to “encourage new development that
provides for social interaction, cultural enrichment, and a strong sense of place.” Policy
1a(7) directs the City to “provide a diverse supply of quality housing.” Policies are also
included within the EDE that support expansion of recreation opportunities within the
City, including Policy 2b(1), which directs the City to “promote, protect, and maintain
public access to the City’s beaches, small craft harbor, and other coastal amenities as a
means of growing the City’s hospitality sector.” Policy 2b(4) directs the City to “promote
community events that draw visitors and encourage overnight stays.” Policy 2b(7) directs
the City to “maintain and enhance the City’s parks and recreational facilities and
encourage additional passive and active-use open space within the City’s commercial
corridors in conjunction with infill and redevelopment projects.” Implementation of these
EDE policies would ensure that the City promotes and improves areas within the City,
such as recreational facilities, that would allow for the City’s residents to play.
The ECAP and CAP establish goals and policies for the City to implement smart growth
and focus development within SGOA’s.
Goal 2(a) of the ECAP provides direction and a number of policies that serve to
accommodate future population, employment, and housing growth within already
urbanized areas. The policies included in the ECAP that work to implement this goal
direct the City to streamline the review and approval process for mixed-use developments
within the City’s SGOAs, which would be consistent with this policy objective of the
Regional Plan.
The CAP includes Measure TL1: Smart Growth Policies, which identifies two strategies
that direct the City to implement smart growth development. Smart growth refers to a
compact, efficient, and environmentally sensitive urban development pattern, that focuses
future growth and development within urbanized areas that are close to employment,
services, and public facilities, so as to maximize the use of existing infrastructure and
avoid open space and natural resource areas. These areas typically result in developments
that provide housing and transportation options for those who live and work in these
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Consistency Analysis
areas. The CAP strategies direct the City to establish a goal of locating the majority of
future development (until 2030) within existing and potential SGOAs. In addition, it
directs the City to adopt policies that would promote and incentive development within the
SGOAs. These strategies would work to create Smart Growth areas where people within
the City can live, work and play. Therefore, these CAP strategies would be consistent with
the policy objective of the Regional Plan.
Connect communities through
The EDE provides policy direction for the City to expand alternative transportation
a variety of transportation
options within the City, thereby connecting communities through a multi-modal
choices that promote healthy
transportation system. Policy 1a(6) directs the City to “expand alternative transportation
lifestyles, including walking
options and enhance walkability in order to reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and
and biking.
other adverse impacts of single-occupancy automobile trips.” This policy would be
consistent with the Regional Plan policy objective, in that it directs the City to provide
transportation options that promote healthy lifestyles, such as by connecting bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, which would allow for the active movement of people within and
throughout the City. There are no EDE policies that would conflict with this policy
objective, as the EDE does not identify any policies that would direct the City to avoid
connecting communities through a variety of transportation choices.
The ECAP also establishes goals and policies for the City to implement a multimodal
transportation network within the City. Goal 2(c) of the ECAP directs the City to expand
its active transportation network. The policies included in the ECAP that work to
implement this goal direct the City to pursue grant funding and other resources for
implementation of the projects identified in the City’ Pedestrian Master Plan and Bicycle
Master Plan, which would be consistent with this policy objective of the Regional Plan.
The CAP includes Measure TL4: Expand Complete Streets Programs, which identifies
strategies that would improve multi-modal transportation connectivity within the City.
The CAP strategies direct the City to establish criteria that would assist in identifying
opportunity areas that would allow for the expansion of off-street multi-use pathways
along transportation corridors. In addition, it would impose the requirement upon new
developments to provide connections and/or extensions of existing bicycle and pedestrian
network facilities. These strategies would implement Regional Plan policy objectives,
which call for the connection of communities through a variety of transit choices, and
would therefore be consistent with the Regional Plan. No CAP strategies were identified
that would be inconsistent with this Regional Plan policy objective.
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Goal/Policy
Goal/Policy Language
Consistency Analysis
General Plan
Circulation Element
Long Range Policy Direction
Goal 1
A multimodal transportation system,
The EDE provides policy guidance that aims to expand alternative
which allows for the efficient and safe
transportation options, or otherwise implement a multimodal
movement of all people and goods and
transportation system. Policy 1a(6) of the EDE directs the City to
which meets current demands and
expand alternative transportation options and enhance walkability in
future needs of the population and
order to reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and other adverse
projected land uses with minimal
impacts of single-occupancy automobile trips. This EDE policy sets
impact to the environment.
forth guidance that would assist in furthering the General Plan Long
Range Policy Direction, Circulation Element goals and policies, as it
Goal 2
Alternative modes of transportation to
promotes the implementation of a multi-modal transportation system
reduce the dependence on the
that can accommodate alternative means of transportation in order to
automobile.
reduce the dependence on the automobile.
Policy 2.5
The City will strive to incorporate
complete streets throughout the
The ECAP establishes goals and policies to expand the City’s active
Oceanside transportation network
transportation network. Goal 2(c) of the ECAP supports pursuing
which are designed and constructed to
funding opportunities for implementing the City’s Pedestrian Master
serve all users of streets, roads and
Plan and Bicycle Master Plan, and to ensure capital improvements
highways, regardless of their age or
are consistent with Complete Streets policies of the Circulation
ability, or whether they are driving,
Element. In addition, Goal 2(d) and Goal 2(e) direct the City to pursue
walking, bicycling, or using transit.
funding opportunities for projects that expand mobility options within
the City, and to expand public transit opportunities, which would be
consistent with these General Plan goals and policies.
Climate Action Plan (CAP) Measure TL4 establishes strategies to
expand upon and incorporate complete streets within the current
circulation system. Strategies include requirements that new
developments provide bicycle and pedestrian connectivity whenever
possible and include the establishment of criteria that would allow the
City to identify new opportunity sites for multi-use pathways to be
included within the circulation system of the City.
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Transportation Demand Management
Goal
Support programs that encourage
The EDE, ECAP and CAP provide policy guidance that would directly
increased vehicle occupancies and trip
support the transportation demand management (TDM) goals and
reduction in order for residents to enjoy policies of the Circulation Element. Policy 3d(3) of the EDE
the quality of life that currently exists
encourages the City to assist local businesses in implementing
in Oceanside.
transportation and parking demand management strategies, which
typically include measures to increase vehicle occupancy rates and
Policy 4.1
The City shall encourage the reduction
decrease overall automobile trips, such as ride-sharing, carpooling
of vehicle miles traveled, reduction of
the total number of daily and peak hour programs, and public transit use incentives, among others. In
addition, Policy 1b(6) of the EDE encourages the City to promote new
vehicle trips, and provide better
development that reduces VMT, by locating new development in
utilization of the circulation system
transit-oriented areas, by providing alternative means of
through development and
transportation such as bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and by
implementation of TDM strategies.
incentivizing public transit use. The ECAP establishes a policy that
These may include, but not limited to,
directs the City to implement TDM programs to encourage employers
implementation of peak hour trip
to provide incentives for their workers to commute by utilizing public
reduction, encourage staggered work
transit.
hours, telework programs, increased
development of employment centers
CAP Measure TL5 establishes strategies for the City to promote the
where transit usage is highly viable,
encouragement of ridesharing options in implementation of TDM programs to manage and reduce congestion
during commuting hours by encouraging the use of alternative modes
the public and private sector, provision
of transportation. Strategies include provisions to adopt a TDM
for park-and-ride facilities adjacent to
the regional transportation system, and ordinance that would require certain new developments to implement
a TDM plan, and that would require the City to prepare and maintain
provision for transit subsidies.
a checklist of common TDM measures in order to streamline the
preparation of TDM plans. In addition, CAP strategies call for the
provision of rebates for the implementation of TDM plans, as well as
the conducting of surveys of existing businesses to determine what
existing TDM measures are currently being implemented.
Policy 4.2
The City shall maintain and implement EDE policies are supportive of a multi-modal transportation system as
the policies and recommendations of the discussed above. The ECAP and CAP establishes goals and policies
Bicycle Master Plan as part of the
that would support bicycle and pedestrian improvements and
Recreational Trails Element. These
connections. Goal 2(c) of the ECAP includes a policy that directs the
facilities shall connect residential areas City to pursue funding opportunities for implementing the City’s
with schools, parks, recreation areas,
Pedestrian Master Plan and Bicycle Master Plan. CAP Measure TL4
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Goal/Policy Language
Consistency Analysis
major employment centers, and
establishes a strategy that would require new developments to
neighborhood commercial areas.
provide connections and/or extensions of the existing bicycle and
The City shall maintain and implement pedestrian networks, thereby providing a connected multi-modal
the policies and recommendations of the transportation system within the City. CAP Measure TL4 provides a
strategy that calls for the City to establish criteria for identifying
Pedestrian Master Plan as part of the
opportunity sites for new off-street multi-use pathways along
Recreational Trails Element to ensure
transportation
corridors and incorporating these criteria into the
pedestrian access along streets and
City’s
Bicycle/Pedestrian
Master Plans. ECAP and CAP goals and
other locations throughout the City are
policies
would
directly
support
these Circulation Element policies.
properly maintained and provided.

The City shall look for opportunities to
incorporate TDM programs into their
Energy Roadmap that contributes to
state and regional goals for saving
energy and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.

Strategies identified within the CAP would support providing multimodal connections by requiring developers to provide connections/
extensions of the bicycle and pedestrian networks, and supports
identification of new sites for off-site multi-use pathways. Expansion
of complete streets within the City which is supported by ECAP and
CAP measures would facilitate the expansion of bicycle facilities
within the City.
No EDE policies were identified that conflict with the themes, goals or
policies of this General Plan policy. Policies in the ECAP and CAP
would directly support implementation of this policy. The ECAP
establishes a policy that directs the City to implement TDM programs
to encourage employers to provide incentives for workers to use public
transit. CAP Measure TL5 establishes strategies for the City to
promote the implementation of TDM programs and strategies that
manage and reduce congestion during commuting hours by
encouraging the use of transportation alternatives. This provision of
the CAP supports traffic reduction within the City, to reduce overall
greenhouse gas emissions that would otherwise be generated by
vehicular use.
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Public Transit and Rail Policies and Guidelines
Objective iii
Support mixed use developments in
The EDE provides policy guidance on encouraging development within
transit focus areas and transit oriented
transit focus areas. Policy 1b(4) directs the City to encourage efficient,
developments.
transit-oriented development within the City’s SGOAs, as identified
on the Regional Plan Smart Growth Concept Map which would be
supportive of this policy, as it promotes growth and development
within the transit focus areas within the City. The ECAP establishes
goals and policies to implement smart growth development. For
example, ECAP goals direct the City to accommodate future
population, employment, and housing growth within already
urbanized areas and supports streamlined review and approvals for
mixed-use development within the City’s SGOAs, which is consistent
with the purpose of this General Plan objective.

Policy 5.2

The City shall require developers to
construct, where appropriate, transit
facilities when their development is on a
transit service route including bus stop
amenities to include lighted shelters,
benches, and route information signs
(where appropriate) through
coordination with NCTD.
Bicycle Facilities
Goal 1
Provide a safe, interconnected network
of bicycle facilities within Oceanside for
recreational and commuter users.

CAP Measure TL1 establishes strategies that identify how the City
can accommodate, promote, and incentivize smart growth
development and encourages the City to focus the majority of new
housing and employment developments within potential SGOAs. This
measure would support infill development close to employment
centers, commercial services, and public facilities, specifically within
in areas that are walkable and offer multiple transportation
opportunities.
No policies were identified within the EDE or ECAP that would
conflict with this policy. CAP Measure TL5 establishes strategies for
the City to work with developers and businesses to implement TDM
programs, such as providing rebates for the implementation bicycle
parking and transit stop shelters improvements.

The EDE provides policy guidance on encouraging development within
transit focus areas. Policy 1b(6) directs the City to promote new
development that reduces VMT through siting in transit-oriented
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Consistency Analysis
Make bicycling a viable mode choice in
areas, provision of pedestrian and bicycle amenities and incentives for
an effort to reduce congestion, improve
transit use which would further these policies. The ECAP establishes
air quality, and provide residents and
goals and policies to expand the City’s active transportation network.
visitors with public health and
For example, goal 2(c) of the ECAP directs the City to pursue funding
recreational benefits.
opportunities for implementing the City’s Bicycle Master Plan. CAP
Measure TL4 supports the expansion of complete streets throughout
The City shall implement the Bicycle
the City, establishing criteria for identifying opportunity sites for new
Master Plan, which identifies existing
off-street multiuse pathways along transportation corridors, and
and future needs and provides funding
incorporating these criteria into the City’s Bicycle Master Plan. This
and implementation recommendations.
Measure also calls for the requirement that new developments provide
• Update the plan periodically as
connections and/or extensions of bicycle networks, and for the
required by Caltrans.
• Require that the development of the expansion of complete streets within the City. CAP strategies
emphasize the provision of a safe, efficient, and viable bicycle network
Bicycle Circulation System be
within the City.
consistent with the implementation
of the City’s Bicycle Master Plan.
The City shall integrate bicycle and
pedestrian planning and safety
considerations more fully into the
planning and design of the roadway
network, transit facilities, public
buildings, and parks.
The City shall provide and maintain a
safe, direct, and comprehensive bicycle
network connecting neighborhoods,
employment locations, public facilities,
transit stations, parks and other key
destinations.
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Goal/Policy Language
Consistency Analysis
Pedestrian Facilities
Goal 3
Develop a complete pedestrian network
The EDE provides policy guidance on encouraging development within
that provides continuous and
transit focus areas. Policy 1b(6) directs the City to promote new
convenient access to transit,
development that reduces VMT through siting in transit-oriented
employment centers, retail,
areas, provision of pedestrian and bicycle amenities, and providing
neighborhoods, schools, beaches, parks,
incentives for transit use. This EDE policy would assist further the
public places and other essential
pedestrian objectives of the General Plan, as it directs the city to
pedestrian destinations.
implement bicycle and pedestrian facilities throughout the City.
Policy 7.8
The City shall encourage the inclusion
of public walkways, open space, or trails The ECAP establishes goals and policies to expand the City’s active
transportation network. Goal 2(c) of the ECAP includes a policy that
for pedestrian usage in large, private
directs the City to pursue funding opportunities for implementing the
developments.
City’s Pedestrian Master Plan, which is consistent with the purpose of
Policy 7.11
The City shall encourage the inclusion
these General Plan goals and policies.
of public walkways, open space, and
trails in large, private developments.
CAP Measure TL4 establishes strategies that would promote the
Policy 7.16
The City shall implement the
expansion of complete streets throughout the City, including
recommendations of the Pedestrian
identifying opportunity sites for new off-street multiuse pathways
Master Plan.
along transportation corridors, and incorporating these criteria into
the City’s Pedestrian Master Plan. This measure also calls for the
requirement that new developments provide connections and/or
extensions of the pedestrian networks, and for the expansion of
complete streets within the City. This CAP Measure and associated
strategies would encourage implementation of a complete pedestrian
network, including public open space and trail way networks that
provide a continuous and convenient pedestrian network with access
to transit, employment centers, and other public areas and
commercial areas.
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Land Use Element
Community Enhancement
Goal
The consistent, significant, long term
The EDE provides policy guidance on enhancing the overall
preservation and improvement of the
environment, the aesthetic quality, and community character of the
environment, values, aesthetics,
City. Policy 1a(2) would support enhancement of the visual quality of
character and image of Oceanside as a
the City, especially at gateway locations and within commercial
safe, attractive, desirable and wellcorridors. Policy 1a(4) would support preservation of remaining
balanced community.
natural environment areas, such as open space and sensitive habitat,
by focusing new development to previously urbanized areas. Policy
Policy 1.1(A) Land uses shall be attractively planned
1b(3) would support a balanced and synergistic mix of land uses that
and benefit the community.
create a sense of place while enhancing walkability, parking
Policy 1.1(B) Land uses shall not significantly
efficiency, and transit use. Policy 1a(5) would encourage new
distract from nor negatively impact
development that provides for social interaction, cultural enrichment,
surrounding conforming land uses.
and a sense of place. These EDE policies set forth guidance that would
Policy 1.1(C) The City shall analyze the long-term
assist in furthering the relevant goal and policies of the General Plan,
effects of all proposed development to
as they aim to ensure that future land uses are attractively planned
assure both the present and future
and are implemented so as to maintain or enhance the environment
social, economical, and physical
and aesthetic quality and character of the City, while ensuring
enhancement of the community.
development would integrate with existing development, leading to an
Policy 1.11(A) The City shall establish and enforce a
overall improvement of the City’s social, economic, and physical
balanced distribution of land uses to
characteristics.
organize the City in a hierarchy of
activity centers and land use so as to
ECAP Goal 2(a) supports future population, employment, and housing
foster a sense of neighborhood,
growth within already urbanized areas and supports a mix of land
community, and regional identity.
uses that contribute to a sense of place, creates synergies between
local business, and affords residents the opportunity to live, work and
play within a walkable distance, which would be consistent with these
General Plan goal and policies.
Policy 1.11(B) The City shall analyze proposed land
The EDE provides policy guidance to provide a balanced mix of land
uses for assurance that the land use will uses within the City. Policy 1b(3) directs the City to promote a
contribute to the proper balance of land
balanced and synergistic mix of land uses that enhances walkability,
uses within the community or provide a parking efficiency, transit use, and a sense of place. This EDE policy
significant benefit to the community.
sets forth guidance for the City that would assist in furthering the
relevant goal and policies of the General Plan, as it promotes a
balanced mix of land uses within the City. ECAP Goal 2(a) supports
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Goal/Policy Language
Consistency Analysis
future growth within already urbanized areas and promotes a mix of
land uses that contribute to a sense of place, creates synergies
between local business, and affords residents the opportunity to live,
work and play within a walkable distance.
The City shall ensure that housing is
The EDE provides policy guidance relating to locating housing near
developed in areas with adequate access employment and community facility hubs as well as public services.
to employment opportunities,
Policy 1b(4) encourages the City to implement smart growth and
community facilities, and public
incentivize and focus infill-style development within areas that are in
services.
close proximity or walking distance to public transit services, or to
commercial and employment centers. The ECAP establishes goals and
policies that would direct the City to accommodate smart growth
development. Goal 2(a) of the ECAP directs the City to accommodate
future population, employment, and housing growth within already
urbanized areas. Similarly, policies included in the ECAP support
development in areas served by transit and in areas that afford
residents the opportunity to live, work and play within a walkable
radius.
CAP Measure TL1 establishes strategies that identify how the City
can accommodate, promote, and incentivize smart growth
development and aims to focus the majority of new housing and
employment development within SGOAs. This CAP Measure and
associated strategies would be consistent with the applicable General
Plan Land Use Element Policy, which requires the City to make sure
housing is located in areas with access to employment opportunities,
community facilities, and public services.
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The City shall encourage development The EDE provides policy guidance related to housing supply within
of a variety of housing opportunities, the City. Policy 1a(7) supports a diverse supply of quality housing.
with special emphasis on providing:
Policy 1a(8) supports a proactive, versatile, collaborative and humane
1) A broad range of housing types, with approach to homelessness, working to connect homeless residents to
needed services and adequate housing. These EDE policies set forth
varied levels of amenities and
guidance
for the City that would further the relevant goals and
number of bedrooms;
policies
of
the General Plan, as they encourage the City to provide a
2) Sufficient rental stock for all
variety
of
housing
opportunities for all residents, including low income
segments of the community,
and
moderate
income
residents, as well as the homeless. Therefore,
including families with children;
these
EDE
policies
would
be consistent with the relevant General
and
Plan
policies.
No
ECAP
or
CAP policies were identified that conflict
3) Housing which meets the special
with
these
General
Plan
policies.
needs of the elderly and the
handicapped.
The City shall protect, encourage, and
where feasible, provide housing
opportunities for persons of low and
moderate income.
Existing mature trees shall be retained
The EDE provides policy guidance related to the tree canopy within
wherever possible.
the City. Policy 1a(3) supports expansion of the City’s tree canopy. The
ECAP establishes Goal 5(a) that would direct the City to expand its
tree canopy coverage citywide. ECAP policies support completion of an
inventory of the City’s street trees and requiring the replacement of
trees removed from parkways, other public spaces, and to consider a
tree replacement requirement to mitigate for trees lost to new
development, which would be consistent with this General Plan policy.
CAP Measure AF1 would establishes an urban forestry program,
which would support retaining existing trees while increasing the
overall number of trees within the City. These policies would support
and be consistent with this relevant General Plan policy.
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Goal/Policy Language
Consistency Analysis
To enhance environmental and social
The EDE provides policy guidance on encouraging development within
benefits for the citizens of Oceanside by
transit focus areas. Policy 1b(6) directs the City to promote new
provision of an integrated system of
development that reduces VMT through siting in transit-oriented
bicycle and pedestrian networks with
areas, provision of pedestrian and bicycle amenities, and providing
associated facilities for the safe and
incentives for transit use, which would be consistent with this General
efficient movement of people in and
Plan objective.
through the City of Oceanside.
The ECAP would establish goals and policies to expand its active
transportation network. Goal 2(c) of the ECAP supports pursuing
funding opportunities for implementing the City’s Pedestrian Master
Plan and Bicycle Master Plan, which is consistent with the purpose of
this General Plan objective.

The City shall encourage the design,
installation, and use of passive and
active solar collection systems.

CAP Measure TL4 establishes strategies that would promote the
expansion of complete streets throughout the City, identifying
opportunity sites for new off-street multiuse pathways along
transportation corridors, and incorporating these criteria into the
City’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plans. This Measure also calls
for the requirement that new developments provide connections
and/or extensions of the bicycle and pedestrian networks, and for the
expansion of complete streets throughout the City. This CAP Measure
and associated strategies would be consistent with the relevant
General Plan Land Use Element objective, which provides policy
direction for the City to provide an integrated system of bicycle and
pedestrian networks/facilities, while, emphasizing the provision of a
safe, efficient, and viable bicycle and pedestrian network within the
City. The expansion of complete streets within the City would
facilitate the expansion of safe, efficient bicycle and pedestrian
facilities within the City.
The ECAP establishes goals and policies to increase renewable energy
use and energy efficiency related to the use of solar panels. Goal 1(a)
of the ECAP directs the city to reduce its dependence on fossil fuels,
and includes policies that incentivize the use of solar photo-voltaic
systems in existing development, would require new development
supply a portion of its energy demand through renewable sources, and
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Goal/Policy
Goal/Policy Language
Consistency Analysis
would support expansion of solar photo-voltaic systems in city
facilities. CAP Measure E2 supports the use of solar photovoltaic (PV)
panels within the City and requires the city to adopt an ordinance
that would require the installation of solar panels within a subset of
new developments within the City. It also supports continued
promotion of financing options and rebates for the installation of solar
PV panels, as well as the continued expedited permitting for
residential solar PV system installations. ECAP and CAP policies
would be supportive of and assist with implementation of this General
Plan policy.
Community Development
Objective
To assure commercial subdivisions of
The EDE provides policy guidance related to commercial and
2.01
land shall promote long-term economic
industrial development within the City. Policy 1b(2) directs the City to
efficiency and provide benefits to the
update land use policies, zoning standards, environmental review
community.
guidelines, and permitting processes to allow for low-impact
manufacturing operations in commercial districts. Policy 1b(5) directs
Policy 2.01(A) Commercial parcels shall be of
the City to encourage efficient use of employment land, including the
sufficient size and dimensions to allow
expansion of commercial floor area and residential use in conjunction
for the efficient potential reuse of the
with mixed-use development on underutilized commercial properties.
parcel.
Policy 2d(1) directs the City to identify areas within the City that
Policy 2.1(A) Industrially designated lands shall be
could be repurposed into commercial and industrial uses. These EDE
devoted to industrial uses for the
policies set forth guidance for the City that would assist in furthering
preservation of the City’s economic
the relevant goal and policies of the General Plan, as they aim to
future, employment opportunities, and
ensure that commercial and industrial areas are adequately planned
general welfare.
for and are maximized so as to provide an economic benefit to the
City. Therefore, these EDE policies would be consistent with the
relevant General Plan objective and policies.
No ECAP or CAP policies were identified that conflict with these
General Plan policies.
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Agricultural: To identify, conserve and
The EDE provides policy guidance related to agricultural conservation
enhance Oceanside’s agricultural areas. and the long-term economic viability of agriculture within the City.
Policy 3e(1) supports allowing a range of uses that complement
agricultural operations and provide farmers with additional revenue.
Policy 3e(2) supports efforts to brand South Morro Hills as a unique
area that offers both high-quality agricultural products as well as
edifying and invigorating experiences for visitors. These EDE policies
set forth guidance for the City that would assist in furthering the
relevant goal and policies of the General Plan, as they would support
economic sustainability of agricultural operations. Proposed policies
would contribute to the long-term conservation and viability of
agricultural operations.
The ECAP establishes goals and policies to preserve agriculture
within the City as a means of encouraging efficient land use patterns,
limiting transportation-related GHG emissions, supporting local food
sourcing, and maintaining ecological balance. The policies included in
the ECAP that serve to carry out this goal direct the City to support
agritourism, direct future development towards already urbanized
areas, and to ensure an expeditious review and approval process for
farming operations and related facilities, which would be consistent
with this General Plan objective.
CAP Measure AF4 supports development of an agricultural lands
conservation program, directs the City to work within landowners to
prepare agricultural easement grant applications which would provide
funding for farmers to place their farmland within an easement that
limits future uses to agricultural operations. This CAP Measure and
associated strategy would therefore be consistent with the relevant
General Plan objective that directs the City to conserve agricultural
land and farming operations.
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The City shall encourage the use of
The EDE provides policy guidance related to the use of energy
energy efficient design, structures,
efficient materials and equipment within new and existing
materials and equipment in all land
developments within the City. Policy 3d(1) directs the City to support
developments or uses.
and exemplify energy efficiency, renewable energy use, electricity
storage, recycling, water conservation, and the use of sustainable
materials. This EDE policy sets forth guidance for the City that would
assist in furthering the relevant goals and policies of the General
Plan, as it encourages the City to support and promote energy
efficient design and the use of energy efficient/sustainable materials
in development within the City.
The ECAP provides a policy framework that reflects a commitment by
the City to reduce its dependence on fossil fuels and to move towards a
carbon-neutral, sustainable future. The ECAP includes a number of
goals and policies that support renewable energy use and energy
efficiency within the City. Goal 1(a) of the ECAP directs the City to
significantly reduce its dependence on fossil fuels. Goal 1(b) and 1(c) of
the ECAP directs the City to encourage efficiency and conservation
into new and existing development. Policies included in the ECAP
that work to implement these goals direct the City to incentivize and
require the installation of solar PV panels into new and existing
development. In addition, they direct the city to explore alternative
sources of energy, such as the use of biomass as a fuel source, wind
energy, and to consider tidal and wave energy, while remaining open
to sourcing nuclear energy in place of energy produced by fossil fuel
consumption, which would be consistent with this General Plan policy.
No CAP policies were identified that conflict with this General Plan
policy.
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Housing Element
Produce opportunities for decent and
The EDE policy framework supports providing housing for all income
affordable housing for all of Oceanside’s levels. Policy 1a(7) directs the City to provide a diverse supply of
citizens.
quality housing. Policy 1a(8) directs the City to continue to take a
proactive, versatile, collaborative, and humane approach to
homelessness, working to connect homeless residents to needed
services and adequate housing. These identified EDE policies set forth
guidance for the City that would assist in furthering the relevant goal
and policies of the General Plan, as they would work to ensure that all
income-level households would have adequate housing made available
to them. Therefore, these EDE policies would be consistent with the
relevant General Plan goal. No ECAP or CAP policies were identified
that conflict with this General Plan goal.
Encourage higher-density housing
The EDE provides policy guidance to support high density housing
development along transit corridors and near transit corridors and areas that have been identified for smart
smart growth focus areas in order to
growth development. Policy 1b(4) direct the City to encourage
encourage preservation of natural
efficient, transit-oriented development within the City’s SGOAs.
resources and agricultural land; reduce
Policy 1b(6) supports new development that reduces VMT through
energy consumption and emissions of
siting in transit-oriented areas, provision of pedestrian and bicycle
greenhouse gasses and other air
amenities, and providing incentives for transit. These EDE policies
pollutants; reduce water pollution
would assist in furthering the relevant policy of the General Plan, as
occasioned by stormwater runoff; and
they direct the City to encourage high-density development within
promote active transportation with its
transit oriented, smart growth designated areas within the City.
associated health benefits.
The ECAP establishes goals and policies that the City would
Designate land for a variety of
implement that direct the City to accommodate smart growth
residential densities sufficient to meet
development. Goal 2(a) of the ECAP directs the City to accommodate
the housing needs for a variety of
household sizes and income levels, with future population, employment, and housing growth within already
urbanized areas. ECAP policies direct the City to promote land use
higher densities being focused in the
intensities in areas served by transit, that afford residents the
vicinity of transit stops, smart growth
opportunity to live, work and play within a walkable radius, and to
focus areas, and in proximity to
streamline the review process of mixed-use development applications
significant concentrations of
within SGOAs, which are consistent with the purpose of these General
employment opportunities.
Plan policies.
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CAP Measure TL1 establishes strategies to accommodate, promote,
and incentivize smart growth development. The Measure supports
focusing the majority of new housing and employment developments
within potential SGOAs and requires the city to adopt policies that
streamline the development process within these areas. This CAP
Measure and associated strategies would be consistent with the
applicable General Plan policies, since this they call for the placement
of housing and employment locations within smart growth focus
areas.
Policy 2.2
Encourage both the private and public
The EDE provides policy guidance related to housing opportunities.
sectors to produce or assist in the
Policy 1a(8) directs the City to continue to take a proactive, versatile,
production of housing with particular
collaborative, and humane approach to homelessness, working to
emphasis on housing affordable and
connect homeless residents to needed services and adequate housing.
accessible to lower income households,
While this EDE policy does not directly require the City to encourage
persons with disabilities, elderly, large
the development of housing for homeless persons, it would be
families, female-headed households, and consistent with the relevant General Plan policy because it directs the
homeless persons.
City to connect homeless persons with housing within the City, while
the General Plan policy encourages the City to work with private and
public sectors to produce or assist in the production of housing options
for the homeless. Therefore, this EDE policy would be consistent with
the relevant General Plan policy. No EDE policies were identified that
conflict with this General Plan policy.
Community Facilities Element
Water and
To provide an adequate water supply,
The EDE provides policy guidance related to infrastructure systems
Sewer
storage and distribution system, and an within the City. Policy 2e(1) requires the City to identify
Systems
adequate sanitary sewage collection and infrastructure deficiencies that impede business activity. This EDE
Objective
treatment system to serve Oceanside’s
policy sets forth guidance for the City that would assist in furthering
existing and future growth
the relevant objective and policies of the General Plan, as it directs
requirements in an efficient and cost
the City to inquire into whether the water supply/storage and sewer
effective manner, while encouraging a
system are adequate to serve the needs of the community. Therefore,
more compact and sequenced
this EDE policy would be consistent with the relevant General Plan
development pattern through phased
objective and policies.
extension of water and sewer systems
and while meeting all Federal and State There are no policies included within the ECAP that direct the City to
mandated programs.
either expand or reduce the existing water storage capacities, service
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The sanitary sewer system shall be
line distribution systems, or the water supply and distribution system,
designed to allow for full development of and is therefore is consistent with these General Plan objective and
each service area at the intensity
policies.
proposed by the Land Use Element of
the General Plan.
CAP Measure W3 establishes a strategy that requires the City to
implement capital improvements to the San Luis Rey Wastewater
Throughout the community, the City
Treatment Plan that would increase the supply capacity of recycled
shall systematically expand water
water for use within the City, which would be consistent with this
storage capacities and service line
General Plan objective and associated policies.
distribution systems to keep pace with
growth projects of the adopted General
Plan.
The water supply and distribution
system shall be designed to allow for
development of each service area at the
intensity proposed by the Land Use
Element of the General Plan.
The City shall encourage water
No EDE policies were identified that conflict with this identified
conservation techniques and programs
General Plan policy. The ECAP establishes goals and policies that
and shall educate the community about
would help the City to implement water conservation measures. Goal
the importance of these efforts.
4(a) of the ECAP provides direction and a number of policies that
would move the City towards becoming one of the most water efficient
local jurisdictions in the San Diego region. The policies included in the
ECAP that work to implement this goal direct the City to support
programs that assist residents and business owners in conserving
water, to enforce mandatory water use efficient measures, to increase
efficiency in water use and eliminate water waste, to implement and
utilize sustainable landscaping practices, and to subsidize or
participate in cost-sharing ventures that increase local water supply
and conservation efforts, which would be consistent with this General
Plan policy.
CAP Measure W1 supports implementation of water conservation
measures identified in the City’s 2016 Water Conservation Master
Plan which would be consistent the relevant General Plan policy.
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Oceanside
To encourage the long-term viability
The EDE provides policy guidance related to the Oceanside Small
Small Craft
and improvement of the Oceanside
Craft Harbor. Policy 2b(1) directs the City to promote, protect, and
Harbor
Small Craft Harbor facility as a unique
maintain public access to the City’s beaches, small craft harbor, and
Objective
community resource, consistent with
other coastal amenities as a means of growing the City’s hospitality
the overall policies and improvement
sector. This EDE policy supports keeping the Small Craft Harbor
plans of the City of Oceanside.
facility and District open to the public and continuing to operate as a
viable recreational location. No ECAP or CAP policies were identified
Policy 9.1
The Oceanside Small Craft Harbor
that conflict with these General Plan policies.
District shall continue to maintain and
improve the site as a high quality
regional recreational boating center, a
transient boat stopover point, and a
major patrol, search, and rescue base.
Environmental Resource Management Element
Water
Objective 1
Plan for an adequate water system
No ECAP or CAP policies were identified that conflict with this
based on the projected needs of the City. General Plan objective. CAP Measure W3 supports implementation of
capital improvements to the San Luis Rey Wastewater Treatment
Plan that would increase the supply capacity of recycled water for use
within the City. As such, this CAP Measure would be consistent with
the relevant General Plan objective, which directs the City to ensure
water supply within the City is able to meet demand.
Objective 2
Investigate sources of local water
The ECAP establishes goals and policies that would help the City to
supplies to reduce dependence on
implement water conservation measures. Goal 4(b) of the ECAP
imported water.
provides direction and a number of policies that would increase water
supply by utilizing local water resources. The policies included in the
ECAP that work to implement this goal direct the City to expand the
harvesting of local groundwater, to facilitate groundwater recharge
though injection and other methods, and to continue to explore
opportunities to harvest salt water for potable use, which would be
consistent with this General Plan objective. No EDE or CAP policies
were identified that conflict with this General Plan objective.
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Recreational Trails Element
Goal 1
Encourage safe multiple use trails
CAP Measure TL4 establishes strategies to expand upon on
within the City that provide a variety of incorporate complete streets within the current circulation system
experiences.
including requirements that new developments provide bicycle and
pedestrian connectivity whenever possible and establishment of
Objective 1.1 Encourage the development of Class I
criteria that would allow the City to identify new opportunity sites for
(Off street) trails for multiple use.
multi-use pathways to be included within the circulation system of the
Goal 2
A safe, interconnected network of
City. No EDE or ECAP policies were identified that conflict with this
bicycle facilities within Oceanside
General Plan objective.
Objective 2.8 Encourage existing and future bicycle
CAP Measure TL5 establishes strategies for the City to promote the
destinations (parks, schools, commercial implementation of TDM programs and strategies that manage and
and employment centers, etc.) to
reduce congestion during commuting hours by encouraging the use of
incorporate bicycle facilities and provide alternative modes of transportation. The strategies include adoption of
safe and convenient bicycle access. To
a TDM ordinance to require certain new developments to implement a
this end, development should provide
TDM plan, and that would require the City to prepare and maintain a
secured bicycle parking and storage
checklist of common TDM measures in order to streamline the
facilities such as bicycle racks, pedestal
preparation of TDM plans. TDM measures may include secure bicycle
posts, rental bicycle lockers, and shower parking or bicycle end-trip facilities such as showers and lockers,
and locker facilities per City standards.
which would be consistent with this General Plan objective.
Objective 2.10 Continue to pursue and monitor
The ECAP establishes goals and policies that would help the City to
private, local, and federal funding
implement smart growth development and multimodal transportation.
sources for bikeway and other trail
Goal 2(c) of the ECAP provides a number of policies that direct the
improvements.
City of expand its active transportation network. Policies are included
in the ECAP to implement this goal through pursuing grant funding
and other resources for implementation of priority projects identified
in the City’s Pedestrian Master Plan and Bicycle Master Plan. No
EDE or CAP policies were identified that conflict with this General
Plan objective.
Goal 8
An interconnected network of
The ECAP establishes goals and policies that would help the City to
pedestrian facilities within the City,
implement smart growth development and multimodal transportation.
linking recreational and other
Goal 2(c) of the ECAP provides a number of policies that direct the
destinations.
City of expand its active transportation network including pursuing
Objective 8.2 Continue to require pedestrian oriented grant funding and other resources for implementation of the priority
projects identified in the City’s Pedestrian Master Plan and Bicycle
trials and amenities in parks, new
Master Plan. CAP Measure TL4 establishes strategies to expand upon
developments, and commercial centers.
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Encourage the inclusion of greenbelts
on and incorporate complete streets within the current circulation
and common open space for pedestrian
system to enable safe access for all modes of travel, including walking,
use in residential development.
biking, public transit, and driving cars, among others. Strategies
Prioritize sidewalk construction in
include requirements that new developments provide bicycle and
areas where sidewalks are missing as
pedestrian connectivity whenever possible, which would be consistent
part of the City’s Capital Improvement
with this General Plan goal and objective. No EDE policies were
identified that conflict with this General Plan goal/ objective.
Budget.
Local Coastal Program
Goal/Policy Language
Consistency Analysis
Adequate access to and along the coast
The EDE provides policy guidance related to the Oceanside Small
shall be provided and maintained.
Craft Harbor, specifically Policy 2b(1) would promote, protect, and
maintain public access to the City’s beaches, small craft harbor, and
other coastal amenities as a means of growing the City’s hospitality
sector. This EDE policy sets forth guidance for the City that would
assist in furthering the relevant objective of the Local Coastal
Program (LCP) as its purpose is to ensure the City maintains access to
the City’s beach and coastal areas. No ECAP or CAP policies were
identified that conflict with this LCP objective.
The City shall continue to work with
The EDE provides policy guidance that aims to expand the alternative
the California Department of
transportation options, or otherwise implement a multimodal
Transportation, North County Transit
transportation system. Policy 1a(6) of the EDE directs the City to
District and other affected agencies to
“expand alternative transportation options and enhance walkability in
improve alternatives to private
order to reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and other adverse
automobile use, including public transit impacts of single-occupancy automobile trips.” This EDE policy sets
(bus or other means), bicycle and
forth guidance for the City that would assist in furthering this LCP
pedestrian travel, and multi-modal
policy, as it promotes the implementation of a multimodal
combinations (e.g., “park-n-ride”,
transportation system that can accommodate alternative means of
shuttle service).
transportation in order to reduce the dependence on the automobile.
The ECAP establishes goals and policies to collaborate with NCTD to
expand alternative transportation options. Goal 2(e) directs the City
to achieve a higher rate of public transit use for commuting purposes.
ECAP policies support collaboration with NCTD to address “first
mile/last mile” challenges faced by prospective transit users, and to
work with NCTD to identify areas with the greatest demand for
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expanded bus service, which would be consistent with LCP policy. No
CAP policies were identified that conflict with this LCP policy.
The City shall, through its land use and The EDE provides policy guidance on enhancing the overall
public works decisions, seek to protect,
environment, the aesthetic quality, and community character of the
enhance, and restore visual quality of
City. Policy 1a(2) supports enhancement of the visual quality of the
urban environment.
City, especially at gateway locations and within commercial corridors,
which would support this LCP objective. No ECAP or CAP policies
were identified that conflict with this LCP objective.
The City shall promote development of
The EDE provides policy guidance related to reducing vehicle miles
a high level of transportation facilities,
traveled, or trip reduction measures. Policy 1b(6) of the EDE
public services and amenities in the
encourages the City to promote new development that reduces VMT,
Coastal Zone as a means for reducing
by locating new development in transit-oriented areas, by providing
energy consumption and vehicle miles
alternative means of transportation such as bicycle and pedestrian
traveled. Such actions include:
facilities, and by incentivizing public transit use. This EDE policy
supports for development that would reduce VMT levels within the
a. Support continued high levels of
City, while encouraging the development of bicycle and pedestrian
North County Transit District
Service to all portions of the Coastal facilities which would support this LCP policy. No ECAP or CAP
policies were identified that conflict with this LCP policy.
Zone
c. Encourage preservation of existing
and development of new
neighborhood commercial uses such
as markets, banks and small retail
stores.
e. Encourage continued development
of bicycle and pedestrian facilities
per the LCP access policies.
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Consistent?
Yes

Yes
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4.2

4.2 Agricultural Resources

Agricultural Resources

This section addresses potential project impacts to agricultural resources that could result
from implementation of the Economic Development Element (EDE), Energy and Climate
Action Element (ECAP), and Climate Action Plan (CAP).

4.2.1

Existing Conditions

4.2.1.1 Agricultural Setting
While the City of Oceanside (City) is generally composed of urban/developed land, the
existing agricultural industry remains a vital part of the City’s economy. Within the City,
there are over 3,000 acres of land designated and zoned for agricultural production and a
majority of this land is in agricultural production and is located within the Morro Hills
region (also known as South Morro Hills). Approximately 450 acres, mostly within the
South Morro Hills region, are under Williamson Act Contract (California Department of
Conservation 2004) as shown on Figure 4.2-1. A variety of crops is produced within the City
as detailed in Table 4.2-1.
Table 4.2-1
Crop Types and Acreages
Crop

Cut Flowers
Avocados
Tomatoes
Brussel Sprouts
Bell Peppers
Berries (all types)
Container Plants
flowers-150 acres; succulents-80 acres;
trees-250 acres; bushes-150 acres;
miscellaneous-100 acres
Lemons
Limes
Tropical Fruit
Nuts
Wine Grapes
Herbs
Miscellaneous Vegetables
SOURCE: City of Oceanside 2016a.

Acreage
400
700
400
80
100
60
680
50
50
75
150
25
25
50
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Image Source: USDA FSA NAIP (flown June 2016)
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a. California Department of Conservation Farmland Maps
Based on farmland maps prepared by the California Department of Conservation, the
project area contains lands designated as Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, Farmland of
Statewide Importance, and Farmland of Local Importance. These farmland categories are
represented on Figure 4.2-1 and acreages of each category are summarized in Table 4.2-2.
Table 4.2-2
California Department of Conservation Farmland Acreage
Farmland Category
Acreage
Farmland of Local Importance
1,557
Farmland of Statewide Importance
461
Prime Farmland
171
Unique Farmland
2,189
Total
4,378
SOURCE: California Department of Conservation 2014.

The California Department of Conservation Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
(FMMP) is a farmland mapping and statistical data tool used for categorizing agricultural
lands and tracking agricultural designations/uses (California Department of Conservation,
2016). There are eight categories identified on the Important Farmland maps, including
Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland, Farmland of Local
Importance, Grazing Land, Urban and Built-up Land, Other Land, and Water. Definitions of
each of these categories are provided below:

Prime Farmland
Prime Farmland describes farmland with the best combination of physical and chemical
features able to sustain long-term agricultural production. This land has the soil quality,
growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high yields. Land must
have been used for irrigated agricultural production at some time during the four years prior
to the mapping date. Approximately 171 acres are mapped as Prime Farmland.

Farmland of Statewide Importance (S)
Farmland of Statewide Importance is similar to Prime Farmland but with minor
shortcomings, such as greater slopes or less ability to store soil moisture. Land must have
been used for irrigated agricultural production at some time during the four years prior to the
mapping date. Approximately 461 acres are mapped as Farmland of Statewide Importance.

Unique Farmland (U)
Unique farmland is farmland of lesser quality soils used for the production of the state's
leading agricultural crops. This land is usually irrigated, but may include non-irrigated
orchards or vineyards as found in some climatic zones in California. Land must have been
cropped at some time during the four years prior to the mapping date. Approximately
2,189 acres are mapped as Unique Farmland.
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Farmland of Local Importance (L)
Farmland of Local Importance is land that does not meet the criteria for the farmland
categories described above but that is of importance to the local agricultural economy, as
determined by each county's board of supervisors and a local advisory committee. The County
of San Diego defines Farmland of Local Importance as “Land that meets all the
characteristics of Prime and Statewide, with the exception of irrigation. Farmlands not
covered by the above categories but are of significant economic importance to the county.
They have a history of good production for locally adapted crops. The soils are grouped in
types that are suited for truck crops (such as tomatoes, strawberries, cucumbers, potatoes,
celery, squash, romaine lettuce, and cauliflower) and soils suited for orchard crops (avocados
and citrus).” Approximately 1,557 acres are mapped as Farmland of Local Importance.

Grazing Land (G)
Grazing Land is land on which the existing vegetation is suited to the grazing of livestock.
There is no grazing land mapped within the City.

Urban and Built-up Land (D)
Urban and Built-up Land is land occupied by structures with a building density of at least
1 unit to 1.5 acres, or approximately 6 structures to a 10-acre parcel. This land is used for
residential, industrial, commercial, construction, institutional, public administration,
railroad and other transportation yards, cemeteries, airports, golf courses, sanitary
landfills, sewage treatment, water control structures, and other developed purposes. A
majority of the City (approximately 18,092 acres) is designated as urban and built-up land.

Other Land (X)
Other Land is land not included in any other mapping category. Common examples include
low density rural developments; brush, timber, wetland, and riparian areas not suitable for
livestock grazing; confined livestock, poultry or aquaculture facilities; strip mines, borrow
pits; and water bodies smaller than forty acres. Vacant and nonagricultural land
surrounded on all sides by urban development and greater than 40 acres is mapped as
Other Land. Approximately 4,043 acres is designated Other Land.

Water (W)
Water describes perennial water bodies with an extent of at least 40 acres. Approximately
142 acres within the City is mapped as Water.

b. South Morro Hills Agricultural Region
A majority of the productive agricultural land within the City is located in the South Morro
Hills agricultural region located in the northeastern area of the City, bordering the
unincorporated community of Bonsall to the east, the San Luis Rey River to the south, and
Camp Pendleton to the North. South Morro Hills has a strong history of agricultural land
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uses and has retained its rural agricultural nature despite urban development to the west.
Agriculture occurs on single-family residential parcels as small as 2.5 acres with the larger
parcels supporting higher volume agricultural operations. As the City has developed, South
Morro Hills has been subject to urban pressures and loss of agricultural land due to rising
land values and the high cost of maintaining agricultural operations.
Agricultural operations within this area produce over 30 different types of crops and plant
products including flowers, container plants, tomatoes, citrus, avocados, strawberries, herbs
and grapes, of which the top three agricultural products are outdoor container plants,
avocados and strawberries (City of Oceanside 2016a).

c. Agritourism
Agritourism is currently a small part of the City’s tourism economy and is limited to a
winery, farmers’ markets and farm-to-table dining events. However, the City recently
approved an Agritourism Strategic Plan (ASP) in order to inform public policy in the
development of the South Morro Hills area of Oceanside as an agritourism destination. This
City effort is being undertaken in partnership with Visit San Diego to promote sustainable
agritourism with the purpose of increasing the profit potential of agricultural land,
providing farm owners with additional revenue streams to maximize their assets and
maintain land in agricultural use within the City.
The ASP program involves a two-tiered strategy designed to establish a viable and
successful agritourism program for the City. Tier 1 focuses on establishing an agritourism
market within the existing small-scale farming operations located on smaller-sized parcels.
For example, Tier 1 activities include examining existing zoning regulations to enable
small-scale agritourism activities for operators on smaller parcels, develop and implement
an outreach program to engage key stakeholders and educate local residences and
businesses about the agricultural industry, and develop an agritourism grant program.
Implementation of Tier I actions would not require significant capital investment. Tier 2
actions are more involved and require planning and a capital expenditure program to
implement. Tier 2 actions include developing a community-based vision for South Morro
Hills, complete a financial feasibility study to assess the potential economic impact of
agritourism, and update the Community Plan for South Morro Hills to define a long-term
land use plan for the area. The implementation of Tier 2 actions would require consent by
the City Council prior to the initiation of any such actions outlined in the ASP.

4.2.1.2 Regulatory Setting
a. William Act Contracts and Agricultural Preserves
The Williamson Act (California Administrative Code Section 51200 et seq.) was designed to
incentivize landowners to retain prime agricultural land and open space in agricultural use,
in order to slow the conversion of agricultural lands to urban and suburban development.
The Williamson Act Program allows local governments and private landowners to enter
into contracts for the purpose of restricting specific parcels of land to agricultural or related
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open space use. The minimum term for contracts is 10 years, and renewal of the contract is
automatic unless the landowner or government initiates a process of term nonrenewal,
thereby essentially rendering the contract indefinite. Once under contract, landowners
receive substantially reduced property tax assessments, which are then based upon
generated income as opposed to potential market value of the property (California
Department of Conservation 2016).
Pursuant to the Williamson Act, the City of Oceanside established guidelines and
procedures for the establishment and administration of agricultural preserves per
Resolution No. 76-237 adopted on December 22, 1976.

b. Right to Farm Act
Civil Code Section 3482.5 established the Right to Farm Act, which is designed to protect
commercial agricultural operations from nuisance complaints that may arise when the
operation is conducting business in a “manner consistent with proper and accepted
customs.” The code specifies established operations that have been in business for three or
more years that were not nuisances at the time they began, and shall not be considered a
nuisance as a result of a new land use.
In Souza v. Lauppe, 59 Cal.App.3d 865, 874-75 (1997), the Court explained that the Right
to Farm Act protects an agricultural operation if the following seven factors are met: the
activity alleged to be a nuisance must be (1) an agricultural activity (2) conducted or
maintained for commercial purposes (3) in a manner consistent with proper and accepted
customs and standards (4) as established and followed by similar agricultural operations in
the same locality; (5) the claim of nuisance arises due to any changed condition in or about
the locality (6) after the activity has been in operation for more than three years; and the
activity (7) was not a nuisance at the time it began (County of San Diego 2015b).

c. Coastal Act
The western portion of the City is within the Local Coastal Program boundary and subject
to applicable Coastal Act policies related to agriculture. Specifically, Section 30241 of the
Coastal Act encourages preservation of prime agricultural lands and maintenance of land in
agricultural production including through application of land use buffers and urban growth
boundaries. Section 30241.5 addresses determinations of agricultural viability,
Section 30242 addresses conversion of agricultural land, and Section 30243 addresses
protections for productive soils and timberlands.

d. General Plan
The City’s General Plan identifies the following objectives and policies related to
agricultural resources:
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Land Use Element
2.03 Agricultural Subdivision
Policy:
a. The City shall assure in all actions that the legal parcels or interests in
agricultural lands are of sufficient size to viably conduct agricultural practices.
2.5 Agricultural
Objective: To identify, conserve and enhance Oceanside’s agricultural areas.
Policies:
a. Agricultural areas are characterized by their primary function that is to farm,
graze, or conduct animal husbandry. Agricultural areas typically involve
contiguous tracts of agricultural land uses with only a very minor intrusion of
non-agricultural land uses. These nonagricultural land uses are only of the type
and size to service the special needs of the agricultural area.
b. Residential development shall be permitted provided such development does not
interfere with existing agricultural operations and that the open space character
of the area is preserved. Appropriate minimum lot areas shall be determined by
the area’s topography, adjacent land uses, and the availability of public services
and utilities; however, under no circumstances shall lot areas be less than two
and one-half (2.5) acres. Lot configurations and dimensions shall provide areas of
sufficient size to conduct limited, low-intensity agricultural activities such as
orchards, gardens and the keeping of livestock.
c. The City shall, in all proposed actions converting agricultural lands to other
uses, consider the loss of those lands to the potential agricultural productivity to
the community; and shall assure that land use compatibility to agricultural
lands is fully defined and assured.
d. Land use compatibility is of primary importance to agricultural areas, since land
use conflicts between agricultural and non-agricultural uses can force the
economic non-viability of agricultural areas.
Environmental Resource Management Element
3.19 Agricultural Resources
Policies:
a. The City shall apply agricultural land use designations and zoning classifications
to areas of significant productive agricultural use.
b. Extension of City service to agricultural areas will be limited.
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c. The City shall encourage participation of agricultural property owners in
Williamson Act contracts.

4.2.2

Significance Determination Thresholds

Thresholds used to evaluate impacts related to agricultural resources are based on
applicable criteria in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines
(California Code of Regulations Sections 15000-15387), Appendix G. A significant impact
related to agricultural resources would occur if the project would:
1) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use;
2) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract; or
3) Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use or conversion
of forest land to non-forest use.
The following CEQA Guidelines issue questions are not applicable and not discussed
further because the City does not contain any forest land or timberland, areas of timber
production, or land zoned as forest land:
1) Would the project conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land
(as defined in Public Resources Code Section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by
Public Resources Code Section 4526(), or timberland zoned for Timberland
Production (as defined by Government Code Section 51104(g))?
2) Would the project result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to nonforest use?

4.2.3

Assessment Methodology

Methodology for the evaluation of impacts to agricultural resources is based on a review of
available agricultural land use and production data; existing State and local regulations,
plans, and programs related to agriculture; and a qualitative assessment of proposed EDE,
ECAP and CAP goals and policies.
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Issue 1: Farmland Conversion

Would the project convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural
use?

4.2.4.1 Impact Analysis
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
the EDE and ECAP elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan
element updates. The goals and policies included in the EDE, ECAP, and CAP were
evaluated to determine their potential to have an adverse impact related to farmland
conversion, and none were identified that would result in direct conversion of farmland or
that would indirectly support farmland conversion. Refer to Table 4.1-5 of this Program
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) for a policy consistency analysis that evaluates
proposed policies against General Plan policies, including applicable policies related to
agriculture. While no policies were identified that would result in farmland conversion, a
number of polices were identified that would directly support agriculture in the City.
Policies related to agriculture included within the EDE, ECAP and CAP are discussed
below.

a. EDE
One key goal of the EDE is to ensure agriculture operations in South Morro Hills will
remain economically viable over the long term. The EDE provides a number of policies
intended to support that goal, summarized below:
•

Policy 3e(1): Allow for a range of uses that complement agricultural operations and
provide farmers with additional revenue.

•

Policy 3e(2): Support efforts to brand South Morro Hills as a unique area that offers
both high-quality agricultural products as well as edifying and invigorating
experiences for visitors.

•

Policy 3e(3): Provide cost-effective recycled water for agricultural use.

•

Policy 3e(4): Facilitate the adoption of advanced farming methods and development
of new crops that will thrive in local conditions and increase financial returns.

As a goal of the EDE is to support agriculture and the project does not include any proposed
land use changes that could result in the conversion of agriculture to a non-agricultural
use, the EDE component of the project would not have the potential to convert Prime
Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide or Local Importance to a nonagricultural use.
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b. ECAP and CAP
The ECAP and CAP include policies that support preservation and sustainable
management of agricultural land in order to promote carbon capture and these are
summarized below.

Urban Agriculture and Community Gardens
Implementation of urban agriculture and community gardens within the City would
promote agricultural land uses, primarily within existing developed areas and on
underutilized parcels. This program would not have the potential to convert Prime
Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide or Local Importance to a nonagricultural use.

South Morro Hills Agricultural Lands Conservation Program
Implementation of an agricultural lands conservation program is intended to preserve
agricultural land, particularly within the South Morro Hills agricultural area; and prevent
non-agricultural land uses from being developed. Due to the increasing real estate prices
and challenges to maintaining financial viability of agricultural operations, there is existing
pressure to open South Morro Hills to development. Implementation of an agricultural
easement program would support preservation of agricultural land in perpetuity. As this
program would support conservation of agricultural land, it would not have the potential to
convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland or Farmland of Statewide or Local Importance
to a non-agricultural use.

Carbon Farming Program
A Carbon Farming Program would provide incentives for landowners to establish carbon
farms. This program would provide support and education for farmers in the use of
sustainable farming techniques including compost application, anaerobic digestion of waste,
silvopasture 1, range planting, windbreak establishment, filter strips, conservation crop
rotation, improved nutrient management, and multistory cropping. These techniques would
be conducted on agricultural land associated with an agricultural operation and would not
have the potential to convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
or Local Importance to a non-agricultural use.

4.2.4.2 Significance of Impacts
Goals and policies included within the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would be supportive on
agricultural land uses and would not have the potential to convert Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide or Local Importance to a non-agricultural use.
Impacts would be less than significant.

1Silvopasture

is the production of trees, forages, and livestock on the same acreage at the same time
(Natural Resources Conservation Service 2011).
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4.2.4.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.2.5

Issue 2: Conflicts with Agricultural Zoning or
Williamson Act Contracts

Would the project conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?

4.2.5.1 Impact Analysis
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
the EDE, ECAP, and CAP may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan
element updates. The goals and policies included in the EDE, ECAP, and CAP were
evaluated to determine their potential to conflict with agricultural zoning and Williamson
Act contracts. No policy conflicts were identified. Refer to table 4.1.5 of this EIR for a policy
consistency analysis that evaluates proposed policies against General Plan policies,
including applicable policies related to agriculture.

a. EDE
As detailed in Section 4.2.4.1, the EDE would provide goals and policies supportive of
agriculture. No changes are proposed to agricultural zoning at this time; however, support
for agricultural tourism in South Morro Hills could result in future zoning changes that
expand the type of uses that are allowed within agricultural zones. Details of a future
ordinance addressing agricultural tourism are not known at this time and thus, specific
impacts associated with expansion of agricultural tourism cannot be determined at this
time. When a specific code amendment is proposed that defines the regulatory framework,
permit process and regulations for agricultural tourism, additional environmental review
will be required to determine if expansion of agricultural tourism could conflict with zoning
for agricultural use or a Williamson Act Contract. In general, agricultural tourism activities
are intended to support agricultural operations by diversifying farm income and increasing
financial feasibility of a farm. However, agricultural tourism can also be associated with
other impacts such as increased traffic on farm roads, degradation of public roads, and
inadequacy of public services that could affect agriculture. However, as the proposed project
does not include any zoning or other Municipal Code revisions at this time, implementation
of the EDE would not conflict with zoning for agricultural use or a Williamson Act Contract.

b. ECAP and CAP
As detailed in Section 4.2.4.1, the ECAP and CAP would provide goals and policies
supportive of agriculture. None of the policies identified would have the potential to conflict
with zoning for agricultural use or a Williamson Act Contract.
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4.2.5.2 Significance of Impacts
Goals and policies included within the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would be supportive of
agricultural land uses and would not have the potential to conflict with zoning for an
agricultural use or a Williamson Act Contract. Impacts would be less than significant.

4.2.5.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.2.6

Issue 3: Land Use Conflicts/Agricultural
Compatibility

Would the project involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use?

4.2.6.1 Impact Analysis
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
the EDE, ECAP, and CAP may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan
element updates. The goals and policies included in the EDE, ECAP, and CAP were
evaluated to determine their potential to create land use conflicts or affect agricultural
compatibility. No policy conflicts were identified. Refer to Table 4.1-5 of this EIR for a policy
consistency analysis that evaluates proposed policies against General Plan policies,
including applicable policies related to agriculture.

a. EDE
As detailed in Section 4.2.4.1, the EDE would provide goals and policies supportive of
agriculture. No changes in land use are proposed that would have the potential to convert
farmland; however, support for agricultural tourism in South Morro Hills could result in
future zoning changes that expand the type of uses that are allowed within agricultural
zones. Depending on what types of uses are allowed and the limitations placed on those
uses, expansion of agricultural tourism in South Morro Hills could be associated with
increased traffic on farm roads, degradation of public roads, and need for more public
services within agricultural areas that could have an adverse impact on agriculture.
However, the details of Municipal Code changes to support agricultural tourism are not
known at this time; thus, potential impacts would be speculative. Adoption of the EDE
would not result in any changes in the existing environment that could result in conversion
of Farmland, to non-agricultural use.

b. ECAP and CAP
As detailed in Section 4.2.4.1, the ECAP and CAP would provide goals and policies
supportive of agriculture. None of the policies identified would have the potential to result
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in changes to the existing environment that could result in conversion of Farmland to a
non-agricultural use.

4.2.6.2 Significance of Impacts
Goals and policies included within the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would be supportive of
agricultural land uses and would not involve changes in the existing environment which,
due to their location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural
use. Impacts would be less than significant.

4.2.6.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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Transportation and Circulation

This section analyzes potential project impacts related to transportation and circulation
facilities that could result from implementation of the Economic Development Element
(EDE), Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP), and Climate Action Plan (CAP)ECAP.

4.3.1

Existing Conditions

As discussed in Section 2.3.2 and summarized in Table 4.3-1, below, the San Diego of
Association of Governments (SANDAG) Series 13 Growth Forecast projections anticipate
that the City of Oceanside’s (City’s) population will increase to approximately 178,000 by
the year 2020, and to approximately 190,000 by the year 2050. Additionally, the City’s
housing stock is projected to increase to approximately 68,000 units by 2020 and to
approximately 71,000 units by 2050. However, employment in the City has not kept pace
with population and housing growth, with employment projections for both 2020 and 2050
projecting employment opportunity for less than 50 percent of working age residents. From
a transportation perspective, the jobs to housing imbalance results in longer commute times
for residents that commute to other cities for employment, potentially resulting in an
increase in overall City VMT.

4.3.1.1

Existing Circulation Systems

Transportation within the City consists of a multi-modal system, which includes streets
and highways, public transit, pedestrian paths, and bikeways.

a. Streets and Highways
The regional vehicular transportation facilities in the City consist of Interstate 5 (I-5), State
Route 76 (SR-76), and State Route 78 (SR-78). I-5 is a north-south freeway that provides
regional transportation access to the City of San Diego to the south and to Orange County
and the City of Los Angeles to the north. The major thoroughfares of the City’s circulation
network consist of Oceanside Boulevard, Mission Avenue, Melrose Drive, Coast Highway,
Rancho Del Oro Drive, College Boulevard, and El Camino Real.
The General Plan Circulation Element (City of Oceanside 2012) establishes a hierarchy of
the street system, and standard Street Design Criteria for each of those classifications. The
six classifications from largest to smallest are Expressway, Prime Arterial, Major Arterial,
Secondary Collector, Collector Street, and Local Street. An excerpt from the Circulation
Element that provides a description of each of these roadway classifications is provided
below:
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Expressway – An Expressway is designed to provide express direct travel through
a city with several lanes of travel in each direction. It is a multilane roadway that is
often a divided highway for through traffic with fully controlled access to
intersections and with possible grade separations at most intersections (SR-76 has
mostly at-grade intersections). Expressways are constructed and maintained by the
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). Expressways in Oceanside are
generally four or six lanes.
Prime Arterial – A Prime Arterial is designed to provide regional, subregional, and
intra-city travel. It includes high design standards with six lanes of travel, raised
and landscaped medians, 8-foot shoulders, highly restricted direct access, and onstreet parking is not allowed.
Major Arterial – A Major Arterial is designed to provide intra-city and subregional
service. Direct access is allowed, but selectively restricted to assure proper function
of the roadway. Typical design standards include the provision of four or six lanes of
travel with a raised and landscaped median, 8-foot shoulders for emergency parking
and bike lanes, and left-turn lanes are typically protected along the roadway.
Secondary Collector – A Secondary Collector is designed for intra-city travel as a
link between arterial and collector roadways. It frequently provides direct access to
abutting properties; however, that is not its primary purpose. The typical design
features include the provision of four travel lanes with a center two-way left-turn
lane and includes bike lanes or four lanes with left-turn pockets without a raised
median.
Collector Street – A Collector Street is designed to connect local streets with the
adjacent arterial street network. The design standards typically include the
provision for two travel lanes and on-street parking is allowed, except in specific
locations where parking is removed to provide turn lanes at intersections. Collector
streets frequently provide direct access to abutting properties, although the desire is
to limit access where possible to reduce conflict. Collectors are generally two lanes
with or without a center two-way left-turn lane. A Collector can also be a two-lane
one-way street, such as the one-way couplet on Mission Avenue between Cleveland
Street and Clementine Street with Seagaze Drive. A Collector that is a two-lane oneway street generally has parking on both sides of the street.
Local Street – A Local Street is designed to provide direct access to abutting
properties and to provide connection between neighborhood streets and the collector
street network. The Local Street may be discontinuous to discourage through trips.
The typical design standards include the provision for two travel lanes, parking
lanes on both sides of the street, and direct driveway access.

b. Public Transit
The North County Transit District (NCTD) maintains a number of bus routes throughout
the City and the bus service is referred to as the Breeze service. Additional transit in the
City includes Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) paratransit service, the Coaster
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commuter rail, and Amtrak rail service. The City is home to five railway stations along the
NCTD Sprinter rail line, which runs parallel to Oceanside Boulevard. The NCTD Coaster
railway line makes one stop in the City at the Oceanside Transit Center (OTC). The OTC
provides access to Breeze bus service, Coaster rail service, Metrolink rail service, Amtrak
rail service, and ADA paratransit service. The OTC is a major transportation hub located in
the San Diego segment of the Los Angeles-San Diego-San Luis Obispo (LOSSAN) coastal
rail corridor that serves more than 1.2 million passengers each year and is in the midst of a
$23.6 million platform improvement project that will increase the number of trains that can
board passengers simultaneously and allow freight trains to move through the station while
passenger trains are boarding.

c. Pedestrian Paths
The City completed its first Pedestrian Master Plan in November 2009, which was formerly
included as part of the Recreational Trails Element and is now an Appendix B of the
Circulation Element. The goal of the City’s Pedestrian Master Plan is to establish future
planning and design standards for development within the City that focuses on creating an
accessible and safe physical network for pedestrians. The City’s Pedestrian Master Plan
promotes a pedestrian friendly environment by enhancing circulation, connectivity, and
mobility options for pedestrians in the city. Improvements in pedestrian access to the
beaches, pedestrian safety features (lighting, signs, buffers from traffic), pedestrian
network connectivity, and the installation of crosswalks and sidewalks are just some
examples that aid in creating a pedestrian friendly community.

d. Bikeways
Bicycle facilities within the City consist of network of Class I (Bike Path), Class II (Bike
Lane), and Class III (Bike Route) designated bike facilities. There are four existing Class I
bike paths in the City. One is located along the San Luis Rey River Trail system. The south
Meyers Bike Path runs adjacent to South Meyers Street, between Eaton Street and Morse
Street. The Coastal Rail Trail begins at Oceanside Boulevard and extends north to Tyson
Street, on the south side of the railroad tracks. The fourth segment begins on Douglas Drive
south of Corte Bocina and extends northeast to the south end of Manteca Drive. Existing
Class II bike facilities are located along North River Road, Oceanside Boulevard, Rancho
Del Oro Drive, Melrose Drive, North Santa Fe Avenue, Mission Avenue, Barnard Drive,
College Boulevard, Lake Boulevard, El Camino Real, Douglas Drive, Coast Highway, Vista
Way, and Vandegrift Boulevard. Existing Class III bike facilities are located along Downs
Street, California Street, Morse Street, Fire Mountain Drive, Foussat Road, North River
Road, Pacific Street, Mesa Drive, and Vista Way. In addition, the Pier View Way railroad
undercrossing allows for bicycle traffic. Existing bicycle facilities are shown on Figure 4.3-1
and planned bikeways are identified in the City’s Bicycle Master Plan, as detailed further
in Section 4.3.1.2.d.
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According to information in the City’s 2008 Bicycle Master Plan (included as Appendix A to
the Circulation Element), existing bicycle commuting is focused at the western end of the
City along I-5 near downtown Oceanside and the northwestern end of SR-76. Mission
Avenue, Vandegrift Boulevard, Oceanside Boulevard, and Lake Boulevard are also
locations of higher density bicycle commuting.
Bicycle access to the OTC is available via an ADA accessible underground crossing at the
end of Tyson Street and Myers Street that allows users to safely access the transit station
on the east side of the tracks. Bicyclists must walk their bikes on the ramps. Bicycle
amenities include bike lockers and “bike lids.” 1 Class 2 bike lanes also access Sprinter line
stations including the OTC, Coast Highway Station, El Camino Real Station, Rancho Del
Oro Station, College Boulevard Station, and Melrose Station. The Crouch Street Station is
accessed via a Class 3 bicycle route on Crouch Street.
The City’s Bicycle Master Plan identifies the following gaps in the existing regional
bikeway system:
•

Melrose Drive at Santa Fe Avenue

•

The San Luis Rey River Trail currently ends just east of College Boulevard, and
should connect with the Oceanside-Escondido Rail Trail

•

There are no bike lanes on El Camino Real between Mission Avenue and Mesa Drive
due to the topography and lack of shoulder width

•

Bike lanes on westbound Mission Avenue do not continue west of I-5

•

There are no bike lanes on Mission Avenue/SR-76 between Saddleridge Road and
the City limit

•

There are no east-west bicycle facilities connecting I-5 and the coast between
Oceanside Boulevard and the San Luis Rey River Trail

4.3.1.2

Regulatory Setting

a. Federal
2000 Highway Capacity Manual
Prepared by the Transportation Research Board, the 2010 Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM) is a joint effort between the Transportation Research Board, Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), and American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials to provide concepts, guidelines, and computational procedures for calculating
capacity and quality of service for highway facilities, including freeways, intersections

1“Bike Lids” provide a secure outdoor bike parking and storage solution to protect bicycles from vandalism, thieves, and
weather.
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(signalized and unsignalized), and rural highways. In addition, the 2010 HCM addresses
the effects of transit, pedestrians, and bicycles on transportation system performance.

b. State
California Complete Streets Act of 2008
The Complete Streets Act (Assembly Bill 1358) was passed in 2008. As required by this act,
upon any substantial revision to a General Plan, jurisdictions must incorporate revisions to
the Circulation Element that plan for a balanced multimodal transportation network that
meets the needs of all users including motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists, and users of public
transportation. The act is intended to move the focus away from vehicular transportation to
multimodal transportation, and, in part, to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
promote physical activity and public health. In December 2010, the Governor’s Office of
Planning and Research (OPR) refined its General Plan guidelines to provide direction on
how local jurisdictions may prepare plans to safely and conveniently accommodate
alternative modes of transportation in various urban and rural contexts.

Senate Bill 375: Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act
Senate Bill 375 (SB 375), the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act, was
signed into law September 2008. SB 375 required the California Air Resources Board
(CARB) to set regional targets for reducing GHG emissions from passenger vehicles in
accordance with the California Climate Change Scoping Plan (see Section 4.5). The act is
intended to align regional transportation planning efforts, regional GHG reduction targets,
and fair-share housing allocations under state housing law. SB 375 requires Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) to adopt a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) or
Alternative Planning Strategy to address GHG reduction targets from cars and light-duty
trucks in the context of that MPO’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).

Senate Bill 743: California Environmental Quality Act Transportation
Analysis Changes
SB 743 (2013) created a process to change the way projects analyze transportation impacts
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Under SB 743, the focus of
transportation analysis will shift from driver delay to reduction of vehicle miles traveled,
and the associated reductions in GHG emissions, creation of multimodal networks, and
promotion of a mix of land uses. SB 743 requires the OPR to amend the CEQA Guidelines
to provide an alternative to level of service (LOS) for evaluating transportation impacts.
According to the legislative intent contained in SB 743, these changes to current practice
were necessary to more appropriately balance the needs of congestion management with
statewide goals related to infill development, promotion of public health through active
transportation, and reduction of GHG emissions. The OPR released a technical advisory on
evaluating transportation impacts under CEQA in November 2017 that provides
methodology options for analyzing transportation impacts using vehicle miles traveled
(VMT). Proposed updates to the CEQA Guidelines were also released concurrent with the
technical advisory in November 2017. The proposed amendments to the CEQA Guidelines
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are currently going through the rulemaking process. It is anticipated that regulatory
language changes to CEQA will be adopted in late 2018 by the Natural Resources Agency
and that statewide implementation will occur in late 2019. Many local agencies such as
Caltrans and larger cities that address transportation issues on a daily basis, are making
process changes to evolve transportation analysis to be more multimodal and to consider
VMT in anticipation of the formal CEQA Guidelines rulemaking.

c. Regional
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
SANDAG is the regional authority that creates regional-specific documents to provide
guidance to local agencies, as SANDAG does not have land use authority. SANDAG’s San
Diego Forward: The Regional Plan combines two of the region’s existing planning
documents: the Regional Comprehensive Plan for the San Diego Region (RCP) and the 2050
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS). The RCP,
adopted in 2004, laid out key principles for managing the region’s growth while preserving
natural resources and limiting urban sprawl. The plan covered eight policy areas, including
urban form, transportation, housing, health environment, economic prosperity, public
facilities, our borders, and social equity. These policy areas were addressed in the 2050
RTP/SCS and are now fully integrated into the Regional Plan.

Regional Transportation Improvement Program
The Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) is a multi-year program that
includes all proposed major highway, arterial, transit, and non-motorized projects in the
region. The 2016 RTIP is a prioritized program designed to implement the region’s overall
strategy for providing mobility and improving the efficiency and safety of the transportation
system, while reducing transportation-related air pollution in support of efforts to attain
federal and state air quality standards for the region. The 2016 RTIP also incrementally
implements San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. The 2016 RTIP was adopted in
September 2016, for Fiscal Years 2016 to 2021.

Congestion Management Program
California State Proposition 111, passed by voters in 1990, established a requirement that
urbanized areas prepare and regularly update a Congestion Management Program (CMP).
The requirements within the state CMP were developed to monitor the performance of the
transportation system, develop programs to address near-term and long-term congestion,
and better integrate transportation and land use planning. SANDAG provided regular
updates for the state CMP from 1991 through 2008. In October 2009, the San Diego region
elected to be exempt from the state CMP and, since this decision, SANDAG has been
abiding by 23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 450.320 to ensure the region’s continued
compliance with the federal congestion management process.
FHWA 23 CFR 450.320 requires that each transportation management area address
congestion management through a process involving an analysis of multimodal
City of Oceanside General Plan Update – EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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metropolitan wide strategies that are cooperatively developed to foster safety and
integrated management of new and existing transportation facilities eligible for federal
funding.
SANDAG has been designated as the transportation management area for the San Diego
region. San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, the region's long-range RTP/SCS, meets the
requirements of 23 CFR 450.320 by incorporating the following federal congestion
management process: performance monitoring and measurement of the regional
transportation system, multimodal alternatives and non-single occupancy vehicle analysis,
land use impact analysis, the provision of congestion management tools, and integration
with the RTIP process.
Table 4.3-1 lists the CMP system roadways fully or partially within the City; however,
consistent with the regional election to be exempt from the state CMP, the City also elected
to be exempt from CMP requirements by resolution on August 12, 2009.
Table 4.3-1
CMP System Roadways Fully or Partially within the City of Oceanside

CMP Freeways
Interstate 5 - Camp Pendleton to southern City limits
State Route 78 - from Interstate 5 to eastern City limits
CMP Highway
State Route 76 - from Coast Highway to eastern City limits
CMP Arterial
El Camino Real - from Douglas Drive to southern City limits

d. Local (City of Oceanside)
General Plan Circulation Element
The City’s General Plan Circulation Element (City of Oceanside 2012) provides goals,
objectives, and policies related to the City’s transportation system. In accordance with the
Complete Streets Act, the Circulation Element is intended to plan for a balanced,
multimodal transportation network that meets the needs of all users of streets, roads, and
highways. The 2012 update to the City’s Circulation Element includes a Complete Streets
checklist for Oceanside as Appendix C that identifies compatibility of City policies with the
policy recommendations contained within the California Office of Planning and Research
document, “Update to the General Plan Guidelines: Complete Streets and the Circulation
Element” (State of California 2010). As shown in that document, the City has incorporated
a number of policies within the Circulation Element that reflect state policy
recommendations.
The following goals, objectives, and policies from the Circulation Element of the City of
Oceanside General Plan are applicable to the project:
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Long Range Policy Direction
Goals
GOAL 1: A multimodal transportation system, which allows for the efficient and safe
movement of all people and goods and which meets current demands and future needs of
the population and projected land uses with minimal impact to the environment.
GOAL 2: Alternative modes of transportation to reduce the dependence on the automobile.
Policies
Policy 2.5: The City will strive to incorporate complete streets throughout the Oceanside
transportation network which are designed and constructed to serve all users of streets,
roads and highways, regardless of their age or ability, or whether they are driving, walking,
bicycling, or using transit.
Transportation Demand Management
GOAL: Support programs that encourage increased vehicle occupancies and trip reduction
in order for residents to enjoy the quality of life that currently exists in Oceanside.
Policies
Policy 4.1: The City shall encourage the reduction of vehicle miles traveled, reduction of the
total number of daily and peak hour vehicle trips, and provide better utilization of the
circulation system through development and implementation of Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) strategies. These may include, but not limited to, implementation of
peak hour trip reduction, encourage staggered work hours, telework programs, increased
development of employment centers where transit usage is highly viable, encouragement of
ridesharing options in the public and private sector, provision for park-and-ride facilities
adjacent to the regional transportation system, and provision for transit subsidies.
Policy 4.2: The City shall maintain and implement the policies and recommendations of the
Bicycle Master Plan as part of the Recreational Trails Element 2. These facilities shall
connect residential areas with schools, parks, recreation areas, major employment centers,
and neighborhood commercial areas.
Policy 4.3: The City shall maintain and implement the policies and recommendations of the
Pedestrian Master Plan as part of the Recreational Trails Element to ensure pedestrian
access along streets and other locations throughout the City are properly maintained and
provided.

2This

element has subsequently been replaced by the City’s Bicycle Master Plan and Pedestrian
Master Plan.
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Policy 4.4: The City shall support parking policies that increase the cost of parking and/or
reduce the supply of off-street parking to encourage drivers to consider using alternative
modes of transportation or carpool/vanpool opportunities where transit facilities are
available.
Policy 4.9: The City shall look for opportunities to incorporate TDM programs into their
Energy Roadmap that contributes to state and regional goals for saving energy and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Public Transit and Rail Policies and Guidelines
Goals
GOAL 1: Support the increased use and availability of transit and rail service to encourage
a multimodal transportation network in Oceanside.
GOAL 2: Ensure that Oceanside residents have adequate and convenient public
transportation by collaborating with NCTD.
Policies
Policy 5.1: The City shall collaborate with NCTD to attain a balance of transportation
opportunities. This shall include the establishment of criteria to implement transit
improvements, corridor improvements, transit centers, and track improvements and
maintenance.
Policy 5.2: The City shall require developers to construct, where appropriate, transit
facilities when their development is on a transit service route including bus stop amenities
to include lighted shelters, benches, and route information signs (where appropriate)
through coordination with NCTD.
Bicycle Facilities
Goals
GOAL 1: Provide a safe, interconnected network of bicycle facilities within Oceanside for
recreational and commuter users.
GOAL 2: Make bicycling a viable mode choice in an effort to reduce congestion, improve air
quality, and provide residents and visitors with public health and recreational benefits.
Policies
Policy 6.1: The City shall implement the Bicycle Master Plan, which identifies existing and
future needs and provides funding and implementation recommendations.
•

Update the plan periodically as required by Caltrans.
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Require that the development of the Bicycle Circulation System be consistent
with the implementation of the City’s Bicycle Master Plan.

Policy 6.3: The City shall integrate bicycle and pedestrian planning and safety
considerations more fully into the planning and design of the roadway network, transit
facilities, public buildings, and parks
Policy 6.4: The City shall provide and maintain a safe, direct, and comprehensive bicycle
network connecting neighborhoods, employment locations, public facilities, transit stations,
parks and other key destinations.
Pedestrian Facilities
Goals
GOAL 2: Create pedestrian environments that encourage walking through the use of public
art, street trees, furnishings, and other amenities. Ensure a positive walking environment
by making the pedestrian feel protected, comfortable and connected with the environment
and the City.
GOAL 3: Develop a complete pedestrian network that provides continuous and convenient
access to transit, employment centers, retail, neighborhoods, schools, beaches, parks, public
places and other essential pedestrian destinations.
Policies
Policy 7.8: The City shall encourage the inclusion of public walkways, open space, or trails
for pedestrian usage in large, private developments.
Policy 7.11: The City shall encourage the inclusion of public walkways, open space, and
trails in large, private developments.
Policy 7.16: The City shall implement the recommendations of the Pedestrian Master Plan.

2008 Bicycle Master Plan
The City’s Bicycle Master Plan identifies the location and types of bicycle facilities within
the City in a manner that promotes multi-modal connections and provides alternatives to
vehicular travel. The plan identifies top priority projects and estimated costs to complete
each identified project segment. Financing programs and funding sources are also
identified. The plan also provides design guidelines intended to guide development of all
bikeway facility types in the City.

2009 Pedestrian Master Plan
The purpose of the Pedestrian Master Plan is to provide policies and guidelines for
pedestrian improvements within the City to make walking safer, accessible, easier, and
more attractive for pedestrians. The plan serves as a framework for implementation of City
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plans and policies that relate to pedestrian infrastructure. Major goals of the plan focus
around safety, walkability, connectivity, accessibility, and alternative transportation. The
City’s Pedestrian Master Plan identifies design standards, the installation and
maintenance of pedestrian facilities, and the provision of safe pedestrian circulation
throughout the City.

Thoroughfare and Traffic Signal Fee Program
The City has adopted a Thoroughfare and Traffic Signal Fee Program, with the most recent
update to the fees being July 1, 2017. This is based on Resolution No. 16-R0324-1, adopted
May 18, 2016. The Traffic Signal Fee was established by Ordinance No. 87-19, while the
Thoroughfare Fee was established by Ordinance No. 83-01. The purpose of the
Thoroughfare and Traffic Signal Fee Program is to finance the construction of roads,
bridges, and traffic signals.

Oceanside Municipal Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan
The Oceanside Municipal Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP) serves as a
planning document that promotes the compatibility between the airport and the land uses
that surround it. The ALUCP provides a policy framework that provides for orderly growth
within and around the airport while safeguarding the general welfare of inhabitants within
the vicinity of the airport. The ALUCP serves as a tool for the San Diego County Airport
Land Use Commission (ALUC) to utilize when reviewing project proposed to be located
within the identified Airport Influence Area.
In addition, the ALUCP provides
compatibility policies and criteria applicable to the City of Oceanside that assists and
informs their preparation or amendment of general plans and to landowners in their design
of new development.

4.3.2

Significance Determination Thresholds

Thresholds used to evaluate impacts to transportation and circulation are based on
applicable criteria in the CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations Sections 1500015387), Appendix G. A significant impact could occur if the project would:
1) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance, or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and
relevant components of the circulation system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and
mass transit;
2) Conflict with an applicable CMP, including, but not limited to LOS standards and
travel demand measures, or other standards established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways;
3) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic
levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks; or
City of Oceanside General Plan Update – EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR
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4) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle,
or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities.
Due to overlap in the threshold issues and for clarity of analysis, the thresholds evaluated
below are grouped into similar headings, where applicable. As the project does not propose
any changes in land use or circulation and only provides policy direction to support the
economic and climate action goals of the City, there would be no potential for the project to
result in hazards due to a design feature or inadequate emergency access (Issues 4 and 5).
Thus, these issues are not addressed further.

4.3.3

Issues 1 and 2: Circulation System

Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance, or policy establishing
measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system or conflict with an
applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited to level of service
standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by the county
congestion management agency for designated roads or highways? (Note that non-motorized
travel including pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit are addressed in
Section 4.3.5, Issue 4)

4.3.3.1

Impact Analysis

The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
The primary purpose of the EDE is to promote a local economy that captures its share of
regional business activity, employment, and investment, supports the stability and
expansion of existing businesses, leverages local assets to attract stable, high-quality
employers, grows the local tax base to provide for more public services and amenities, and
withstands economic upheaval at the state, national, and global levels. The EDE seeks to
broaden economic opportunity for all segments of the City’s population and thereby
contribute to a high quality of life.
By providing a framework to foster continued economic growth within the City, the EDE
would likely result in an increase in housing and jobs within the City with the goal of
reducing the jobs-to-housing imbalance within the City. While additional economic activity
is often associated with increased traffic, the EDE focuses on adding employment
opportunities within the City, which could increase the number of residents that live and
work in the City, and ultimately reduce VMT. The focus on economic development and
improving the jobs to housing ratio imbalance is generally anticipated to reduce commute
lengths and thus reduce regional traffic impacts.
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The EDE is a policy document; it does not propose any changes in land use or circulation,
nor does it propose any specific land use development or other direct sources of traffic.
However, policies included in the EDE could result in future land use and zoning
amendments, which could result in future changes to roadway traffic levels and the
circulation system. These land use and/or zoning changes are unknown at this time, and as
such any impacts to the circulation system would be speculative.

b. ECAP and CAP
Several of the proposed ECAP and CAP strategies and actions have the potential to
indirectly affect transportation and circulation. For example, ECAP and CAP policies may
result in future amendments to the City’s circulation and land use elements, in the form of
incorporating complete streets, implementing road diets, and changing land use patterns
to focus density near transportation centers. Policies supporting implementation of
complete streets would support increased investments in multi-modal transportation
options, such as providing new pedestrian pathways, bicycle lanes, and transit
improvements. However, complete streets and road diets could result in impacts to the
circulation network, resulting in a potential reduction in LOS on existing roadways if travel
lanes are reduced to accommodate new street trees, public spaces, and bicycle, pedestrian,
and transit facilities. However, these changes are intended to ultimately result in a
reduction in VMT as vehicular capacity on roadways is reduced and it becomes more
attractive to use other travel options such as transit or bicycle. As non-vehicular travel
options become more desirable, an improvement in LOS could eventually result as overall
vehicular use on the City roadways is reduced in favor of other options. However, as the
project presents only a policy framework and does not propose any specific transportation
improvements or land use changes, potential impacts to roadway LOS would be speculative
at this time. Thus, implementation of ECAP and CAP policies would not affect the
circulation system and impacts would be less than significant.

4.3.3.2

Significance of Impacts

The project would not conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance, or policy establishing
measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system or conflict with an
applicable congestion management program. Impacts would be less than significant

4.3.3.3

Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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Issue 3: Air Traffic Patterns

Would the project result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in
traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks?

4.3.4.1

Impact Analysis

The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
Implementation of the EDE would not result in a change in air traffic patterns, as the EDE
is a policy document intended to foster economic growth within the City. The EDE does not
propose any land use or zoning changes, and therefore would not directly result in
development that might interfere with air traffic patterns. The EDE would be consistent
with the Oceanside Municipal ALUCP and would not affect existing airport operations.

b. ECAP and CAP
Implementation of the ECAP and CAP would not result in a change in air traffic patterns,
as the ECAP and CAP are policy documents intended to provide a policy framework for
reducing energy use within the City, promoting sustainable practices, and implementing
GHG reduction and climate action strategies. The ECAP and CAP does not propose any
land use or zoning changes, and therefore would not directly result in development that
might interfere with air traffic patterns. The ECAP and CAP would be consistent with the
Oceanside Municipal ALUCP and would not affect existing airport operations.

4.3.4.2

Significance of Impacts

The project would not affect existing operations or air traffic patterns at Oceanside
Municipal Airport. Impacts would be less than significant.

4.3.4.3

Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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4.3.5

4.3 Transportation and Circulation

Issue 4: Conflicts with Transit, Bicycle or
Pedestrian Facilities

Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities?

4.3.5.1

Impact Analysis

The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
The EDE provides a policy framework intended to foster economic growth and development
within the City. As such, the EDE does not include provisions that would result in changes
to public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities within the City. However, a number of
policies included within the EDE are aimed at enhancing and improving alternative transit
options, including the following:
•

Policy 1a(6): Expand alternative transportation options and enhance walkability in
order to reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and other adverse impacts of singleoccupancy automobile trips.

•

Policy 1b(6): Promote new development that reduces vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
through siting in transit-oriented areas, provision of pedestrian and bicycle
amenities, incentives for transit use, etc.

•

Policy 3d(3): Assist local businesses in implementing transportation and parking
demand management strategies.

These EDE policies would serve to achieve a number of Circulation Element goals and
related policies that support a multimodal transportation system and alternative modes of
transportation (increasing bicycle and pedestrian connections, routes and facilities),
providing enhanced public transportation options, and increasing support for
transportation demand management programs.
As the measures and strategies of the EDE would help to achieve the goals and policies
identified in the Circulation Element of the General Plan, the EDE would not conflict with
adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian
facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities.
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b. ECAP and CAP
The ECAP and CAP identify strategies aimed at decreasing the use of automobiles as a
transportation mode and promoting alternative modes, including walking, bicycling, and
transit. While no specific transportation system changes are proposed with this project, the
ECAP and CAP provide policy support for future implementation of mobility improvements
that would support enhanced bicycle, pedestrian and transit facilities. Measures included
within the CAP that would support the City’s existing policy framework outlined in the
Circulation Element include the following:


Measure TL4: Expand Complete Streets Programs aims to improve the pedestrian
and bicycle infrastructure network within the City by implementing complete
streets that include bicycle lanes, sidewalks, and connection to off-street multi-use
pathways.



Measure TL5: TDM Programs would require the City to implement an ordinance
requiring new commercial and industrial developments, or commercial and
industrial developments that undergo a permitted renovation affecting more than
10,000 square feet that would generate more than 100 vehicle trips per day to
prepare a TDM plan.

As the measures and strategies of the ECAP and CAP would provide further policy support
of goals and policies identified in the Circulation Element of the General Plan, the ECAP
and CAP would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public
transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of
such facilities.

4.3.5.2

Significance of Impacts

The project would result in a less than significant impact related to conflicts with transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities.

4.3.5.3

Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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Aesthetics

This section addresses the potential for the implementation of the Economic Development
Element (EDE), Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP), and Climate Action Plan
(CAP)ECAP to result in visual impacts to the existing landform, views, and scenic
resources/vistas within the City of Oceanside (City). This section also discusses the
project’s compatibility with the City’s visual and community character.

4.4.1

Existing Conditions

4.4.1.1 Existing Visual Landscape
a. Landform
The City of Oceanside is a visually diverse area that includes natural open space areas,
distant views to topographic resources as well as the Pacific Ocean, and other distinct
aesthetic resources. The topography of the City contributes to the overall character and
quality of the existing visual setting. In general, the City’s visual setting can be
characterized by three physiographic regions: the low-lying coastal area along the Pacific
Ocean, the City’s three principal watersheds (San Luis Rey River, Buena Vista Creek and
Lagoon, and Loma Alta Creek), the foothills located along the eastern boundary of the City,
and the residential, commercial, and public and semi-public developments scattered
throughout the City that offer varying degrees of visual appeal based on architectural
design and site location.
The coastal area within the City includes extensive beaches, as well as the Oceanside Pier
and Harbor. The coastal area provides for expansive views of scenic resources in all
directions, including viewsheds to distant mountain ranges to the east. Most of the coastal
area within the City is developed with urban land uses, such as residential and commercial
development.
The City’s three principal watersheds provide a significant amount of open space within the
State Route 76 (SR-76), Oceanside Boulevard, and State Route 78 (SR-78) corridors.
Featuring riparian habitat for sensitive wildlife species, these watersheds create serve to
break up the City’s built environment and thereby create visual relief.
The foothills located along the eastern boundary of the City are characterized by rolling to
hilly uplands that have been primarily used for agricultural purposes. The active
agriculture operations within this area consist of a wide variety of crop production,
including citrus and avocado orchards as well as row crops. This area is separated from the
coastal plain and urbanized areas of the City by the San Luis Rey River to the south.
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The remainder of the City, extending from the San Luis Rey River to the coast, is
characterized by urban development. Most of the remaining land in this area contains
existing residential development, which surrounds industrial park areas along the SR-76,
SR-78, and Oceanside Boulevard corridors. Many of the steep slopes and canyons within
this area have been preserved as open space, allowing these areas to retain natural
landforms and vegetation. Interspersed within the City’s built environment are public
parks and recreational facilities, as well as semi-public resources such as Mission San Luis
Rey and the Rosicrucian Fellowship. With landscaping and historic building design, these
facilities contribute significantly to the City’s visual quality.

b. Views
The coastal zone and foothills in the eastern portion of the City each contain numerous
scenic resources and features that contribute to the City’s overall scenic quality. Major
scenic resources within the coastal areas include views of the Pacific Ocean, Oceanside
Harbor and Pier, as well as Buena Vista Lagoon and the San Luis Rey River terminus. The
City’s Local Coastal Plan identifies public view corridors where public streets extend to the
beach. Within the foothills, the visual resources include views out to the Pacific Ocean, as
well as the San Luis Rey River and the open space habitat within Camp Pendleton to the
north. The foothills provide an elevated view to the west, providing for extensive viewsheds
that contribute to the overall aesthetic quality of the City. Views from the agricultural area
of Morro Hills extend north towards the open space and mountainous areas of Camp
Pendleton and west to the Pacific Ocean, and extend south overlooking the San Luis Rey
River as well as the existing developed areas within the City.
Developments along the SR-78 corridor, extending west until the Pacific Ocean, contain
views of the Buena Vista Lagoon. Other localized viewsheds within the City include the
open space areas of Lawrence and Tuley canyons along the northern border of the City, as
well as open space area along Oceanside Boulevard.

c. Scenic Resources
Major scenic resources in the City include the coastline, ocean views, and natural areas and
open space lands, such as the San Luis Rey River. Additionally, the San Luis Rey Mission
Historic District and the Morro Hills agricultural area have scenic value for the community.
There are no designated scenic roadways within the City, and no highways in the City are
included on the Caltrans list of officially designated or eligible scenic highways. The City
has not compiled a list of scenic vantage points within the City. However, there are a
number of known historic structures within the City that can represent scenic historic
resources where they add scenic value to surrounding communities, such as structures with
historic architectural elements. The City’s Historical Preservation Ordinance
(Section 14A.2(b)(3) of the Municipal Code) supports preservation of historic resources to
“Enhance the visual character of the city by encouraging and regulating the compatibility of
architectural styles within historical areas reflecting significant architectural traditions.”
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d. Visual Character
The City’s visual character is largely defined by the resources discussed in the previous
sections, such as the San Luis Rey river corridor, the Pacific Ocean, and the Morro Hills
agricultural area. For example, the character of the City near the coast includes the Coast
Highway corridor and Mission Avenue with associated commercial amenities and
pedestrian focused public spaces. This area is a focus of revitalization planning associated
with the Coast Highway Corridor Study, which seeks to implement the Coast Highway
Vision and Strategic Plan. The Corridor Study intends to further enhance this coastal
location. The San Luis Rey River and Buena Vista lagoon also contribute to the visual
character of the City. The City is also rich in historic resources, which can contribute to the
visual character of certain areas such as the Mission San Luis Rey de Francia and the
Rancho Guajome.

4.4.1.2 Regulatory Setting
Several adopted policies and development regulations relate to visual quality and scenic
resources, as detailed below.

a. State
California Coastal Act and Local Coastal Program
The California Coastal Act (Public Resources Code Section 30000 et seq.) authorizes the
State of California to regulate development within the State Coastal Zone, defined as the
area between the seaward limits of the state’s jurisdiction and 1,000 yards landward from
the mean high tide line. In Oceanside, the coastal zone boundary generally encompasses
the area east of the Pacific Ocean to the Coast Highway. While scenic resources are not
specifically mentioned, Public Resources Code Section 30001.5 calls to “protect, maintain,
and, where feasible, enhance and restore the overall quality of the coastal zone
environment and its natural and artificial resources.”
Oceanside’s Local Coastal Program (LCP) consists of a land use plan document (separate
from the General Plan) containing land use policies and denotes some of the significant
visual and aesthetically important areas, which are the Pacific Ocean, Oceanside Harbor,
the San Luis Rey River, the Buena Vista Lagoon, as well as the Oceanside Pier.
The LCP contains a number of development standards to improve the attractiveness of the
coastal zone for tourists and residents, while preserving and creating views of the Pacific
Ocean and other important visual areas identified above.

Senate Bill 226
Senate Bill 226 (SB 22) amended Section 65919.10 of the Government Code and
Section 21080.35 to the Public Resources Code, creating a new exemption under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for the installation of solar energy systems,
including associated equipment, on the roof of an existing building or at an existing parking
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lot. The SB 226 exemption applies to those systems that occupy less than 500 square feet of
ground space, and includes all associated equipment that enable the generation and use of
solar electricity or solar-heated water, except for substations.

b. Local
General Plan
The City’s General Plan includes a number of elements that include policies relating to
visual resources. The Land Use Element provides development standards and guidelines
that ensure that the existing and future development is compatible with the surrounding
landforms and integrates aesthetically with the existing surroundings. The design
standards imposed upon development can be seen throughout the various neighborhood
developments within the City, as well as along the streetscapes that connect neighborhoods
to the various commercial and public destinations. The Land Use Element establishes
policies for the development of land within the City by identifying the type, location, and
development standards for future development projects and provides objectives and policies
related to visual quality.
The Environmental Resource Management Element establishes a program designed to
conserve natural resources as well as preserve open space areas within the City. This
element also provides objectives and policies related to preserving viewsheds within the
City.

Hillside Development Provisions
The City’s Hillside Development Provisions are provided within the City’s zoning ordinance
in Article 30 Section 3039, and the 1986 Coastal Zoning Ordinance in Article 14.5. These
regulations are intended to preserve and/or enhance the aesthetic qualities of natural
hillsides and manufactured slopes. In addition, they are intended to ensure development
results in minimum disturbance of the natural terrain and features, and does not result in
soil erosion, silting, or degradation of water courses, flooding, landslides, and severe cutting
and scarring of the natural terrain. The regulations require development projects be
designed to preserve the natural appearance of hillsides by ensuring that development
density and intensity relates to the slope of the land, and is compatible with hillside
preservation. The regulations work to assure that development is concentrated in areas
with the greatest environmental carrying capacity and areas with low environmental
carrying capacity developed at very low density or reserved as permanent open space, such
as steep hillsides. These regulations are generally applicable only to residential
development.

Zoning Standards
As detailed in Section 4.1.1.3.c, the City has zoning standards for the inland areas, coastal
areas, and the Downtown District. Each of these standards provides land use controls and
development criteria that will affect the ultimate aesthetics of development within a
particular area. The Inland Zoning Ordinance identifies base district regulations tailored
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to the land use type of each district, such as residential, commercial, industrial, or
agricultural. Additionally, site regulations (Article 30) regulate setbacks, height limits, and
landscaping requirements among other design features within inland areas.
The Inland Zoning Ordinance identifies an “H” Historic Overlay District designation that
may be applied citywide and is intended to deter demolition, destruction, alteration,
misuse, or neglect of historic or architecturally significant buildings that form an important
link to Oceanside's past and promote the conservation, preservation, protection, and
enhancement of each historic district. Currently, the “H” Historic Overlay District is
assigned only within the area occupied by Mission San Luis Rey and a number of properties
surrounding the Mission, as shown on Figure 4.4-1. Areas with this overlay designation are
subject to design review and approval of the Historic Preservation Advisory Commission.
Applications are reviewed in consideration of the visual relationship of proposed
architectural design elements to the surrounding area, including scale, height, rhythm of
spacing, pattern of windows and doorways, building siting and relationship to landscaping,
roof pitch, architectural style, and structural details, materials, colors, and textures.
The Inland Zoning Ordinance also establishes “SP” Scenic Park Overlay District
regulations intended to conserve and protect valuable natural resources of recreational and
scenic areas in and adjacent to the Guajome Regional Park and other public parks. Areas
with the SP overlay are shown on Figure 4.4-1 and include the Guajome Regional Park and
surrounding lands. Land within the SP district is subject to development regulations to
ensure grading does not degrade visual resources and views of the park are preserved.
Regulations governing building height and building materials and finishes are also applied
within this overlay to ensure structures are in reasonable architectural harmony with the
character of the area.

Light Regulations
Chapter 39 of the City’s Municipal Code contains the City’s light pollution and light
installation regulations. Chapter 39 restricts the use of certain light fixtures emitting into
the night sky that have detrimental effects on astronomical observation and research. This
chapter details lighting standards, such as lamp types allowed, shielding requirements, and
hours of operation for certain lighting types.

4.4.2

Significance Determination Thresholds

Thresholds used to evaluate impacts related to aesthetics are based on applicable criteria in
the CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations Sections 15000-15387), Appendix G.
A significant impact related to aesthetics would occur if the project would:
1) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista;
2) Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway;
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3) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings; or
4) Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area.

4.4.3

Issue 1: Scenic Vistas

Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?

4.4.3.1 Impact Analysis
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
Several EDE policies would serve to protect scenic vistas with the City. The EDE includes
policies that would preserve open space and sensitive habitat by channeling new
development to already urbanized areas and would encourage efficient, transit-oriented
development within the City’s Smart Growth Opportunity Areas (SGOAs), as identified on
the Regional Smart Growth Concept Map. (Refer to Section 4.1.1.3 for additional detail on
SGOAs). While these policies would not result in any changes to the actual land use, they
provide policy support to guide future updates to the General Plan Land Use Element. This
guidance would support concentrating future development within urbanized areas near
existing transportation nodes, which would minimize development potential within natural
areas and open space lands associated with the foothills in the eastern portion of the City
and along the San Luis Rey River, and thereby preserve scenic vistas in these areas. EDE
policies would provide policy support for future land use plan changes that would focus
development in areas that are already urbanized and in locations that would avoid impacts
to scenic vistas.

b. ECAP and CAP
Several CAP measures would serve to protect scenic vistas within the City. Measure TL1:
Smart Growth Policies would seek to locate the majority of new housing units and
employment generating land uses developed between 2017 and 2030 within existing and
potential SGOAs. Development within SGOAs would be supported by Measure TL4:
Expand Complete Streets, which would enable safe access for all modes of travel within
these higher density development areas. Concentrating future development within existing
and potential SGOAs would minimize development within natural areas and open space
lands associated with the foothills in the eastern portion of the City and the San Luis Rey
River, and thereby preserve scenic vistas. Similarly, future development in compliance with
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these polices would be located in areas that are already urbanized and lack significant
scenic quality.
The ECAP and CAP would support expansion of solar photovoltaics. One of the CAP
strategies includes future adoption of an ordinance that would require all new development
projects that include 50 or more off-street parking spaces to offset at least 50 percent of
forecasted energy demand through on-site renewable energy sources. Implementation of
this strategy would increase the number of solar photovoltaic installations on future
development. While increased solar installations could change the visual appearance future
development, they would not have the potential to obstruct a scenic vista as they are
typically flush mounted on rooftops or over parking areas, and thus would not create a
significant obstruction or projection into the skyline.

4.4.3.2 Significance of Impacts
The project would not have a substantial adverse effect on scenic vistas, and impacts would
be less than significant.

4.4.3.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.4.4

Issue 2: Scenic Resources

Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees,
rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?

4.4.4.1 Impact Analysis
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
Proposed EDE policies support concentrating future development within urbanized areas,
near existing transportation nodes, and preserving open space and sensitive habitat such as
the foothills in the eastern portion of the City and the San Luis Rey River. These policies
provide support for the protection of scenic resources of the City that would be considered
as future changes to the City’s Land Use Element are proposed. However, no land use
changes are proposed at this time. Additionally, as described in Section 4.4.1.1c above,
there are no designated scenic roadways within the City, and no highways in the City are
included on the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) list of officially
designated or eligible scenic highways.
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b. ECAP and CAP
CAP Measures TL1 and TL4 would serve to concentrate future development within existing
and potential SGOAs and thereby preserve scenic resources associated with the foothills in
the eastern portion of the City and the San Luis Rey River. As described in Section 4.4.1.1c
above, there are no designated scenic roadways within the City, and no highways in the
City are included on the Caltrans list of officially designated or eligible scenic highways.
CAP Measure E2: Solar Photovoltaic Promotion Program would require new development
projects of a certain size to offset a portion of their forecasted energy demand through
onsite renewable energy sources. Implementation of this policy could result in an increase
in the number of projects that include rooftop solar or solar panels on top of parking lot
shade structures to offset energy use, which could adversely impact potentially scenic
historic structures if solar panels are not appropriately designed and sited with sensitivity
to the historic resource. Similarly, Measure E3: Residential Energy Conservation and
Disclosure could increase the incidence of upgraded window installations, energy efficiency
upgrades and/or installation of rooftop solar panels which could potentially affect
designated historic or potentially historic properties. Implementation of mitigation measure
MM-CUL-1 presented in Section 4.6.3.3 would ensure that future development completed
pursuant to the project would minimize potential adverse impacts to historical resources, to
the extent feasible, as discussed in Section 4.6.3 of this EIR.

4.4.4.2 Significance of Impacts
ECAP and CAP policy direction that would have the potential to result in impacts to
historic resources are addressed further in Section 4.6.3 of this EIR. As historic resources
may be scenic resources, implementation of ECAP and CAP policies could result in a
significant impact to scenic resources due to potential changes to scenic historic resources
associated with solar photovoltaic installations, energy efficiency upgrades, and other
changes to structures supported by the project policy framework that could affect the visual
integrity of a historic structure.

4.4.4.3 Mitigation
See mitigation measure MM-CUL-1 in Section 4.6.3.3. MM-CUL-1 would encourage future
installations of solar panels, energy efficiency upgrades, and other structure alterations
visible from the exterior of a historic building/structure to follow the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties to the extent feasible. These
standards would support minimizing visibility of building upgrades and avoiding upgrades
that would impair the historic integrity of a structure.

4.4.4.4 Significance After Mitigation
The implementation of mitigation measure MM-CUL-1 would minimize potential impacts
to scenic resources associated with implementation of policy direction provided by the
ECAP and CAP; however, impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.
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Issue 3: Visual Character or Quality

Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site
and its surroundings?

4.4.5.1 Impact Analysis (EDE, ECAP, and CAP)
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.
Overall, EDE policies seek to improve the quality of life in the City and improvements to
visual character and quality will assist in achieving those quality of life improvements. The
EDE includes policies that would encourage enhancement of the visual quality of the City,
particularly at gateway locations and within commercial corridors. Policies are included
that would promote expansion of the City’s tree canopy and would promote a balanced and
synergistic mix of land uses that enhances walkability, parking efficiency, transit use, and
a sense of place. EDE policies are supportive of improved visual character in the City.
The ECAP and the CAP include policies and measures supportive of enhanced visual
quality in the City. For example, the CAP would result in implementation of an Urban
Forestry Program that would expand urban tree planting and support a Green Streets
Ordinance that would require new development to incorporate shade trees. Urban
agriculture and community gardens would also be promoted under CAP policies, which
would facilitate revitalization of underutilized lands and provide open space within compact
communities, thereby contributing to an improved visual character throughout the City and
community neighborhoods. As future development occurs within the City within the policy
framework of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP, existing development regulations would apply that
provide protections for visual character and quality, as discussed below.
Existing zoning standards are in place that would support visually compatible development
within the City as future development occurs. For example, each zoning district has
development regulations to address height and setback standards and other development
standards such as parking, landscape, and signage regulations. A stated purpose of the
commercial district regulations of the Inland Zoning Ordinance is to ensure that the
appearance and visual effects of commercial buildings and uses are harmonious with the
character of the area in which they are located. Industrial district regulations seek to
ensure that the appearance and visual effects of industrial uses are compatible with the
character of the area in which they are located. Height restrictions, landscape
requirements, and setback regulations are established to achieve visual compatibility.
The Inland Zoning Ordinance Historic Overlay District designation provides protection to
the visual character within and surrounding the Mission San Luis Rey property. Areas with
this overlay designation are subject to design review and approval of the Historic
Preservation Advisory Commission, which ensures consistency of architectural design
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elements to the surrounding area, including scale, height, rhythm of spacing, pattern of
windows and doorways, building siting and relationship to landscaping, roof pitch,
architectural style, and structural details, materials, colors, and textures. These existing
regulations would continue to apply as future development occurs consistent with EDE
policy direction.
Similarly, the visual character and quality of the Guajome Regional Park and the
surrounding area are conserved and protected by the Scenic Park Overlay District
regulations. These regulations govern building height and building materials and finishes
to ensure structures are in reasonable architectural harmony with the character of the
area.
Existing zoning standards and development regulations, including use permits and
development plan review, where applicable, would be required for future development in
accordance with existing regulations. These standards incorporate features intended to
protect visual character and quality.

4.4.5.2 Significance of Impacts
Implementation of the project would be supportive of improved visual character and quality
throughout the City and would not degrade existing visual character. The existing
regulatory framework that guides development within the City would continue to apply and
would provide visual character and quality protections for future development supported by
the project policy framework. Impacts would be less than significant.

4.4.5.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.4.6

Issue 4: Light or Glare

Would the project create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the area?

4.4.6.1 Impact Analysis
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
EDE policies would support concentration of development within urbanized areas near
existing transportation nodes, which would minimize introduction of new sources of light
within undeveloped areas. Although the EDE would not result in changes in land use, it
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provides policy support for future land use changes. All future development would be
required to demonstrate consistency with Municipal Code “Chapter 39 – Light Pollution
Regulations” prior to project approval. Consistency with Chapter 39 would ensure that
future development would not generate new sources of substantial light or glare.

b. ECAP and CAP
ECAP and CAP policies support future land use changes that would concentrate future
development within existing and potential SGOAs and thereby minimize introduction of
new sources of light within undeveloped areas. CAP Measure E2: Solar Photovoltaic
Promotion Program would require new development projects of a certain size to offset a
portion of their forecasted energy demand through on-site renewable energy sources.
Implementation of this policy could result in an increase in the number of projects that
include solar panels to offset energy use. Solar panels do not produce light but are
commonly believed to produce glare due to the glassy surface of the panels. However, solar
panels are not glare producing as they utilize light absorption, rather than reflection, in
order to absorb solar radiation and convert it to electricity. In order to maximize absorption,
solar panels typically consist of blue or black materials (light absorbing, rather than
reflecting, colors), and are covered with anti-reflective coatings. It is estimated that modern
solar panels reflect as little as two percent of incoming sunlight, or about the same as water
and less than soil (Solar Outreach Partnership 2014). Furthermore, solar panel
installations supported by the project’s policy framework would typically be of a size
adequate to offset the energy use of a particular building and would be located on a rooftop
or on top of a parking lot shade structure, which would have low visibility due to their scale,
color, and location. As such, the increased adoption of solar panels within the City would
not generate a new source of substantial light or glare.

4.4.6.2 Significance of Impacts
The project would not generate new sources of substantial light or glare and impacts would
be less than significant.

4.4.6.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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4.5 Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

This section analyzes potential project impacts related to greenhouse gas emissions that
could result from implementation of the Economic Development Element (EDE), Energy
and Climate Action Element (ECAP), and Climate Action Plan (CAP). The CAP includes
technical appendices and modeling referenced in this analysis for purposes of evaluating
the potential greenhouse gas (GHG) effects of the project.

4.5.1

Existing Conditions

4.5.1.1 Regulatory Setting
a. Federal
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has many federal level programs and
projects to reduce GHG emissions. The EPA provides technical expertise and encourages
voluntary reductions from the private sector. One of the voluntary programs applicable to
the project is the Energy Star program.
Energy Star is a joint program of EPA and the U.S. Department of Energy, which promotes
energy-efficient products and practices. Tools and initiatives include the Energy Star
Portfolio Manager, which helps track and assess energy and water consumption across an
entire portfolio of buildings, and the Energy Star Most Efficient 2013, which provides
information on exceptional products that represent the leading edge in energy-efficient
products in 2013 (EPA 2013).

Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards
The federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards determine the fuel
efficiency of certain vehicle classes in the United States. Current CAFE standards require
vehicle manufacturers of passenger cars and light-duty trucks to achieve an average fuel
economy of 35.5 miles per gallon as of 2016 (Phase I) and an average fuel economy of 54.5
miles per gallon by 2025 (Phase II). With improved gas mileage, fewer gallons of
transportation fuel would be combusted to travel the same distance, thereby reducing
nationwide GHG emissions associated with vehicle travel.
On April 13, 2018, the U.S. EPA issued the Mid-Term Evaluation of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Standards for Model Year 2022-2025 Light-duty Vehicles Notice. The U.S. EPA
notice stated that assumptions of the previous Corporate Average Fuel Economy
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determination for Phase II standards have significantly changed and that the current
standards will remain in effect while the U.S. EPA initiates a rulemaking process to further
consider appropriate standards (U.S. EPA 2018a). Following a legal challenge by a collation
of 16 states, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit issued an April 23, 2018
ruling that overturned the U.S. EPA notice (U.S. Court of Appeals 2018).

b. State
Statewide GHG Emission Goals
Executive Order S-3-05—Statewide GHG Emission Targets
Executive Order (EO) S-3-05, signed by Governor Schwarzenegger on June 1, 2005,
established the following GHG emission reduction goals for the state of California:
•
•
•

by 2010, reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels;
by 2020, reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels; and
by 2050, reduce GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels.

B-30-15—2030 Statewide GHG Emission Goal
This EO, issued on April 29, 2015, establishes an interim GHG emission reduction goal for
the state of California to reduce GHG emissions 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030. This
EO also directs all state agencies with jurisdiction over GHG-emitting sources to implement
measures designed to achieve the new interim 2030 goal, as well as the pre-existing, longterm 2050 goal identified in EO S-3-05. Additionally, this EO directs the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) to update its Climate Change Scoping Plan to address the 2030
goal. CARB is expected to develop statewide inventory projection data for 2030, as well as
commence its efforts to identify reduction strategies capable of securing emission reductions
that allow for achievement of the EO’s new interim goal.
Assembly Bill 32—California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
In response to EO S-3-05, the California Legislature passed Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the
California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, and thereby enacted Sections 38500–
38599 of the California Health and Safety Code. The heart of AB 32 is its requirement that
CARB establish an emissions cap and adopt rules and regulations that would reduce GHG
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. AB 32 also required CARB to adopt a plan by January 1,
2009, indicating how emission reductions would be achieved from significant GHG sources
via regulations, market mechanisms, and other actions.
Senate Bill 32—California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
Approved in September 2016, Senate Bill (SB) 32 updates the California Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006. Under SB 32, the state would reduce its GHG emissions to 40 percent
below 1990 levels by 2030. In implementing the 40 percent reduction goal, CARB is
required to prioritize emissions reductions to consider the social costs of the emissions of
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GHGs; where “social costs” is defined as “an estimate of the economic damages, including,
but not limited to, changes in net agricultural productivity; impacts to public health;
climate adaptation impacts, such as property damages from increased flood risk; and
changes in energy system costs, per metric ton of greenhouse gas emission per year.”

Climate Change Scoping Plan
As directed by the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, in 2008, the CARB
adopted the Climate Change Scoping Plan: A Framework for Change (Original Scoping
Plan). CARB has periodically revised GHG emissions forecasts and prepared supplemental
revisions to the Original Scoping Plan. The Original Scoping Plan identified focus areas
comprising major components of the state’s economy to evaluate and describe the larger
transformative actions that would be needed to meet the state’s GHG emission reduction
targets. The Original Scoping Plan described local jurisdictions as “essential partners” in
achieving the state’s emission reduction targets. Guidance in the Initial State Scoping Plan
was for local governments to “reduce [GHG] emissions by 15 percent from current levels
[2005 to 2008] by 2020. On a per-capita bases that means reducing annual emissions of 14
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent for every man, woman and child in California down to
about 10 tons per person by 2020” (CARB 2008).
In 2014, CARB adopted the comprehensive First Update to the Climate Change Scoping
Plan: Building on the Framework (First Update to the Scoping Plan). The First Update to
the Scoping Plan “. . . highlights California’s success to date in reducing its GHG emissions
and lays the foundation for establishing a broad framework for continued emission
reductions beyond 2020” (CARB 2014).
In November 2017, the CARB released the 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan Update, The
Strategy for Achieving California’s 2030 Greenhouse Gas Target (2017 Scoping Plan).
Measures under the 2017 Scoping Plan scenario build-on existing programs such as Low
Carbon Fuel Standard, Advanced Clean Cars Program, Renewable Portfolio Standards
(RPS), Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), and the Short-Lived Climate Pollutant
Reduction Strategy, and the Cap-and-Trade Program. Additionally, the 2017 Scoping Plan
proposes new strategies to reduce GHG emissions from natural and working lands. The
2017 Scoping Plan identifies state strategy for achieving the state’s 2030 Interim GHG
emission reductions target codified by SB 32. Guidance from the 2017 Scoping Plan calls for
local governments to achieve emissions “of no more than six metric tons CO2e per capita by
2030 and no more than two metric tons CO2e per capita by 2050” (CARB 2017a).
Cap-and-Trade Program
The California Cap-and-Trade Program began in January 2013 and is authorized to
continue until the end of 2030. The program is a market-based regulation that is designed
to reduce GHG emissions associated major sources by setting a firm cap on overall GHG
emissions from covered entities and gradually reducing that cap over time. The program
defines major sources as facilities that generate more than 25,000 metric tons carbon
monoxide equivalent (MT CO2e) per year, which includes many electricity generators,
refineries, cement production facilities, oil and gas production facilities, glass
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manufacturing facilities, and food processing plants. Each entity covered by the program is
allocated specific GHG emission allowances and is able to buy or sell additional offset
credits to other major sources-covered entities. Thus, the program employs market
mechanisms to cost-effectively reduce overall GHG emissions. Throughout the program’s
duration, CARB continues to adjust the overall GHG emissions cap to achieve emission
levels consistent with 2020 statewide GHG emission reduction targets established by AB 32
and the 2030 statewide GHG emission reduction targets established by SB 32.
Regional Emissions Targets – Senate Bill 375, Sustainable Communities and
Climate Protection Act
SB 375, the 2008 Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act, was signed into
law in September 2008 and requires CARB to set regional targets for reducing passenger
vehicle GHG emissions in accordance with the Original Scoping Plan. The purpose of
SB 375 is to align regional transportation planning efforts, regional GHG emissions
reduction targets and fairshare housing allocations under state housing law. SB 375
requires Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) to adopt a SCS or Alternative
Planning Strategy to address GHG reduction targets from cars and light-duty trucks in the
context of that MPO’s Regional Transportation Plan.
Pursuant to Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(K), a SCS does not: (i) regulate the use
of land; (ii) supersede the land use authority of cities and counties; or (iii) require that a
city’s or county’s land use policies and regulations, including those in a general plan, be
consistent with it. Nonetheless, SB 375 makes regional and local planning agencies
responsible for developing those strategies as part of the federally required metropolitan
transportation planning process and the state-mandated housing element process.
Other Scoping Plan Measures
Other Scoping Plan programs include:
•

Advanced Clean Cars Program (i.e., Pavley I and Low Emission Vehicle III) – A set
of vehicle standards that require light-duty cars and trucks to have reduced GHG
emissions.

•

Low Carbon Fuel Standard – A statewide goal requiring a 10 percent reduction in
the carbon intensity of transportation fuels by 2020.

•

Renewables Portfolio Standard – Requires electrical providers achieve an energy
mix of 33 percent renewable energy by 2020 and 50 percent renewable energy by
2030.

•

AB 341, Solid Waste Diversion – The Commercial Recycling Requirements mandate
that businesses (including public entities) that generate 4 cubic yards or more of
commercial solid waste per week and multi-family residential with five units or
more arrange for recycling services. Businesses can take one or any combination of
measures in order to reuse, recycle, compost, or otherwise divert solid waste from
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disposal. Additionally, AB 341 mandates that 75 percent of all solid waste generated
in the state be reduced, recycled, or composted by 2020 regardless of the source.

California Building Standards Code (Title 24)
The California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 24, is referred to as the California Building
Code, or CBC. It consists of a compilation of several distinct standards and codes related to
building construction including, plumbing, electrical, interior acoustics, energy efficiency,
handicap accessibility and so on. Of particular relevance to GHG emissions reductions are
the CBC’s energy efficiency and green building standards as outlined below.
Part 6 – Energy Code
The CCR, Title 24, Part 6 is the Energy Efficiency Standards or California Energy Code.
This code, originally enacted in 1978, establishes energy-efficiency standards for residential
and non-residential buildings in order to reduce California’s energy consumption. The
Energy Code is updated periodically to incorporate and consider new energy-efficiency
technologies and methodologies as they become available. New construction and major
renovations must demonstrate their compliance with the current Energy Code through
submission and approval of a Title 24 Compliance Report to the local building permit
review authority and the California Energy Commission (CEC). By reducing California’s
energy consumption, emissions of statewide GHGs may also be reduced. The previous
Energy Code, known as the 2013 Energy Code, became effective July 1, 2014.
The current version of the Energy Code, known as the 2016 Energy Code, became effective
January 1, 2017. The 2016 Energy Code provides mandatory energy-efficiency measures as
well as voluntary tiers for increased energy efficiency. The CEC’s preliminary estimates
indicate that the 2016 Energy Code would achieve a 28 percent reduction in home energy
use and a 5 percent reduction in non-residential energy use. The CEC has further indicated
that the 2020 Energy Code will require new residential developments to achieve zero-net
energy use.
The next version of the Energy Code, known as the 2019 Energy Code, was adopted on
May 9, 2018 and will take effect on January 1, 2020. The 2019 Energy Code will include
provisions for smart residential photovoltaic systems, updated thermal envelope standards
(preventing heat transfer from the interior to exterior and vice versa), residential and nonresidential ventilation requirements, and non-residential lighting requirements. The new
Energy Code aims to reduce energy use in new homes by requiring that all new homes
include individual or community solar PV systems or community shared battery storage
system that achieves equivalent time-dependent value energy use reduction. Accounting for
solar PV requirements, the CEC’s preliminary estimates indicate that homes built
consistent under the 2019 Energy Code will result in 53 percent less energy use than those
built under the 2016 standards.
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Part 11 – California Green Building Standards Code
The California Green Building Standards Code, referred to as CALGreen, was added to
Title 24 as Part 11 first in 2009 as a voluntary code, which then became mandatory
effective January 1, 2011 (as part of the 2010 CBC). The 2016 CALGreen institutes
mandatory minimum environmental performance standards for all ground-up new
construction of non-residential and residential structures. It also includes voluntary tiers (I
and II) with stricter environmental performance standards for these same categories of
residential and nonresidential buildings. Local jurisdictions must enforce the minimum
mandatory Green Building Standards and may adopt additional amendments for stricter
requirements.
The mandatory standards require:
•

Outdoor water use requirements as outlined in Model Water Efficient Landscape
Ordinance emergency standards;

•

20 percent mandatory reduction in indoor water use relative to specified baseline
levels;

•

65 percent construction/demolition waste diverted from landfills;

•

Infrastructure requirements for electric vehicle charging stations;

•

Mandatory inspections of energy systems to ensure optimal working efficiency; and

•

Requirements for low-pollutant emitting exterior and interior finish materials such
as paints, carpets, vinyl flooring and particleboards.

Similar to the reporting procedure for demonstrating Energy Code compliance in new
buildings and major renovations, compliance with the CALGreen water reduction
requirements must be demonstrated through completion of water use reporting forms for
new low-rise residential and non-residential buildings. The water use compliance form
must demonstrate a 20 percent reduction in indoor water use by either showing a
20 percent reduction in the overall baseline water use as identified in CALGreen or a
reduced perplumbing-fixture water use rate.

c. Regional
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
As further detailed in Section 4.1.1.3 Land Use, the San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG) is the region’s MPO and serves as a forum for public decision making on
regional issues such as growth, transportation, and land use. As the MPO and regional
transportation planning agency, SANDAG supports freeway construction projects, regional
and local road improvements, train and bus transportation, railroad crossings, call boxes,
ridesharing, congestion management efforts, and long-term planning studies.
To achieve the GHG emission reduction targets set forth by CARB per SB 375, SANDAG
developed and adopted San Diego Forward: the Regional Plan. The strategy set forth in the
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Regional Plan is to “focus housing and job growth in the urbanized areas where there is
existing and planned infrastructure, protect sensitive habitat and open space, invest in a
network that gives residents and workers transportation options that reduce GHG
emissions, promote equity for all, and implement the plan through incentives and
collaboration” (SANDAG 2015).
The CARB is required to review and update regional SB 375 targets at least every eight
years. Following the ARB Board Hearing on March 22, 2018,per SB 375, the California
ARB set the regional GHG emission reduction targets from automobiles and light duty
trucks to achieve a 13 percent reduction from the 2005 per capita emissions by 2020 and a
19 percent reduction from the 2005 per capita emissions by 2035.

d. Local
General Plan
The General Plan was originally prepared in the 1970s; subsequent updates included a
Circulation Element update in 2012, a Housing Element update in 2013, a Land Use
Element update in 1986, and the addition of a Military Reservation Element and a
Community Facilities Element and Hazardous Waste Management Element in 1981 and
1990.
Although there are no existing General Plan policies specifically identified for the purpose
of reducing GHGs, policies intended for other purposes may reduce GHG emissions. There
are policies in the General Plan Land Use, Circulation, and Open Space and Conservation
elements the implementation of which would reduce GHG emissions within the City of
Oceanside (City). Policies that would reduce GHG emissions within the City include those
that promote conservation of open space, encourage diversification of land uses, expand
mixed-use land use designations, encourage trip reduction practices, and provide for
infrastructure and facilities necessary to accommodate alternative modes of transportation.
As an example, the City’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plans, incorporated into the City’s
Circulation Element, promote expansion of the City’s active transportation network and
improved connectivity of bicycle and pedestrian facilities. An expanded and better
connected active transportation network would contribute to the reduction of vehicle miles
traveled and thereby reduce transportation-related GHG emissions.
However, in the absence of policies that specifically acknowledge and address the role of
human-generated GHG emissions in climate change, the City’s General Plan does not
currently provide clear guidance to staff or decision-makers regarding how to manage
future growth in a manner that reduces GHG emissions. The EDE and ECAP would
introduce such policies and thereby provide a framework for updating the existing elements
of the General Plan to explicitly support GHG emissions reduction within the City.

Municipal Code
Several sections of the City’s Municipal Code regulate green building, energy efficiency,
rooftop solar, and other sustainability measures applicable to GHG emission reductions.
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The City adopted by reference the California Green Building Standards Code of 2016 in
Chapter 6, Article XIII. Chapter 6 Building Construction Regulations also address rooftop
solar energy systems (Article XIV) and electric vehicle charging stations (Article XV).
Rooftop solar and electric vehicle charging stations are generally processed as an expedited
permit by the building official. Only where the proposed installations may have a specific,
adverse impact upon public health and safety, the building official may require an applicant
to apply for a use permit. Chapter 13 addresses solid waste and recycling and includes
regulations requiring new and substantially remodeled commercial, industrial, and multifamily residential uses to be designed to include space for storage and collection of
recyclable materials on the premises (Article II), and incorporates regulations prohibiting
single-use carry out bags (Article IV).

Zero Waste Resolution and Zero Waste Strategic Resource Management
Plan
In 2010, the City adopted Zero Waste as a goal by resolution in order to eliminate waste
and pollution in the manufacture, use, storage, and recycling of materials. The resolution
includes a milestone goal to reach 75 percent landfill diversion by the year 2020. In June
2012, the City passed a Zero Waste Strategic Resource Management Plan that has allowed
the City to implement programs and provide resources to the community that has increased
the City's diversion rate.

Water Conservation Master Plan
The City adopted a water conservation master plan in 2011 and updated the plan in 2016.
The plan includes an analysis of historical water demand, demand projections, an
evaluation of the current water conservation program and an evaluation of conservation
measures in order to select conservation measures for developing alternative conservation
program scenarios and various cost, savings, and target results (City of Oceanside 2016c).

4.5.1.2 GHG Inventories
a. State GHG Inventory
CARB performs statewide GHG inventories. The inventory is divided into nine broad
sectors of economic activity: agriculture, commercial, electricity generation, forestry, high
global warming potential (GWP) emitters, industrial, recycling and waste, residential, and
transportation. Emissions are quantified in million metric tons (MMT) of CO2e. Table 4.5-1
shows the estimated statewide GHG emissions for the years 1990, 2005, and 2015.
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Table 4.5-1
California Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Sector in 1990, 2005, and 2015
1990 Emissions
2005 Emissions in
2015 Emissions
in MMT CO2e
MMT CO2e
in MMT CO2e
Emissions Sector
(% total)1,2
(% total)2,3,4
(% total)2,3,4
Agriculture
23.4
(5%)
34.52
(7%)
34.65 (8%)
Commercial
14.4
(3%)
14.27
(3%)
14.75 (3%)
Electricity Generation
110.6 (26%)
107.85 (22%)
83.67 (19%)
High Global Warming Potential
-9.42
(2%)
19.05 (4%)
Industrial
103.0 (24%)
95.45 (20%)
91.71 (21%)
Recycling and Waste
-7.78
(2%)
8.73 (2%)
Residential
29.7
(7%)
27.98
(6%)
23.17 (5%)
Transportation
150.7 (35%)
184.48 (38%)
164.63 (37%)
Forestry (Net CO2 flux)
-6.5
--Not Specified
1.3
--TOTAL
426.6
481.75
440.36
SOURCE: CARB 2007 and 2017b.
MMT CO2e = million metric tons of CO2 equivalent
11990 data was retrieved from the CARB 2007 source.
2Quantities and percentages may not total properly due to rounding.
32005 and 2015 data was retrieved from the CARB 2017b source.
4Reported emissions for key sectors. The inventory totals for 2005 and 2015 did not include Forestry or Not
Specified sources.

As shown in Table 4.5-1, statewide GHG source emissions totaled about 427 MMT CO2e in
1990, 482 MMT CO2e in 2005, and 440 MMT CO2e in 2015. Many factors affect year-to-year
changes in GHG emissions, including economic activity, demographic influences,
environmental conditions such as drought, and the impact of regulatory efforts to control
GHG emissions. However, transportation-related emissions consistently contribute the
most GHG emissions, followed by electricity generation and industrial emissions.

b. City GHG Inventory
Detailed greenhouse gas inventory reports incorporated into the CAP with minor revisions
include the April 2016 Draft City of Oceanside Greenhouse Gas Inventory and Forecast,
which assessed communitywide emission sources within the City in 2013 and the February
2016 Draft 2013 Local Government Operations Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory.
These inventories were prepared by the Energy Policy Initiatives Center (EPIC) of the
University of San Diego and the CivicSpark Americorps Program and are included as
appendices to the CAP (Appendix A and Appendix B). The 2013 communitywide emissions
inventory is summarized in Table 4.5-2.
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Table 4.5-2
Communitywide GHG Emissions by Source for the Baseline Year (2013)
Emissions
Percent of
Source
Activity
(MT CO2e)
Inventory
Transportation
1,014,833,210 VMT
477,242
48.5%
Electricity
675,419,693 kWh
251,524
25.6%
Natural Gas
3,072,959 MMBtu
162,447
16.5%
Solid Waste
120,718 tons
40,615
4.1%
Water*
18,736 million gallons
27,420
2.8%
Municipal
Municipal Operations
24,828
2.5%
Municipal Water Facilities
Municipal Wastewater Facilities

Total

Community Water Treatment & Distribution
Community Wastewater Treatment

-

7,767
3,999

984,076

-

100.0%

SOURCE: Climate Action Plan Table 2.
VMT = vehicle miles traveled; kWh = kilowatt-hours; MMBtu = million metric British thermal units
*Emissions associated with water and wastewater treatment at City-operated facilities were accounted for as
Municipal emissions. Water emissions include upstream emissions from import of water to the City.

4.5.2

Significance Determination Thresholds

Thresholds used to evaluate impacts related to GHG emissions are based on applicable
criteria in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines (California Code of
Regulations Sections 15000-15387), Appendix G. A significant impact related to GHG
emissions would occur if the project would:
1) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment; and/or
2) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases.

4.5.2.1 GHG Emissions
There are no state-mandated GHG reduction targets for individual cities or counties.
Additionally, the state does not offer guidance on any specific quantity of emissions from an
individual project that would be considered substantial. While the City has not formally
adopted thresholds for evaluating whether project GHG emissions would result in a
significant impact on the environment, the Planning Division has established interim
significance thresholds that align with the 2020 and 2030 emissions reduction targets
called out in the draft Climate Action Plan. For purposes of project-level analysis, a project
would result in a substantial contribution to climate change if it would result in emission
levels that conflict with the achievement of state GHG reduction goals established by AB 32
and SB 32. The consistency of forecasted GHG emission levels trajectory with state 2050
GHG reduction goals identified by EO S-3-05 is addressed in the CAP. However,
consistency with S-3-05 is not considered an appropriate CEQA significance threshold for
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the purposes of this analysis as the project horizon does not extend to 2050 and the CAP
would be updated prior to 2050 1.
As identified in the CAP, CARB recommends local jurisdictions use a plan-level per capita
approach to evaluate communitywide emissions relative to the statewide targets. According
to the Scoping Plan, the communitywide targets that would align with, and thus would not
conflict with, the state GHG reduction goals established by AB 32 and SB 32 are:
•
•

10 MT CO2e per capita in 2020 (1,778,840 MT CO2e); and
6 MT CO2e per capita in 2030 (1,109,645 MT CO2e).

The CAP includes more aggressive near-term GHG emissions targets that require
additional effort to ensure that the City remains in a better position to reach the 2050 GHG
emissions targets set forth by EO S-3-05. Emissions that exceed GHG emissions targets
established in the CAP, but are less than state-aligned per capita emissions levels would be
considered less than significant under CEQA because they would not conflict with state
GHG reduction goals established by AB 32 and SB 32.

4.5.2.2 Potential to Conflict with Applicable Plans, Policies, and
Regulations Conflicts
This criterion is intended to determine if the project would conflict with any applicable
policies, plans, or regulations intended to reduce GHG emissions. A project may result in
significant impacts related to a GHG reduction plan if it would repeal a policy, plan, or
regulations intended to reduce GHG emissions or create or contribute to a situation where
the goals or the plan, policy, or regulation could not be achieved.
Consistency with the quantifiable statewide GHG reduction goals established by AB 32 and
SB 32 is assessed under the first criterion. Other state programs and regulations needed to
achieve State GHG reduction goals were identified and outlined in the Scoping Plan (CARB
2014). As directed by the Scoping Plan, state agencies, including CARB, CEC, California
Public Utilities Commission, California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery,
and California Department of Transportation are required to develop regulatory and
incentive programs to reduce GHG emissions. Many of these programs are beyond the scope
of a local jurisdiction, and thus, are not affected by local actions, e.g., a local jurisdiction
cannot reduce the statewide energy efficiency standards that are part of the building code.
State programs relevant to the General Plan Update analysis include SB 375 and the
subordinate regional implementation through the SANDAG Regional Plan (SANDAG
2015).

1In

the July 2017 Supreme Court Ruling, Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego
Association of Governments, the Court concluded that SANDAG did not abuse its discretion by
declining to engage in analysis of the consistency of the projected 2050 GHG emissions with goals in
the executive order [S-3-05].
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Issue 1: GHG Emissions

Would the project generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?

4.5.3.1 Impact Analysis
The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City.
Additionally, these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan
element updates.

a. EDE
The primary purpose of the EDE is to provide a framework to foster continued economic
growth within the City and thereby address the historic jobs-to-housing imbalance as
discussed in Section 3.1 of the Project Description. Increased economic activity such as
development of employment-generating land uses could increase GHG emissions due to
increased energy demand, water demand, wastewater and solid waste generation. Although
increased vehicle traffic is often associated with additional economic activity, the correction
of jobs-to-housing imbalances is generally anticipated to reduce commute lengths (vehicle
miles traveled) and thus reduces regional mobile source emissions. In addition, there are a
number of policies included within the EDE that would serve to help reduce GHG
emissions. Such policies include the expansion of the City’s tree canopy, the expansion of
alternative means of transportation and enhancement of walkability, the encouragement of
development within Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, and the promotion of development
that reduces vehicle miles traveled.
The EDE is a policy document; it does not propose any specific land use development or
other direct sources of GHG emissions. Policies included in the EDE documents would not
include any revisions to land use or zoning designations that permit development of
additional emission sources and would not remove, reduce, exempt, streamline, or
otherwise lessen existing environmental review procedures for any new emission sources
within the City.

b. ECAP and CAP
While the EDE is intended to provide the policy framework to guide future economic growth
the concurrent development of the ECAP and CAP is intended to ensure economic growth
occurs in an environmentally sustainable manner.
The primary purpose of the ECAP and CAP is to provide a policy framework for promoting
sustainable land use patterns, energy and water conservation, solid waste reductions,
enhancing multi-modal transportation connections, and promoting healthy living and
quality of life. ECAP and CAP policies support using energy more efficiently, harnessing
renewable energy to power buildings, recycling waste, and enhancing access to sustainable
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transportation modes in order to strengthen the local economy, create new green jobs, and
improve quality of life. Policies from the ECAP and CAP were developed to explicitly reduce
emissions from the primary community emissions sectors (residential energy, commercial
energy, industrial energy, transportation, solid waste, and water and wastewater).
As discussed in the CAP, communitywide GHG emission forecasts were developed based on
the most recent population, employment, and vehicle use projections. The adjusted
business-as-usual (ABAU) scenario forecast estimates emissions that would occur in the
absence of additional local GHG reduction efforts. This ABAU forecast is based on projected
growth and implementation of state regulatory programs intended to reduce emissions (e.g.,
new vehicle emission standards). Under the ABAU scenario, communitywide per capita
emissions are forecasted to be approximately 5.1 MT CO2e in 2020 and 4.4 MT CO2e in
2030. With the incorporation of GHG reduction measures included in the CAP,
communitywide per capita emissions are forecasted to be approximately 5.0 MT CO2e in
2020 (3 percent reduction) and 3.6 MT CO2e (19 percent reduction) in 2030. Refer to Figure
4.5-1 for a graphic representation of these forecasts, with the forecast including CAP
reduction measures referred to as the Reduced Forecast in Figure 4.5-1.
Under existing conditions, the City is projected to achieve per capita emission levels
consistent with state 2020 and 2030 GHG reduction goals. CAP reduction measures are
projected to allow the City to meet or exceed the state 2020 and 2030 targets, and set the
stage for the subsequent updates to the CAP that will address 2050 state targets.

4.5.3.2 Significance of Impacts
An overall goal of the project is to achieve a net reduction in local GHG emissions. Thus, as
the project provides a policy framework to achieve GHG emission reductions and does not
propose any land use or transportation changes that could result in new emissions, impacts
related to GHG emissions would be less than significant. Furthermore, the City is projected
to achieve per capita emissions levels that would meet state 2020 and 2030 GHG reduction
goals and would thus be consistent with state reduction targets. Impacts would be less than
significant.

4.5.3.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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FIGURE 4.5-1
Per Capita Reduced Community Emissions Forecast
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Issue 2: Potential to Conflict with Plans, Policies,
and Regulations

Would the project conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHG?

4.5.4.1 Impact Analysis (EDE, ECAP, and CAP)
The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City.
Additionally, these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan
element updates.

Regional Plans
As discussed in Section 4.5.1.1, SANDAG adopted the Regional Plan in October 2015. The
plan addresses regional targets for GHG emissions from automobiles and light-duty trucks
in light of forecasted population growth. The Regional Plan identifies key principles for
managing growth sustainable local land use patterns and supporting transportation
infrastructure. Analysis of consistency with the Regional Plan is provided in Section 4.1.4.1
and specifically within Table 4.1-4. As detailed in the analysis within this section, the
project is consistent with the policy direction identified in the Regional Plan. Overall goals
of the ECAP and CAP support expansion of multi-modal infrastructure and transportation
investments and support a land use pattern that focuses development within existing
urbanized areas, transportation corridors, and SGOAs. Similarly, the EDE provides a
policy framework to focus development within SGOAs and to support transit, bicycle, and
pedestrian improvements to reduce single occupancy vehicle trips.
While the project provides an overall policy framework that addresses transportation and
land use, it does not propose any roadway extensions, reductions, or classification changes
(road widening or road diets) and would not include any revisions to land use or zoning
designations. Thus, the project would not conflict with or change the assumptions of the
Regional Plan.
Policies from the EDE intended to improve access and connectivity to employment uses as
well as policies from the ECAP and CAP intended to reduce emissions from the
transportation sector would provide a framework for local implementation of SANDAG
recommendations for transportation and land use patterns. Thus, the project would support
the goals and policies of the Regional Plan and long-term regional transportation planning
efforts.

State Plans
State plans and programs relevant to the project include SB 375, AB 32, SB 32, and the
Scoping Plan. Other state programs and regulations needed to achieve state GHG reduction
goals are generally beyond the scope of the jurisdiction of a city or county, and thus, are not
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affected by local actions. As discussed, the project would not conflict with the Regional Plan
and thus would not conflict with the overarching AB 32, and SB 32 GHG reduction targets
and SB 375 targets for reducing GHG emissions associated with passenger vehicles.
EO S-3-05 and B-30-15 establish the GHG emission reduction policy of the Executive
Branch for the state. AB 32 codified the 2020 goal of EO S-3-05 and launched the Original
Scoping Plan (CARB 2008) that outlined the reduction measures needed to reach these
goals. SB 32 codified the 2030 goal of B-30-15 and directed CARB to prepare a subsequent
update to the Scoping Plan. The latest 2017 Scoping Plan update identifies state strategy
for achieving the state’s 2030 Interim GHG emission reductions target codified by SB 32
and calls for local governments to achieve emissions “of no more than six metric tons CO2e
per capita by 2030 and no more than two metric tons CO2e per capita by 2050” (CARB
2017a).
The primary purpose of the ECAP and CAP is to provide a policy framework for promoting
sustainable land use patterns, healthy living, and community character. This framework
includes incorporation of measures that reduce emissions from the primary community
emissions sectors (residential energy, commercial energy, industrial energy, transportation,
solid waste, and water and wastewater). As discussed in Section 4.5.3 under Issue 1, with
or without implementation of the project, the City is anticipated to achieve per capita
emission levels consistent with state 2020 and 2030 GHG reduction goals. Incorporation of
GHG reduction measures included in the CAP are estimated to result in an additional
3 percent reduction from 2020 ABAU communitywide emissions and an additional
19 percent reduction from 2030 ABAU communitywide emissions. City is on track to meet
its state-aligned emissions reduction targets for 2020 and 2030 without additional
emissions reduction measures. Further, the City’s aggressive 2020 and 2030 GHG
emissions reduction targets are proposed to ensure that local emissions remain on a
trajectory consistent with the reductions needed to meet longer term 2050 targets.
Therefore, the project would not conflict with achievement of state GHG reduction goals
established by AB 32, SB 32, or the 2017 Scoping Plan.

4.5.4.2 Significance of Impacts
The project would not conflict with the goals and strategies of local and state plans, policies,
and regulations aimed at reducing GHG emissions from land use and development. Impacts
would be less than significant.

4.5.4.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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Cultural Resources

This section addresses potential project impacts to cultural resources, including
archaeological resources, historical resources, and tribal cultural resources that could result
from implementation of the Economic Development Element (EDE), Energy and Climate
Action Element (ECAP), and Climate Action Plan (CAP).

4.6.1

Existing Conditions

4.6.1.1 Cultural Setting
a. Paleoindian Period
The Paleoindian Period in northern San Diego County is most closely associated with the
San Dieguito Complex, as identified by Malcolm Rogers (1938, 1939, 1945) and Claude N.
Warren (1961, 1964, 1966, 1967). The San Dieguito Complex can be found in all of San
Diego County, parts of Riverside County, north through the Mohave Desert, east through
western Arizona, and south into northern Baja California and northern Sonora (Rogers
1966). The San Dieguito Complex assemblage is dominated by finely made scraping and
chopping tools, such as well-made scraper planes, choppers, scraping tools, crescentics,
elongated bifacial knives, and leaf-shaped projectile points.

b. Archaic Period
The Archaic Period in northern San Diego County is represented by the Pauma Complex, a
local manifestation of the widespread Millingstone Horizon (Wallace 1955) that has been
identified throughout coastal southern and central California and includes La Jolla
Complex of the San Diego region and the Pauma Complex in the foothills of San Diego and
Riverside counties. The Pauma Complex assemblage suggests a generalized subsistence
focus with an emphasis on hard seeds. This emphasis is indicated by the appearance of
numerous slab and basin metates and the adoption of a mixed cobble/core-based tool
assemblage composed primarily of crudely made choppers, scrapers, and cobble
hammerstones. Pauma Complex sites are typically found on terraces or ridges above a
water source such as a stream.

c. Late Prehistoric Period
Northern San Diego County is represented by the San Luis Rey Complex (Meighan 1954;
True et al. 1974). First described by Meighan (1954) and based on excavations at Pala some
20 miles north of the study area, San Luis Rey I sites are associated with bedrock milling
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features and often have recognizable midden soils. The artifact assemblage includes manos
and metates,

d. Ethnohistory
The study area falls within the territory of the Luiseño Band.
Luiseño settlement systems have been carefully reconstructed on the basis of extensive
ethnographic and ethnohistoric research (Bean and Shipek 1978; Kroeber 1925; Sparkman
1908; Strong 1929; White 1963). A Luiseño clan controlled one, or possibly more, specified
territories, called rancherias. White (1963) suggested that the Luiseño settlement system
consisted of a series of villages or rancherias located on terraces above a valley bottom
watercourse (e.g., the San Luis Rey River). The rancheria owned territory in a contiguous
strip leading from the valley bottom to upland areas. This vertical pattern of rancheria
territory facilitated gathering plant foods through the year. In early spring, tubers and
berries first ripened along the watercourse below the rancheria. As spring turned to
summer, chaparral plants near the rancheria became ripe. Later, those at a higher
elevation above the rancheria ripened. In fall, people moved temporarily to higher
elevations (e.g., Palomar Mountain) for the acorn harvest (White 1963).

e. History of Oceanside
The Spanish Period in Alta California (1769–1821) represents a time of European
exploration and settlement. Military and religious contingents established the San Diego
Presidio and the San Diego Mission in 1769. In 1798, Mission San Luis Rey de Francia was
founded on the San Luis Rey River approximately 4.75 miles from the Pacific Ocean. The
mission system introduced horses, cattle, sheep, and agricultural goods and implemented
new construction methods and architectural styles.
During the Mexican Period (1821–1848), the missions were secularized, opening vast tracts
of former mission lands for private use and settlement. The southern California economy
became increasingly based on cattle ranching.
Rancho Santa Margarita y Las Flores, the closest rancho to Oceanside, sits on the northern
border of the City of Oceanside (City). In 1942, the United States government purchased all
the remaining rancho acreage in San Diego County for the establishment of Marine Corps
Base, Camp Joseph H Pendleton (Pourade 1969). Mission San Luis Rey was left mostly
abandoned from 1846 until 1892, although in 1865 President Abraham Lincoln executed
title deeds, which returned it to the Catholic Church (Engelhardt 1921:233). The mission
was restored in 1892–1893 by two Franciscans from Mexico and rededicated on May 12,
1893.
The development of the City can be traced to several major historical events. It was the
coming of the railroad to southern California in the early 1880s, which first triggered largescale development in the San Diego area. During the 1860s and 1870s, the San Luis Rey
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valley area was settled by at least 70 families. However, the area along the coast remained
undeveloped during this time. By 1883, the location for a new rail line was selected to run
along the San Diego coast and ultimately connect with San Bernardino. The selected
coastal route for the railroad determined the future of many coastal town sites, Oceanside
included, and led to relatively rapid development of the areas along the rail line.
With the railroad station as its center, the town site grew to several blocks in all directions.
By 1888 when the “boom” came to an abrupt end, three railroad lines ran through the City,
and Oceanside was incorporated. In four years, the City’s population had grown from 10
occupants in 1884, to a population of approximately 1,500 people. The first of a series of
piers was constructed in 1888 at the foot of what is now Wisconsin Street, but it was
destroyed by a storm during the winter of 1890–1891. A second pier, the first of five
constructed at the foot of what is now Pier View Way, was built in 1893.
During these first emerging years as a City, hundreds of homes were built, including a few
large, architect-designed structures with most being the small cottage/bungalows that were
favored by the majority of the new residents. During the national depression and drought in
the 1890s, there was not much City growth. By the turn of the century, speculation and
land sales began anew. Between 1900 and 1910, hundreds of new settlers, including
doctors, entrepreneurs, and blue-collar workers, came to Oceanside.
Between 1910 and 1920, several local infrastructure improvements resulted in a more
deliberate expansion of the City: specifically, improvements to Highway 101 from Encinitas
to Oceanside and the development of a secure water source for the City. By the mid-1920s,
the area was densely developed with homes, businesses, outbuildings, and extensive
landscape plantings.
The establishment of Marine Corps Base, Camp Joseph H. Pendleton immediately north of
Oceanside in 1942 was a tremendous boost to Oceanside’s economy, especially in housing
and municipal services. The City’s population grew from 4,652 in 1940 to almost 13,000 in
1950. In 1943, the existing steel pier was severely damaged in a storm. In 1946 a municipal
bond was passed to finance the construction of a new pier, at 1,900 feet the longest pier on
the west coast at the time. The growth trend continued during the Korean War as more
service-associated families moved into the area. In the 1960s, the Oceanside Small Craft
Harbor was constructed, as well as Tri-City Hospital in eastern Oceanside.

4.6.1.2 Regulatory Setting
a. Federal
National Register of Historic Places
The National Register of Historic Places (NHRP) was established by the National Historic
Preservation Act enacted in 1966 and is the official list of sites, buildings, structures,
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districts, and objects significant in American history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, and culture. The NRHP criteria state that the quality of significance in
American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture is present in
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
A. Are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns our history;
B. Are associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
C. Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represent the work of a master, or possess high artistic values; or
that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction; or
D. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
Certain properties are usually not considered for eligibility for the NRHP. These include
ordinary cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical figures, properties owned by
religious institutions or used for religious purposes, structures that have been moved or
reconstructed, properties primarily commemorative in nature, or properties that have
become significant within the last 50 years. These types of properties can qualify if they
are an integral part of a district that does meet the criteria, or if they fall within certain
specific categories relating to architecture, or association with historically significant people
or events. The vast majority of archaeological sites that qualify for listing do so under
criterion D, which yields information or research potential.

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties
The Secretary of the Interior’s standards for the treatment of historic properties are a
series of concepts about maintaining, repairing, and replacing historic materials, as well as
designing new additions or making alterations. The Guidelines offer general design and
technical recommendations to assist in applying the standards to a specific property.
Together, they provide a framework and guidance for decision-making about work or
changes to a historic property. The standards offer four distinct approaches to the
treatment of historic properties—preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and
reconstruction with guidelines for each.
The standards for rehabilitation (codified in 36 Code of Federal Regulations 67) comprise
that section of the overall treatment standards and address the most prevalent treatment.
“Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a
property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or
features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.”
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The Secretary of the Interior's standards for rehabilitation include illustrated guidelines on
sustainability that address specific design considerations for installation of solar
technologies, wind power, windows, and other sustainability and energy efficiency
improvements. The written guidance is illustrated with examples of appropriate or
“recommended” treatments and some that are “not recommended” or could negatively
impact the building’s historic character.

b. State
California Register of Historic Resources
Similar to the NRHP, the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR) program
established in 1992, encourages public recognition and protection of resources of
architectural, historical, archaeological, and cultural significance; identifies resources for
planning purposes; determines eligibility of state historic grant funding; and provides
certain protections under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). State criteria
are those listed in CEQA and used to determine whether an historic resource qualifies for
the CRHR. A resource may be listed in the CRHR if it is significant at the federal, state, or
local level under one of more of the four criteria listed below.
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of local or regional history and cultural heritage of California or the
United States.
2. Is associated with the lives of persons important to the nation or to California’s
past.
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or
possesses high artistic values.
4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history of the state or nation.
CEQA Sections 15064.5 and 21083.2(g) define the criteria for determining the significance
of historical resources. Archaeological resources are considered “historical resources” for
the purposes of CEQA.
Since resources that are not listed or determined eligible for the state or local registers may
still be historically significant, their significance shall be determined if they are affected by
a project. The significance of a historical resource under criterion 4 rests on its ability to
address important research questions.

California Public Resources Code
Section 5097 of the Public Resources Code specifies the procedures to be followed in the
event of the unexpected discovery of human remains on nonfederal land. The disposition of
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Native American burial falls within the jurisdiction of the California Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC). Section 5097.5 of the code states the following:
No person shall knowingly and willfully excavate upon, or remove, destroy,
injure or deface any historic or prehistoric ruins, burial grounds,
archaeological or vertebrate paleontological site, including fossilized
footprints, inscriptions made by human agency, or any other archaeological,
paleontological or historical feature, situated on public lands, except with the
express permission of the public agency having jurisdiction over such lands.
Violation of this section is a misdemeanor.
As used in this section, “public lands” means lands owned by, or under the jurisdiction of,
the state or any city, county, district, authority or public corporation, or any agency thereof.
Consequently, the City is required to comply with Public Resource Code Section 5097.5 for
its activities on publicly owned land.
Section 5097.98 further defines the standards for the handling of Native American human
remains. Section 5097.993 sets requirements for the unlawful and malicious excavation,
removal, destruction, injury, or defacing of a Native American historic, cultural, or sacred
site, that is listed or may be eligible for listing in the CRHR.

California Health and Safety Code
Section 7052 of the California Health and Safety Code makes the willful mutilation,
disinterment, or removal of human remains a felony. Section 7050.5 requires that
construction activities be stopped near discovered human remains until the coroner can
determine whether the remains are those of a Native American. If determined to be Native
American, the coroner must contact the NAHC.

California Environmental Quality Act
CEQA was amended in 1992 to define “historical resources” as a resource listed in or
determined eligible for listing on the California Register, a resource included in a local
register of historical resources or identified as significant in a historical resource survey
that meets certain requirements, and any object, building, structure, site, area, place,
record, or manuscript which a lead agency determines to be significant. Some resources
that do not meet these criteria may still be historically significant for the purposes of
CEQA. According to the CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 and Appendix G, adoption and
implementation of a proposed project would result in a significant adverse cultural
resources impact if a proposed project would:
1. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical architectural
resource that is listed on, or determined to be eligible for listing on, the NRHP or the
CRHR; is listed on, or determined to be eligible for listing on, the San Diego List of
Historic Sites; or that meets any of the following criteria:
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•

Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of history at the local, regional, state or national level;

•

Is associated with the lives of significant persons in the past on a local, regional,
state or national level;

•

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic
values; or

•

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or
prehistory.

2. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an important
archaeological resource or disturb any human remains, including those interred
outside of dedicated cemeteries.
The CEQA Guidelines were amended in 2016 to address tribal cultural resources. Tribal
cultural resources are defined in CEQA Section 21074 as:
(1) Sites, features, places, cultural landscapes, sacred places, and objects with cultural
value to a California Native American tribe that are either of the following:
(A) Included or determined to be eligible for inclusion in the California Register of
Historical Resources.
(B) Included in a local register of historical resources as defined in subdivision (k) of
Section 5020.1.
(2) A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by
substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c)
of Section 5024.1.
Consultation requirements associated with tribal cultural resources are discussed below
under the header Assembly Bill (AB) 52.

Mills Act Program
The Mills Act is a state law allowing cities to enter into contracts with the owners of
historic structures for the continued preservation of the property. The Historic Preservation
Ordinance authorizes contracts known as “Mills Act” contracts for incentives for
preservation of historic resources. The Mills Act contract is a legally binding contract
between the City and the historic homeowner, with a minimum term of 10 years that
specifies what preservation, maintenance, and restoration efforts will be made by the
property owner in exchange for tax savings. Applications for Mills Act agreements are
reviewed by the Historic Preservation Commission and approved by the City Council. The
County Assessor's Office determines what the new assessed value and property tax savings
will be. Property tax savings can be substantial and must be used toward the preservation
of the historic property.
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California Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
The California Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (2001) ensures
that Native American human remains and cultural items be treated with respect and
dignity.

Assembly Bill 52
AB 52 requires consideration of a project’s potential to significantly impact a tribal cultural
resource and requires early notice of projects and, if requested by a tribe, consultation with
requesting tribes to inform the CEQA process. A tribal cultural resource might be a site,
feature, place, cultural landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a “California
Native American tribe,” or that is eligible for inclusion into the California Historic
Register/local register, or is determined and supported by the local agency as a tribal
cultural resource. Lead agencies are required to consult with any California Native
American tribe that requests consultation and is traditionally and culturally affiliated with
the geographic area of a proposed project.

Senate Bill 18
Senate Bill (SB) 18 requires local (City and County) governments to consult with California
Native American tribes to aid in the protection of traditional tribal cultural places (cultural
places) through local land use planning. The intent of SB 18 is to provide California Native
American tribes an opportunity to participate in local land use decisions at an early
planning stage, for the purpose of protecting, or mitigating impacts to cultural places.
SB 18 requires local governments to consult with tribes prior to making certain planning
decisions and to provide notice to tribes at certain key points in the planning process.
These consultation and notice requirements apply to adoption and amendment of both
general plans (defined in Government Code Section 65300 et seq.) and specific plans
(defined in Government Code Section 65450 et seq.).

c. Local
Land Use Element of the General Plan
The City’s General Plan, Land Use Element (2002), contains the following cultural
resources policies:
Policy A: The City shall encourage open space land use designations and open space
zoning or open space easements for the preservation of cultural resources.
Policy B: The City shall encourage the acquisition, restoration and/or maintenance of
significant cultural resources by private organizations.
Policy C: Cultural resources that must remain in-situ to preserve their significance shall
be preserved intact and interpretive signage and protection shall be provided by
project developers.
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Policy D: An archaeological survey report shall be prepared by a Society of Professional
Archaeologists1 (SOPA) certified archaeologist for a project proposed for grading
or development if any of the following conditions are met:
1) The site is completely or largely in a natural state;
2) There are recorded sites on nearby properties;
3) The project site is near or overlooks a water body (creek, stream, lake,
freshwater lagoon);
4) The project site includes large boulder and/or oak trees; or
5) The project site is located within 0.5-mile of Mission San Luis Rey.
Policy E: The presence of agriculture on a potential project site shall not preclude the
requirement for an archaeological survey report if any of the above listed
conditions are established.

Environmental Resource Management Element of the General Plan
The City’s Environmental Resource Management Element includes the following policy
objective regarding cultural sites:
Encourage the conservation and protection of significant cultural resources for
future scientific, historic and educational purposes.
Additionally, the element includes the following policies related to cultural sites:
1. Encourage the use of “O” [open space] zoning and open space easements for the
preservation of cultural sites.
2. Encourage private organizations to acquire, restore, and maintain significant
historical sites.
3. Encourage investigation by the appropriate groups (i.e., museums, university
students, etc.) to explore and record the significant archaeological sites in the area
and to forward this information to appropriate County agencies for inclusion in the
San Diego County Natural Resource Inventory (Section 2, Special Factors).
The Element also identifies the City as being rich in historic material including
archaeological sites identified in the Fire Mountain area near San Francisco peak and in
the Guajome Lake region. Additionally, the following cultural sites are identified:
•

Mission San Luis Rey - discussed further under section titled: San Luis Rey Historic
Area Development Program and Design Guidelines.
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•

Rancho Guajome – a large ranch house located north of Santa Fe Road, southeast of
Guajome Lake, typical of early California architectural style and occupied by among
the first settlers of the valley.

•

Grave of Francisco Ulloa – one of the first settlers to explore the area in 1540, who
died during his expeditions.

Municipal Code – Historical Preservation
The City’s Municipal Code Chapter 14A provides guidance for the designation of historic
resources within the City. Section 14A.5 establishes the Historic Preservation Advisory
Commission, while Section 14A.6 states that historical areas or sites may be designated by
City Council resolution if it meets the following criteria:
a) It exemplifies or reflects special elements of the City's cultural, social, economic,
political, aesthetic, engineering, or architectural history; or
b) It is identified with persons or events significant in local, state, or national history;
or
c) It embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of
construction, or is a valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or
craftsmanship; or
d) It is representative of the notable work of a builder, designer, or architect; or
e) It is found by the council to have significant characteristics which should come
under the protection of this chapter.

Historic Preservation Advisory Commission
The City of Oceanside Historic Preservation Advisory Commission (HPAC) considers and
makes recommendations on issues relating to the identification, protection, retention, and
preservation of historical areas and sites within the City. The HPAC consists of seven
unpaid members appointed by the mayor and approved by the city council. The HPAC is
charged to safeguard the heritage of the City by providing for the protection of historical
sites and areas representing significant elements of its history (City of Oceanside 2017).

San Luis Rey Historic Area Development Program and Design Guidelines
The Mission San Luis Rey Historic Area Development Program and Design Guidelines were
adopted in 1986 and provide long-range planning goals, specific design criteria, and
guidelines for development proposal reviews within the Historic Area surround Mission San
Luis Rey. The San Luis Rey Historic Area covers an approximately one-half-mile radius
around the Mission San Luis Rey property (an approximate 675-acre area) located at
4050 Mission Avenue. The Development Program and Design Guidelines contain goals and
objectives related to historic/cultural resources, land use, circulation and parking, open
space/recreation, and tourism. Specific guidance on design and visual appearances is
provided in order to ensure the historic feel of the area is preserved.
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Significance Determination Thresholds

Thresholds used to evaluate impacts related to cultural resources are based on applicable
criteria in the CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations Sections 15000-15387),
Appendix G. A significant impact related to cultural resources would occur if the project
would:
1) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as
defined in Section 15064.5;
2) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to Section 15064.5;
3) Result in the disturbance of any human remains, including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries; or
4) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource,
defined in Public Resources Code Section 21074 as either a site, feature, place,
cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of
the landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native
American tribe, and that is:
a) Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or
in a local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code
Section 5020.1(k), or
b) A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by
substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resources Code Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria
set forth in subdivision (c) of Public Resource Code Section 5024.1, the lead
agency shall consider the significance of the resource to a California Native
American tribe.
Refer to Chapter 8 for an analysis of paleontological resources.

4.6.3

Issue 1: Historical Resources

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource as defined in Section 15064.5?
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.
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4.6.3.1 Impact Analysis
a. EDE
The primary purpose of the EDE is to provide a framework to foster continued economic
growth within the City and thereby address the historic jobs-to-housing imbalance. The
EDE would provide policy support for future land use changes that could result in
additional redevelopment and development within the City. For example, the EDE contains
a policy that supports future updates to land use policies, zoning standards, environmental
review guidelines, and permitting processes to encourage that quality new development
occurs and to reduce impediments to infill development and promote adaptive reuse of
existing buildings. Future development envisioned in this policy could result in impacts to
historical resources due to grading, excavation, and/or demolition of historic structures or
modification to historical structures in a manner than adversely affects their historic
significance. However, as the EDE is a policy document and does not identify specific land
use changes or new processes that would encourage such redevelopment, such impacts
would be speculative.

b. ECAP and CAP
The proposed ECAP and CAP would adopt a number of policies and result in future actions
that would support sustainability, water conservation, energy efficiency, and an overall
reduction in GHG emissions. Implementation of these policies/measures would involve a
number of actions that would have no physical impact on the environment. For example,
City support for disclosure of energy and water use at the time of property sales would not
result in any physical impacts on the environment. Ongoing implementation of existing
programs that provide energy efficiency incentives, financing programs, and educational
programs would also not involve any physical changes on the environment.
However, implementation of some ECAP and CAP measures could encourage and require
physical changes to existing structures as policies and ordinances are implemented. For
example, implementation of an ordinance to require new development projects of a certain
size to offset a portion of their forecasted energy demand through on-site renewable energy
sources could result in an increase in the number of projects that include rooftop solar
panels to offset energy use, which could adversely impact potentially historic structures if
solar panels are not appropriately designed and sited with sensitivity to the historical
resource. Similarly, as new renewable energy technologies are developed, other types of
renewable energy installations (e.g., wind or new solar technologies) could be required and
alter the historic significance of a structure when installed. ECAP and CAP policies
supporting incentives for energy efficiency measures could also increase the incidence of
upgraded window installations by providing financial incentives to replace older windows
that may alter the historic significance in the context of the larger structure. Similarly,
incentives can encourage installation of rooftop solar panels, which could further affect
designated historic or potentially historic properties by altering the character of a historic
structure and detracting from the original architecture due to modern solar photovoltaic
installations that may be visible from the front of a structure.
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The E-CAP includes the following policy, which would aim to minimize impacts to potential
historical resources, “Policy 1(b)(vi): - Where energy efficiency and/or renewable energy
upgrades are proposed to historic structures, encourage consistency with the Secretary of
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Illustrated Guidelines on Sustainability for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.”

4.6.3.2 Significance of Impacts
Impacts to historical resources would be significant if future development would cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource, as defined in the
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5. As defined in the CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5,
“substantial adverse change means physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or
alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of the
historical resource is materially impaired.” E-CAP Policy 1(b)(vi) would help to reduce
impacts associated with the installation of energy efficiency upgrades and/or renewable
energy systems for discretionary projects. However, not all projects may be able to conform
to Secretary of the Interior Standards, and otherwise ministerial projects (e.g., building
permits or single-family units), would not be required to conform to such standards.
Therefore, at this program-level of analysis, impacts to historical resources would be
significant.

4.6.3.3 Mitigation
To mitigate potential impacts to historical resources, the following measure, consistent with
E-CAP Policy 1(b)(vi) shall be implemented for discretionary projects (e.g., commercial or
multi-family adaptive re-use or redevelopment projects):
MM-CUL-1: Any proposed installation of solar photovoltaic panels, energy efficiency
upgrades such as replacement windows, or other renewable energy
technologies on buildings/structures that are in excess of 50 years of age shall
be required to comply with the following mitigation framework if the features
would be visible from exterior areas:
(a) For any building/structures in excess of 50 years of age having its original
structural integrity intact, a City staff level evaluation of the structure
shall be required to determine whether further historical analysis is
required. If required based on staff level review, a qualified professional
historian may be required to determine whether the affected
building/structure is historically significant. The evaluation of historic
architectural resources shall be based on criteria such as age, location,
context, association with an important person or event, uniqueness, or
structural integrity, as indicated in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5. A
historical resource report shall be submitted by the project applicant to
the City and shall include the methods used to determine the presence or
absence of historical resources, identify potential impacts from the
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proposed project, evaluate the significance of any historical resources, and
identify mitigation measures.
(b) Where solar photovoltaic panels, replacement windows, renewable energy
technologies, or energy efficiency upgrades are proposed on an historic
structure, the design and placement of these improvements shall be in a
manner that minimizes adverse effects to historic resources to the
maximum extent practicable and shall follow the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties to the extent
feasible. Considerations include locating solar panels or other property
improvements within areas of new construction versus historic portions of
a structure or property, minimizing public visibility of improvements, and
avoiding improvements where character-defining features of an historic
resource would be lost permanently. In some cases, installation of the
desired improvement may not be able to be achieved consistent with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards due to technical or other
considerations.

4.6.3.4 Significance After Mitigation
The implementation of mitigation measure MM-CUL-1 would help alleviate some potential
impacts to historical resources associated with implementation of policy direction provided
by the ECAP and CAP. However, where a structure is found to be a significant historical
resource, installation of the desired energy efficiency improvement or solar photovoltaic
improvement may not be able to be achieved consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. For example, installation of
replacement windows that are visible from the front of a historic structure, where the
windows contribute to the historic significance of the structure, could result in a significant
impact to the historic property. Thus, even after implementation of MM-CUL-1, impacts
would be significant and unavoidable.

4.6.4

Issue 2: Archaeological Resources

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to Section 15064.5?

4.6.4.1 Impact Analysis (EDE, ECAP, and CAP)
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates. EDE policies support improvements to quality of life and the economy while ECAP
and CAP policies identify a number of policies to reduce GHG emissions by improving
energy and water efficiency of buildings, promoting renewable energy technologies,
reducing solid waste generation, and supporting smart growth policies to shift conserving
agricultural lands and providing incentives for deployment of low emission vehicles, and
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furthering automotive alternatives such as biking, walking, and public transit.
Implementation of the policy framework outlined in the EDE, ECAP and CAP provides
policy support for future land use changes, but would not result in changes to land use and
would not result in land use development such as construction of new housing or roads.
While it is likely that surficial and unknown subsurface archaeological resources may be
present within the City, project implementation would not result in physical development
that would have the potential to disturb archaeological resources. Additionally, the existing
General Plan Land Use Element policy framework discussed in Section 4.6.1.2.c includes a
policy to require archaeological survey reports for projects that propose grading or
development if certain conditions are met indicating that grading could impact buried
archaeological features.

4.6.4.2 Significance of Impacts
Implementation of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP policy framework would not result in the
disturbance or destruction of surface and subsurface archaeological resources. Thus, project
impacts to archaeological resources would be less than significant.

4.6.4.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.6.5

Issue 3: Human Remains

Would the project result in the disturbance of any human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries?

4.6.5.1 Impact Analysis (EDE, ECAP, and CAP)
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates. Based on input from Native American tribal government representatives, past
archaeological surveys, and the monitoring of construction sites, human burials are known
to exist within the City. However, as discussed in Section 4.6.4, the project would not
involve land use changes and would not result in physical development or land disturbance
that would have the potential to disturb human remains.
Furthermore, California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires that if human
remains are found during construction or during archaeological work, the person
responsible for the excavation, or his or her authorized representative, shall immediately
notify the San Diego County Coroner’s office by telephone to verify the presence of human
remains and specific criteria for treatment of human remains must be followed.
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4.6.5.2 Significance of Impacts
The project identifies policy direction and would not result in ground disturbance that could
disturb human remains. Impacts would be less than significant.

4.6.5.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.6.6

Issue 4: Tribal Cultural Resources

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural
resource, defined in Public Resources Code Section 21074 as either a site, feature, place,
cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the
landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native American tribe,
and that is:
a) Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or in a
local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code Section
5020.1(k), or
b) A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by substantial
evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of
Public Resource Code Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall consider the significance of
the resource to a California Native American tribe.

4.6.6.1 Impact Analysis (EDE, ECAP, and CAP)
The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates. As discussed in Section 4.6.4, the project would not involve land use changes and
would not result in physical development or land disturbance that would have the potential
to have an adverse impact on tribal cultural resources. ECAP and EDE policies would
support installation of solar panels and installation of electric vehicle charging stations;
however, these types of physical changes would occur within existing developed areas and
would not adversely impact tribal cultural resources. While the project would provide policy
support for future land use changes, none are proposed at this time and thus, impacts
associated with future development would be speculative.
The project is subject to AB 52 and SB 18 tribal consultation requirements. The City met
with the San Luis Rey Band of Mission Indians in the summer of 2017. Formal AB 52 and
SB 18 notices were sent out to all tribes with potential cultural affiliation in January 2018.
The Pala Band has requested tribal consultation and the City is in the process of consulting
with the Pala Band and any other tribes that request formal consultation.
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4.6.6.2 Significance of Impacts
The project identifies policy direction and would not result in ground disturbance or
development that could affect tribal cultural resources. Impacts would be less than
significant.

4.6.6.3 Mitigation
Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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Population and Housing

This section addresses the potential for the implementation of the Economic Development
Element (EDE), Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP), and Climate Action Plan
(CAP) to result in impacts to population and housing within the City of Oceanside (City)
and the San Diego region considering San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)
population and housing projections.

4.7.1

Existing Conditions

4.7.1.1 Population and Housing Trends
SANDAG is the metropolitan planning organization responsible for developing
demographic projections, including population, household, and employment projections, for
the 19 jurisdictions in the County, including the City. The regional and City population and
housing trends are discussed further below.

a. Population
Region
The estimated population of the San Diego region in 2016 was 3,288,612 people (SANDAG
2016c). Per the SANDAG Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, the regional population is
expected to increase to 3,435,713 by 2020, to 3,853,698 by 2035, and to 4,068,759 by 2050
(SANDAG 2013b). Thus, the regional population is expected to grow 19.2 percent from 2016
to 2050. This equates to a future growth rate of approximately 0.56 percent per year. The
future forecasted growth rate is lower than the 9.1 percent per year growth rate
experienced annually from 2000 to 2010 (SANDAG 2000a; SANDAG 2010a). Population
data for the San Diego region is presented in Table 4.7-1.

City of Oceanside
As shown in Table 4.7-2, the City was estimated to have a population of 175,948 people in
2016, which is approximately 5.4 percent of the regional population (SANDAG 2016a). The
City’s population is expected to increase by 13,429 to 189,377 people by the year 2050. This
7.09 percent increase over 34 years equates to a growth rate of 0.21 percent per year
(SANDAG 2013a). Compared to the growth between 2000 and 2010 (6,315 or 3.77 percent
over 10 years; 0.37 percent per year), the City population growth is forecasted to continue
at a lower rate (SANDAG 2000b; SANDAG 2010b).
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Unit
Total Population
Household
Group Quarters

Table 4.7-1
Regional Population and Future Housing Forecasts
Change from 2000 to
Census
2010
Estimated
Forecasted
2000
2010
Numeric
Percent
2016
2035
2050
2,813,833 3,095,313 281,480
9.1%
3,288,612
3,853,698
4,068,759
2,716,820 2,993,347 276,527
9.2%
3,181,142
3,738,048
3,949,115
97,013
101,957
4,953
4.9%
107,470
115,650
119,644

Change from
2016 to 2050
Numeric Percent
780,147
19.2%
767,973
19.4%
12,174
10.2%

Total Housing Units
Single-Family
Multiple Family
Mobile Homes

1,040,149
628,652
364,636
46,861

1,158,076
697,470
417,965
42,641

117,927
68,818
53,329
-4,220

10.2%
9.9%
12.8%
-9.9%

1,185,498
713,767
429,166
42,565

1,394,783
758,622
597,762
38,399

1,491,935
763,226
692,709
36,000

306,437
49,459
263,543
-6,565

20.5%
6.5%
38.0%
-18.2%

994,677
605,810
345,351
43,516

1,086,865
662,928
385,183
38,754

92,188
57,118
39,832
-4,762

8.5%
8.6%
10.3%
-12.3%

1,126,029
683,561
402,365
40,103

1,326,445
730,471
560,793
35,181

1,407,869
730,020
645,548
32,301

281,840
46,459
243,183
-7,802

20.0%
6.4%
37.7%
-24.1%

16.1%
3.6%
5.3%
7.1%

6.1%
5.0%
7.8%
9.1%

-10.0%
1.4%
2.5%
2.0%

-163.1%
27.4%
32.3%
21.5%

5.0%
4.5%
6.2%
5.8%

4.9%
3.7%
6.2%
8.4%

5.6%
4.4%
6.8%
10.3%

0.6%
-0.1%
0.6%
4.5%

10.7%
-2.3%
8.8%
43.7%

0.02

0.8%

2.83

2.82

2.81

-0.02

-0.7%

Occupied Housing Units
Single-Family
Multiple Family
Mobile Homes
Overall Vacancy Rate
Single-Family
Multiple Family
Mobile Homes

Persons per Household
2.73
2.75
SOURCE: SANDAG 2016c, 2013b, 2010a, and 2000a.
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Household
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Table 4.7-2
City of Oceanside Population and Future Population and Housing Forecasts
Change from
Census
2000 to 2010
Estimated
Forecasted
2000
2010
Numeric
Percent
2016
2035
2050
161,029
167,344
6,315
3.77%
175,948
188,597 189,377
159,749
166,408
6,659
4.0%
175,012
187,609 188,278
1,280
936
-344
-36.8%
936
988
1,099

Change from
2016 to 2050
Numeric Percent
13,429
7.09%
13,266
7.05%
163
14.83%

Total Housing Units
Single-Family
Multiple Family
Mobile Homes

59,581
38,572
17,588
3,349

65,014
42,075
19,427
3,512

5,433
3,503
1,839
163

8.35%
8.32%
9.5%
4.64%

66,045
42,657
19,891
3,497

70,396
43,363
23,729
3,303

70,942
43,709
23,934
3,299

4,897
1,052
4,043
-198

6.9%
2.41%
16.89%
-6.0%

Occupied Housing Units
Single-Family
Multiple Family
Mobile Homes

56,488
37,264
16,127
3,026

59,369
38,826
17,504
3.039

2,881
1,562
1,377
13

4.85%
4.02%
7.87%
0.43%

60,817
39,912
17,737
3,168

65,370
40,820
21,660
2,890

65,880
41,156
21,883
2,841

5,063
1,244
4,146
-327

7.69%
3.02%
18.95%
-11.51%

5%
3%
8%
9%

9%
9%
9.3%
13%

4%
6%
1.3%
4%

44.4%
66.7%
14.0%
30.8%

7.9%
7.2%
10.8%
9.4%

7.1%
5.9%
8.7%
12.5%

7.1%
5.8%
8.6%
13.9%

-0.8%
-1.4%
-2.2%
4.5%

-11.27%
-24.14%
-25.58%
32.37%

Persons per Household
2.83
2.80
SOURCE: SANDAG 2016a, 2013a, 2010b, and 2000b.

-0.03

-1.07%

2.88

2.87

2.86

-0.02

-0.7%

Overall Vacancy Rate
Single-Family
Multiple Family
Mobile Homes
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b. Housing
Region
The San Diego region currently has an estimated (2016) 1,185,498 housing units, including
713,767 single-family (60.2 percent), 429,166 multi-family (36.2 percent), and 42,565 mobile
homes (3.6 percent). The current regional vacancy rate is 5.0 percent. Considering the
number of people living in a household and the number of occupied housing units, the
persons per household regional average is 2.83 (SANDAG 2016c).
By 2050, the regional housing supply is forecasted to increase by 306,437 to 1,491,935,
which would be 20.5 percent growth over 34 years, or 0.60 percent per year (SANDAG
2013b). From 2000 to 2010, regional housing growth percentage rates were similar between
single-family (9.9 percent) and multi-family units (12.8 percent) (SANDAG 2000a;
SANDAG 2010a). However, the future anticipated housing unit growth is expected to
involve a much higher percent increase in multi-family homes (38 percent increase of multifamily units between 2016 and 2050) than single-family homes (6.5 percent increase of
single-family units between 2016 and 2050) (SANDAG 2013b). Housing data for the San
Diego region is presented in Table 4.7-1.

City of Oceanside
As shown in Table 4.7-2, the City was estimated to have approximately 66,045 housing
units in 2016, consisting of 42,657 single-family (64.6 percent), 19,891 multi-family
(30.1 percent), and 3,497 (5.3 percent) mobile homes. Compared to the region, the City has
a higher percentage of single-family units and a lower percentage of multi-family units. The
current overall vacancy rate is 7.9 percent. Based on the number of occupied units and the
household populations, the number of people per household is currently estimated to be
2.88 (SANDAG 2016a).

4.7.2.2 Regulatory Framework
a. Senate Bill 375 and Assembly Bill 1233
Senate Bill 375 (SB 375), the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act, was
passed in 2008. SB 375 focuses on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as discussed further
in Section 4.5. As a part of this effort, SB 375 requires that regional housing needs be
addressed in conjunction with regional transportation in order to integrate housing, land
use, and transportation planning together. In the San Diego region, this unified regional
planning effort is completed by SANDAG via San Diego Forward.
Assembly Bill 1233 (AB 1233, enacted in 2005), requires each city or county in California to
draft and implement a housing element as part of the General Plan for their jurisdiction.
The housing elements are intended to provide each jurisdiction with an assessment of
housing needs and an inventory of resources and constraints relevant to the meeting of
these needs.
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b. San Diego Forward
As stated by SANDAG and in accordance with SB 375, the strategy set forth in San Diego
Forward is to “focus housing and job growth in the urbanized areas where there is existing
and planned infrastructure [in order to] invest in a network that gives residents and
workers transportation options that reduce GHG emissions . . . .” San Diego Forward
addresses regional growth and housing needs by using growth forecasts. Additional
discussion of San Diego Forward as it pertains to the project is provided in Chapter 4.1,
Land Use. For a complete discussion on San Diego Forward, see Section 4.1.1.3(b).

4.7.2

Significance Determination Thresholds

Thresholds used to evaluate impacts related to public services are based on applicable
criteria in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines (California Code of
Regulations Sections 15000-15387), Appendix G. A significant impact would occur if the
project would:
1) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses or indirectly (for example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure);
2) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere; or
3) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.

4.7.3

Issue 1 Population Growth

Would the project induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for
example, by proposing new homes and businesses or indirectly (for example, through
extension of roads or other infrastructure)?

4.7.3.1

Impact Analysis

The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
The EDE presents a framework of goals and policies intended to improve the economic
vitality of the City for the next 15 to 20 years. The goals and policies presented in the EDE
are intended to foster economic development for existing residents and population growth
already forecasted to occur within the City and would not result in any changes to the
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City’s adopted land use map. For instance, EDE policies identify the need for a diverse
supply of quality housing in the City, but does not change the land use map to allow
changes in future development potential. Several EDE policies support concentrating
future development within existing urbanized areas and encouraging efficient, transitoriented development within the City’s Smart Growth Opportunity Areas (SGOAs), as
identified on the Regional Smart Growth Concept Map. These policies provide policy
direction for future land use changes, but as specific land use changes are not identified it
would be speculative to provide further analysis of potential impacts. However, EDE
policies to support concentrating future development within urbanized areas near existing
transportation nodes would prevent the extension of roads and infrastructure, and avoid
indirect inducement of population growth (as further discussed in Section 5).

b. ECAP and CAP
The CAP presents a framework of measures to reduce GHG emissions associated with
existing residents and population growth already forecasted to occur within the City and
would not result in any changes to the land use map. Several CAP measures would serve to
concentrate future development within existing urban areas by locating the majority of new
housing units and employment generating land uses within existing and potential SGOAs.
Concentrating future development within existing and potential SGOAs would support
concentrating growth within areas with existing infrastructure and avoid extension of roads
or other infrastructure that could induce population growth (as further discussed in
Section 5). As no land use changes are proposed, further analysis would be speculative.

4.7.3.2

Significance of Impacts

The project would not directly or indirectly induce population growth, and no impact would
result.

4.7.3.3

Mitigation

No impact would result. No mitigation is required.

4.7.4

Issues 2 and 3 Displace Housing or People

Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere? Would the project displace substantial
numbers of people, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere?

4.7.4.1

Impact Analysis

The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.
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a. EDE
The EDE presents a framework of goals and policies intended to improve the economic
vitality of the City and would not result in the displacement of existing housing or people as
no land use changes or physical development is proposed.

b. ECAP and CAP
The ECAP and CAP present a framework of measures to reduce GHG emissions associated
with existing residents and population growth already forecasted to occur within the City.
These measures do not include strategies that would potentially displace existing
residences or people.

4.7.4.2

Significance of Impacts

The project would not displace existing housing or people, and no impacts would occur.

4.7.4.3

Mitigation

No impact would result. No mitigation is required.
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Utilities and Service Systems

This section addresses the potential for the implementation of the Economic Development
Element (EDE), Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP), and Climate Action Plan
(CAP) to result in impacts to utilities and service systems within the City of Oceanside
(City).

4.8.1

Existing Conditions

4.8.1.1

Existing Utilities and Services

a. San Diego County Water Authority
The San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) is the regional wholesale water agency in
San Diego County, and serves 24 member agencies, including the City. SDCWA’s supply
mix includes imported water and desalinated seawater. SDCWA purchases supplies from
the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD), which receives its supplies
primarily from the State Water Project and the Colorado River. SDCWA also receives
Colorado River water via transfers from Imperial Irrigation District (IID) and conservation
savings from several canal-lining projects. Both of these sources have become increasingly
unreliable since the early 1990s as a result of significant droughts, water rights issues, and
environmental restrictions. SDCWA also purchases desalinated seawater and blends it into
member agency supplies.

b. City of Oceanside Water Utilities Department
The City‘s Water Utilities Department is responsible for purchasing water from the
SDCWA and delivering it throughout the City for domestic, commercial, irrigation, and fire
protection purposes. The Department operates and maintains the City’s water distribution
system, as well as the City’s wastewater collection and treatment facilities. The
Department also coordinates implementation of the of environmental services and
programs related to clean water, solid waste and recycling, zero waste, water conservation,
water pollution prevention, sustainability and energy conservation. The City’s Green
Oceanside campaign serves as an educational platform for all of the Department’s
environmental programs, and seeks to educate residents, businesses and visitors about how
to be better stewards of the earth and to implement programs that protect and conserve
natural resources. Services managed by the Water Utilities Department are discussed
further below.
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c. Wastewater
The City’s Water Utilities Department service area for wastewater collection includes the
City, as well as areas within the cities of Vista. The City’s wastewater collection and
treatment system consists of two wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), the San Luis Rey
WWTP and the La Salina WWTP, and their associated collection systems. The San Luis
Rey WWTP collects wastewater from the central and eastern portions of the City, while the
La Salina WWTP collects from the western portion of the City. The Rainbow Municipal
Water District (RWMD), serving primarily the unincorporated community of Fallbrook and
small portions of the cities of Vista and Oceanside, contracts with the City to treat
1.5 million gallons of sewage per day at the San Luis Rey WWTP (RMWD 2016). The La
Salina WWTP is currently in the process of decommissioning.
The only portion of the City that relies on septic systems is the Morro Hills area, located in
the northeastern portion of the City where extensive agricultural operations are present
(City of Oceanside 2015a).
The treatment processes at the San Luis Rey WWTP include preliminary, primary, and
activated sludge secondary treatment. The San Luis Rey WWTP provides secondary
treatment for most of the City service area, as well as RMWD and a portion of the City of
Vista. The plant has a peak-month capacity of 15.4 million gallons per day (mgd). The
biosolids are anaerobically digested and dewatered by centrifuges prior to land application.
The treatment processes at the La Salina WWTP include preliminary, primary, and
activated sludge secondary treatment, and has a rated secondary treatment capacity of
5.5 mgd. The biosolids are anaerobically digested, dewatered by belt filter presses, and land
applied off-site. There are no recycled water treatment facilities at the La Salina WWTP. In
2014, the City completed an alternatives analysis for rehabilitating the La Salina WWTP
but decided to move forward with the option to convert the plant to a pump station to
convey wastewater flows to San Luis Rey WWTP for treatment. Therefore, all projected
wastewater flows to La Salina WWTP will augment flows at San Luis Rey WWTP. Treated
wastewater effluent from both WWTPs is discharged into the ocean through the Oceanside
Ocean Outfall (City of Oceanside 2015a).

d. Water
The City’s potable water sources are generated from a blend of imported and desalinated
seawater from SDCWA and local groundwater from the Mission Basin. Local groundwater
is pumped from eight City-owned wells within the Mission Basin and treated at the Mission
Basin Groundwater Purification Facility (MBGPF). The primary MBGPF treatment process
utilizes reverse osmosis membranes to reduce salt concentrations present in the
groundwater. The City’s potable water supply system includes connections to SDCWA’s
aqueducts and the MBGPF. The City has five connections with SDCWA’s filtered and
untreated imported water aqueducts, referred to as Flow Control Facilities (FCFs). These
FCFs include connections on Pipelines No. 1 and No. 2, the County Water Authority TriAgency Pipeline, and the North County Distribution Pipeline (NCDP). FCF 2, 3, and 5
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connect directly with the SDCWA aqueducts and supply both potable and raw water. FCF 4
connects to the SDCWA system via the Tri-Agency Pipeline, which is a 7.2-mile-long
pipeline that provides treated water to the City, Carlsbad Municipal Water District, Vista
Irrigation District, and Vallecitos Water District. FCF 6 connects to SDCWA’s regional
system via the NCDP, a 4.5-mile pipeline that runs east-west between SDCWA’s Second
Aqueduct and the City.
The City’s water distribution system includes 12 storage reservoirs located throughout the
water system. At least one storage reservoir is located in each of the seven primary
pressure zones (out of a total of 28 pressure zones). Some of the primary pressure zones
have subzones that are supplied via pumping or via pressure-reducing stations if the
subzone ground elevations are either higher or lower than a primary pressure zone. In
addition to the storage reservoirs, the City operates 9 booster pump stations, 2 water
supply pumping stations, 54 pressure regulating stations, and 7 altitude valves. Potable
water is distributed to customers through 574 miles of pipelines extending throughout the
City and ranging from 2 to 42 inches in diameter. The majority of the piping in the system
is 8 inches in diameter and is made of asbestos cement pipe.
The City has an existing recycled water system consisting of 1.2 miles of recycled water
pipeline and in the process of expanding and developing a more extensive recycled water
system capacity and pipelines. As a member of the North San Diego Water Reuse Coalition,
the City is coordinating with nine other water and wastewater agencies in northern San
Diego County to maximize recycled water use and improve recycled water efficiencies.
Currently, recycled water is treated at the San Luis Rey WWTP and used for nonpotable
uses to offset demands for potable water. Recycled water that is produced at the San Luis
Rey WWTP is distributed via the City’s non-potable water distribution system. The City’s
non-potable water system includes the San Luis Rey WWTP, which has a tertiary
treatment capacity of 0.7 mgd and a secondary treatment capacity of 13.5 mgd. Tertiary
recycled water is conveyed from the San Luis Rey WWTP to maintain the lake level at
Whelan Lake and to irrigate the Oceanside Municipal Golf Course, El Corazon Soccer
Fields and the Center City Golf Course. Other uses for recycled water includes landscape
irrigation, which includes golf courses, cemeteries, parks, and homeowner associations (City
of Oceanside 2015a). This system is planned to be expanded to provide 1,110 acre-feet per
year (AFY) of recycled water between 2015 and 2030, and includes expansion of the
treatment plant and approximately 12 miles of new 6- to 20-inch diameter pipeline.

e. Storm Water
Storm drains are not connected to sanitary sewer or treatment facilities; as a result, runoff
transports pollutants directly into the City’s waterways. The Water Utilities Department
manages the Clean Water Program, which implements water quality monitoring,
inspections of the existing developments and industrial and commercial businesses, and
provides education outreach to businesses, developers, residents, and municipal staff to
minimize the discharge of pollutants into the storm drain system. Storm water is regulated
by the City through Chapter 40 of the Municipal Code in Section 4.8.1.2.b below.
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f. Solid Waste
Solid waste and recycling services are provided to the City through a contractor, Waste
Management, Inc. to residential, commercial, and industrial customers. Solid waste is
hauled to the El Sobrante Landfill in Riverside County. The El Sobrante Landfill has a
permitted weekly disposal capacity of 70,000 tons (16,054 tons per day), with an estimated
remaining site life to 2057.
Since adoption of a Zero Waste Resolution in 2011, and a Zero Waste Plan in 2012, the City
has implemented numerous enhanced diversion services and programs to help reduce the
amount of materials being sent to landfills for disposal, with a goal of 75 percent diversion
rate by 2020. Programs with the most significant diversion rates and public participation
include automated and mandatory residential and commercial solid waste, recycling, and
greenwaste services, zero waste schools program, Green Oceanside Business Network
program, unified environmental inspection program, enhanced reuse and donation
opportunities, food recovery programs, and various source reduction initiatives.

4.8.1.2 Regulatory Setting
a. State
California Water Plan (Update 2013)
The California Water Plan is the state’s strategic plan for managing and developing water
resources statewide for current and future generations, as required by the California Water
Code.

Water Conservation Act of 2009 (Senate Bill X7-7)
Senate Bill (SB X7-7) requires all water suppliers to increase water use efficiency, and that
the Department of Water Resources, in consultation with other state agencies, develop a
single standardized water use reporting form, which would be used by both urban and
agricultural water agencies. The bill sets an overall goal of reducing per capita urban water
use by 20 percent by December 31, 2020.

Water Conservation in Landscaping Act of 2006
This act requires cities, counties, charter cities, and charter counties to have adopted
landscape water conservation ordinances by January 1, 2010 (see also Section 4.8.1.2,
Local).

California Urban Water Management Plan Act
The Urban Water Management Plan Act, passed by the California State Legislature in
1983, requires every urban water supplier that provides water to 3,000 or more customers,
or provides over 3,000 acre-feet of water annually, to assess the reliability of its water
sources over a 20-year planning horizon, and report its progress on 20 percent reduction in
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per-capita urban water consumption by the year 2020. The act requires these water
suppliers to analyze and ensure the appropriate level of reliability in its water service to
meet the needs of its customers during normal, dry, and multiple dry years. The act
describes the contents of Urban Water Management Plan (UWMPs) as well as how urban
water suppliers should adopt and implement the plans, and requires the plans to be
updated every five years.

California State Senate Bill 221 and Senate Bill 610 (January 2002)
SB 610 requires water suppliers to prepare a Water Supply Assessment report for inclusion
by land use agencies within the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process for
new developments subject to SB 610. SB 221 requires water suppliers to prepare written
verification that sufficient water supplies are planned to be available prior to approval of
large-scale subdivisions. As defined in SB 221 and SB 610, large-scale projects include
residential development projects that include more than 500 residential units and/or
shopping centers or business establishments resulting in a net increase of more than
1,000 employees or more than 500,000 square feet of floor space.

California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (as amended by
Assembly Bill 341)
Originally, the Integrated Waste Management Plan mandated to divert 25 percent of their
solid waste by 1995 and 50 percent by 2000. Assembly Bill (AB) 341 amends these
requirements as follows: (1) California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery
(CalRecycle) to issue a report to the Legislature that includes strategies and
recommendations that would enable the state to divert 75 percent of the solid waste
generated in the state from disposal by January 1, 2020; (2) requires businesses that meet
specified thresholds in the bill to arrange for recycling services by January 1, 2012;
(3) streamlines the amendment process for non-disposal facility elements, by allowing
changes without review and comment from a local task force; and (4) allows a solid waste
facility to modify their existing permit, instead of having to undergo a permit revision,
under specified circumstances.

Mandatory Commercial Organics Recycling (AB 1826)
In October of 2014, Governor Brown signed AB 1826 requiring businesses to recycle their
organic waste on and after April 1, 2016, depending on the amount of waste they generate
per week. Organic waste means food waste, green waste, landscape and pruning waste,
nonhazardous wood waste, and food-soiled paper waste that is mixed in with food waste.
This law phases in the mandatory recycling of commercial organics over time. The
minimum threshold of organic waste generation by businesses decreases over time, which
means that over time an increasingly greater proportion of the commercial sector will be
required to comply.
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Short Lived Climate Pollutant Reduction Strategy (Mandatory Organics
Recycling) SB 1383:
In September 2016, Governor Brown signed SB 1383 (Lara, Chapter 395, Statutes of 2016),
establishing methane emissions reduction targets in a statewide effort to reduce emissions
of short-lived climate pollutants (SLCP) 1 in various sectors of California's economy. The bill
codifies the California Air Resources Board’s SLCP Reduction Strategy, established
pursuant to SB 605 (Lara, Chapter 523, Statutes of 2014), in order to achieve reductions in
the statewide emissions of SLCPs. Reductions are essential to address the many impacts of
climate change on human health and on the environment.
As it pertains to CalRecycle, SB 1383 establishes targets to achieve a 50 percent reduction
in the level of the statewide disposal of organic waste from the 2014 level by 2020 and a
75 percent reduction by 2025. The law grants CalRecycle the regulatory authority required
to achieve the organic waste disposal reduction targets and establishes an additional target
that not less than 20 percent of currently disposed edible food is recovered for human
consumption by 2025.
Methane emissions resulting from the decomposition of organic waste in landfills are a
significant source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions contributing to global climate change.
Organic materials—including waste that can be readily prevented, recycled, or composted—
account for a significant portion of California’s overall waste stream. Increasing food waste
prevention, encouraging edible food rescue, and expanding the composting and in-vessel
digestion of organic waste throughout the state will help reduce methane emissions. In
addition, compost has numerous benefits including water conservation, improved soil
health, and carbon sequestration. Anaerobic digestion produces biogas that can be used to
create electricity or renewable transportation fuels. Food rescue has the added benefit of
assisting Californians who are unable to secure adequate, healthy food by diverting edible
food to food banks and pantries.
SB 1383 builds upon California’s leading commitments to reduce GHG emissions and air
pollution statewide. Reductions of short-lived climate pollutant emissions, including
methane emissions, is one of five key climate change strategy pillars necessary to meet
California’s target to reduce GHG emissions 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 as
established in SB 32 (Pavley, Chapter 249, Statutes of 2016). SB 1383 will further support
California’s efforts to achieve the statewide 75 percent recycling goal by 2020 established in
AB 341 (Chesbro, Chapter 476, Statutes of 2011) and strengthen the implementation of
mandatory commercial organics recycling established in AB 1826 (Chesbro, Chapter 727,
Statutes of 2014).

1Short-lived

climate pollutants (SLCPs) are powerful climate forcers that remain in the atmosphere
for a much shorter period of time than longer-lived climate pollutants, such as carbon dioxide (CO2).
They include methane, fluorinated gases including hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), and black carbon.
Agricultural, livestock and landfills are substantial sources of SLCP – especially methane.
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California Green Building Code
The 2016 California Green Building Code presents a series of both residential and nonresidential mandatory and voluntary measures to increase water efficiency and
conservation. Mandatory residential water efficiency and conservation measures include
use of water conserving plumbing fixtures and fittings, to be installed in accordance with
the California Plumbing Code. Outdoor water use in landscaped areas over 5,000 square
feet should comply with either a local water-efficient landscape ordinance or the current
California Department of Water Resources’ Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance
(MWELO), whichever is more stringent. Projects with aggregate landscape areas less than
2,500 square feet may comply with the MWELO’s Appendix D Prescriptive Compliance
Option.
For non-residential indoor water use, separate submeters or metering devices shall be
installed for the tenant space within the building projected to consume more than
100 gallons per day. Separate metering device shall be provided for any tenant that is
projected to consume more than 1,000 gallons per day. Water conserving plumbing fixtures
and fittings, including food waste disposers, should be installed which follow specific flush
volumes, and which are installed in accordance with the California Plumbing Code.
Outdoor water use in landscaped areas over 5,000 square feet should comply with either: a
local water efficient landscape ordinance that is at least as effective in conserving water as
the updated model ordinance adopted by the Department of Water Resources per
Government Code Section 65595 (c); or the current California Department of Water
Resources’ MWELO, whichever is more stringent. Rehabilitated landscape projects of or
over 2,500 square feet shall comply with the above requirements. Projects with aggregate
landscape areas less than 2,500 square feet may comply with the performance
requirements of MWELO or conform to the prescriptive compliance measures contained in
MWELO’s Appendix D. For projects using treated or untreated graywater or rainwater
captured on-site, any lot or parcel within the project that has less than 2,500 square feet of
landscape and meets the lot or parcel’s landscape water requirement (Estimated Total
Water Use) entirely with treated or untreated graywater or through stored rainwater
captured on-site is subject only to MWELO’s Appendix D. Public schools and community
colleges landscape projects generally shall comply with the MWELO commencing with
Section 490 of Chapter 2.7, Division 2, Title 23, California Code of Regulations.
Residential voluntary measures include use of low-flow faucets and appliances, no-water
urinals and toilets, hot water recirculation systems, and recycled water systems. Outdoor
measures include rainwater catchment systems, reducing potable water usage, capture and
use of graywater and recycled water for irrigation.
Non-residential voluntary measures include use of low-flow faucets and appliances, nowater urinals and toilets, hot water recirculation systems, and recycled water systems on a
tiered savings program. Outdoor measures include rainwater catchment systems, reducing
potable water usage, capture and use of graywater and recycled water for irrigation. Use of
adaptive and/or non-invasive vegetation is also recommended.
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b. Local
General Plan
The State of California requires that each city draft and adopt a comprehensive general
plan that provides long-term policy and development guidelines and goals within its
jurisdiction. Each general plan has several required elements. The relevant elements to
utilities and service systems are the Environmental Resource Management Element, the
Community Facilities Element, and the Land Use Element.
Environmental Resource Management Element
The Environmental Resource Management Element focuses on conserving and preserving
natural resources within the City of Oceanside, including the city’s water supply. The
following goals and policies related to utilities are applicable to the project:
Goal: Evaluate the state of the environment and formulate a program of planned
management, wise utilization, and preservation of our natural resources to ensure the
health, safety, and welfare of present and future generations.
Water Policy 1: Plan for an adequate water system based on the projected needs of
the City.
Community Facilities Element
The Community Facilities Element addresses the community’s need for public services and
facilities. The Community Facilities Element includes the conditions, capacities, and status
of all public facilities serving the city, including water and wastewater facilities.
Objective: To ensure that adequate public facilities and services are provided to serve
existing and future residential, commercial, and industrial development throughout the
City of Oceanside.
Policy 0.6: The City shall strive to establish control over the quality, distribution,
and rate of growth of the City in order to:
l) ensure adequate water and sanitary sewage systems;
m) ensure adequate stormwater management systems.
Objective: To provide an adequate water supply, storage and distribution system, and
an adequate sanitary sewage collection and treatment system to serve Oceanside’s
existing and future growth requirements in an efficient and cost effective manner, while
encouraging a more compact and sequenced development pattern through the phased
extension of water and sewer systems and while meeting all federal and state mandated
programs.
Policy 5.4: New development shall be responsible for on-site facility improvements
required by that development.
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Policy 5.9: Throughout the community, the City shall systematically expand water
storage capacities and service line distribution systems to keep pace with growth
projections of the adopted General Plan.
Policy 5.11: New development shall be responsible for on-site water facilities
improvements required by that development.
Objective: To provide adequate stormwater management facilities and services for the
entire community in a timely and cost effective manner, while mitigating the
environmental impacts of construction of the storm drainage system as well as
stormwater runoff.
Policy 6.2: All new development in the City shall pay drainage impact fees to defray
that development’s proportionate share of drainage facilities serving the basin where
the new development is located.
Land Use Element
The Land Use Element acts as a guide to land use planning within the City. The Land Use
Element identifies the proposed general distribution, location, and extent of land uses. This
element also addresses wastewater collection, wastewater treatment, water supply, and
water distribution within the City.
Policy 2.722D: The water supply and distribution system shall be designed for logical
service unit area to allow for development of the services unit area at the intensity
proposed by the General Plan.
Policy 2.723A: All new housing in the City of Oceanside shall pay a “per-unit” sewer
connection charge.
Policy 2.723B: The sewer system should be designed for a logical service unit to allow
for full development of the service area at the intensity proposed by the General Plan.

Municipal Code
The City’s Municipal Code provides various chapters that define requirements for public
facilities impact fees as a condition of approval of building, grading, and improvement
permits for development projects. Specifically, Chapter 32C, Section 3 states that “prior to
the issuance of a building permit for new construction, including residential and
nonresidential development, on any property within the citywide area of benefit established
pursuant to this chapter, the applicant for such permit shall pay or cause to be paid any
fees established and apportioned pursuant to this chapter for the purpose of defraying the
actual or estimated cost of constructing the city's public facilities.” Public facilities, as
defined by the City’s Municipal Code, are all governmental facilities specified within the
City’s General Plan, including water, wastewater, and storm water systems. According to
Chapter 29 of the City’s Municipal Code, all new connections to the City’s wastewater
system shall be assessed a wastewater system capacity buy-in fee based on water meter
size and use type. Drainage fees are based on land use type.
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Chapter 13 of the City’s Municipal Code contains the Solid Waste and Recycling Code. The
Solid Waste and Recycling Code provides definitions, administrative requirements,
enforcement, and regulations for storage, disposal, and collection of solid waste as well as
provision of recycling facilities and separation of recyclables within the City.

Drought Response Ordinances
The City has two ordinances in place that establish procedures for long- and short-term
water shortages, the Water Conservation Program and Drought Response Conservation
Measures for Mandatory Water Reduction (Ord. No. 09-OR0439-1) and Updated to Water
Conservation Program and Drought Response Conservation Measures (Ord. No. 15OR0276-1). Ordinance No. 08-OR0439-1 establishes four levels of drought response actions,
with increasing restrictions on water use in response to decreasing available supplies.
Ord. No. 15-OR0276-1 was implemented in 2015 in response to Governor Brown’s 2014
state of emergency proclamation for drought and the 2015 Executive Order for 25 percent
reduction of water use statewide.

2015 Urban Water Management Plan
The 2015 UWMP serves as the water management plan for the City, and meets the
requirements of the California Department of Water Resources, the California Water Code,
and the California Urban Water Management Plan Act. The UWMP serves as a resource
document that describes the current water and wastewater distribution, collection, and
treatment system, and analyzes long-term water supply and demand needs for the City’s
service area. The City’s 2015 UWMP provides an analysis of the current and anticipated
water supply needs for the City until the horizon year of 2040 and contains a water supply
reliability assessment that identifies a diverse mix of imported and local supplies necessary
to meet demands over the next 25 years on average, single-dry year and multiple-dry year
periods. The UWMP documents that no shortages are anticipated within its service area for
normal or single dry year supply and demand needs. However, the City projects a potential
deficit in 2035 and 2040 during the third dry year scenario. This deficit would be addressed
through implementation of extraordinary conservation or conversion of additional
customers to recycled water beyond that already projected. These measures would reduce
demands such that available supplies would be sufficient to meet demands.

Water Conservation Master Plan
The 2016 Water Conservation Master Plan Update evaluates water conservation demand
management alternatives, general and type of customer-specific (single-family, multifamily, commercial, etc.) conservation programs, and other water-efficiency measures
suggested by the City of Oceanside. The objective of the plan was to develop steps in order
to attain water-efficiency goals in a cost-effective manner that is feasible to implement by
City staff. Key components of the plan include: updating and further examining the current
water use by the City of Oceanside to identify the best method of achieving additional
savings and the timing of achieving those savings; and a short-term plan for complying
with SB X7-7 and meeting per capita use targets by 2020.
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2011 Water Utilities Strategic Plan
The City’s Water Utilities Strategic Plan identifies several strategic issues and a plan to
address them. Issues identified include the City’s aging utility infrastructure, strategies to
increase water supply through diversification, and workforce development strategies to
ensure the Water Utilities Department is staffed by a competitive, well trained workforce
as existing experienced employees begin to retire. The plan also addresses fiscal
responsibility to ensure utility rates remain competitive with other agencies and prioritizes
the Green Oceanside campaign to maximize the use of renewable resources and reduce
waste generation at its water facilities.

2015 Recycled Water Facilities Plan
The Recycled Water Facilities Plan is used by the City to identify cost-effective recycled
water projects and develop a Capital Improvement Program for expansion of the City’s
existing recycled water system.

Stormwater Quality Mitigation Plan (SWQMP) Requirements
The City’s Best Management Practice (BMP) Design Manual details measures that must be
implemented on-site to protect stormwater quality from on-site conditions, including
erosion. The BMP Design Manual includes requirements for all development projects,
which include the implementation of appropriate source control BMPs, temporary
construction BMPs, and permanent stabilization/erosion control BMPs. The City’s BMP
Design Manual includes a low impact development (LID) design guide for projects that
includes incorporation of design features on site that would control runoff (City of
Oceanside 2016d).
All development and redevelopment projects applying for discretionary or administrative
permits within the City are subject to a formal SWQMP Determination. The objective of the
SWQMP Determination is to provide a consistent and thorough method for the initial
review of development and redevelopment projects, with the purpose of categorizing
projects and determining applicable SWQMP requirements.
As part of the SWQMP compliance process, development and redevelopment projects must
prepare a Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SWMP) to demonstrate compliance with
stormwater mitigation requirements prior to project approval and issuance of local permits.
Requirements that apply during the planning phase and prior to project entitlement
include minimum standards for the implementation of LID practices and the integration of
flow control criteria designed to mitigate storm runoff peaks and durations from
development sites. This unified LID approach combines site planning and design measures
coupled with engineered integrated management practices, such as bioretention facilities,
flow-through planters, dry wells, infiltration basins, and cisterns. By implementing the
unified LID design procedure, projects may develop a single integrated design that
demonstrates compliance with federal, state, and local storm water regulations.
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Zero Waste Strategic Resource Management Plan
The City’s Zero Waste Strategic Resource Management Plan (also discussed in Section
4.5.1.1.d) calls for a 75 percent waste diversion rate by 2020, which meets the requirements
of AB 341 (2011), which established a statewide mandate of 75 percent waste diversion goal
by 2020. The plan specifies policies and programs to help achieve this diversion rate, such
as a new single-stream recycling program, an expanded education and outreach for reuse
program, organics diversion, source reduction and disposal bans, and the implementation of
the state’s mandatory commercial recycling law. The City anticipates that this plan will
help the City to achieve a diversion rate of greater than 75 percent by 2020.
In June 2012, the City approved the Oceanside Zero Waste Strategic Resource Management
Plan that identified options for diverting waste from landfills via a variety of methods,
resulting in a 68% Diversion/Recycling rate for inorganic materials. Additional bills passed
by the State target diversion of organic materials from landfills. In response to these
requirements the City solicited proposals for an Integrated Organic Waste to
Energy/Biosolids Master Plan In June 2017, which was designed to further analyze and
quantify the benefits of and plan for the potential implementation of an integrated organic
waste to energy/biosolids project at the San Luis Rey Water Reclamation Facility
(SLRWRF). The Integrated Organic Waste to Energy/Biosolids Master Plan Project will
analyze and recommend integrated solutions that meet the State regulatory requirements
and align with strategic goals of the City. These solutions include:
•

Increase the City’s Renewable Energy Portfolio

•

Increase the Energy Independence of the SLRWRF

•

Decrease the City’s Energy Cost

•

Reduce the City’s GHG emissions

•

Optimize the overall costs of green waste, organic waste, and biosolids
processing/reuse

•

Increase local use of biosolids/compost

4.8.2

Significance Determination Thresholds

Thresholds used to evaluate impacts related to utilities and service systems are based on
applicable criteria in the CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations Sections 1500015387), Appendix G. A significant impact would occur if the project would:
1) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water
Quality Control Board;
2) Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities
or the expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects;
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3) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or
may serve the project that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments;
4) Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects;
5) Have insufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or require new or expanded entitlements;
6) Be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs; or
7) Violate federal, state, or local statutes and regulations related to solid waste.

4.8.3

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5: Wastewater, Water, and
Storm Water Facilities

Would the project exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional
Water Quality Control Board; require or result in the construction of new water, wastewater
treatment, or storm water drainage facilities or the expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental effects; result in a
determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may serve the project
that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in addition to the
provider’s existing commitments; or have insufficient water supplies available to serve the
project from existing entitlements and resources, or require new or expanded entitlements?

4.8.3.1

Impact Analysis

The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
The EDE presents a framework of goals and policies intended to improve the economic
vitality of the City for the next 15 to 20 years. The goals and policies presented in the EDE
are intended to foster economic development for existing residents and population growth
already forecasted to occur within the City and would not result in any changes to the land
use map that could result in an increase in permitted intensity of development or future
buildout. Consequently, the project would not generate new demand for wastewater
treatment, water supply, or storm water drainage facilities. The EDE incorporates policies
related to utilities and services that are intended to improve services and availability of
supplies. For example, the EDE includes policies to identify infrastructure deficiencies that
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impede business activity and to evaluate how capital projects will contribute to the viability
and vitality of businesses within and in proximity to proposed Capital Improvement
Program projects during the capital improvement planning and budgeting process. These
policies would support infrastructure and utility planning in the City, but would not
directly result in any utility improvements.

b. ECAP and CAP
The ECAP and CAP present a framework of measures to reduce GHG emissions associated
with existing residents and population growth already forecasted to occur within the City
and would not result in any changes to the land use map that could result in an increase in
permitted intensity of development or future buildout. Consequently, the project would not
generate new demand for wastewater treatment, water supply, or storm water drainage
facilities. The ECAP and CAP include a number of measures that would serve to improve
utility services and supplies throughout the City. For example, policies support
implementation of the Water Conservation Master Plan, which would implement water
conservation measures included in the City’s 2016 Water Conservation Master Plan;
measures to require all brick-and-mortar businesses to participate in building water
consumption benchmarking and would require disclosure of building water consumption at
the time-of-sale of non-residential real estate. Policies are also included that would support
development of local water supplies including capital improvements to the San Luis Rey
Wastewater Treatment Plant that would increase the supply capacity of recycled water that
meets Title 22 requirements for unrestricted use to at least 3.0 million gallons per day by
2025; 5.5 million gallons per day by 2035, and 7.5 gallons by 2045. Overall, policies would
support efficiency and other improvements to ensure wastewater, water, and storm water
facilities are adequate to serve the planned buildout of the City.

4.8.3.2

Significance of Impacts

Impacts associated with wastewater, water, and storm water facilities and water supply
would be less than significant.

4.8.3.3

Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.

4.8.4

Issues 6 and 7: Solid Waste

Would the project be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal needs? Would the project violate federal,
state, or local statutes and regulations related to solid waste?

4.8.4.1

Impact Analysis

The project does not propose any changes in land use or circulation; rather it provides
policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Additionally,
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these elements may provide direction and guidance for future General Plan element
updates.

a. EDE
The EDE presents a framework of goals and policies intended to improve the economic
vitality of the City for the next 15 to 20 years. The goals and policies presented in the EDE
are intended to foster economic development for existing residents and population growth
already forecasted to occur within the City and would not result in any changes to the land
use map. Consequently, the project would not generate additional demand for solid waste
disposal above what is anticipated by General Plan buildout.

b. ECAP and CAP
The ECAP and the CAP present a framework of measures to reduce GHG emissions
associated with existing residents and population growth already forecasted to occur within
the City and would not result in any changes to the land use map. Consequently, the
project would not generate new demand for solid waste disposal. Several ECAP and CAP
policies and measures would serve to increase recycling and reduce demand for solid waste
disposal. For example, ECAP and CAP policies support implementation of the City’s Zero
Waste Strategic Resource Management Plan, and would provide further policy support for
continuing and expanding solid waste diversion and increased recycling. Policies support
developing food waste recycling programs through food banks, providing incentives for
producer “cradle-to-cradle” take-back programs, expanding composting services and
introducing food waste recycling opportunities, expanding recycling education and
outreach, promotion of the Green Oceanside Program, increased outreach and incentives for
residential and commercial recycling, and reduced barriers to green waste composting. This
policy framework has an overall goal to increase recycling and reduce demand for solid
waste disposal in the City, building on the existing City efforts led by the Green Oceanside
program to achieve a zero waste goal.

4.8.4.2 Significance of Impacts
The project would not result in any development that would increase solid waste generation
and thus would not require additional capacity to accommodate the City’s solid waste
disposal needs and would not violate federal, state, or local statutes and regulations related
to solid waste, recycling and organics diversion. Impacts related to solid waste would be less
than significant.

4.8.4.3

Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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Chapter 5
Growth Inducement
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15126.2(d) requires
that an environmental impact report (EIR):
Discuss ways in which the proposed project could foster economic or
population growth, or the construction of additional housing, either directly
or indirectly, in the surrounding environment. Included are projects which
would remove obstacles to population growth (for example, a major expansion
of a waste water treatment plant might allow for more construction in service
areas). Increases in the population might tax existing community services
facilities, requiring construction of new facilities that could cause significant
environmental effects. Also discuss the characteristic of some projects which
may encourage and facilitate other activities that could significantly affect
the environment, either individually or cumulatively. It must not be assumed
that growth in any area is necessarily beneficial, detrimental, or of little
significance to the environment.
A project can directly or indirectly induce growth. Construction of new housing would
directly induce population growth. However, if a project creates substantial new permanent
employment opportunities, it could indirectly induce growth by stimulating the need for
additional housing and services to support the new employment demand. It could also
indirectly induce growth by removing infrastructure limitations or regulatory constraints
on a required public service, such as roads or water service. The following discussion is
based on a programmatic-level EIR analysis of the City of Oceanside’s (City) Economic
Development Element (EDE), Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP), and Climate
Action Plan (CAP) in regards to growth inducement.

5.1

Foster Economic or Employment Growth

The City has identified a need for continued economic growth within the City. More
specifically, the City has a history of a jobs-to-housing imbalance and seeks to improve
employment opportunities in the City. The City would like “to achieve this additional
growth in a manner that is sustainable, and promotes the health and welfare of its
residents.” The EDE and ECAP represent new elements of the General Plan. The purpose
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of a General Plan is to guide growth and development in the community and provide a
framework in which the growth can be managed and tailored to suit the needs of the
community and the surrounding area. The ECAP and EDE are intended to ensure that
economic growth occurs in an environmentally sustainable manner.
The proposed EDE includes objectives, policies, and implementation measures related to
the expansion of business activity and City’s employment base; the reduction of logistical
and regulatory barriers to commercial and industrial development; achieving a balance
between employment and housing opportunities; improving access to employment uses and
enhancing the visual character of the community; encouraging entrepreneurialism; and
promoting employment readiness.

5.2

Population and Housing Growth

While the project is a General Plan Amendment to add an EDE and ECAP element, it does
not include any changes to the Land Use Element that could affect the future potential
buildout of housing. The Land Use Element and associated land use map provide the
framework by which public officials are guided in making decisions relative to future
development. The project would not change the Land Use Element or map and thus there
would be no potential for growth inducement associated with land use changes.
Typically, the growth-inducing potential of a project is considered significant if it fosters
growth or a concentration of population in a different location or in excess of what is
assumed in pertinent General Plans or Land Use Plans, or projections made by regional
planning agencies such as the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG).
According to current SANDAG estimates (2016a), the estimated population of the City is
175,948 persons with an average household size of 2.88 persons. The City has an estimated
66,045 housing units, a majority of which are detached single-family units. The project
would not result in any change to these population and housing projections.
As described in Chapter 3, Project Description, implementation of the EDE, ECAP, and
CAP would present a policy framework to support the economic and climate action goals of
the City. This policy framework would not result in any population increases and not would
result in greater than projected buildout of local land use plans. However, implementation
of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP could result in employment increases, and is intended to
improve the historic jobs-housing imbalance that exists within the City, by increasing
economic opportunity for those already residing within the City. The EDE, ECAP, and CAP
would support policies that seek to concentrate jobs and housing growth into areas that
contain supporting commercial services and transit. Although this project would not
directly change this land use pattern, it would support these changes for future General
Plan amendments and this focus of population in the city center and along transit corridors
could result in localized incremental environmental impacts.
The proposed EDE, ECAP, and CAP do not authorize any specific development proposal;
rather they provide a framework document intended to ensure that economic growth occurs
in an environmentally sustainable manner, as well as provide key planning principles to
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guide future updates to other existing General Plan elements, including the Land Use
Element, Environmental Resources Management Element, Community Facilities Element,
and Circulation Element. Therefore, the project would not induce growth beyond that
projected or assumed in the General Plan.

5.3

Removal of an Impediment to Growth

The proposed EDE would include objectives, policies, and implementation measures related
to the expansion of business activity and the City’s employment base; the reduction of
logistical and regulatory barriers to commercial and industrial development; achieving a
balance between employment and housing opportunities; improving access to employment
uses and enhancing the visual character of the community; encouraging
entrepreneurialism; and promoting employment readiness. The EDE seeks to identify and
better leverage the City’s existing assets to bolster key economic sectors and enhance the
City’s appeal as a place to live, work, and visit. Therefore, the EDE is intended to remove
impediments to economic growth and support business. For example, businesses that focus
on sustainability such as installation or manufacture of solar photovoltaics or home energy
or water efficiency upgrades could be supported by proposed policies and experience growth.
However, while the project includes policies that would support economic growth, the
project would guide and support growth of certain economic sectors and would not result in
changes that could result in significant economic growth beyond that anticipated for the
region based on existing population and housing forecasts. The proposed policy framework
is intended to ensure planned growth occurs in an economically advantageous and
sustainable manner for the City; however, it is not anticipated that any of the measures
would significantly induce growth beyond that which is currently planned.

5.4

Conclusion

As described above, the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would not induce population growth in the
City since it does not include any changes to the General Plan land use map. However, the
policy framework supported by the project could reduce impediments to economic growth
and could allow for more growth for businesses that support sustainability.
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Chapter 6
Cumulative Impacts
Section 15130(a) of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines requires a
discussion of cumulative impacts of a project “when the project’s incremental effect is
cumulatively considerable.” Cumulatively considerable, as defined in Section 15065(c),
“means that the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable when viewed
in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects.” According to Section 15130 of the CEQA Guidelines, the
discussion of cumulative effects “need not be provided in as great detail as is provided the
effects attributable to the project alone. The discussion should be guided by the standards
of practicality and reasonableness.”
According to Section 15130(b)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines, the discussion of cumulative
effects is to be on either (a) “a list of past, present, and probable future projects producing
related or cumulative impacts, including, if necessary, those impacts outside the control of
the agency,” or (b) “a summary of projections contained in an adopted plan or related
planning document, or in a prior environmental document which has been adopted or
certified, which described or evaluated regional or area wide conditions contributing to the
cumulative impact. Any such planning document shall be referenced and made available to
the public at a location specified by the Lead Agency.”
The basis of and geographic area for the analysis of cumulative impacts is dependent on the
nature of the issue as well as the nature of the project. For this analysis of the Economic
Development Element (EDE) and Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP), and
Climate Action Plan (CAP), which cover the entire City of Oceanside (City), this Program
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) utilizes both a list of past, present, and future
projects as well as a summary of projections contained in adopted plans and related
planning documents and prior environmental documents, which have been adopted or
certified, and which described or evaluated regional or area wide conditions contributing to
the cumulative impact.
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List of Projects Considered for Cumulative Analysis
Table 6-1 identifies the past, present, and probable future projects considered in this
cumulative effects evaluation all of which focus on planning level projects of regional or
citywide significance.

Plans Considered for Cumulative Effects Analysis
This cumulative analysis relies on regional planning documents and associated CEQA
documents to serve as an additional basis for the analysis of the broader, regional
cumulative effects of the project, such as air quality and greenhouse gas emissions. The
regional planning documents used in this analysis include: the San Diego Air Pollution
Control District Regional Air Quality Strategy (RAQS), San Diego Association of
Governments’ (SANDAG) San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, and the City’s General
Plan. These plans are discussed throughout Chapter 4, Environmental Analysis, and are
incorporated by reference in the appropriate sections of the cumulative analysis below.

6.1

Land Use

As described in Section 4.1, Land Use, the project would not have the potential to physically
divide an established community because no physical improvements are proposed as part of
the project. None of the cumulative projects would combine to result in project features that
would have the potential for physical division of the community. The North River Farms
Planned Development would result in a large residential development within a largely
rural agricultural area, which could physically divide an agricultural community; however,
the project would support retention of agricultural lands and thus would not contribute to a
potential cumulative impact associated with this issue. The zoning text amendments that
are currently being drafted to allow for a variety of visitor-serving land uses within the
South Morro Hills agricultural area would not physically divide an agricultural community.
The amendments are meant to allow for farmers to implement land uses that would
supplement the income of farmers, thereby contributing to the long-term economic viability
of agriculture in Oceanside. As such, these amendments would not contribute to a potential
cumulative impact associated with this issue. As a result, cumulative impacts related to
physical division of a community are less than cumulatively considerable.
The project would be consistent with the City’s General Plan and Local Coastal Program
goals, objectives, and policies applicable to the project, as well as SANDAG’s San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan. While some cumulative projects may have the potential to be
inconsistent with environmental goals and policies of the City’s General Plan, the project
would not contribute to any potential incompatibility. As a result, cumulative impacts
associated with conflicts with applicable land use plans policies or regulations are less than
cumulatively considerable.
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Table 6-1
List of Projects Considered in the Cumulative Effects Analysis

#
1

Project Name
Coast Highway
Corridor Study

2

Local Coastal
Program Update

3

Zoning Text
Amendments

4

Medical Marijuana
Ordinance

Citywide

5

Miscellaneous
Zoning
Amendments/
Clean-up

6

North River Farms
Planned
Development Plan
(Morro Hills
Subdivision)

Citywide

Location

Property from the inland side
of Coast Highway to the Pacific
Ocean and property in
proximity to portions of the
San Luis Rey River, Loma Alta
Creek, and Buena Vista
Lagoon.
South Morro Hills Agricultural
District

Type/Description
The project includes Complete Streets improvements and adoption of an
Incentive District which would allow slightly higher housing growth in
the Coast Highway corridor relative to the San Diego Association of
Governments projections. Lane conversions, street improvements,
intersection roundabouts, and increased parking, pedestrian, transit,
and bicycle facilities are identified. The Incentive District would be an
optional zoning program that individual developers could use and would
facilitate implementation of the Coast Highway Vision and Strategic
Plan (Vision Plan) by encouraging redevelopment and revitalization of
the Coast Highway corridor.
The 1986 Local Coastal Program is being revised to update the plan and
policies to reflect existing conditions such as parks and trails and to
protect and enhance coastal resources and prepare for sea level rise.

Status/
Environmental
Review
Public Review
Draft EIR
Released

Contributes to
Potential Cumulative
Impact?
Land Use,
Transportation/
Circulation

In process

These zoning text amendments would allow a variety of visitor-serving
land uses as a means of supplementing the income of farmers and
thereby contributing to the long-term economic viability of agriculture in
Oceanside.
Adoption of an ordinance to allow medicinal cannabis businesses within
the City. Ordinance may address cultivation, testing,
distribution/manufacturing, retail sales, and public safety.

In process

Land Use, Agricultural
Resources

In process

Citywide

Amendments to commercial zoning standards to consolidate some
commercial zoning districts, simplify the commercial land use table, and
modify permit requirements.

In process

Land Use,
Transportation/
Circulation, GHG
Emissions
Land Use

177 acres on the north and
south sides of North River
Road (North of State
Route 76/Mission Avenue and
south of Arrowood Golf Course)

The project proposes a General Plan Amendment, Planned Development
Plan, Zoning Amendment and Tentative Map to allow a 680- to 985-unit
farm themed residential development with associated agricultural,
commercial (boutique hotel), and recreational uses including trails and
community gardens on a 177-acre site

Notice of
Preparation
Released;
Under review

SOURCE: City of Oceanside 2017.
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While the Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan has not been adopted by the City to date, it
provides guidance for preservation of sensitive biological resources. The project itself does
not include land use changes or and specific project developments, and therefore would not
result in significant impacts to biological resources. Thus, cumulative impacts associated
with conflicts with the applicable habitat conservation plan are less than cumulatively
considerable.

6.2

Agricultural Resources

As discussed in Section 4.2, Agricultural Resources, the project does not propose any
specific development projects and would result in less than significant impacts for all
agricultural resource issue areas. Of the cumulative projects considered, the North River
Farms Planned Development would be the only project with the potential to contribute to a
cumulative impact to agricultural resources within the project area. As the project provides
policy support for conserving agricultural resources within the Morro Hills area, it would
not contribute to a cumulative impact to agriculture when considering the potential North
River Farms Planned Development. In addition, the City recently approved the Agritourism
Strategic Plan, which is designed to establish a viable and successful agritourism program
for the City. The Agritourism Strategic Plan is intended to improve the economic viability of
the existing agricultural operations within the South Morro Hills area, thereby working to
retain these existing operations, and would therefore not contribute to a cumulative impact
to agriculture. The zoning text amendments that are currently being drafted to allow for a
variety of visitor-serving land uses within the South Morro Hills agricultural area would
not physically divide an agricultural community. The amendments are meant to allow for
farmers to implement land uses that would supplement the income of farmers, thereby
contributing to the long-term economic viability of agriculture in Oceanside. As such, these
amendments would not contribute to a potential cumulative impact associated with this
issue. As a result, the project’s potential contribution to a cumulative agricultural resource
impact would be less than cumulatively considerable.

6.3

Transportation and Circulation

As described in Section 4.3, Transportation and Circulation, project does not propose any
changes in land use or circulation, nor does it propose any specific land use development or
other direct sources of traffic. While the ECAP/CAP contain strategies and actions with the
potential to indirectly affect transportation and circulation, such as incorporating complete
streets or implementing road diets and changing land use patterns to focus density near
transportation centers, no physical changes are proposed at this time and impacts would be
considered less than significant.
As detailed in Table 6-1, cumulative projects could affect the circulation system or result in
changes in levels of service (LOS) on area roadways, such as the Coast Highway Corridor
Project, Medical Marijuana Ordinance, and the North River Farms Planned Development.
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Potential impacts associated with the Coast Highway Corridor Project would be more
localized to the Coast Highway, but could result in LOS reductions due to road diets and
proposed multi-modal enhancements along this roadway.
The Medical Marijuana Ordinance would provide an ordinance framework to possibly allow
medicinal cannabis production, cultivation, manufacturing and sales within the City, which
could generate traffic that may affect the LOS of area roadways.
The proposed North River Farms Planned Development would result in increased
residential densities within a primarily agricultural area, affecting transportation and
circulation.
Overall, these projects have the potential to contribute to a significant cumulative
transportation/traffic impact in the City. While the analysis for each cumulative project
may identify mitigation to reduce potentially significant impacts, it is possible that some
impacts may not have feasible mitigation. Furthermore, even after mitigation, cumulative
transportation and circulation impacts may still be significant.
Proposed policy recommendations identified within the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would
support mobility improvements, such as road diets to accommodate bicycle or pedestrian
facilities that could also reduce LOS. However, the project recommendations would support
reduced vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and an improved multi-modal circulation network.
Thus, when considering the cumulative projects, there is the potential for a significant
cumulative transportation impact to occur, primarily related to LOS due to new
development adding traffic to roadways, combined with mobility improvements that could
reduce travel lanes to accommodate multi-modal travel options. However, while the project
would provide policy support for multi-modal transportation improvements that could
reduce LOS on area roadways, there are no physical changes proposed as part of the
project. Further, the policy recommendations are intended to ultimately support a modeshift from single-occupancy vehicles to other options such as transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
travel. Thus, the project would not contribute to a cumulative impact to transportation and
circulation within the City and impacts would be less than cumulatively considerable.

6.4

Aesthetics

As discussed in Section 4.4, Aesthetics, the project would result in a less than significant
impact related to scenic vistas, visual character or quality, and light and glare as it does not
propose any specific development projects; rather it provides policy direction to support the
economic and climate action goals of the City. A significant and unavoidable impact was
identified for scenic resources due to the potential for the project to support and encourage
rooftop solar and energy efficiency upgrades that could result in alterations to scenic
historic structures. While implementation of mitigation measure MM-CUL-1 would
minimize potential adverse impacts to scenic historical resources, potential impacts would
remain significant and unavoidable after mitigation. While none of the other cumulative
projects would have the potential to contribute to a cumulative impact to scenic historic
resources, overall there is an existing trend toward retrofitting older homes to improve
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energy efficiency and installation of rooftop solar. Thus, the project’s policy support for
more energy efficiency upgrades and solar installations would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact related to scenic historic
resources.
Several EDE and ECAP/CAP policies and strategies support protection of scenic vistas and
scenic resources with the City, by providing policies to preserve open space and sensitive
habitat by channeling new development to already urbanized areas, employing Smart
Growth strategies. Moreover, several EDE policies and strategies would serve to enhance
the visual character and quality of the City, particularly at gateway locations and within
commercial corridors. The ECAP and CAP provide measures that would improve the
streetscape, through the expansion of urban tree planting and by supporting the
implementation of a Green Streets Ordinance. Similar to the project, the Coast Highway
Corridor improvements and zoning incentives would have the potential to expand
transportation corridors, specifically along the Coast Highway, which could enhance the
visual environment and therefore would not contribute to a cumulative impact related to
visual resources.
The North River Farms Planned Development could have an adverse effect on the
cumulative visual environment, in particular to the scenic resources characterized by the
South Morro Hills agricultural area. The project would not contribute to this potential
cumulative visual impact to the South Morro Hills area, as the project provides policy
support to preserve land within the South Morro Hills area for agriculture and encourages
development within already urbanized areas. Thus, the project would not contribute to a
potential cumulative impact related to scenic resources.
Overall, the ECAP/CAP policy support for energy-efficiency retrofits on older homes and
support for rooftop solar would contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact to
scenic historic resources.

6.5

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

As discussed in Section 4.5, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, the City is anticipated to achieve
per capita emission levels that meet 2020 and 2030 State greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction
goals both with and without the project and impacts of the project related to GHG
emissions would be less than significant. Policies included in the EDE and ECAP/CAP do
not include any revisions to land use or zoning designations that permit development of
additional emission sources and would not remove, reduce, exempt, or otherwise lessen
existing requirements related to addressing potential project impacts related to GHG
emissions. The CAP includes a Development Project Review Checklist designed to assess
consistency with GHG reduction measures to ensure that future individual development
projects would achieve the GHG reductions needed to meet overall CAP targets.
The projects identified in Table 6-1 could generate cumulatively considerable GHG
emissions. The CAP analysis and projections for growth and associated GHG emissions
evaluated as part of the project did not consider implementation of the Medical Marijuana
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Ordinance, which has the potential to result in a generation of significant GHG emissions
due to the potential high intensity energy use associated with the cultivation of medical
marijuana along with vehicle trips associated with its distribution. Thus, implementation of
the Medical Marijuana Ordinance could impede achievement of the City’s CAP targets, if
mitigation policies addressing CAP consistency are not included. Similarly, the North River
Farms Planned Development would result in growth not anticipated under the existing
General Plan and would generate GHG emissions beyond those considered in the City’s
CAP. The CAP emissions forecast was developed based on the assumption of future growth
occurring within the City consistent with the current land use designations. While the
Medical Marijuana Ordinance and the North River Farms Planned Development project
would be required to consider the project’s effect on GHG emissions and consistency with
the CAP, it cannot be guaranteed that potential impacts of those projects could be fully
mitigated.
Thus, while there is an existing cumulative impact related to GHG emissions and
cumulative planning projects could contribute to that impact, the project would not make a
cumulatively considerable contribution to the cumulative impact, as an overall goal of the
ECAP/CAP is to identify and provide a policy framework to achieve GHG reduction targets.

6.6

Cultural Resources

As discussed in Section 4.6, Cultural Resources, the project would result in a less than
significant impact related to archaeological resources, human remains, and tribal cultural
resources and would result in a significant and unavoidable impact related to historic
resources. While the mitigation measure MM-CUL-1 would minimize impacts, they would
remain significant and unavoidable even after mitigation. As discussed in Section 4.6, the
ECAP and CAP provide policy support for installation of solar photovoltaic panels or other
renewable energy technologies and retrofitting older homes with energy-efficiency
upgrades, such as energy-efficient windows. Installation of such improvements could
adversely affect designated historic or potentially historic properties if they alter the
historic character of a structure.
While it is unlikely that the cumulative projects would have the potential to contribute to a
cumulative impact to historic resources, overall there is an existing trend toward
retrofitting older homes to improve energy efficiency and installation of rooftop solar. Thus,
the project’s policy support for more energy efficiency upgrades and solar installations
would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact
related to historic resources.
Regarding archaeological resources, human remains, and tribal cultural resources,
implementation of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would not contribute to a cumulative impact
to these resources, as the policy framework would not result in the disturbance or
destruction of surface and subsurface archaeological resources, human remains, or tribal
cultural resources. Similarly, it is anticipated that as development is implemented
associated with other cumulative projects, potential impacts to these resources would be
considered on a case by case basis and addressed consistent with the existing General Plan
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Land Use Element policy framework that requires projects proposing grading to complete
an archaeological survey if certain conditions are met (see Section 4.6.1.2.c of this PEIR). As
a result, cumulative impacts to archeological resources, human remains, and tribal cultural
resources would be less than significant and the project would not result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to a cumulative impact for these areas.

6.7

Population and Housing

As discussed in Section 4.7, Population and Housing, the EDE, ECAP, and CAP do not
propose any land use changes or specific development projects but support a policy
framework intended to improve the economic conditions within the City and to reduce GHG
emissions associated with existing residents and population growth already forecasted to
occur within the City. As no land use changes or physical development is proposed, the
project would not support additional population growth and would not displace housing or
people. Of the cumulative projects considered, the North River Farms Planned
Development could induce population growth due to its location within a primarily
agricultural area and the associated extension of utilities and services that would be
required to serve the development. While the North River Farms Planned Development
could induce population growth, the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would not contribute to an
impact related to population and housing. The project includes policies to retain the Morro
Hills area for agricultural use and support development within already urbanized areas. As
a result, the project would not contribute to a cumulative impact regarding population and
housing within the City, and impacts would be less than cumulatively considerable.

6.8

Utilities and Service Systems

As detailed in Section 4.8, the project does not propose any changes in land use or propose
any specific development projects; therefore, the project would not generate new demand for
wastewater treatment, water, storm water drainage facilities, or solid waste disposal. The
EDE incorporates policies and strategies related to utilities and services intended to
improve services and availability of supplies throughout the City to support economic
development, while the ECAP and CAP support diversification of energy supply and
expansion of infrastructure such as electric vehicle charging stations to supply power to
electric vehicles. Additionally, the ECAP and CAP provide policy support for future
implementation of water conservation measures such as low water use landscaping and low
flow fixtures and supports recycling and solid waste diversion. Overall, these policy
measures would serve to extend landfill capacity and reduce water demands in the City.
The North River Farms Planned Development cumulative project would likely require
extension of utilities and services such as water, wastewater, and storm water facilities,
which could result in environmental impacts. Additionally, the North River Farms Planned
Development would increase water demands and solid waste generation in the City. None
of the other cumulative projects would require a significant extension of services as they
would be focused in developed areas with an existing utility and service framework in place.
Additionally, significant water demand and solid waste generation is not anticipated from
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the other cumulative projects identified. While marijuana cultivation would require water
use, drip irrigation and water recapture are typical components of an indoor marijuana
cultivation operation.
While the North River Farms would likely require extension of services and utilities, it is
likely that the physical impacts of such an extension would be mitigated by the project in
the context of its individual CEQA document. As no other cumulative projects (including
the proposed project) would contribute to a potentially significant impact related to utilities
and services, a significant cumulative impact is not identified and project impacts would be
less than cumulatively considerable.
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7
Chapter 7
Project Alternatives
In order to fully evaluate the environmental effects of projects, the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) mandates that alternatives to the project be analyzed.
Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines requires the discussion of “a range of reasonable
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most
of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the
significant effects of the project” and the evaluation of the comparative merits of the
alternatives. The alternatives discussion is intended to “focus on alternatives to the project
or its location which are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant
effects of the project,” even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the
attainment of the project objectives.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the project could result in significant environmental impacts
related to cultural resources (historical resources) and aesthetics (scenic resources).
Mitigation measures have been identified that would reduce these impacts to below a level
of significance.
In developing the alternatives to be addressed in this section, consideration was given to
their ability to meet the basic objectives of the project and eliminate or substantially reduce
significant environmental impacts. As identified in Chapter 3, project objectives include the
following:
•

Build a robust and balanced local economy that provides a wide range of
employment options and expands the City of Oceanside’s (City) tax base;

•

Reduce barriers to commercial and industrial development, balance employment and
housing opportunities, and increase tourism;

•

Reduce the City’s energy consumption and associated greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions;

•

Assist the state in compliance with laws and regulations related to GHG reductions
(Executive Order S-3-05, Assembly Bill 32, Executive Order B-30-15, and Senate Bill 32);

•

Streamline GHG emissions analysis for new developments; and

•

Improve the quality of life in the City by promoting health and wellness, aesthetic
improvements and public facilities and services.
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The program environmental impact report (PEIR) addresses Alternatives Considered but
Rejected, No Project Alternative, and 100% Renewable Energy Procurement (100% REP)
Alternative. Each major issue area included in the impact analysis of this PEIR has been
given consideration in the alternatives analyses, and a matrix comparison of the impacts of
the project compared to each alternative is provided in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1
Matrix Comparison of EDE, ECAP, and CAP PEIR and Alternatives Impacts
100% Renewable
Project
Energy
(EDE, ECAP
No Project
Procurement
Environmental Issue Area
& CAP)
Alternative
Alternative

Land Use
Physically Divide an Established Community
Conflicts with Applicable Plans and Zoning
Local Coastal Program
MHCP/HMP Consistency
Agricultural Resources
Farmland Conversion
Conflicts with Agricultural Zoning or Williamson
Act Contracts
Land Use Conflicts/Agricultural Compatibility
Transportation/Traffic
Circulation System
Air Traffic Patterns
Hazards Due to a Design Feature
Emergency Access
Conflicts with Transit, Bicycle or Pedestrian
Facilities
Aesthetics
Scenic Vistas
Scenic Resources
Visual Character or Quality
Light or Glare
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG)
GHG Emissions
Potential to Conflict with Plans, Policies, and
Regulations
Cultural Resources
Historic Resources
Archaeological Resources
Human Remains
Tribal Cultural Resources
Population and Housing
Population Growth
Displace Housing or People
Utilities and Service Systems
Wastewater, Water, and Storm Water Facilities
Solid Waste

LTS
LTS
LTS
LTS

SAME
SAME
SAME
SAME

SAME
SAME
SAME
SAME

LTS

SAME

SAME

LTS

SAME

SAME

LTS

SAME

SAME

LTS
LTS
LTS
LTS

SAME
SAME
SAME
SAME

SAME
SAME
SAME
SAME

LTS

SAME

SAME

LTS
SU
LTS
LTS

SAME
SAME
SAME
SAME

SAME
SAME
SAME
SAME

LTS

GREATER

LESS

LTS

SAME

SAME

SU
LTS
LTS
LTS

SAME
SAME
SAME
SAME

SAME
SAME
SAME
SAME

NI
NI

SAME
SAME

SAME
SAME

LTS
LTS

SAME
SAME

SAME
SAME

NI = No impact; LTS = less than significant; SM = significant and mitigated; SU = significant and unavoidable

As required under Section 15126.6(e)(2) of the CEQA Guidelines, the EIR must identify the
environmentally superior alternative. Pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines, if the No Project
Alternative is determined to be the most environmentally superior project, then another
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alternative among the alternatives evaluated must be identified as the environmentally
superior project. Section 7.4 addresses the Environmentally Superior Alternative.

7.1

Alternatives Considered but Rejected

This subsection of the PEIR is provided consistent with CEQA Guidelines which state that
the EIR need examine in detail only a reasonable range of alternatives that the lead agency
determines could feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project. Further, the EIR
should identify any alternatives that were considered by the lead agency but were rejected
and briefly explain the reasons underlying the lead agency’s determination. Among factors
used to eliminate alternatives from detailed consideration in the EIR is failure to meet most
of the basic project objectives or inability to avoid significant environmental effects (CEQA
Guidelines 15126.6(c)). Consistent with the requirement to address a “reasonable range” of
alternatives, another consideration for excluding an alternative from further study includes
similarity to other alternatives that are addressed in detail.

7.1.1

Elimination of Solar Photovoltaic Alternative

In developing alternatives to be addressed, consideration was given to their ability to meet
the basic objectives of the project and eliminate or substantially reduce significant
environmental impacts. The PEIR analysis shows that two significant impacts would result
from project implementation related to cultural resources (historical resources) and
aesthetics (scenic resources). These two impacts are both related to the potential for the
project to adversely impact historic resources through installation of solar photovoltaic (PV)
panels or through other modifications to historic structures to accommodate energy
efficiency retrofits, resulting in potential impact to historical resources and scenic (historic)
resources.
Consideration was given to providing an alternative that would avoid these impacts
altogether; however, removing the policy framework supporting solar PV installations from
the Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP) and Climate Action Plan (CAP) would not
achieve some of the primary project objectives, including the following two key objectives:
•

Reduce the City’s energy consumption and associated GHG emissions; and

•

Assist the state in compliance with laws and regulations related to GHG reductions
(Executive Order S-3-05, Assembly Bill 32, Executive Order B-30-15, and Senate
Bill 32).

Furthermore, policies related to other renewable energy technologies and support for
energy efficiency retrofits would also need to be removed to avoid these impacts.
Additionally, the PEIR identified mitigation for these two impacts that would minimize
impacts to the extent feasible, but not to a less than significant level. Thus, the City did not
consider an alternative that would eliminate policies supporting solar PV since the overall
environmental benefit of promoting solar PV in the City would outweigh the potentially
significant environmental impacts to historical and scenic (historic) resources.
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Furthermore, in the absence of the mitigation framework laid out in the EIR, solar PV
installations and energy efficiency retrofits could occur under the existing condition. Thus,
without the project, future solar installations and renewable energy upgrades would not
benefit from the mitigation framework intended to protect potentially historic resources
and scenic historic resources. For these reasons, an alternative that would completely avoid
potentially significant impacts to cultural resources (historical resources) and aesthetics
(scenic resources) was not evaluated further.

7.1.2

Alternate Location Alternative

According to the CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126.6)(f)(2)(A):
The key question and first step in (alternative location) analysis is whether
any of the significant effects of the project would be avoided or substantially
lessened by putting the project in another location. Only locations that would
avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project need
be considered for inclusion in the EIR.
The EDE and ECAP are proposed General Plan elements that would apply to the entire
city. Similarly, the CAP would implement goals and policies of the ECAP, on a citywide
basis. Therefore, an alternative project location would not be feasible and has therefore
been rejected as a viable project alternative worthy of consideration.

7.2

No Project Alternative

The following discussion of the No Project Alternative is based on the CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6(e)(3)(A) which states:
When the project is the revision of an existing land use or regulatory plan,
policy or ongoing operation, an alternative will be the continuation of the
existing plan, policy or operation into the future. Typically this is a situation
where other projects initiated under the existing plan will continue while the
new plan is developed. Thus, the projected impacts of the proposed plan or
alternative plans would be compared to the impacts that would occur under
the existing plan.
Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(3)(A), the No Project Alternative
represents the continued implementation of the adopted General Plan without the addition
of the Economic Development Element (EDE) or ECAP and without adoption of a CAP. The
existing policy framework relative to GHG emissions, sustainability, and economic
development would continue as currently exists and no updated policy documents would be
adopted. A comparative analysis of the impacts associated with this alternative and the
project is provided below.
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7.2.1

Land Use

The proposed EDE, ECAP, and CAP were found to be consistent with the General Plan,
Zoning, and Local Coastal Program and no significant impacts were identified in relation to
land use plan or policy consistency. As discussed in Tables 4.1-4 and 4.1-5 of this PEIR, the
project would assist with implementation of a number of economic and sustainability policy
objectives of the City. The No Project Alternative would also be consistent with applicable
land use plans and policies; however, the No Project Alternative would not provide the
benefit of the project’s policy framework that would assist with implementation of the
economic and climate action goals of the City. Overall, impacts of the No Project Alternative
would be less than significant and the same as the project.

7.2.2

Agricultural Resources

The project found that impacts to agriculture associated with implementation of the EDE,
ECAP, and CAP would be less than significant. No physical development is proposed as
part of the project and no land use changes are proposed. The project would include policy
support for preserving the important agricultural area of Morro Hills, promoting
agricultural tourism, and for directing growth to already urbanized areas which would be
supportive of agriculture. The No Project Alternative would also result in less than
significant impacts related to agricultural resources; however the No Project Alternative
would not provide the benefit of the project’s policy framework that supports preservation of
agricultural land and the agricultural economy. Overall, impacts of the No Project
Alternative would be less than significant and the same as the project.

7.2.3

Transportation and Circulation

The EDE is a policy document that does not propose any changes in land use or circulation,
nor does it propose any specific land use development or other direct sources of traffic.
ECAP and CAP strategies and actions have the potential to indirectly affect transportation
and circulation. For example, ECAP and CAP policies may result in future amendments to
the City’s circulation and land use elements, in the form of incorporating complete streets
or implementing road diets and changing land use patterns to focus density near
transportation centers. These changes could result in impacts to the circulation network
and vehicular levels of service (LOS) on existing roadways. However, as these changes are
not part of the project and would be speculative at this time, impacts were determined to be
less than significant. Under the No Project Alternative, existing traffic conditions would
remain unchanged and, thus, no impact would occur. Similarly, the No Project Alternative
would result in less than significant impacts related to the remaining issue areas of air
traffic patterns, hazards due to a design feature, emergency access and conflicts with
transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities. Thus, impacts of the No Project Alterative would be
the same as the project.
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7.2.4

Aesthetics

The project would result in less than significant impacts related to scenic vistas, visual
character/quality, and light/glare. The project provides policy direction to support the
economic and climate action goals of the City and includes policies that would be protective
of scenic vistas within the City and would encourage development within existing
urbanized areas which would support protection of more undeveloped scenic areas. ECAP
and CAP policies would support installation of renewable energy technologies including
solar PV panels and energy efficiency retrofits and upgrades, which would have the
potential to adversely impact scenic resources if alterations to scenic historic properties are
made. Under the No Project Alternative, ECAP and CAP policies would not be in place to
provide policy support for expansion of solar PV installations and energy efficiency retrofits;
however, these improvements could still occur under the No Project Alternative in the
existing condition. In the absence of the project’s mitigation framework that would support
avoidance of potential impacts to historic resources through compliance with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, potential impacts to
historic properties, and thus to scenic historic resources, could be greater without the
project, but significant impacts could occur under both the project and the No Project
Alternative and impacts would be similar. Thus, overall the impact related to aesthetics of
the No Project Alternative would be the same as the project.

7.2.5

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

An evaluation of potential GHG emissions associated with the No Project Alternative was
undertaken as part of the CAP analysis. The No Project Alternative is referred to in the
CAP analysis as the adjusted business-as-usual (ABAU) scenario. As discussed in the CAP,
under the ABAU scenario communitywide GHG emissions would scale with the
community’s projected growth in population, employment, and vehicle miles traveled and
would also be reduced by adopted state and federal regulations such as the California’s
Advanced Clean Cars Program, federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)
standards, and Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS). In the baseline year (2014),
inventoried per capita emission levels were approximately 5.8 metric tons of CO2
equivalent (MT CO2e; 984,012 MT CO2e) and under the ABAU scenario, emissions would
be reduced to approximately 5.2 MT CO2e in 2020 (921,104 MT CO2e) and 4.5 MT CO2e in
2030 (828,570 MT CO2e). The forecasted ABAU emission levels are expected to gradually
decrease from present until 2030 as a result of federal and state programs and then would
continue to rise as a result of continued growth. Based on the analysis presented in the
CAP and summarized in Section 4.5 of this PEIR, ABAU emission levels in 2020 and 2030
would be approximately 5 percent greater than project emission levels in 2020 and
12 percent greater than project emission levels in 2030. Overall, the No Project Alternative
would achieve per capita emission levels that would meet state 2020 and 2030 GHG
reduction targets, resulting in a less the significant impact related to the potential to
conflict with plans, policies and regulations. However, under the No Project Alternative,
GHG emissions would not be reduced to the same extent as the project. Thus, impacts of
the No Project Alternative related to GHG emissions would be greater than the project.
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7.2.6

Cultural Resources

The project would result in less than significant impacts related to archaeological resources,
human remains, and tribal cultural resources because no land use changes or physical
development would result from the project that would have the potential to disturb these
resources. ECAP and CAP policies would provide policy support for the installation of
renewable energy technologies including solar PV panels and energy efficiency retrofits and
upgrades which would have the potential to adversely impact historic resources if
significant alterations to historic properties are made that are not in compliance with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. Under the
No Project Alternative, ECAP and CAP policies would not be in place to provide policy
support for expansion of renewable energy installations and energy efficiency retrofits;
however, these improvements could still occur under the No Project Alternative in the
existing condition, as homeowner adoption of solar PV technology and energy efficiency
upgrades is currently common practice. Both the No Project Alternative and the project
could result in modifications to historic properties, resulting in a significant and
unavoidable impact. While the No Project Alternative could result in less potential solar
PV installations and energy efficiency retrofits compared to the project and, thus, a reduced
potential for their installation to occur on historic properties, they could occur under either
scenario. Thus, overall the potential impact to historic resources under the No Project
Alternative would be significant and unavoidable, the same as the project.

7.2.7

Population and Housing

As detailed in Section 4.7 of this EIR, the project does not propose any changes in land use
or circulation; rather it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action
goals of the City. The project would not induce population growth, displace housing or
people as no physical development would occur. Potential growth and development under
the project would be the same as under the No Project Alternative because the land use
plan would be the same under both scenarios. The existing land use plan does not currently
support or encourage substantial expansions of infrastructure, or displacement of housing
or people. Thus, impacts of the No Project Alternative would be less than significant, the
same as the project.

7.2.8

Utilities and Service Systems

As discussed in Section 4.8 of this EIR, all utilities impacts were determined to be less than
significant. EDE policies would support infrastructure and utility planning in the City, but
would not directly result in any utility improvements. Similarly, the ECAP and CAP
present a framework of measures to reduce GHG emissions associated with existing
residents and population growth already forecasted to occur within the City and would not
result in any changes to the land use map. The ECAP and CAP present a policy framework
to support water conservation and development of local water supplies. EDE, ECAP, and
CAP policies support and enhance the existing policy framework in the City to ensure
utilities and services are available to serve the needs of existing and future development.
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Under the No Project Alternative, development would proceed under the existing land use
map and utilities and services would be provided concurrent with development. Impacts
related to utilities and service systems would be less than significant under the No Project
Alternative as an existing framework is in place to ensure utilities and services are
provided concurrent with and mitigated by development. Thus, impacts of the No Project
Alternative would be the same as the project.

7.2.9

Conclusions

Should the No Project Alternative be implemented, the project’s significant impacts
associated with aesthetics and cultural resources would have the potential to occur.
However, impacts of the No Project Alternative related to these issue areas are considered
the same as the project. GHG emissions is the only issue area where the No Project
Alternative would result in incrementally greater impacts compared to the project. In the
absence of the policy framework supported by the ECAP and CAP, GHG emissions in the
City would be greater under the No Project Alternative. Additionally, none of the project
objectives would be attained, including GHG emissions reduction consistent with state
goals.

7.3

100% Renewable Energy Procurement
Alternative

The 100% REP Alternative represents implementation of the project as presented in this
PEIR including adoption of the ECAP and EDE elements and the CAP, with the addition of
a Renewable Energy Procurement Policy that mandates the City to procure 100 percent of
local energy from renewable sources by 2030. Mechanisms for achieving Renewable Energy
Procurement goals could include partnership with SDG&E to promote participation in the
San Diego Gas & Electric’s (SDG&E’s) EcoChoice or EcoShare Programs, Community
Choice Aggregation, or a similar program. This alternative would meet the project
objectives while implementing a renewable energy procurement goal that exceeds the
standard established by CAP Measure E1 of a 75 percent REP.

7.3.1

Land Use

Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would not result in any direct effect on land
uses in the City. Impacts associated with implementation of the 100% REP Alternative
would be the same as the project.

7.3.2

Agricultural Resources

Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would not result in any direct effect on
agricultural resources. Impacts to agriculture associated with implementation of the 100%
REP Alternative would be less than significant, the same as the project.
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7.3.3

Transportation and Circulation

Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would not result in any direct or indirect
effect on transportation and circulation. Impacts associated with implementation of the
100% REP Alternative would be less than significant, the same as the project.

7.3.4

Aesthetics

Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would not have an effect on the potential for
solar PV installations or energy efficiency retrofits. Similar to the project, impacts of this
alternative would be less than significant for the issues of scenic vistas, visual character or
quality, and light and glare. Impacts related to scenic resources, particularly, scenic historic
resources, would be significant and unavoidable, even after mitigation, the same as the
project.

7.3.5

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative with aggressive renewable energy mandates
would likely result in increased electricity generation through renewable energy sources
such as solar, wind, and biomass and waste in order to accommodate increased demand
from the City. More specifically, energy consumption in the City would shift to rely on
renewable sources and less non-renewable energy would be consumed by residences and
businesses in the City. As discussed in the CAP, electricity use is the second largest source
of communitywide emissions and accounts for roughly a quarter (26 percent, 251,524 MT
CO2e) of the communitywide GHG emissions in the baseline year. Most renewable energy
sources result in zero or near-zero GHG emission; thus, the accelerated renewable energy
mandates would greatly reduce indirect GHG emissions associated with electricity
generation.
The utility provider for the City is SDG&E. In the CAP baseline year (2013), SDG&E’s
contracted energy generation included natural gas (67 percent), wind (15 percent), solar
(4 percent), coal (3 percent), biomass and waste (3 percent), geothermal (2 percent), and
other unspecified sources of power (6 percent) (CEC 2017). 1 Due to the declining costs of
renewable energy sources such as solar and renewable energy mandates from the
California RPS, renewable energy sources are anticipated to represent an increasing
percentage of the SDG&E power mix. Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would
establish Renewable Energy Procurement goals that exceed the SDG&E power mix would
be anticipated to result in an electricity-related GHG reduction approximately proportional
to the reduction in non-renewable sources.

1According to the most recent, 2015 SDG&E Power Content Label, the power mix has improved to

natural gas (54 percent), solar (18 percent), wind (15 percent), biomass and waste (2 percent), and
unspecified sources of power (11 percent). Coal was eliminated from the power mix (0 percent).
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Thus, the 100% REP Alternative would result in incrementally less GHG emissions when
compared to the project. Similar to the project, this alternative would not result in
significant GHG emissions or conflict with the applicable plans adopted to reduce GHG
emissions.

7.3.6

Cultural Resources

Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would not be anticipated to result in any
direct or indirect effect on archaeological resources, human remains, and tribal cultural
resources. However, implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would result in
potentially significant impacts to historic resources, similar to the project. Thus, impacts
associated with implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would be significant and
unavoidable, the same as the project.

7.2.7

Population and Housing

Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would not result in any direct or indirect
effect on population and housing in the community. Impacts associated with
implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would be less than significant, the same as
the project.

7.3.8

Utilities and Service Systems

Implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would not be anticipated to result in any
direct or indirect effect on utility and service systems such as water treatment facilities,
wastewater treatment facilities, storm water, water supply entitlements, or landfills.
Impacts associated with implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would be less than
significant, the same as the project.

7.3.9

Conclusions

Impacts associated with implementation of the 100% REP Alternative would be similar to
the project, except that GHG emissions would incrementally be reduced compared to the
project. With implementation of the 100% REP Alternative it would be within the City’s
power to substantially reduce or eliminate electricity-related GHG emissions, which
represent approximately a quarter of the existing communitywide GHG emissions, through
the adoption of more aggressive renewable energy mandates. Under both the project and
this alternative, GHG-related impacts would be less than significant.

7.4

Environmentally Superior Alternative

The environmentally superior alternative is generally defined as the alternative which
would result in the least adverse environmental impacts on the project area. The 100%
REP Alternative is selected as the Environmentally Superior Alternative due to its ability
to meet the basic project objectives while further reducing the potential for City-generated
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GHG emissions. This alternative would result in the same significant and unavoidable
impacts to historic resources and scenic (historic) resources due to potential alterations to
historic structures for installation of renewable energy technologies such as solar panels
and energy efficiency retrofits. All other project impacts associated with this alternative
would be less than significant, the same as the project.
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8
Chapter 8
Other CEQA Considerations
8.1

Effects Found Not to be Significant

Pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15128,
this section briefly describes the environmental issue areas that were determined during
preliminary project review not to be significant, and are therefore not discussed in detail in
the Environmental Impact Report (EIR).

8.1.1

Air Quality

Air quality is defined by ambient air concentrations of specific pollutants determined by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with respect to the public’s health and
welfare. The criteria pollutants are carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), particulate matter less than 2.5 microns (PM2.5) and particulate
matter less than 10 microns (PM10), reactive organic gasses (ROGs), hydrogen sulfide (H2S),
sulfates, lead, and visibility reducing particles.
The City of Oceanside (City) sits within the San Diego Air Basin (SDAB), which is
composed of approximately 4,200 square miles within the southwest corner of California
and encompasses approximately 8 percent of the state’s population. The SDAB covers the
entire San Diego region. The SDAB is designated as in attainment or unclassified for
federal standards of CO, SO2, NO2, PM2.5, PM10 and lead. The SDAB is classified as
nonattainment for federal standards for 8-hour Ozone (EPA 2018b). With regards to state
standards, the SDAB is classified as nonattainment for O3, PM2.5, and PM10 (CARB 2017c).
The continued violations of National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and
California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) within the SDAB requires that a plan
be developed outlining the pollution controls that will be undertaken to improve air quality.
In San Diego County, this attainment planning process is contained within the Regional Air
Quality Strategies (RAQS) developed jointly by the Air Pollution Control District (APCD)
and the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG). The RAQS sets forth the steps
needed to accomplish attainment of NAAQS and CAAQS. The most recent revisions to the
2016 RAQS were adopted on December 14, 2016.
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8.1.1.1 Economic Development Element
The Economic Development Element (EDE) includes goals and policies to support
businesses and enhance the livability of the City. One of the key goals of the EDE is to
improve the jobs to housing balance by supporting local businesses and expanding the
City’s employment base. While future development associated with economic development
would be associated with air emissions, no development is proposed with this project and
thus, no air emissions would result, resulting in a less than significant impact. In addition,
the EDE provides policies that would support new employment opportunities within the
City, which would provide residents with more opportunities to work within the City,
rather than commute to other employment centers, which could reduce emissions
associated with vehicle trips.

8.1.1.2 Energy and Climate Action Element and Climate Action
Plan
The Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP) and Climate Action Plan (CAP) provide a
number of measures and strategies that seek to reduce the overall air quality impacts
associated with future growth and development within the City, particularly pertaining to
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. These most directly applicable measures and strategies
within the ECAP and CAP include the promotion of electric vehicles, preferential parking
spaces for zero emission vehicles, and a carbon farming program. Other CAP measures
intended to reduce energy use, water use, and solid waste generation would also have cobenefits to regional air quality.
The purpose of the ECAP and CAP is to reduce GHG emissions and mitigate for the
negative effects of global climate change. Strategies in the ECAP and CAP are intended to
reduce energy consumption, increase renewable energy generation and energy efficiency,
reduce vehicle use and vehicle miles traveled, and increase electric vehicle use. These
activities would have a beneficial effect on air quality by reducing air pollution and
improving ambient air quality overall.
Since the ECAP and CAP includes strategies that would reduce air pollutant emissions, it
would have a beneficial impact on air quality in the City, as compared to conditions without
the ECAP and CAP. The ECAP and CAP supports the primary goals of the RAQS and does
not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the primary goals of an applicable air
quality plan. ECAP and CAP goals and policies support the land use and transportation
vision in the SANDAG Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(RTP/SCS). The project does not change any land uses; thus, would not conflict with the
assumptions used to develop the RAQS, and would assist the City with meeting the
NAAQS/CAAQS. While future development associated with economic development would
be associated with air emissions, no development is proposed with this project and thus, no
air emissions would result, resulting in a less than significant impact.
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8.1.2

Biological Resources

The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. As
such, the project would not generate significant impacts to biological resources within the
City, as these policy documents do not include any physical improvements or project
specific developments. In addition, the EDE, ECAP and CAP provide policies and strategies
that direct the City to focus future development into already urbanized areas, which would
assist in preserving remaining open space and natural habitat within the City.

8.1.2.1 Economic Development Element
The EDE contains policies that direct new development away from the remaining open
space and natural habitat areas within the City. There are no policies within the EDE that
would direct the City to focus new development into areas with sensitive biological
resources. As a result, the implementation of the EDE would not have a substantial adverse
effect on any sensitive or special status species located within the City, nor would it affect
any riparian habitat or wetland as defined by the Clean Water Act section 404, or any areas
that would serve as wildlife movement corridors within the City.
In addition, implementation of the EDE would not conflict with the provisions of the draft
Oceanside Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) or other approved local, regional, or
state habitat conservation plan or ordinance protecting biological resources, because no
physical development is proposed associated with the EDE and any future actions
implemented as a result of adopting the EDE would be focused within areas of the City that
contain existing development.

8.1.2.2 Energy/Climate Action Plan and Climate Action Plan
A focus of the ECAP and CAP is to focus new growth and development in urbanized areas,
thereby preserving the remaining open space and natural areas located within the City.
Development within Smart Growth Opportunity Areas (SGOAs), as identified by the
SANDAG Smart Growth Concept Map, would be incentivized. A SGOA is a location with
existing or planned accessibility to public transit. Under ECAP and CAP policies, the City
would establish a smart growth development goal of locating the majority of new housing
units and employment areas within SGOAs that have been identified within the City, and
establish policies to incentivize development within these areas. These SGOAs within the
City consist of the town center, a mixed-use transit corridor located along the South Coast
Highway and Mission Avenue, and the mixed-use transit corridor located along Oceanside
Boulevard between Interstate 5 and Canyon Drive, all of which are highly urbanized areas.
While the ECAP and CAP would support development in these areas, they do not change
the General Plan Land Use Map or authorize any changes in land use or development, but
would provide policy guidance for future changes to the General Plan Land Use Map. Since
no specific development projects are proposed under the ECAP and CAP, no impacts to
biological resources would occur.
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8.1.3

Geology and Soils

The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. As
no land use changes or physical development would result from the project, no significant
impacts associated with geology and soils would result.

8.1.4

Hydrology and Water Quality

Implementation of the project is not anticipated to generate significant impacts to
hydrological and water quality conditions within the City, as these policy documents would
not change the General Plan Land Use Map and would not result in project specific
development. Rather, the purpose of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP are to provide policy
direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City. Since no specific
projects are proposed under the EDE, ECAP, and CAP, no impacts related to groundwater
supplies, alteration of drainage patterns, runoff resulting in siltation or flooding, or
placement of structures within flooding, dam inundation, tsunami, seiche, or mudflow zones
would occur. Overall, the implementation of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would result in no
impact related to hydrology and water quality.

8.1.5

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Implementation of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP is not anticipated to result in significant
hazard and hazardous material impacts, as these policy documents would not change the
General Plan Land Use Map and would not result in project specific development. Rather,
the purpose of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP are to provide policy direction to support the
economic and climate action goals of the City. Since no land use changes or specific projects
are proposed under project, no construction or grading activities would occur as a direct
result of implementing the EDE, ECAP, and CAP. Overall, the implementation of the EDE,
ECAP and CAP would result in no impact related to hazards and hazardous materials.
Implementation of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would not change or alter the potential for
future developments to be located on a hazardous materials site, and would not be expected
to increase risk of exposure to hazardous materials. Implementation of the project would
not change land uses and thus would be consistent with the Oceanside Municipal Airport
ALUCP. The EDE, ECAP, and CAP provide policy support for improvements to
transportation infrastructure, such as the implementation of complete streets within the
City, but do not authorize these improvements. Nonetheless, all future development and
infrastructure improvements would be required to comply with City construction
requirements and implement a traffic control plan in order to ensure roadways remain open
and operable for emergency vehicles. Therefore, project implementation would not
physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation
plan, and the impact would be less than significant.
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8.1.6

Mineral Resources

The California Geological Survey classifies the regional significance of mineral resources in
accordance with the California Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 and designates
lands containing significant aggregate resources. Mineral resource zones (MRZ) have been
designated to indicate the significance of mineral deposits. MRZ-2 designated lands are
where significant mineral deposits are present or where it is judged that a high likelihood
for their presence exists. Lands classified as MRZ-3 are areas of undetermined mineral
resource significance. Lands within an MRZ-4 designation are areas where available
information is inadequate for assignment to any other MRZ zone. Within the City, the
lands designated as MRZ-2 are located in proximity to and are generally associated with
the San Luis Rey River in the northeastern portion of the City. The majority of the City is
designated as MRZ-3, with some areas designated as MRZ-4 (California Department of
Conservation 1996).
The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City.
Thus, the project would not be incompatible with mineral resource access. No redesignation of land uses within the MRZ-2 zones is proposed. As such, implementation of
the EDE would not result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource of value to
the region and the state, no impact would occur.

8.1.7

Noise

Noise is defined as unwanted or objectionable sound. Noise impacts resulting from a project
generally occur if a significant increase in ambient noise levels would occur or people would
be exposed to noise levels in excess of the City’s noise ordinance (Oceanside Code of
Ordinances, Chapter 38, Article III, Sound Level Limits, 2017). In addition, noise impacts
can result from exposure of people to transportation noise, including aircraft noise.
The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City.
While no specific project developments are proposed under the EDE, ECAP, and the CAP,
the EDE would provide policy support future development within the City. Any such future
development would not be a result of this project and would be subject to future analysis
associated with subsequent General Plan Land Use Element revisions. No conflicts would
result associated with development within with the Marine Corps Air Station Camp
Pendleton Airport Influence Area or the Oceanside Municipal Airport Land Use
Compatibility Plans (ALUCP), as no development or land use changes would be authorized
by the project.

8.1.8

Paleontological Resources

Implementation of the project would not result in significant impacts to paleontological
resources within the City, as the project does not propose any site- specific development
that would involve ground disturbance, and would, therefore, not disturb any existing
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paleontological resources. The project provides policy direction to support the economic and
climate action goals of the City. The EDE, ECAP, and CAP provide policy support for
energy efficiency retrofitting and installation of new infrastructure, such as new electric
vehicle charging stations; however, the project does not specifically authorize these
improvements. Furthermore, it is anticipated that such energy efficiency upgrades and
infrastructure would occur within existing developed building footprints with no new areas
of disturbance that could impact paleontological resources. Thus, the project would not
result in a significant impact on paleontological resources.

8.1.9

Public Services and Emergency Preparedness

Implementation of the project would not result in an increase in population within the City,
as the project does not propose any changes in land use designations within the City, nor
does it include any project specific development. Rather, it provides policy direction to
support the economic and climate action goals of the City.
The EDE, ECAP, and CAP serve as policy documents. The policies and strategies are not
anticipated to generate new or increased demand for fire or police protection services
because the project would not result in changes in land use that could affect future
development potential. As a result, the implementation of the project would not result in
the need for additional or expanded police and fire protection facilities that could result in
an environmental effect, resulting in no impact.
The EDE, ECAP, and CAP do not contain any strategies or actions that would increase
school enrollment. The project does not propose any strategies or policies that directly or
indirectly relate to increasing the need for additional school facilities, and does not propose
any land use changes that would affect the overall portion of the population that would
require school facilities. As a result, implementation of the project would not result in the
need for new or expanded school facilities that could result in environmental effects, and no
impact would occur.
Implementation of the EDE, ECAP, and CAP would not change or alter the demand for
parks, as it does not contain any strategies or actions that would increase the demand for
these facilities. For this reason, adoption and implementation of the project would not
result in the need for new or expanded park facilities or other public facilities that could
result in environmental effects, and no impact would occur.

8.1.10 Recreation
The project does not propose any changes in land use, infrastructure, or circulation; rather
it provides policy direction to support the economic and climate action goals of the City.
Population growth or the generation of additional housing opportunities within the City
would not occur as a result of the project as no land use or zoning changes would occur. As
such, implementation of project would not result in an increase in use of recreational
facilities, leading to a substantial physical deterioration of such facilities. In addition, the
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policy framework identified in EDE, ECAP, and CAP do not include provisions to construct
new or expanded recreational facilities, resulting in no impact on the physical environment.

8.2

Significant and Unavoidable Impacts

In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(b), any significant unavoidable
impacts of a project, including those impacts that can be mitigated but not reduced to below
a level of significance despite the applicant’s willingness to implement all feasible
mitigation measures, must be identified in the EIR. As discussed in Section 4.4. and 4.6 of
this EIR, the project would result in a significant and unavoidable impact related to
aesthetics (scenic historic resources) and cultural resources (historic resources) even after
implementation of mitigation measure CUL-1 as identified in Chapter 4.6.3.3 and in the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Chapter 11.0). Thus, significant impacts
resulting from project implementation would remain significant and unavoidable.

8.3

Significant and Irreversible Environmental
Changes

In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(c):
Uses of nonrenewable resources during the initial and continued phases of
the project may be irreversible since a large commitment of such resources
makes removal or nonuse thereafter unlikely. Primary impacts and,
particularly, secondary impacts (such as highway improvements which
provide access to a previously inaccessible area) generally commit future
generations to similar uses. Also irreversible damage can result from
environmental accidents associated with the project. Irretrievable
commitments of resources should be evaluated to assure that such current
consumption is justified.
Non-renewable resources generally include agricultural land; biological, archaeological, and
paleontological resources; mineral deposits; water bodies; and some energy sources.
Implementation of the project would not result in significant irreversible impacts to
biological resources, paleontological resources, mineral resources, and water bodies.
Implementation of the project would not be associated with the irreversible consumption of
natural resources and energy. Natural resource consumption is typically associated with
the use of lumber and other forest products, sand and gravel, asphalt, steel, copper, other
metals, and water associated with development; however, the project does not authorize
any specific development and does not change the General Plan Land Use Map.
Implementation of the ECAP and CAP policy framework would provide policy direction to
support conservation of energy and water, serving to conserve non-renewable resources.
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8.4

Energy

Public Resources Code Section 21100(b)(3) and CEQA Guidelines Appendix F requires a
description (where relevant) of the wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of
energy caused by a project. In 1975, the California State Legislature adopted Assembly Bill
1575 (AB 1575) in response to the oil crisis of the 1970s.

8.4.1

Short-Term Construction

The EDE, ECAP, and CAP are policy documents that would not result in the construction of
any new development projects and would not result in any land use changes that could
indirectly affect development potential. Thus, no energy consumption is anticipated
associated with construction. Therefore, compliance with the EDE and ECAP and CAP
would not result in inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary fuel consumption.

8.4.2

Long-Term Operations

a. Transportation
The EDE, ECAP, and CAP contain a policy framework that would encourage future
revisions to the General Plan Land Use Map to focus on transit-oriented and mixed-use
development, which would help to reduce daily vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled. The
EDE, ECAP, and CAP documents provide a policy framework and would not result in any
development or trip generation and, thus, would not be associated with unusual
characteristics that would result in excessive long-term operational fuel consumption.
The EDE, ECAP, and CAP provide strategies to improve transit service and overall
mobility within the City that would result in a decrease in auto dependency. The North
County Transit District (NCTD) currently provides fixed bus routes in the City. Bus routes
link various destinations within the City and throughout the county. The Oceanside
Transportation Center (OTC) is located at the southeast edge of the downtown area and is a
hub for all modes of public transportation. The OTC also provides access to private taxi
services and secure bicycle storage. The OTC is within walking distance of downtown.
Commuter rail service (Metrolink) is provided from the OTC to Los Angeles Union Station
on a daily basis.

b. Energy Demand
The EDE, ECAP, and CAP provide a policy framework that is anticipated to result in an
overall reduction in energy demands for both municipal and community operations.
Specifically, the CAP identifies per capita reduction targets for GHG emissions that rely on
the implementation of a number of measures that are anticipated to result in reduced
energy demand. For example, a number of ECAP and CAP measures focus on improving
the energy efficiency of existing buildings through providing incentives for energy efficiency
retrofits, promotion of residential energy conservation and time-of-sale disclosure, the
promotion of low-income financing programs for solar PV and energy efficiency upgrades,
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and promotion
requirements.

of

non-residential

building

energy

benchmarking

and

disclosure

The EDE includes policies to support and exemplify energy efficiency, renewable energy
use, electricity storage, recycling, water conservation, and the use of sustainable materials;
to encourage local businesses to benchmark energy consumption and understand how their
consumption levels compare to those of similar operations; to explore options for supplying
cost-effective renewable power to Oceanside residents and businesses; and to facilitate
training in photovoltaic design, permitting, and installation. A focus on renewable energy
generation within the City would reduce demand for fossil fuel energy from the utility.
Overall, implementation of ECAP and EDE policies would support reduced energy demand
and a shift in energy demand from non-renewable to renewable sources.
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Chapter 9
Certification and Report Preparers
This document has been completed by the City of Oceanside’s (City) Planning Department
under the direction of the Principal Planner and is based on independent analysis and
determinations made pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act.
A list of contributing City and consultant staff members, their titles and affiliations, is
provided below.

City of Oceanside
Planning Division

• Russ Cunningham, Principal Planner

RECON Environmental, Inc.

Environmental Analysis and Report Preparation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stephanie Whitmore, Principal
Jennifer Campos, Senior Environmental Specialist
Jessica Fleming, Associate Environmental Analyst
Andrew Capobianco, Assistant Environmental Analyst
Jack Emerson, Environmental Analyst
Stacey Higgins, Senior Production Specialist
Jennifer Gutierrez, Production Specialist
Frank McDermott, GIS Manager
Sean Bohac, GIS Specialist

Climate Action Plan
•
•
•
•

Stephanie Whitmore, Principal
William Maddux, Senior GHG Emissions Specialist
Jack Emerson, Environmental Analyst
Jennifer Gutierrez, Production Specialist
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11
Chapter 11
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Section 21081.6 requires that a
mitigation monitoring and reporting program (MMRP) be adopted upon certification of an
environmental impact report (EIR) to ensure that the mitigation measures are
implemented. The MMRP specifies what the mitigation is, the entity responsible for
monitoring the program, and when in the process it should be accomplished.
The Program EIR prepared for the City of Oceanside (City) General Plan Update –
Economic Development Element (EDE) and Energy and Climate Action Element (ECAP)
and Climate Action Plan (CAP) project, incorporated herein as referenced, focused on issues
determined to be potentially significant by the City. The issues addressed in the EIR
include land use, agricultural resources, transportation and circulation, aesthetics,
greenhouse gas emissions, cultural resources, population and housing, and utilities and
service systems.
Public Resources Code Section 21081.6 requires monitoring of only those impacts identified
as significant or potentially significant. After analysis, potentially significant impacts
requiring mitigation were identified for aesthetics (scenic historical resources) and cultural
resources (historical resources). The environmental analysis concluded that the potentially
significant impacts associated with cultural resources (historical resources) and aesthetics
(scenic resources) would be significant and unavoidable even with implementation of the
recommended mitigation measure.
The MMRP for the project is under the jurisdiction of the City and other agencies as
specified in the table below. The following is an overview of the MMRP to be completed for
the project.
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Table 11-1
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Potentially Significant Impact
AESTHETICS

Mitigation Measure

Scenic Resources. As detailed in the
Aesthetics Section 4.4.4, implementation of
some ECAP and CAP measures could
encourage and require physical changes to
historical structures through installation of
renewable energy technologies (such as
rooftop solar panels) and energy efficiency
retrofits. Such changes could result in
adverse effects to scenic historical resources
as policies and ordinances are implemented.
Thus, implementation of ECAP and CAP
policies would result in a potentially
significant impact to scenic (historical)
resources.
CULTURAL RESOURCES
Historical Resources. As detailed in the
Cultural Resources Section 4.6.3,
implementation of some ECAP and CAP
measures could encourage and require
physical changes to historic structures such
as installation of renewable energy
technologies (such as rooftop solar panels)
and energy efficiency retrofits. Such
changes could result in adverse impacts to
historic structures as policies and
ordinances are implemented. Impacts to
historical resources would be potentially
significant.

Timeframe of
Mitigation

Monitoring,
Enforcement, and
Reporting
Responsibility

Refer to MM-CUL-1

Prior to issuance
of a building
permit.

City of Oceanside

MM-CUL-1: Any proposed installation of solar photovoltaic
panels, energy efficiency upgrades such as replacement windows,
or other renewable energy technologies on bulding/structures that
are in excess of 50 years of age shall be required to comply with
the following mitigation framework if the features would be
visible from exterior areas:

Prior to issuance
of a building
permit.

City of Oceanside

(a) For any building/structures in excess of 50 years of age
having its original structural integrity intact, a City staff
level evaluation of the structure shall be required to
determine whether further historical analysis is required.
If required based on staff level review, a qualified
professional historian may be required to determine
whether the affected building/structure is historically
significant. The evaluation of historic architectural
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Table 11-1
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Potentially Significant Impact

Mitigation Measure
resources shall be based on criteria such as age, location,
context, association with an important person or event,
uniqueness, or structural integrity, as indicated in CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5. A historical resource report
shall be submitted by the project applicant to the City and
shall include the methods used to determine the presence
or absence of historical resources, identify potential
impacts from the proposed project, evaluate the
significance of any historical resources, and identify
mitigation measures.
(b) Where solar photovoltaic panels, replacement windows,
renewable energy technologies, or energy efficiency
upgrades are proposed on an historic structure, the design
and placement of these improvements shall be in a
manner that minimizes adverse effects to historical
resources to the maximum extent practicable and shall
follow the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties to the extent feasible.
Considerations include locating solar panels or other
property improvements within areas of new construction
versus historic portions of a structure or property,
minimizing public visibility of improvements, and avoiding
improvements where character-defining features of an
historical resource would be lost permanently. In some
cases, installation of the desired improvement may not be
able to be achieved consistent with the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards due to technical or other
considerations.
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Timeframe of
Mitigation

Monitoring,
Enforcement, and
Reporting
Responsibility

